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Kif, old friend, I don’t know which disgusts me more: Your cowardice or your

stupidity! We’ll simply set a new course for that empty region over there. Near

that black-ish hole-ish thing.

- Zapp Brannigan
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Abstract

Ultraluminous X-ray sources (ULXs) represent stellar-mass binary systems ac-

creting at the highest rates. The ULX population is observationally diverse, with

a variety of X-ray spectral properties and variability and outflow characteristics

that are attributed to numerous different physical interpretations. In this thesis

we analyse multiwavelength observations of a select number of ULXs. While these

sources demonstrate a wide range of contrasting observable properties, they are

all important examples of super-Eddington accretion. We review how the obser-

vational attributes (X-ray spectral and timing properties, outflow characteristics

and large-scale optical and radio features of ULXs) are related to the physical

properties of our sources, like inclination angle and mass accretion rate.

The generally-accepted view of ULX spectral states is that they are a result of

inclination angle rather than being physically distinct. However, here we present

work that suggests otherwise. We have discovered the first two eclipsing ULXs

(both inferred as being seen almost edge-on), thus providing the first strong

constraint on the inclination angle of a ULX. Despite having similar viewing

angles and luminosities (Lx ≈ 2× 1039 erg s−1), the sources have different X-ray

properties; the first (M51 ULX-1) has a soft spectrum and shows signatures of a

disk wind, while the second (M51 ULX-2) has a harder spectrum and no evidence

of any strong outflows. Clearly, inclination angle cannot be the sole factor that

dictates ULX spectral states.

Additionally, we investigate the X-ray spectral and timing properties of a sub-

class of ULXs known as ultraluminous supersoft sources (ULSs). The supersoft

blackbody spectra synonymous with these objects is thought to be the product

of emission from the photosphere of an optically thick disk wind. Consequently,

ULSs are often attributed to being ULXs seen at the highest inclination angles,

where the disk wind is thickest. However, considering our previous result in which

neither eclipsing source is detected in a ULS state, additional physical parame-

ters must be invoked in order to explain ULSs. We suggest that a combination

of inclination angle and mass accretion rate is responsible; ULSs represent the

high accretion-rate tail of the ULX population, where the resulting outflow is at

its most optically dense, and are a physically distinct class.
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We also investigate the relation between ULXs and their large-scale properties.

A number of ULXs have been observed with coincident optical and radio bubbles.

These bubbles are inflated by either the mechanical power of the ULX outflows

(either a collimated jet or quasi-spherical winds, or a combination of the two) or

from the intense X-ray radiation produced by the inner regions of the accretion

flow. We use the radiative power of two optical bubbles around newly discovered

ULXs to determine the mechanical power output of these sources. Similar to

other ULXs with strong outflows, we find that the mechanical power can dominate

over the radiative power. An estimation of the mechanical power is required to

quantify the total (radiative plus mechanical) power output and thus recognise

different accretion regimes across the ULX population.

Finally, we discuss how the observational properties of ULXs, including X-

ray luminosity, spectral hardness, optical depth, presence of bubbles, lobes or

hotspots, and jet power, are physically related. We suggest that a combination of

changes to the mass accretion rate, inclination angle, type of accretor, magnetic

field strength and presence of outflows can be used to describe the wide variety of

ULX observational features, and conclude by outlining how this might be tested

with future instruments.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Ultraluminous X-ray sources (ULXs) are some of the most energetic stellar objects

in the known Universe. They are classified by their unusually high luminosities,

which exceed the theoretical limit for stellar-mass objects. The true nature of

ULXs is still heavily debated; are they massive objects whose intense luminosity

comes from their size or are they smaller objects whose luminosity is a result

of a rapid influx of material? In fact, there appears to be different scenarios

for a whole spectrum of ULX masses, ranging from low-mass neutron stars to

the massive, and long-sought intermediate-mass black holes. Whatever the case,

ULXs provide a unique opportunity to study important fundamental physical

processes associated with accretion onto compact objects.

1.1 Compact objects

This thesis is the study of how the accretion onto compact objects, neutron stars

and stellar-mass black holes, manifests itself observationally at the highest rates.

These compact objects are the end points of stellar evolution in massive stars

(� 8 M�). Neutron stars are the compacted cores of collapsed stars that have

since exhausted their source of nuclear fuel and are now supported by neutron

degeneracy pressure. They are extremely dense objects, with a mass of around

1.4 M� compressed into a radius of only 10 km. Neutron stars as massive as

2.3 − 2.4 M� have been discovered (Linares et al., 2018; van Kerkwijk et al.,

2011), although more massive objects would further collapse and result in the

formation of a black hole.

Black holes are astrophysical objects whose gravitational pull is so strong

that not even light can escape. An entire spectrum of black holes is theorised

to exist ranging from stellar mass black holes (� 100 M�), the evolutionary end

points of the most massive (� 22 M�) stars (Fryer and Kalogera, 2001), to super-

massive black holes (SMBHs; � 106 M�), found at the centres of most galaxies
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(Kippenhahn and Weigert, 1990). While electromagnetic emission from a black

hole cannot be detected, emission from the hot gas accreting into the black hole,

prior to it crossing the event horizon, can be detected.

Accretion is the power source behind some of the most energetic, and violent,

astrophysical objects. We see its effects from explosive and short-lived stellar

objects such as gamma-ray bursts (GRBs) up to galactic nuclei, accreting over

billions of years. We also witness accretion occurring at different rates; from

almost insignificant rates in quiescent sources, such as Sgr A*, up to incredibly

rapid accretion rates that were originally thought to be unphysical. Accretion

rates play a crucial role in the classification of binary systems, which are studied

throughout this thesis.

1.2 Accretion

Accretion is a fundamental process throughout the Universe. It is the most

efficient way of extracting energy from matter, able to extract ∼ 15%1 of the rest

mass energy for a typical stellar-mass black hole or neutron star. For comparison,

nuclear fusion of hydrogen to helium only has an efficiency of 0.7%. The energy

released through accretion is the result of gravitational potential energy being

converted to radiation. The energy released, E, via this process can be quantified

using the equation

E ≈ GMm

r
, (1.1)

(Frank et al., 2002) where G is the gravitational constant, m is the mass of a

test particle and M and r are the mass and radius of the compact object, or

“accretor”, respectively. For objects such as white dwarfs and neutron stars, r

is the radius of the surface of the star (rWD ∼ 1 × 104 km and rNS ∼ 10 km).

However, for black holes, with no surface, r is the radius of the inner boundary

of the accretion disk, beyond which matter plunges towards the event horizon in

free fall. As an order of magnitude estimate, this radius is proportional to the

gravitational radius of the black hole rBH = 2GM
c2

≈ 3 M
M�

km, where c is the speed

of light.

The simplest form of accretion that can be considered is spherically symmetric

accretion. Better known as Bondi-Hoyle-Lyttleton accretion (Hoyle and Lyttle-

ton, 1941; Bondi, 1952), this process involves an accretor drawing material from

its surrounding medium. Examples of Bondi-Hoyle-Lyttleton accretion include

1The efficiency can increase up to 42% (Frank et al., 2002) for a maximally spinning black
hole.
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an isolated star drawing matter from a surrounding gas cloud, an intermediate-

mass black hole (IMBH) accreting from the interstellar medium (ISM) or a faint

nuclear SMBH, especially in an early-type galaxy, where the hot gas inflow is too

tenuous to form an accretion disk.

Although an important aspect of accretion, spherically symmetric accretion

cannot be applied to binary systems. In binary systems, there are two forms of

accretion; wind and Roche lobe overflow. These two distinct forms are dependent

upon the donor star. If the donor star is massive2, then it will generate a strong

wind that drives material off the surface of the star. This matter is ejected

isotropically, a small fraction of which can be captured gravitationally by the

accretor. Because only a small fraction of material is accreted (∼ a few percent

of the wind mass), wind accretion tends to be of low efficiency.

Alternatively, accretion may occur via Roche lobe overflow (Figure 1.1). This

is generally seen in systems with low-mass companion stars, but can also occur in

high-mass systems, although only during short-lived phases. Roche lobe overflow

involves the outer layers being stripped off the star. This is either due to an

expansion of the star (a result of stellar evolution) or a reduction in the binary

separation (due to the release of gravitational waves). Either way, this causes the

star to fill what is known as its Roche lobe, the first gravitational equipotential

surface enclosing both objects. The material from the surface of the star is then

able to freely flow to the accretor through the L1 Lagrange point. This is a far

more efficient way to accrete (relative to wind-driven accretion) and is the form

of accretion required to power rapidly-accreting sources.

1.2.1 The Eddington luminosity

As the accretion rate (Ṁ) onto a compact object increases, there is a corre-

sponding increase in the energy production, which leads to a rise in the radiation

pressure being exerted on the in-falling matter. This restricts the rate at which

material can be accreted, hence there is an upper limit on the accretion rate, and

therefore on the luminosity of the compact object. This luminosity is known as

the Eddington luminosity, LEdd, and the accompanying accretion rate is defined

as the critical accretion rate, ṀEdd.

The Eddington luminosity is defined as the point at which the outward radia-

tion pressure, Frad, is equal to the inward force of gravity, FG. Thus we calculate

LEdd using,

2Metallicity also plays a role in the strength of a stellar wind.
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Figure 1.1: Cartoon of Roche lobe overflow from Maoz (2007). The dotted lines
indicate surfaces of gravitational equipotential. Left panel: both stars are within
their respective Roche lobes and so there is no flow of material. Tidal friction will
cause the binary separation to reduce as energy is lost from the system. Right
panel: Here M2 fills its Roche lobe hence material is able to flow through the L1

Lagrange point and fall into the gravitational potential of the compact object,
M1, and eventually into it.

FG = Frad, (1.2)

GMm

r2
=

LEddσT

4πcr2
, (1.3)

LEdd =
4πGMcmp

σT

, (1.4)

which simplifies to,

LEdd ≈ 1.3× 1038
�

M

M�

�
erg s−1, (1.5)

where G is the gravitational constant, σT is the electron scattering cross-section

and mp is the mass of a proton. It should be noted that, due to the Coulumbic

attraction between electrons and protons, any force on the electrons will cause

a drag on the protons. Consequently, the mass of the test particle, m, becomes

(me +mp) ≈ mp.

The Eddington luminosity is often described as a soft upper limit to the lu-

minosity as there are some rare sources that appear to exceed it. There are a

number of factors that can lead to luminosities greater than Eddington. Firstly,

the luminosity derived in Equation 1.4 is an approximation and assumes spher-

ical accretion (i.e. Bondi-Hoyle-Lyttleton accretion) of hydrogen. Higher-mass

particles would increase the Eddington luminosity; for example, accretion of pure

Helium would increase LEdd by a factor of ≈ 2. Non-spherical accretion (such

as in accretion disks in binary systems) can lead to geometric funnelling. Here,
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radiation can escape via the poles, perpendicular to the disk, where it will no

longer impede the infalling matter. An object’s luminosity can also be altered

by beaming wherein the radiation is Doppler boosted. If the radiation is beamed

towards the observer, then the apparent luminosity increases while the intrinsic

luminosity remains the same. Finally, a source can simply accrete at super-critical

levels. In this case the luminosity is modified by

L = LEdd(1 + ln ṁ), (1.6)

(Shakura and Sunyaev, 1973; Poutanen et al., 2007) where ṁ = Ṁ/ṀEdd is the

accretion rate normalised to the Eddington accretion rate i.e. ṁ = 1 for sources

accreting at the Eddington limit. The disk geometry in itself permits a luminosity

slightly above the spherical Eddington limit. This regime will be explored further

in Section 1.3.2. A super-Eddington source is likely to incorporate a number of

these factors in order to exceed the Eddington limit.

1.2.2 Optical depth

Another important physical concept associated with the inflow and outflow re-

sulting from accretion is optical depth, or optical thickness. Optical thickness is

a measure of the likelihood that a photon travelling through a medium will be

affected by particles within the medium. This can take the form of scattering

or absorption. If the optical depth due to absorption, τα, is greater than unity,

then a medium is said to be optically thick to absorption (or opaque) and if it is

less than unity, then it is optically thin to absorption (or transparent). The same

applies to the optical depth due to scattering (τσ). The combined effect of both

absorption and scattering, known as the effective optical depth, τ ∗, (Figure 1.2)

is defined as,

τ ∗ ≈
�

τα(τα + τσ), (1.7)

(Rybicki and Lightman, 1979). Once again, if τ∗ > 1, then the medium is

effectively optically thick (opaque), and if τ∗ < 1, then the medium is effectively

optically thin (translucent – not necessarily transparent). These concepts play

an important part in understanding the spectral properties of binary systems.

1.3 Accretion disks

In Section 1.2, we looked at different types of accretion, specifically the contrast

between spherically-symmetric accretion and the accretion found in close binary
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Figure 1.2: Cartoon of an effectively optically thick medium. As the physical size
of the medium, L, exceeds the effective mean path, l∗, a photon emitted within
the medium will be absorbed before reaching the surface.

systems. The difference arises due to the relative angular velocity between the

material being accreted and the compact object. In the case of the binary system,

the infalling material must shed angular momentum. In the case of accretion via

Roche lobe overflow, the most efficient way to accomplish this is in an accretion

disk; the matter stripped from the companion star accumulates in a disk in the

orbital plane. In the high-density environment of the disk, matter is able to

transfer angular momentum through viscosity. Some fraction of the matter can

then fall in towards the accretor, and in doing so, release energy. A by-product

of the energy production is a heating of the disk. The thermal disk emits as a

blackbody radiator with each subsequent annulus getting hotter the closer it is

to the accretor. The resulting spectrum is therefore a superposition of blackbody

distributions of increasing temperature, generally peaking in X-rays, depending

on the radius of the accretor (large objects tend to have cooler inner disks).

The final, and hence hottest, annulus occurs at either (i) the surface of a non-

magnetised neutron star; (ii) the radius at which the magnetic field interrupts the

disk in a magnetised neutron star; or in the case of a black hole, (iii) the radius

of the innermost stable circular orbit, RISCO. For a non-spinning black hole, this
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is,

RISCO = 3Rschw, (1.8)

=
6GM

c2
= 9

M

M�
km, (1.9)

where Rschw is the Schwarzschild radius3 (a black hole co-rotating with the accre-

tion disk will have a smaller value of RISCO while a black hole with a retrograde

spin will have a larger value). The observed flux from the disk at frequency f , is,

Ff =
4πhf 3 cos i

c2d2

� Rout

RISCO

RdR

ehf/kBT − 1
, (1.10)

(Frank et al., 2002) where h is the Planck constant, Rout is the outer radius of

the disk, d is the distance to the source, i is the inclination angle of the system,

T is the temperature, and kB is the Boltzmann constant.

Different types of accretion disks and accretion flows will be explored in more

detail in later sections. For a detailed review of accretion disks, see Abramowicz

and Fragile (2013).

1.3.1 Thin disks

In many systems, the infalling material is restricted to the orbital plane, in a

geometrically thin accretion disk. For simplicity, the accretion flow is approx-

imated to be a two-dimensional structure – the vertical extent of the disk can

generally be ignored. Models that assume this approximation are known as ‘thin

disk models’ and require that H � R, where H is the scale height of the disk.

The most prevalent thin disk model is the famous steady α-disk structure,

known as the ‘standard model’, from Shakura and Sunyaev (1973). The α pa-

rameter is used to relate the kinematic viscosity, ν, to the scale height,

ν = αcsH, (1.11)

where cs is the speed of sound of the medium and the only restriction on α is that

it be � 1. It is left as a free parameter because the physical process behind the

viscosity is not fully understood. With this, we can generate a set of equations

using the physical parameters of the disk, such as surface density, Σ, mass density,

ρ, pressure, P , central temperature, Tc, radial drift velocity, vR, and opacity, τ .

The total set (Equation (1.12)), with eight equations, can be used to solve the

3The Schwarzschild radius is the distance from a black hole at which the escape velocity is
equal to the speed of light; the event horizon of a non-spinning black hole.
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Figure 1.3: Sketch of a cut through a thin accretion disk. The different zones
are defined by the changes in the pressure support mechanism and the dominant
form of opacity.

eight unknown parameters, ρ,Σ,H,cs,P ,Tc,τ and ν, by relating them to M ,R and

Ṁ . Finally, we get,

ρ = Σ
H
,

H = cs

�
R3

GM

�1/2

,

c2s = P
ρ
,

P = ρkBTc

µmp
+ 4σT 4

c

3c
,

4σT 4
c

3τ
= 3GMṀ

8πR3

�
1−

�
R∗
R

�1/2�
,

τ = ΣκR(ρ, Tc) = τ(Σ, ρ, Tc),

νΣ = Ṁ
3π

�
1−

�
R∗
R

�1/2�
,

ν = ν(ρ, Tc,Σ,α, ...),





(1.12)

(Frank et al., 2002), where κR is the Rosseland mean opacity and µ is the mean

molecular weight.

There are three regions in the disk, outlined in Figure 1.3:

(i) the inner disk, where radiation pressure dominates. Here the disk is pri-

marily supported by electron scattering. Pr � Pg, τσ � τα

(ii) where gas pressure begins to dominate, however, electron scattering still

determines opacity. Pr � Pg, τσ � τα

(iii) the outer disk, where scattering is no longer dominant and free-free and

bound-free absorption are the main contributors to opacity. This region is

also gas pressure dominated. Pr � Pg, τσ � τα

The main drawback to the thin disk approximation is that it fails as H → R.

In region (i), the radiation dominated zone and inner part of the accretion disk,
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the scale height is,

H ≈ 3Rinṁ

4η

�
1−

�
Rin

R

�1/2
�
, (1.13)

(Frank et al., 2002). Assuming a standard accreting black hole efficiency, η = 0.1,

when ṁ > 1, the inner region of the disk inside R ∼ ṁRISCO can no longer be

described by a standard thin disk. This means that for objects approaching

Eddington, the thin disk model is not applicable.

1.3.2 Thick disks

The defining characteristic of the standard disk model is that the emission comes

from an optically thick, radiatively efficient accretion flow. However, we must

also consider radiatively inefficient accretion flows, i.e. instances in which advec-

tion becomes significant and modifies the accretion flow. There are two key

scenarios in which the disk becomes advectively cooled (as opposed to radiatively

cooled like in the standard disk), while remaining both thermally and viscously

stable; optically thin gas pressure supported and optically thick radiation pres-

sure supported accretion flows (Abramowicz et al., 1995). The former represents

advection-dominated accretion flows (ADAFs), used for very low accretion rates,

while the latter is used at very high accretion rates and known as ‘slim disks’

(Abramowicz et al., 1988). Slim disks are (somewhat confusingly) a subset of

thick disks, disk models that describe the quasi-spherical accretion regime (i.e.

H ∼ R) where the standard disk model breaks down. Close to the compact

object, the disk becomes puffed up due to the intense radiation pressure, while

behaving identically to a standard disk at larger radii (Figure 1.4). In the geomet-

rically thick zone, the accretion flow becomes so dense and optically thick that

photons are trapped within the inflowing matter and get dragged down onto the

black hole, never reaching the observer4. The advection means that not all of the

gravitational potential energy is radiated at each disk annulus. This will alter the

apparent luminosity and must be accounted for in order to properly quantify the

accretion rate based on the observed spectrum. Slim disk models are often used

to explain ULXs, matching their observational properties well (Watarai et al.,

2001).

Thin disk models introduce a parameter p that governs the scaling relationship

between disk radius and temperature. In standard disks, the radial temperature

relationship follows T ∝ R−3/4 (Equations (1.12)), whereas in slim disks it tends

4In the case of a neutron star, the energy must eventually be radiated once the material
reaches the surface.
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Figure 1.4: Sketch of a cut through a slim disk. At small radii, where H ∼ R,
the disk is radiatively supported. At large radii, the accretion flow takes the form
of a standard disk. This model is often used to explain sources at high accretion
rates, like ULXs.

to follow T ∝ R−1/2 (Watarai et al., 2000). With the added free parameter p, the

radial dependence on temperature, T ∝ R−p, disk models can better fit spectra

of super-critically accreting sources.

1.4 Outflows

Radiation is not the only form of energy emitted through accretion; the pro-

duction of mechanical energy may also result from the release of gravitational

potential energy. This mechanical energy manifests as outflows, taking two main

forms; highly-collimated jet outflows and quasi-spherical, radiation-driven5 winds.

Both factors contribute to the total energy budget of accretion and thus under-

standing outflows becomes important when trying to quantify the total energy

released through accretion, and its efficiency.

1.4.1 Jets

Astrophysical jets are observed to be accelerated from accretion flows around

compact objects of all mass scales throughout the Universe. They are made up of

a population of relativistic charged particles accelerated from close to the event

horizon of an accreting black hole or surface of an accreting neutron star, white

dwarf or young stellar object. Jets can be classified as leptonic or baryonic. Lep-

tonic jets primarily consist of highly-relativistic (∼ 0.99c) electrons and positrons

accelerated by a strong magnetic field generated by either the accretion disk or

base of the jet. As the electrons and positrons spiral within the tangled magnetic

field, they produce synchrotron radiation which is predominantly detected in the

radio band.

5Winds can be accelerated by other mechanisms (e.g. magnetically or thermally driven
winds). However, strong winds in ULXs are typically radiation-pressure-driven and thus we
restrict our focus to these.
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Figure 1.5: VLA radio continuum image of W50 from Dubner et al. (1998).
The jets have inflated the eastern and western lobes protruding out from the
underlying circular supernova remnant. The total structure has a size of ∼ 40 by
100 pc.

Baryonic jets on the other hand comprise much heavier ions, and thus gener-

ally only reach speeds of ∼ 0.1c. They are detected at optical wavelengths using

broad Hα emission lines. The prototypical example of a baryonic jet is found

in the Galactic source SS 433 (Margon, 1984). Accelerated to 0.26c, these jets

plough into the surrounding medium, inflating the eastern and western lobes of a

giant nebula or “bubble”, known as W50 (Figure 1.5). By studying the formation

of this bubble, constraints on the mechanical energy of the system, and hence its

total energy, can be placed (e.g., Dubner et al., 1998).

1.4.2 Winds

In contrast to jets, winds tend to be less directional and relatively slow-moving

outflows. Winds have typical speeds of ∼ 1000 km s−1. They are the result of

intense radiation pressure from the disk driving inflowing material away from the

compact object. Therefore, winds are predominantly found in sources around or

above the Eddington limit (although winds are also observed in high-inclination

sources in disk-dominated states, e.g. Ponti et al. 2012, and found to be launched

in power-law-dominated states but too ionised to detect, e.g. Dı́az Trigo et al.

2014), where the radiation pressure begins to overpower the gravitational attrac-

tion. The outflowing material moves radially in an equatorial cone-like projection,

leaving a polar funnel. However, it is assumed that in some systems, the opening
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angle of the polar funnel reaches zero and the source is completely enveloped in

a quasi-spherical outflow. For sources with ṁ ∼ 1, the outflows are generally

optically thick to scattering (Pounds et al., 2003). For sources with ṁ � 1, the

outflows become effectively optically thick.

Like with jets, winds can have a significant impact on the surrounding medium.

Identifying how much kinetic energy is imparted into the ISM is important for

estimating the mechanical power of the winds.

1.5 X-ray binaries

X-ray binaries (XRBs) are double-star systems in which a compact object (either

a neutron star or black hole) accretes matter from a donor star (Frank et al.,

2002). They can be broken down into two subclasses dependent on the mass

of their donors: high-mass XRBs (HMXBs) with massive companion stars that

generally accrete via wind-driven accretion; and low-mass XRBs (LMXBs) with

companions less massive than the compact object that accrete through Roche

lobe overflow. Galactic XRBs do not (generally6) violate the Eddington limit,

having peak luminosities � 1039 erg s−1.

XRBs are comprised of a number of different physical components (top panel

in Figure 1.6), each of which have distinct emission signatures (bottom panel in

Figure 1.6). The companion star and accretion disk are both thermal radiators

resulting in blackbody emission. The companion star emission will peak in the

optical band whereas the hotter disk will peak at soft (low energy) X-rays. The

corona is a quasi- or non-thermal population of electrons found close to the com-

pact object. It generally has a higher temperature than the disk as it can not cool

efficiently because of its low density. It will emit in the hard (high energy) X-ray

band with a power-law-like distribution that arises from Compton scattering of

softer photons by the energetic electrons of the corona. The final component is

the bi-polar jet, which dominates at radio wavelengths. The jet will most likely

be emitting via synchrotron radiation and have a reasonably flat spectrum in

the radio band, though the synchrotron spectrum can extend to the infra-red,

optical and possibly even X-rays, depending on the Lorentz factor of the electron

population. Identifying each physical component by its emission properties helps

to identify the spectral state of the XRB.

XRBs undergo transient outbursts in which they evolve along a predictable

track; they transition through known accretion modes, or ‘spectral states’, that

are a result of a changing accretion rate. The evolving XRB spectra during an

6There are a select few Galactic sources that do; e.g. Z-source neutron stars, CirX-1, SS 433,
GRS 1915, V4641 Sgr (Grimm et al., 2002), V404 Cygni (King et al., 2015).
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Figure 1.6: Top panel: Cartoon schematic of an XRB accreting via Roche lobe
overflow. The system is viewed edge-on. Bottom panel: Canonical spectrum for
an XRB (credit P. Curran). The colours for each component match their corre-
sponding physical emission zone from the top panel. Flat-spectrum synchrotron
emission from the jet is seen in blue, the soft blackbody curves of the disk and
companion star are in red and orange respectively (the companion star spectrum
is greatly exaggerated for simplicity, normally being dwarfed by the disk emission)
and the hard power-law tail of the corona is in green.
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Figure 1.7: Schematic of XRB spectral states from Fender et al. (2004). X-
ray hardness (ratio between hard and soft photon count rates) increases to the
right, while X-ray luminosity increases upwards. In a typical outburst, the XRB
starts in a quiescent state (i), where it is dominated by the corona (yellow),
before increasing in luminosity as it transitions into the low/hard state (ii). The
truncated accretion disk (red) begins to fill up towards RISCO (iii-iv), in doing so
quenching the jet, and the source reaches the high/soft state. Finally, the source
transition back into the low/hard state and quiescence.

outburst can be classified in terms of the type of X-ray emission, specifically the

ratio between thermal and non-thermal emission (Belloni, 2010). The thermal

contribution arises from the optically thick accretion disk, radiating as a multi-

temperature black body. The non-thermal emission is a result of Compton up-

scattering of lower energy photons by high energy electrons in the corona or

near the base of the jet, or synchrotron emission from the jet (Remillard and

McClintock, 2006). A schematic of the standard XRB outburst cycle is depicted

in Figure 1.7. Prior to the outburst, the XRB will be in a low-luminosity, or

quiescent, state characterised by a luminosity Lx < 1033.5 erg s−1 (Remillard and

McClintock, 2006) and in which it spends most of its time. From here, the

luminosity begins to increase as the source enters outburst, transitioning into

the low/hard state (the LS zone in Figure 1.7). The disk is truncated at larger

radii and most (> 80%) of the energy radiated comes from the hard power-law
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component. A steady compact jet is also produced in the low/hard state (also

in quiescence). However, the jet becomes transient (discrete ejecta replace the

steady outflow of the compact jet) as the source moves from the low/hard state

to the high/soft state (HS zone in Figure 1.7). The disk is no longer truncated

and fills down to RISCO. The majority of the flux now comes from the disk

(> 75%; Remillard and McClintock, 2006). The jet is quenched and the system

is dominated by thermal emission from the disk. Finally, the outburst ends and

the XRB then moves back into the low/hard state (at a lower luminosity) and then

decays back down into quiescence. For a complete model, more complex states

are also used, like the intermediate state (McClintock and Remillard, 2006) and

the very high state (Miyamoto and Kitamoto, 1991; Miyamoto et al., 1993). The

very high state is for high-luminosity sources (generally > 0.1LEdd) in which both

thermal and power-law components are present. For even more luminous objects,

beyond the Eddington limit of most Galactic XRBs, it has been suggested that

another state, the ultraluminous state, is needed (Gladstone et al., 2009; Roberts

et al., 2010). These objects are discussed in the following section.

1.6 Ultraluminous X-ray sources

ULXs are classified as non-nuclear X-ray sources with peak luminosities greater

than 1 × 1039 erg s−1, the Eddington luminosity for a 10 solar mass black hole

(Feng and Soria, 2011; Kaaret et al., 2017). As the Eddington limit is proportional

to black hole mass, ULXs may contain a missing population of intermediate-mass

black holes (102−104 M�) accreting at sub-Eddington rates. Although most ULXs

appear to be persistent sources, some ULX have been observed transitioning from

sub-Eddington to super-Eddington luminosities (Gladstone et al., 2009; Middle-

ton et al., 2011b), resulting in the source changing from an XRB to a ULX. Like

XRBs, ULX spectra can evolve over time. However, it is still unclear what the

relationship is between the thermal and non-thermal components and how the

presence/absence of jets modifies the observed spectrum (Sutton et al., 2013b).

Over the last two decades or so, research into ULXs has grown rapidly. This

has been achieved through a number of ULX catalogues, allowing for population

and spectral studies. Beginning with a ROSAT/HRI (High Resolution Imager)

survey of luminous X-ray sources (Colbert and Mushotzky, 1999), astronomers

soon began constructing larger catalogues, using instruments/facilities such as

XMM-Newton (see Foschini et al., 2002) and Chandra (see Swartz et al., 2004;

Liu and Mirabel, 2005). One of the largest ULX catalogues, created by cross-

correlating the 2XMM Serendipitous Survey with the Third Reference Catalogue

of Bright Galaxies, found 470 ULXs in 238 galaxies (Walton et al., 2011).
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1.6.1 ULX interpretations

There are three interpretations for ULXs: (i) ULXs are stellar-mass black holes

(M < 20M�) or neutron stars (Bachetti et al., 2014) accreting at super-Eddington

rates (ṁ > 1); (ii) ULXs are massive stellar-mass black holes (20M� < M <

100M�) accreting at mildly-Eddington rates (ṁ ∼ 1); and, (iii) ULXs are IMBHs

(102 M� < M < 104 M�) accreting at sub-Eddington rates (ṁ < 1) (Feng and

Soria, 2011). As outlined in Section 1.2.1, there are several ways to bypass the

Eddington limit. Because LEdd ∝ M , the IMBH scenario does not require super-

Eddington accretion. This means that ULXs should been seen in the same accre-

tion states as XRBs, along with having similar spectral properties, just scaled by

mass. This, however, is not the case and ULX spectral states are distinct from

XRB spectral states, and are explored later. Mild beaming7 and super-Eddington

accretion are able to explain ULXs with luminosities of up to a few ∼ 1040 erg s−1

without invoking IMBHs (Feng and Soria, 2011). A select few extreme ULXs,

such as ESO243-49 HLX-1 and M82 X-1, with peak luminosities of ≈ 1042 erg s−1

(Farrell et al., 2009) and ≈ 1041 erg s−1 (Kaaret et al., 2001; Matsumoto et al.,

2001) respectively, are candidate IMBHs.

1.6.2 Distribution of ULXs

ULXs are found in spiral, elliptical and irregular galaxies. However, the most

luminous ones are found primarily in spirals and irregulars. More than two thirds

of ULXs seen in ellipticals have luminosities less than 2 × 1039 erg s−1, with no

ULX being brighter than 1040 erg s−1 (Swartz et al., 2004). By comparison, one

third of ULXs in spirals have luminosities greater than (4 − 5) × 1039 erg s−1,

with 10% exceeding 1040 erg s−1 (Swartz et al., 2004; Walton et al., 2011). The

luminosity function of ULXs follows a power-law distribution with slope α ∼ −0.8

to −2.0 and exponential cut-off at a few 1040 erg s−1 (Swartz et al., 2011). A

complete sample of ULXs in nearby galaxies (within 14.5Mpc) conducted by

Swartz et al. (2008, 2011) found that, on average, we expect to find approximately

two ULXs per 1M�yr−1 of star formation. In spiral and irregular galaxies, one

ULX is expected per 1010 M� while for elliptical galaxies, one ULX is expected

per 1011 M� (Swartz et al., 2008, 2011; Walton et al., 2011). It also appears that

low-mass galaxies (down to ∼ 108.5 M�) are more efficient at forming ULXs, per

unit mass. This may be due to the increased star formation rate (SFR) per unit

mass in lower-mass galaxies.

7Strong beaming is ruled out in ULXs. The occupation fraction of ULX bubbles (see Section
1.6.4) argues against any sort of strong beaming.
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Figure 1.8: Cartoon of general ULX spectrum (grey) from Feng and Soria (2011).
The soft excess is modelled by a cool thermal disk (orange) plus a power-law
component (magenta). The hard curvature can be fit with either a non-standard
disk or by a Comptonised model (blue – offset for clarity). For comparison, a
dual disk model (red) would not be able to recreate the spectrum.

1.6.3 Spectral properties and classification

ULXs show a wide variety of spectral properties, whose interpretation remains

controversial. The same models used to explain XRB spectral states appear to

be inadequate when applied to ULXs (Gladstone et al., 2009). The spectral

changes could even be explained through orientation, rather than state (Sutton

et al., 2013b). Strong outflows from the inner disk regions can cause quasi-

collimation of material leading to geometric beaming out of the plane of the disk

(King, 2009). As a result, the observed properties of the thermal and non-thermal

components could change depending on whether the system is observed face-on,

edge-on or at some intermediate inclination angle. This outflowing material may

also be responsible for the variability seen in ULXs, as clumps of matter move

out through the wind, evidenced by the fact that face-on systems show little

variability (Middleton et al., 2011b).

The typical spectra observed in ULXs have three main components; a soft

excess at temperatures � 2 keV, a hard power-law tail and a turnover (or steep-

ening) at higher energies (∼ 5 keV) (see Figure 1.8, Feng and Soria, 2011). These

features have been explained with a number of different interpretations. The soft

excess is often attributed to a large accretion disk or massive outflow. The disk

scenario would be analogous to XRBs, only more luminous and cooler. As the
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inner disk temperature (Tin) and disk luminosity (Ldisk) scale with the mass of

the accretor via,

M ∝ T−2
in L

1/2
disk, (1.14)

(Feng and Soria, 2011), a standard ULX, with a luminosity ∼ 1039 erg s−1 and

temperature 0.1−0.4 keV was initially interpreted as the signature of an accretion

disk around a black hole with a mass ∼ 103 M� (Miller et al., 2003, 2004). An-

other interpretation is that, instead of a massive accretor, Tin is not probing the

temperature at RISCO, but instead some much larger (and hence cooler) radius

(Roberts, 2007; Soria, 2007). This may arise from the inner disk being obscured

or transitioning into a corona or outflow that is optically thick to scattering. Al-

ternatively, it has also been suggested (Poutanen et al., 2007; Soria, 2007) that

the soft excess is from strong outflows that develop due to super-critical accre-

tion. The optically thick outflows are generated at the spherisation radius (the

radius at which R = H) and can downscatter hard emission from the inner re-

gions. The outflow model is in rough agreement with observations by Kajava

and Poutanen (2009), who, using a sample of ULXs, found that the luminosity

of the soft excess follows a Lsoft ∝ T−3.5 trend. Further interpretations have been

proposed including non-standard slim disks (i.e. thick disk models) outlined in

Section 1.3.2.

The spectral classification of ULXs was expanded upon by Sutton et al.

(2013b), who divided ULXs into three spectral classes; broadened disk, hard

ultraluminous and soft ultraluminous (Figure 1.9). Using a sample of 20 ULXs,

Sutton et al. (2013b) find that the low luminosity (< 3×1039 erg s−1) population

is dominated by the single component broadened disk ULXs8 while more lumi-

nous sources are almost exclusively double component ULXs in the hard or soft

ultraluminous state. They suggest that broadened disk ULXs are likely accreting

around the Eddington limit (ṁ ≈ 1) while ultraluminous hard and soft sources

represent a super-Eddington population. The increase in accretion rate intro-

duces a strong radiatively-driven wind that forms a polar funnel. The distinction

between soft and hard states is a function of viewing angle; objects seen more

face-on (down the polar funnel) have harder spectra while soft sources will be

those seen more edge-on (through the wind) as the central hard-X-ray-emitting

region is then obscured Sutton et al. (2013b).

8Broadened disk sources have also been detected at luminosities above 1040 erg s−1, e.g. the
ULXs found in NGC5907 (Sutton et al., 2013a) and NGC5643 (Pintore et al., 2016).
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Figure 1.9: ULX spectral classification for broadened disk and hard and soft ul-
traluminous states from Sutton et al. (2013b). The top panel shows the spectrum
for a single-component broadened disk ULX while the middle and bottom pan-
els display the spectra for double-component hard and soft ultraluminous ULXs,
respectively.
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Figure 1.10: Extended Hα emission bubbles around ULXs Holmberg IX X-1 (left;
Subaru, Faint Object Camera and Spectrograph (FOCAS)) and NGC1313 X-2
(right; Very Large Telescope (VLT), Focal Reducer and low dispersion Spectro-
graph 1 (FORS1)) (Feng and Soria, 2011).

1.6.4 ULX outflows and bubbles

ULXs can alter their surrounding medium in two ways. First, because of their

extreme luminosities; X-ray photons from the ULX can photo-ionise the sur-

rounding gas. Second, because of their outflows; the strong disk winds and/or

jets can plough into the ISM, imparting kinetic energy and ionising the gas via

shocks. Thus several ULXs have been observed with coincident giant optical

nebulae, known as ‘ULX bubbles’, that can be ∼ 100–400 pc across (Pakull and

Mirioni, 2002, 2003). Examples of these ULX bubbles can be seen in Figure 1.10.

Importantly, shock-ionised bubbles, those that have primarily been inflated by

winds or jets, can be used to measure the average long-term kinetic power out-

put of their host ULXs. Combining this with the radiative power gives the total

power output of the compact object, which is required in order to understand

the inflow/outflow relation in super-Eddington accretion. Measuring the size of

these bubbles could also help constrain the duration over which ULXs are actively

accreting.

Some sources also present coincident radio bubbles in addition to their optical

nebulae. This emission comes from either optically thin synchrotron radiation

produced by a relativistic jet or Bremsstrahlung emission from the hot diffuse

gas of the bubble, or even a combination of the two. While the majority of ULXs

with shock- or photo-ionised optical bubbles also have coincident radio bright

bubbles (e.g. IC 342 X-1 and Ho II X-1; Cseh et al. 2012; Pakull and Mirioni

2002), the bubble around the ULX NGC1313 X-2 is not detected in the radio

band (R. Soria, priv. comm.).

ULX bubbles also have important implications on the beaming fraction of
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Figure 1.11: Radio image of jet dominated microquasar in NGC7793, S 26, taken
at 9GHz using the Australian Telescope Compact Array (ATCA). The green
contours are from 0.3− 7.0 keV Chandra X-ray data (credit R. Soria).

the central compact object. ULXs may appear more luminous because their

X-ray emission is partly collimated along our line of sight. This may happen

at super-critical accretion rates, because of the predicted formation of a dense

radiatively-driven disk outflow and a lower-density polar funnel, along which more

photons can escape (Ohsuga and Mineshige, 2011; Jiang et al., 2014; Sa̧dowski

and Narayan, 2015). However, there is indirect evidence that ULXs are not

strongly beamed. Studies of photo-ionised and/or shock-ionised plasma bubbles

around ULXs (Pakull and Mirioni, 2002; Pakull and Grisé, 2008) provide clues

about viewing angles: if fast-accreting black holes or neutron stars appeared as

ULXs only for a narrow range of face-on inclinations, we would see many more

ionised bubbles without a ULX inside; moreover, the true X-ray luminosity of a

beamed source (much lower than the apparent luminosity) would not be enough

to explain the strong He II emission observed from some of the photo-ionised ULX

bubbles (Pakull et al., 2006). Both the fact that most ULX bubbles do contain

a bright, central X-ray source, and the fact that (in photo-ionised bubbles) the

apparent X-ray photon flux from the central source is consistent with the He II

photon flux from the bubble, suggest that, statistically, ULXs are seen over a

broad range of viewing angles.

The ULX bubbles in Figure 1.10 are quasi-spherical and have no direct de-

tection of a relativistic jet. Within the last decade, the first jet-dominated ULX
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bubble, similar to the Galactic source SS 433 (see Figure 1.5), was discovered

(Figure 1.11). The microquasar S 26 was found in the spiral galaxy NGC 7793

by Pakull et al. (2010). While the jet has an average power of ∼ a few 1040 erg s−1,

the X-ray luminosity of the ULX core is only 6× 1036 erg s−1 (Pakull et al., 2010;

Soria et al., 2010). A similar situation is also seen in the super-Eddington micro-

quasar, M83 MQ1, with LX ≈ 7× 1037 erg s−1 but Pjet ≈ 3× 1040 erg s−1 (Soria

et al., 2014). These objects are usually grouped in the same class as the luminous

ULXs with bubbles. This class is generally called “ultrapowerful X-ray sources”,

and it includes all sources in which the total mechanical plus radiative power

exceeds 1039 erg s−1. There are two reasons why the X-ray luminosities of these

sources may be lower than the average mechanical power: i) the jet power is a

long-term average while the X-ray luminosity traces the current level of accretion

and hence such sources may currently be in a low-luminosity state, or; ii) the

source may be seen at high inclination and be obscured (Feng and Soria, 2011).

Regardless, the total power indicates that these objects are examples of jet for-

mation at super-critical accretion rates. Thus, understanding such sources could

offer new insights into the relation between inflows and radiative and mechanical

feedback processes.

Of the hundreds of known ULXs (Walton et al., 2011; Liu, 2011; Swartz et al.,

2011), only a handful of persistent sources have been seen with collimated jets.

Other than S 26 and M83 MQ1, the ULX Ho II X-1 also shows evidence of jets

(Cseh et al., 2014). The average jet power was estimated to be 2.1× 1039 erg s−1

which may have inflated the surrounding radio bubble. Additionally, the bright

optically-thin radio nebula associated with NGC5408 X-1 is interpreted to be a ≈
40 pc (Lang et al., 2007) lobe created by the jet of a super-Eddington microquasar

(Soria et al., 2006a). The only other confirmed collimated jet detected in a

persistent ULX is the baryonic jet in the M81 ultraluminous supersoft source

(ULS) (Liu et al., 2015). ULSs are thought to be a subset of ULXs, which will be

discussed in the following section and Chapter 4. The lack of any evidence for jets

in other sources may indicate that collimated jets are rare in ULXs. However,

there are likely other factors that contribute to whether or not these jets are

detectable, such as ISM density.

1.7 Ultraluminous supersoft sources

Another class of luminous accreting X-ray object, potentially related to ULXs, is

the ULS (Figure 1.12). ULSs are defined as compact accreting X-ray sources that

have been observed with a bolometric luminosity � 1× 1039 erg s−1 at least once

and a temperature � 100 eV. They demonstrate strong thermal emission below
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Figure 1.12: False colour Chandra image of M51. Here, red is 0.3−1.0 keV, green
is 1.0− 2.0 keV and blue is 2.0− 7.0 keV. The orange colour of the ULS indicates
its relatively cool temperature. Many of the surrounding white or blue objects
are likely to be ULXs.

1 keV and little to no flux detected at higher energies (Kong and Di Stefano, 2003).

This differs from ULXs, which are generally observed as broadband emitters,

luminous across the 1-10 keV range. If fitted with a blackbody model, ULSs have

characteristic radii of a few 104 km. An X-ray image of the spiral galaxy M51

containing a ULS can be seen in Figure 1.12.

Originally discovered by ROSAT observations of nearby galaxies (Vogler and

Pietsch, 1996; Read et al., 1997; Read and Pietsch, 2001; Swartz et al., 2002),

these rare sources have been studied in more detail with Chandra and XMM-

Newton over the past 15 years. There are a total of 8 known ULSs to date. These

objects have all been observed at various luminosities (Lbol ∼ 1038−1040 erg s−1)

over numerous years indicating that they cannot be explained as classical no-

vae, which have similar spectra and reach comparable luminosities but are not

recurrent. The source of the soft thermal emission that defines ULSs has been

interpreted in numerous ways: nuclear-surface-burning on white dwarfs; accre-

tion disks around IMBHs in a high/soft state; or simply stellar-mass black holes

accreting at super-critical rates. The latter interpretation suggests a common

link between ULXs and ULSs.

It has been suggested that ULXs transition into ULSs once they reach extreme

accretion rates or when viewed at high inclination angles (Middleton et al., 2015a),
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or a combination of the two. At super-critical accretion rates, i.e. accretion rates

at which the standard disk model no longer holds, outflows and winds begin to

develop as matter is ejected before reaching the compact object. These outflows

can obscure the central, hard-photon emitting region of the ULX. If the outflows

are strong enough, they may completely envelop this region in an effectively

optically thick photosphere. This would explain the soft, thermal emission seen

in ULSs along with the complete lack of any hard emission: any hard photons

would be emitted internal to the photosphere and thermalised. It is also theorised

that ULSs may simply be ULXs viewed edge-on (Middleton et al., 2015a). In this

scenario, the soft emission comes from the outer disk and/or clumpy winds. The

high inclination angle means that there is no line of sight to the inner regions as

it becomes obscured by the disk and outflows. Here, super-critical accretion is

still required, although a much lower accretion rate than the photosphere model

is needed. The true nature of ULSs is still heavily debated.

1.8 Significance

At present, the accretion flow in super-critical regimes is not fully understood.

Studying ULXs provides insight into accretion at these extreme rates. However,

the true nature of ULXs is still heavily debated; are they super-Eddington stellar-

mass black holes, highly-magnetised super-Eddington neutron stars or, in some

cases, even sub-Eddington IMBHs? Placing constraints on the mass of the com-

pact object is obviously the best way to solve this problem. Although this has

proven difficult so far, continued discovery of ULXs will no doubt provide systems

in which this is possible.

The true nature of ULSs is even more controversial than that of ULXs. The

fact that these are rare (� 10 ULSs known) makes population studies difficult.

Determining the similarities between the population of ULSs provides a better

understanding of this class of object and how they are related to ULXs. Regard-

less, both of these types of sources are likely examples of accretion at its highest

rates.

The effect inclination angle has on ULXs is believed to play a major role in

ULX spectral appearance (Sutton et al., 2013b). It is unclear if the difference

between ULXs and ULSs is purely an inclination effect or whether it is due to

changes in the accretion rate, or a combination of the two. Placing constraints

on the viewing angle would help to uncouple the inclination angle and accretion

rate effects. It is also important in distinguishing between the hard, soft and

broadband ULX states.

The strong outflows in ULSs are also a cause of debate. The recently discov-
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ered baryonic jet in the M81 ULS (Liu et al., 2015) suggests that jet formation is

possible, however, it is unclear how common this is. It was initially believed that

extreme outflows resulting from high accretion rates would quench the jet by de-

stroying its collimation. However, recent magnetohydrodynamic simulations have

shown that the inner regions of a super-Eddington accretion flow are conducive

to jet formation (Ohsuga and Mineshige, 2011). Currently there is insufficient

radio data on the remaining ULSs to identify compact jets or jet inflated bubbles.

Identifying the presence/absence of jets in ULSs will help to better understand

the inflow/outflow coupling at the highest accretion rates.

In a broader context, ULX studies may give insights into active galactic nu-

cleus (AGN) properties. ULXs are analogous examples of AGN working on much

shorter (and importantly, humanly observable) timescales and thus provide us

with local Universe laboratories to study super-Eddington accretion. For exam-

ple, studying the radiatively-driven outflows in ULXs will help in understanding

AGN feedback and the impact they have on their host galaxies (e.g. Silk and

Rees, 1998; Fabian, 2012). Super- and hyper-critical accretion may be important

processes when it comes to explaining the presence of SMBHs at high redshifts.

Short-lived intermittent periods of extreme accretion rates may account for the

growth of early SMBHs that should not have formed via Eddington-limited ac-

cretion (Volonteri et al., 2015).

1.9 Thesis structure

This thesis details the study of a select number of newly discovered and already

known super-Eddington sources. I use a combination of new and archival multi-

wavelength observations to investigate the X-ray spectral and timing properties

of the compact accreting source, the optical photometeric and spectroscopic prop-

erties of the companion star and extended bubble, respectively, and the spectral

and morphological properties of the extended radio emission. With this informa-

tion, I am better able to probe the radiative and mechanical power outputs of

ULXs, studying both the accretion flow and large-scale outflows.

The work conducted during this thesis was undertaken in the hopes of an-

swering the questions:

• What is the relationship between inclination angle and spectral classification

in ULXs?

• How do ULSs fit into the scheme of compact accreting sources and how do

they relate to ULXs?
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• What fraction of power, relative to the radiative luminosity, is released in

the outflows of super-critically accreting sources?

I have already given a brief overview of accretion physics and ULXs charac-

teristics in Chapter 1. In Chapter 2, I outline the radiative processes common in

ULXs and ULX bubbles, and their multiwavelength observables. Following this,

I describe the instrumentation and data analysis tools employed throughout the

research project in Chapter 3. Chapters 4-7 present the thesis results. Firstly,

Chapter 4 examines X-ray observations of a sample of ULSs to study their spectral

properties, evaluating commonly invoked ULS interpretations and their overall

relation to the ULX population. Next, I detail the discovery of the first eclips-

ing ULXs; Chapter 5 presents a comprehensive study of their X-ray timing and

spectral features while Chapter 6 outlines their optical and radio counterparts.

The final set of results are described in Chapter 7 which examines the X-ray,

optical and radio properties of the newly discovered candidate super-Eddington

microquasar in NGC300 in an attempt to determine the true nature of the source

and its jet power. Lastly, Chapter 8 summarises the efforts of the thesis, review-

ing how all of these super-Eddington sources are linked and the future of ULX

research.
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Chapter 2

Observational properties of

radiative processes

Here I briefly examine some of the important physical mechanisms behind the key

radiative processes seen in accreting sources. I also discuss the spectral models

commonly used to replicate said processes throughout this research project. This

Chapter is divided into sections on optically-thick, optically-thin and relativistic

gas. I discussed the distinction between optically-thick and thin media in Section

1.2.2.

Rather than focusing on in-depth derivations of emission processes, which

can be found in Rybicki and Lightman (1979) and Longair (2011), I look at why

these processes are important to ULXs and the physical motivations behind their

interpretations.

2.1 Optically-thick gas

2.1.1 Blackbody radiation

Blackbody radiation is radiation emitted by optically-thick material that is in

thermal equilibrium. The spectrum of the emission of a blackbody at temperature

T is defined by the Planck function

Bν(T ) =
2hν3

c2
1

exp( hν
kBT

)− 1
, (2.1)

where h is Planck’s constant, ν is the frequency, c is the speed of light and kB

is Boltzmann’s constant. An important trait of blackbody spectra is the fact

that the frequency at which the spectrum peaks scales linearly with temperature

(known as Wien’s Displacement Law). This phenomenon is displayed in Figure

2.1. I use blackbody components to model the dominant emission from ULSs,
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Figure 2.1: Blackbody emission. A sample of curves with peak temperatures rang-
ing from 10,000 K (typical temperature of a supergiant star) to 106 K (equivalent
to ∼ 100 eV, the typical temperature of the blackbody emission from a ULS).
The shaded region indicates the 0.3−8 keV X-ray band, covered by Chandra and
XMM-Newton.

thought to come from the photosphere of a soft, optically-thick disk wind. This

typically has a temperature of the order of 100 eV, equivalent to∼ 106 K, resulting

in a peak blackbody frequency that resides within the X-ray band. The binary

companion star behaves approximately as a blackbody, and hence I also model it

with a blackbody, albeit at a much lower temperature. Typical bright giants and

supergiants, common companion stars in ULXs, have temperatures of ∼ 104 K.

They primarily emit in the optical and ultraviolet (UV) bands, with no emission at

X-ray wavelengths. Example blackbody curves for both a ULS and a companion

star, and their proximity to the X-ray observing band, are displayed in Figure

2.1.

2.1.2 Thin accretion disks

Radiation is not always restricted to a single temperature. While most accretion

disks are comprised of optically-thick, thermally-emitting material, their emission
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Figure 2.2: Disk blackbody emission. A sample of curves with peak temperatures
ranging from kBT = 0.1 keV to 1 keV. The shaded region indicates the 0.3−8 keV
X-ray band, covered by Chandra and XMM-Newton.

cannot be replicated by a simple blackbody model. The characteristic thin-disk

spectrum is in fact a multicolour blackbody with a range of temperatures between

the temperature of the cool outer-most annulus (Tout) up to the hot inner-most

annulus (Tin). This gives the spectrum three distinct regions (Figure 2.2); the

low-energy downturn that behaves like the Rayleigh-Jeans part of the single-

temperature cool blackbody spectrum of the outer disk boundary (scales as FE ∝
E2), the middle flat section that consists of the super-position of many blackbody

annuli (scales as FE ∝ E1/3), and the high-energy leading edge that behaves like

the Wien part of the single-temperature hot blackbody spectrum of the inner disk

boundary (scales as FE ∝ e−E). The outer disk boundary, beyond which material

becomes optically thin and no longer contributes to the continuum spectrum, is

defined either by the tidal radius (∼ 0.7 − 0.9 times the radius of the compact

object Roche lobe; Paczynski 1977) or the point where the disk temperature drops

below the hydrogen recombination temperature (T ∼ 6, 000K). The inner disk

boundary is defined by either the surface of the neutron star1 or RISCO in the

1Or the radius at which the magnetic field pressure truncates the disk in neutron stars with
sufficiently high magnetic fields.
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case of a black hole. Distinguishing between low-temperature disk models and

blackbody models is difficult, as they are identical within the X-ray observing

band (c.f. Figures 2.1 and 2.2). This is generally only a problem for modelling

the spectra of ULSs, as they are dominated by cool blackbody emission.

It is important to outline the solutions to the full set of steady α-disk structure

equations (1.12) for each region highlighted in Section 1.3.1. In region (i)

Σ = 4.6α−1ṁ−1
critr

3/2
�
1− r−1/2

�−1
,

H = 108M−1/2r−3/4,

ρ = 7.2× 10−7α−1ṁ−2
critM

−1r3/2
�
1− r−1/2

�−2
,

Tc = 2.3× 107α−1/4ṁ
−1/4
crit r−3/4,

τ = 8.4× 10−5α−17/16ṁ−2
critM

−1/16r−93/32
�
1− r−1/2

�−2
,

vR = 7.7× 1010αṁ2
critr

−5/2
�
1− r−1/2

�
.





(2.2)

The dimensionless parameters,

m =
M

M�
, (2.3)

r =
R

RISCO

=
1

6

Rc2

GM
, (2.4)

are introduced to simplify the equations. All solutions are in CGS units, with

Tc in K. Solving Equations (1.12) for region (ii) gives

Σ = 1.7× 105α−4/5ṁ
3/5
critM

1/5r−3/5
�
1− r−1/2

�3/5
,

H = 1.5× 109α1/20ṁ
2/5
critM

−9/20r−51/40
�
1− r−1/2

�2/5
,

ρ = 7.0α−4/10ṁ
2/5
critM

−7/10r−33/20
�
1− r−1/2

�2/5
,

Tc = 3.1× 108α−1/5ṁ
2/5
critM

−1/5r−9/10
�
1− r−1/2

�2/5
,

τ = 100α−4/5ṁ
9/10
crit M

1/5
�
1− r−1/2

�9/10
,

vR = 2× 106α4/5ṁ
2/5
critM

−1/5r−2/5
�
1− r−1/2

�−3/5
.





(2.5)

Solving Equations (1.12) for region (iii) gives

Σ = 5.2α−4/5ṁ
7/10
crit M

1/4r−3/4
�
1− r−1/2

�14/20
,

H = 1.7× 108α−1/10ṁ
3/20
crit M

−3/8r9/8
�
1− r−1/2

�3/20
,

ρ = 3.1× 10−8α−7/10ṁ
11/20
crit M5/8r−15/8

�
1− r−1/2

�11/20
,

Tc = 1.4× 104α−1/5ṁ
3/10
crit M

1/4r−3/4
�
1− r−1/2

�6/20
,

τ = 190α−4/5ṁ
1/5
crit

�
1− r−1/2

�1/5
,

ν = 1.8× 1014α4/5ṁ
3/10
crit M

−1/4r3/4
�
1− r−1/2

�6/20
,

vR = 2.7× 104α4/5ṁ
3/10
crit M

−1/4r−1/4
�
1− r−1/2

�14/20
.





(2.6)
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Figure 2.3: The solid curve indicates an irradiated disk model while the dashed
line indicates the standard accretion disk model. Both disks have a peak temper-
ature of kBT = 1 keV. The important feature in the irradiated disk model is the
increased flux at optical and UV wavelengths. The shaded region indicates the
0.3− 8 keV X-ray band, covered by Chandra and XMM-Newton.

The final solution, Equation (2.6), is the standard thin disk solution, also

known as the Shakura-Sunyaev disk solution Shakura and Sunyaev (1973). Here,

the temperature profile of the standard disk scales with radius according to T ∝
r−0.75. For advection-dominated disks, this proportionality changes, which I will

discuss in the following section.

An important physical process that can modify the emission in accretion disks

is irradiation. The outer disk can intercept a few percent of the X-ray emission

from the hotter inner region, re-emitting it as thermal emission at longer wave-

lengths, boosting the disk flux in the UV and optical bands beyond what is

expected for a standard blackbody spectrum (Figure 2.3). Optical and UV mea-

surements can help to evaluate the viability of irradiated disk models. However,

for ULXs it is difficult to decouple the optical and UV emission contributions

from the irradiated disk and the companion star because they share similar phys-

ical properties; the outer disk has a typical size of 1011 − 1012 cm and radiates at

a few percent of the total X-ray luminosity (i.e. ∼ 1038 erg s−1), which, coinci-
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dentally, is the characteristic radius and luminosity of 15− 20M� stars that are

often donor stars of ULXs.

2.1.3 Non-standard accretion disks

At super-critical accretion rates, the standard disk model must be modified. One

of the consequences is that the observational appearance of ULXs cannot be de-

scribed in terms of classical (sub-Eddington) states. Instead, ULXs are often

modelled with extra emission mechanisms (two-component spectra), usually ei-

ther high-energy Comptonisation or line emission from hot diffuse gas, both of

which I discuss later in this chapter. Additionally, the accretion disk can be mod-

ified, similar to the irradiated disk model discussed previously. In non-standard

accretion disks, where radiative cooling is no longer dominant, not all gravita-

tional potential energy is radiated at each annulus as the material moves towards

the inner disk. The energy either does not have sufficient time to radiate locally

and is advected to the innermost radius (or past the event horizon), is used to

generate disk winds and thus not emitted as photons, or is carried away by a large-

scale electromagnetic field. This modifies the radial temperature profile T ∝ r−p,

where p = 0.75 in the standard disk model and p < 0.75 for non-standard disks,

where advection becomes significant. This has the effect of broadening the disk

spectrum as the temperature changes more slowly, which helps to model the

broader spectra associated with ULXs. The effect of this is seen in Figure 2.4.

2.2 Optically-thin gas

Different emission mechanisms dominate when dealing with optically-thin gas

associated with ULXs. This predominantly includes Comptonised emission and

line emission regions, both at X-ray and optical wavelengths.

2.2.1 Compton scattering

Inverse Compton scattering is the process by which low-energy photons gain

energy from collisions with high-energy electrons. This boosts the energy of the

incident photons at the expense of the kinetic energy of the electrons. The output

energy distribution of the Comptonised photons is the convolution of the incident

photon distribution and the electron distribution. In the case of ULXs, and other

accreting compact objects, the incident, or seed, photons usually come from the

thermal accretion disk. For full details of inverse Compton scattering, refer to

Rybicki and Lightman (1979).
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Figure 2.4: Modified disk blackbody emission. In this model, known as a p-
free disk model, the accretion disk is dominated by radiation pressure. Most
super-Eddington disks have p values of between 0.55 and 0.65. For a value of
p = 0.75, the standard blackbody disk model is recovered. Each disk has a peak
temperature of kBT = 1keV. The shaded region indicates the 0.3− 8 keV X-ray
band, covered by Chandra and XMM-Newton.

The spectrum of a Comptonised blackbody disk is displayed in Figure 2.5.

Here the incident photon temperature is fixed to the peak temperature of the

blackbody disk, as it is this component that is providing the seed photons.

This is a physically motivated two-component model based on the canonical

sub-Eddington XRB model; an accretion disk plus corona. However, whereas

in XRBs, the coronae are optically-thin and have temperatures of ∼ 100 keV,

coronae in ULXs are much cooler (kBT ∼ 1 − 2 keV) and have optical depths

τ > 6. These effects are a consequence of dense super-critical accretion flow driv-

ing considerable material above the disk plane and strong seed photon flux from

a relatively cool ultraluminous accretion disk. Consequently, the hard component

in ULXs has a strong curvature with an energy break in the 2-7 keV range, as

seen in Figure 2.5.

The photon index of the Compton component in ULXs dictates their spectral

classification; soft ultraluminous sources show Γ > 2 while hard ultraluminous
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Figure 2.5: Comptonised disk blackbody emission. The solid black line repre-
sents the disk emission modified by the presence of a Comptonising component.
The underlying disk blackbody component is outlined by the dashed line while
the Compton component is shown by the dotted line. This is an example of
a physically motivated two-component model often used for ULX spectra. The
shaded region indicates the 0.3 − 8 keV X-ray band, covered by Chandra and
XMM-Newton.

sources show Γ < 2 (Sutton et al., 2013b). Sources with spectra dominated by

the disk are classified as broadened disk sources (Figure 1.9).

2.2.2 Ionised plasma emission

In this section, I detail emission processes that take place in hot gas (T ∼ 104−106

K). Line-emitting gas can be found at various distances from the accreting source,

at a range of temperatures and it can have a number of different origins (e.g. disk

winds, shocked gas at the jet/ISM interface).

2.2.2.1 Bremsstrahlung

Bremsstrahlung radiation is emission from the acceleration of a charged parti-

cle, usually an electron, in the presence of an electric field from the nucleus of

an ion. Also known as free-free radiation, it corresponds to emission from the

electron transitioning between unbound states. Because these transitions are not
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Figure 2.6: The blue model spectrum is a solar-abundance mekal model at kBT =
0.3 keV; the red spectrum is for kBT = 1keV; the green spectrum is for kBT =
10 keV; the black spectrum is for kBT = 100 keV. Notice that for T � 10 keV,
the spectrum increasingly looks like pure Bremsstrahlung emission, as most of the
plasma is completely ionised. Temperatures between ∼ 0.3–1 keV are typical of
outflows around ULXs, but also of shocked gas in the hot spots of microquasars
jets and supernova remnants (SNRs). Temperatures � 10 keV are typical of hot
coronae and accretion columns onto compact objects. The shaded region indicates
the 0.3− 8 keV X-ray band, covered by Chandra and XMM-Newton.

restricted to discrete quantised states, Bremsstrahlung emission is a continuous

distribution, outlined by the black curve in Figure 2.6. For a full derivation of

the Bremsstrahlung radiation spectrum, refer to Chapter 6 of Longair (2011).

When dealing with ULXs, I primarily come across thermal Bremsstrahlung

radiation from the diffuse emission of ionised ULX bubbles. This can manifest

at both radio and X-ray wavelengths. The X-ray emission comes from hot gas,

usually temperatures of around 106−107 K, whereas the radio emission will come

from cool gas at 104 K, similar to what is seen in Hii regions. An example of

the spectrum of Bremsstrahlung emission in the X-rays can be seen in Figure

2.6. At radio wavelengths, Bremsstrahlung emission tends to be flat spectrum,

distinguishing it from the other form of radio emission synonymous with ULXs;

steep-spectrum optically-thin synchrotron radiation from relativistic jets (Section
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2.3.1).

2.2.2.2 Atomic line emission

Radiative recombination within astrophysical plasmas gives rise to spectral line

emission. It is the process in which an electron is captured by an ion, typically in

an excited state, radiating away energy lost via photons as the electron cascades

down towards the ground state, passing through multiple states as it does so. In

the case of Hydrogen-like atoms, the wavelength, λ, of each radiated photon is

governed by

1

λ
= Z2RH

�
1

n2
f

− 1

n2
i

�
(2.7)

where RH = 1.097× 107 m−1 is the Rydberg constant, Z is the atomic number of

the ion and ni and nf are the initial and final quantum states respectively.

An important feature of astrophysical plasmas, specifically those associated

with diffuse nebulae, is the appearance of what are known as ‘forbidden lines’.

These are transitions from meta-stable states that do not occur under laboratory

conditions, but do arise in the low densities of astrophysical plasmas. This is

because they require long-lived electron orbits devoid of any particle collisions.

The term forbidden is a misnomer; it would be more accurate to claim these

transitions as simply highly improbable. Forbidden lines are denoted by the use

of square brackets (e.g. [O iii] as apposed to He ii or Hα). The ratio of many

of these forbidden lines to the hydrogen recombination lines is fundamental to

understanding the physical characteristics of diffuse astrophysical structures, like

density, temperature, reddening and metal abundance.

While X-ray Bremsstrahlung emission is associated with hot gas, at cooler

temperatures, where the atoms are no longer completely ionised, or at significant

metal abundances, the radiation profile transitions into line-dominated emission

from collisionally-excited thermal plasma. The underlying continuum remains

that of Bremsstrahlung, however, narrow features above the continuum begin to

emerge (Figure 2.6). Thermal plasma emission associated with ULXs can come

either from hot disk outflows (thus, from a region comparable in size to the binary

system, 1012 − 1013 cm), or from hot spots and shock-ionised gas where the fast

winds or jets interact with the ISM (thus, on a much larger scale, 1020 cm). For

the former component, the emission can be identified via X-ray spectral analysis,

as a modification of the X-ray continuum spectrum of the accreting source (e.g.

Middleton et al. 2015b; Pinto et al. 2016) and is typically modelled using tables

of line emissivities at the appropriate temperature and metallicity, provided for

example by the apec thermal plasma model, or by the mekal model (Mewe et al.,
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1986, 1985).

In contrast, the spatially-extended thermal plasma emission from the inter-

action between fast winds or jets and the ISM is associated with ULX bubbles.

However, these bubbles can also be ionised via radiation. How the plasma reaches

an excited state (i.e. how the gas is ionised) can change the observable charac-

teristics of the emission spectrum. In this research project, I study the spec-

tral line emission of ULX bubbles at UV, optical and infrared (IR) wavelengths.

I classify each nebula based on the dominant ionisation mechanism, photo- or

shock-ionisation, which has important physical implications on the host ULX.

The characteristics of both photo-ionisation and shock-ionisation are outlined

below.

2.2.2.2.1 Photo-ionisation Similar to Hii regions, ULX bubbles can be

ionised by radiation. Whereas the ionising photons in Hii regions are UV photons

that come from hot, massive stars, ULXs bubbles are ionised by the much hotter

X-ray photons from the central accreting source. While a single UV photon with

E > 13.6 eV can completely ionise a single hydrogen atom, and even helium

(E > 54.4 eV), a single X-ray photon can ionise multiple hydrogen or helium

atoms, along with metals with much higher ionisation energies. The presence (or

absence) of high-ionisation lines can help to distinguish between photo-ionised

ULX bubbles and Hii regions ionised by stellar radiation.

2.2.2.2.2 Shock-ionisation An alternative to photo-ionisation is to inject

energy into the ISM via the kinetic output of the radiatively-driven wind or

relativistic jet of the ULX. This is known as shock-ionisation. The most noticeable

differences between the observed spectra of photo-ionised and shock-ionised gas

are the broader line widths seen in shocked gas (indicative of the motion of the

gas) and the distinct characteristic line ratios from the much hotter shocked gas.

The winds and/or jets from the ULX create high pressure gas that starts

to move out from the central object, against the stationary ISM. This imparts

a shock into the ambient gas, heating it and increasing pressure, causing it to

expand. As the shockwave propagates outward, energy is transferred into the

stationary gas, draining kinetic energy from the expanding medium and causing

it to slow. As is well-known in standard bubble theory (e.g.Weaver et al. 1977),

this process creates two shock fronts: one that propagates into the stationary

ISM (forward shock, also known as the blast wave), and one that propagates into

the fast wind (reverse shock). In between the two shock fronts lies the contact

discontinuity between shocked ISM and shocked wind. Diagnostic lines can probe

the temperatures and densities of the different physical zones of the shock. This
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simplified picture was derived for a spherically-symmetric wind, inflating a spher-

ical bubble of shock-ionised gas. Nonetheless, the basic scenario still applies even

when the mechanical power is driven by a collimated wind or jet. In that case,

the forward shock is usually referred to as the bow shock. Even for a collimated

jet, backflow of the swept-up shocked gas usually ensures the formation of a full

bubble or cocoon around the accreting compact object (although elongated in

the direction of the jet). The total radiative luminosity of the shock-ionised gas

can be inferred from the observed flux of particular diagnostic lines (e.g. Balmer

lines), with plausible assumptions on the shock velocity (generally 100− 500 km

s−1). In turn, the time-averaged kinetic power responsible for the ionisation of

the gas is proportional to the total radiative luminosity. Therefore, the line lu-

minosity of ULX bubbles can be used as a proxy for the jet power. Alternatively,

the expansion velocity and age of a shock-ionised bubble can be derived from the

observed width of the emission lines, which, if the density of the external medium

is also known, provides another way to estimate the input kinetic power that is

driving the bubble expansion.

With the total luminosity of the bubble, which can be estimated using hy-

drogen recombination lines, I can determine the mechanical power output that is

driving the expansion of the bubble. Thus I can use ULX bubbles as calorimeters

for determining the power of the jet.

2.3 Relativistic gas

Finally, I discuss emission from relativistic matter, namely synchrotron emis-

sion from a collimated jet. Relativistic jets are a hallmark of compact accreting

sources. It is unclear if jets are ubiquitous across the ULX population and whether

or not the sources that do show evidence of jets have continuous jets or episodic

ejections of relativistic plasma. I discuss this problem in detail in Chapters 6, 7

and 8.

2.3.1 Synchrotron emission

Synchrotron radiation is the emission from relativistic charged particles acceler-

ated in a magnetic field. The emission is channelled into a narrow beam along the

direction of the particle. The spectrum of emission for a single electron peaks at a

critical frequency, νc, scaling as ν1/3 below this and falling off sharply above this.

The full spectrum for an astrophysical source is the superposition of each spec-

trum from the individual relativistic electrons. The resulting spectrum can be

broken up into two broad sections; optically-thin or optically-thick synchrotron.
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Figure 2.7: Spectrum of synchrotron radiation at radio wavelengths. The peak
of the emission corresponds to the frequency at which the source transitions from
optically-thick (Sν ∝ ν5/2) to optically-thin (Sν ∝ ν−0.75). Synchrotron radio
emission from ULXs is exclusively in the optically-thin domain; i.e. it generally
has steep spectral indices.

At lower frequencies, where τ > 1, the spectrum scales as Sν ∝ να for α = 5/2

(Figure 2.7). The optically-thin (τ � 1) end is dependent on the power-law

distribution of the electrons, n(E) ∝ E−δ, where the spectral index of the syn-

chrotron emission, α, in this regime is governed by α = −(δ − 1)/2. For most

astrophysical sources emitting optically-thin synchrotron radiation, α ≈ −0.75.

It is in the optically-thin regime that synchrotron emission from ULXs is

observed. Optically-thick synchrotron emission is often seen in jets from Galactic

XRBs and indicates the presence of the compact core of a steady jet. While such

jets may be present in ULXs, their luminosities would be well below the detection

limit of current radio telescopes. Even next-generation radio inteferometers, such

as the Square Kilometre Array (SKA), will not be able to detect emission from the

compact core of a ULX, expect for the absolute closest sources2. Consequently,

observations of ULX jets rely on either bright, episodic emission from transient

2The IMBH candidate HLX-1 is ignored, whose hard-state radio emission is likely Doppler-
boosted (Cseh et al., 2015b), and we only consider stellar-mass sources in which super-
Eddington accretion must be taking place.
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ejecta (e.g., Ho II X-1; Cseh et al. 2015a) or the detection of radio lobes or hotspots

from jet/ISM interactions (e.g., S 26; Soria et al. 2010). Both of these scenarios

give rise to optically-thin synchrotron emission. Fortunately, with high enough

quality multifrequency radio observation, steep-spectrum synchrotron emission

can generally be distinguished from flat-spectrum radio Bremsstrahlung emission,

thus confirming if a relativistic jet is present via radio observations.
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Chapter 3

Instrumentation and data

analysis techniques

We use a combination of astronomical data from across the electromagnetic spec-

trum to probe different physical characteristics of our sample of ULXs. The

instantaneous radiative power of the compact object is derived by measuring the

X-ray luminosity and analysing the spectral and timing properties. Relativistic

jets and outflows are identified using radio flux density measurements and broad-

band spectral analysis. We use spectroscopic measurements and narrow-band

imaging of the optical line emission from the shocked gas of ULX bubbles and

jet hotspots to measure the kinetic power of these outflows. The velocities of

the shock fronts are constrained by measuring the velocity broadening of optical

emission lines. The brightness and colours of the point-like optical counterpart,

determined using photometric analysis, are measured to constrain the properties

of the donor star. Clearly, multiwavelength observations of ULXs are required

to fully understand accretion and outflows in the super-Eddington regime. This

chapter outlines the basic observational and data reduction techniques imple-

mented throughout the thesis. More specialised techniques are described as they

are used in Chapters 4-7.

3.1 X-ray

A key goal of this thesis is to study the X-ray spectral and timing properties

of ULXs. X-ray spectral properties of accreting sources give insights into the

physical characteristics of the accretion flow and thus are necessary for under-

standing super-critical accretion. Similarly, X-ray timing analyses probe how

the accretion flow varies over time. Consequently, we exploit X-ray observa-

tories that can offer high timing and spectral resolution. In addition, ULXs,
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being extragalactic sources, are often embedded in crowded X-ray fields. Sim-

ilarly, for jetted ULXs, we need to be able to distinguish the central compact

object from any potential X-ray hotspots from jet/ISM interactions. To avoid

source confusion and contamination, high spatial resolution is therefore critical.

Throughout the thesis, we primarily use the current-era X-ray telescopes Chandra

and XMM-Newton due to their complementary characteristics. Both telescopes

have similar sensitivities (4–5×10−15 erg cm−2 s−1 in 104 s), energy ranges (0.1–

10 keV and 0.15–12 keV, respectively), and are well suited for studying both

broadband ULXs and low-energy ULSs. We rely on the Chandra Advanced CCD

Imaging Spectrometer (ACIS) X-ray imager for its unparalleled spatial resolution

(∼ 0.5��), out-performing the three European Photon Imaging Cameras (EPIC) of

XMM-Newton (∼ 15��). However, XMM-Newton has a superior photon collecting

area and timing resolution, hence why we often use the two telescopes in parallel

when performing X-ray spectral and timing analyses of ULXs. Finally, we also

use regular shallow observations from Swift to supplement monitoring campaigns.

Each of these X-ray observatories are placed in orbit to avoid the Earth’s

atmosphere, which absorbs incoming cosmic X-rays. Current X-ray telescopes,

much like optical telescopes, use charge-coupled devices (CCDs) to collect incident

photons and digitise the received signal. However, due to their high energies, X-

rays can only be focused when they hit a mirror at low grazing angles. Thus,

imaging X-ray telescopes use long, cylindrical, nested mirrors. The low fluxes

of X-ray sources mean that, unlike optical telescopes, individual photons are

counted. Consequently, X-ray data includes information on the arrival time,

position and energy of each incident X-ray photon. This section summarises the

basic processes involved in X-ray data reduction and calibration. See Arnaud

et al. (2011) for more details.

3.1.1 Data reduction and calibration

Raw X-ray data can be downloaded from online, public archives like NASA’s

High Energy Astrophysics Science Archive Research Center (HEASARC) 1. The

raw data must then be calibrated using software tailored to individual obser-

vatories and instruments. This processing involves removing contaminants like

background flares, hot pixels and bad rows that degrade signal-to-noise. Another

issue facing CCDs that can arise when observing bright sources is known as pileup.

This occurs when two (or more) photons strike the detector within a single frame

and within only a few pixels of each other. This will be identified as a single

event with an energy equal to the total energy of both photons. Consequently,

1https://heasarc.gsfc.nasa.gov/
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this can cause apparent spectral hardening and a reduced count rate. Pileup can

be reduced by observing bright sources off-axis, or through specialised spectral

modelling in post-processing. Once these issues have been corrected for, we are

able to create the final products, including an image (created by summing over

all time and energy bins), a spectrum (energy information taken from a speci-

fied region) and a lightcurve (also for a given region but using photon energies

and arrival times). Preparation of X-ray images and light curves are relatively

straightforward and follow standard data processing techniques. Production of

X-ray spectra is more complicated as it requires the deconvolution of the observed

spectrum and telescope response function. Thus we detail this process below. For

details on imaging and light curve generation, see Chapters 4 and 5.

3.1.2 Spectral modelling

Spectral modelling of X-ray data is important for gaining insight into the physical

processes behind the detected emission. In ULXs, and other accreting sources,

spectral properties can help in determining physical properties such as the ge-

ometry of the accretion flow, inclination angle and type of accretor. The aim of

spectral fitting is to identify the model that best represents the data, and thus

the underlying emission processes.

In X-ray spectroscopy, the observed spectrum has been convolved with the

instrumental response. The relationship between the incident source flux, SE,

and the observed counts, CN, is a function of the telescope and detector response

such that

CN = T

�
RN,E · AE · SE · dE, (3.1)

where T is the observation time and RN,E and AE represent the effects of the

instrument. RN,E is the energy resolution of the telescope, incorporated into the

redistribution matrix file (RMF), while AE is the effective area, incorporated into

the ancillary response file (ARF). For more information on the response functions,

see Davis (2001). Each mission provides both the RMF and ARF, or software

to generate them. Due to the non-unique nature of the solutions, Equation (3.1)

cannot simply be inverted to solve for the source spectrum. Instead, forward

fitting techniques are used to constrain what physical model most likely represents

the data. An initial, physically-motivated, model spectrum is chosen, which is

then convolved with the response of the detector and effective area, and compared

against the observed counts using a maximum likelihood statistical measure. The

model fit parameters are modified until the best value of the statistic is discovered.

The model is rejected if the best-fit value is not satisfactory, and the process is

repeated with a different model.
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Poisson and Gaussian distributions are the most commonly used probability

distribution employed for spectral fitting in X-ray astronomy. For a sufficiently

large sample size, the Poisson distribution tends to a Gaussian approximation.

Thus, for bright sources, with moderate-to-high count rates, a sufficient number of

counts (� 15 counts per bin) may be grouped into spectral bins allowing Gaussian

statistics to be used. In the Gaussian regime, χ2 minimisation is utilised to test

the likelihood of spectral models. The fit statistic is defined by

χ2 =
�

i

(Xi −Mi)
2

σ2
i

, (3.2)

where X is the observed data, M is the model and σ represents the uncertainties

on the data. The best fit is recovered when the fit statistic is equal to the number

of degrees of freedom, i.e.,χ2/dof ≈ 1. Values greater than unity suggest that

the model is a poor fit, while values less than unity indicate that the model is

over-fitting the data, suggesting that there are too many fit parameters or the

uncertainties are overestimated. In the low-count regime, the Poisson fit statistic,

known as the C statistic, is defined by

C = 2
�

i

(Mi −Xi lnMi), (3.3)

(Cash, 1979). Minimising C yields the best statistical fit. For background-

subtracted spectra, a modification of Cash statistics known as W statistics must

be implemented where the average background is selected from a nearby, source-

free region. The forward fitting routines that test spectral models are performed

by specialised software packages (e.g.,XSPEC; Arnaud 1996). The source data,

along with the response files and background files, are ingested into these software

packages and best-fit parameters and their errors are produced.

3.2 Radio

As with the X-ray, our choice of radio telescopes is motivated by the observa-

tional properties of our targets. As with all compact accreting sources, radio

observations are necessary for studying the relativistic jets. However, unlike in

Galactic XRBs, the vast distances to ULXs often preclude us from detecting the

core emission from these jets. Instead we generally rely on finding less direct

evidence for the presence of a jet. This includes, but is not limited to, more

extended structures like radio hotspots, lobes and bubbles. It follows that we

require radio telescopes with high sensitivities to detect the low flux densities

of the diffuse emission. In addition, moderate spatial resolution is needed; high
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enough to image the large-scale structures but not so high that structure is re-

solved out and source flux is missed. Given these criteria, we predominantly

use radio interferometers. For sources in the northern hemisphere, we utilise

the Very Large Array (VLA) while for southern sources we utilise the Australia

Telescope Compact Array (ATCA). Data for these telescopes can be downloaded

from the National Radio Astronomy Observatory (NRAO) online data archive2

and CSIRO’s Australian Telescope Online Archive (ATOA)3, respectively. In this

section we outline the basics of radio interferometry, as described in Taylor et al.

(1999), Burke and Graham-Smith (1997), and Thompson et al. (2001).

3.2.1 The basics of radio interferometry

Radio interferometry is the combination of electromagnetic signals from cosmic

sources received by pairs of antennas. The necessity for radio interferometry

arises from the fact that the angular resolution of single radio antennas is limited

by the size of the dish that is practical to build. For example, the largest fully

steerable single-dish radio telescope, the Green Bank Telescope, has a diameter,

D = 100m. When observing at 1.4GHz, it has an angular resolution,

θ ∼ λ

D
, (3.4)

of ∼ 1 degree. While single-dish radio telescopes still have their place (ideal

for pulsar timing and spectral line work), the workhorse of high-resolution radio

astronomy imaging is the multi-dish radio interferometer. Here, the value of D

in Equation (3.4) now becomes the longest distance between a pair of antennas,

known as a baseline. This allows for arcsecond to sub-arcsecond resolution in

current generation radio interferometers.

The simplest interferometer is a two-element array. As seen in Figure 3.1, the

two antennas receive the signal from an incident plane wave at different times,

according to the light travel time. In order to compensate for this, a delay is

introduced, equal to the light travel time. With this delay in place, the amplitudes

of the voltages from the two antennas are cross-correlated to form the average

interferometer response. The ultimate goal is to relate the voltages to the true

sky brightness. This can be accomplished by using the combination of both the

real and imaginary parts of the interferometer response, known as the visibility.

The visibility is a component of the frequency-domain 2-D Fourier transform of

the sky brightness. Thus a single interferometer observation probes the Fourier

transform of the sky brightness, projected onto a plane perpendicular to the line

2https://science.nrao.edu/facilities/vla/archive/index
3https://atoa.atnf.csiro.au/
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Figure 3.1: Illustration of a two-element Michelson interferometer. The two an-
tennas are separated by a distance D. The geometric time delay, τg is introduced
to compensate for the light travel time taken for the wavefront to reach the second
antenna. Image credit Thompson et al. (2001).

of sight with coordinates corresponding to the projections of the baselines used –

what is referred to as the uv -plane.

This is what is used to create a radio image (the Fourier inversion of the

visibilities). Image fidelity depends on how well the uv -plane is sampled. As

a single baseline results in two opposing points in the uv -plane, increasing the

number of independent baselines increases uv -plane coverage. This is the mo-

tivation behind aperture-synthesis arrays. With N elements, an array will have

N(N-1)/2 independent baselines and hence visibilities. With a sufficient number

of elements, a simple snapshot image can recover a crude approximation to the

sky brightness distribution. Otherwise, the rotation of the Earth can help to

augment the visibilities – as the Earth rotates, the projection of each baseline

changes, tracing out a continuous arc in the uv -plane. This increases the number

of Fourier components measured, resulting in better sampling of the uv -plane.

This is known as Earth rotation synthesis. An important caveat is that Earth ro-

tation synthesis assumes the fluxes of sources in the image are not changing over

the duration of the observation. Regardless, incomplete sampling of the uv -plane

must be accounted for, and will be discussed in Section 3.2.3.
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3.2.2 Calibration

As with most telescopes, calibration is required to remove instrumental and at-

mospheric signatures from the source measurements. For radio interferometry

observations, over the course of any observation, flux, bandpass (the frequency

response across the observing band), phase and polarisation calibration sources

may be observed. The choice of a flux and bandpass calibrator is motivated by

the need for a source that is stable with time, has a well-known flux and is unre-

solved (or has a well-defined source model) at the observing frequency. The flux

and bandpass calibrators are generally observed once at the beginning or end of

the observations. They are required to characterise what instrument response

corresponds to what flux density on the sky. While the phase calibrator does

not need to have a stable flux, it must be constant in position and unresolved

(or has a good model). The phase calibrator must be observed frequently over

the course of the observation for interpolation of the antenna complex gains and

on timescales shorter than variation timescales of the atmosphere. Consequently,

the ideal phase calibrator should be close to the source on the plane of the sky

to ensure that the atmospheric conditions are similar, and to minimise telescope

slew times, maximising time on source. Polarisation measurements are not part

of this thesis and thus we will not discuss polarisation calibrators.

During the calibration process, for each calibration and target source, cor-

rupted data must be excised. The compromised data may be a result of poor

weather, instrumental failures or terrestrial radio frequency interference (RFI).

It is important to remove these contaminants as they degrade the signal-to-noise

and cause calibration issues. Specially-designed software, such as the MIRIAD

(Sault et al., 1995) and Common Astronomy Software Application (CASA; Mc-

Mullin et al., 2007) packages, can be used to automatically or manually identify

and remove (flag) these bad data.

3.2.3 Synthesis imaging and deconvolution

The final stages of radio data reduction centre around imaging. Once the data

have been calibrated, the visibilities are inverse Fourier transformed to re-create

the sky brightness. However, as the uv -plane is not completely sampled, the

resulting image is patchy, as information is missing. This ‘dirty image’, so-called

as its point-spread function (PSF), the Fourier transform of the uv -plane sampling

function, is known as the ‘dirty beam’, can be corrected for because the uv -plane

distribution is known. We need to deconvolve the dirty beam from the true

sky brightness distribution. This is accomplished using a process developed by

Högbom (1974), called CLEAN. If a bright point source dominates the field, then
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it is removed by subtracting a dirty beam at the same position multiplied by the

peak amplitude of the source and what is known as the “loop break” (often ∼ 0.1).

This process is repeated until the source peak drops below a specified threshold

(usually ≈ 3−5 times the noise level). This not only removes the source, but also

the strong sidelobes (ring-like structures in the image) associated with the source.

Dimmer sources, that were obscured by the sidelobes, may now appear. If more

sources do appear, the process is repeated until all sources have been removed

from the image. Finally, the removed sources are returned, however, they are

replicated by idealised PSFs without any of the sidelobes associated with the

dirty beam. This is known as the clean beam. A adaptation of this algorithm,

known as “multi-scale” CLEAN (Cornwell, 2008), is used for extended sources,

where successive peaks are removed from the image, once again using the dirty

beam. However, rather than subtracting off the PSF of a delta function (which

can produce imaging errors when used for extended sources), the PSF of an

elliptical Gaussian of finite size is used.

The final image, reconstructed with the clean beam, is ready for scientific

purposes. While additional reduction steps, such as self-calibration, are often

used, this thesis did not rely on such techniques as our targets were too faint and

thus will not be covered.

3.3 Optical

Finally, we review the data reduction techniques of our optical studies. Once

again, we used telescopes best suited to study the optical counterparts of ULXs.

In the optical band, we study both point-like and extended emission. To per-

form the photometric and imaging science required for this work, we used large

telescopes with high spatial resolution and sensitivity. ULXs reside in external

galaxies with crowded stellar fields and have relatively faint (� 23 mag) com-

panion stars. Consequently, we rely on the high spatial resolution and sensitivity

of the space-based Hubble Space Telescope (HST) to conduct photometry and

imaging. Spectroscopic work on the extended bubbles surrounding ULXs is per-

formed with ground-based facilities like the Very Large Telescope (VLT) and the

Large Binocular Telescope (LBT). These observatories have the spectral resolu-

tion required to identify the motion of the ionised gas, providing key physical

information about the outflows of the host ULX. In this section we outline the

basics of optical CCD data reduction techniques for producing imaging, photo-

metric and spectroscopic data, as detailed in Howell (2006).
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3.3.1 Data reduction

As with data at other wavelengths, optical data can be downloaded from public

archives (e.g., the ESO Science Archive Facility4 or Hubble Legacy Archive5).

These raw data contain both source information and instrumental signatures

that must be removed. Several calibration frames must be created and applied

to the raw source frames before any science can be done.

Firstly, bias frames are created to estimate the underlying noise levels of each

data frame. They indicate the base charge level that is always present on the

CCD and thus must be subtracted from the data frame. Bias frames are obtained

from zero-second exposures with the shutter closed so that no light reaches the

detector. For a true statistical representation of the bias, multiple bias frames

are taken and the average is used for calibration.

Similar to bias frames, dark frames are taken with the shutter closed but for

a non-zero exposure, generally of similar length as the source frame. Dark frames

estimate the dark current; the thermal noise of the CCD. They are also used

to identify “hot” or bad pixels. To reduce the effects of dark currents, current

telescopes with CCD detectors cool instruments to the point where the need for

dark frames can generally be ignored.

Finally, flat field frames correct for sensitivity variations across the CCD.

They require the detector to be uniformly illuminated, either by observing the

inside of the dome (domeflats) or a blank patch of sky (skyflats). Once again,

multiple flat field exposures should be taken and averaged before being used for

calibration.

The bias/dark frames are additive effects and are thus first subtracted from

the source frame. Next, to correct for the sensitivity variations, which are multi-

plicative effects, the bias-subtracted source frame is divided by the averaged flat

field exposure. The final result is a science frame that is free of instrumental

signatures and is ready for photometric or spectroscopic analyses.

3.3.2 Photometry

Photometry is the process of measuring the flux of an astronomical source, a

logarithmic scale where source intensity is given in units of magnitudes (mag). In

its most simplest case, photometry is relative; the magnitude of a standard star,

m2, defines the magnitude of the target star, m1, according to

m1 −m2 = −2.5 log
F1

F2

, (3.5)

4http://archive.eso.org/cms.html
5https://hla.stsci.edu/
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where F1 and F2 are the fluxes of the target and standard stars, respectively. In

order to determine absolute photometric measurements, we must first account for

instrumental effects. This is accomplished using what are known as photometric

zero points, ZP ; a magnitude equivalent to a hypothetical source that produces

one photon/electron/count per second. The zero points for each instrument/filter

are provided by the telescope6. We normalise for the instrument response using

mapp = −2.5 logF − ZP, (3.6)

where mapp is the apparent magnitude of the source. The source flux is measured

by defining a (typically) circular region and extracting the number of counts

within that region. The source region is determined either from a pre-defined

aperture (known as aperture photometry) or through taking the average of several

PSFs of nearby, bright, unsaturated and isolated reference stars (known as PSF

photometry). The brightness of dimmer stars (where the signal-to-noise is lower)

or stars in crowded fields (where source confusion is an issue) can be measured

more accurately with PSF photometry, however, it is a more laborious procedure.

Regardless of which approach is used, a background flux must also be determined.

This is usually calculated using an annulus around the target source with area

a few times larger. The background-subtracted flux is then applied to Equation

(3.6) to find the apparent magnitude. This tells us how bright the source appears

for an observer on Earth (albeit for an observer at the top of the atmosphere).

The next step is to determine the absolute magnitude,mabs, or intrinsic bright-

ness of the source. This is calculated by correcting for distance effects using

mapp −mabs = 5 log
d

10
, (3.7)

where d is the distance to the source in parsecs. Finally, the absolute magnitude

can be de-reddened to correct for any line-of-sight or local extinction due to

intervening gas and dust. This gives the true intrinsic intensity of the source.

3.3.3 Spectroscopy

Spectroscopy is the study of dispersed light used to identify fine spectral details

in the emitted energy distribution of a source. High spectral resolution is re-

quired to distinguish narrow atomic transition features (emission and absorption

lines) from the continuum and hence determine physical characteristics of the

source. Most modern optical spectrographs use gratings to split the incoming

6e.g., the HST zero points are found at http://www.stsci.edu/hst/acs/analysis/zeropoints/
old page/localZeropoints
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radiation into wavelength bins of the order 0.1–10 Å with bandwidths of order

1000–2000 Å. The telescope focuses the incident light onto a narrow entrance slit.

Some spectrographs, like instruments on the LBT (which is used in this thesis),

have double spectrographs, which use a beam splitter to divide the light onto

a red and blue slit. The angle of the spectrograph slit is important as it can

introduce dispersion effects due to the atmosphere. Differential refraction is the

change in the angle of refraction of an incident photon due to the atmosphere.

If the slit is not placed parallel to the direction of the dispersion, flux can fall

outside of the slit and hence is lost. The degree to which the light is dispersed

will also depend on the wavelength. Aligning the slit with the angle of the dis-

persion or using a device that compensates for atmospheric dispersion (known as

an Atmospheric Dispersion Corrector) will solve this issue.

Like with imaging and photometry, bias and flat field calibration is required

for CCD spectroscopy data reduction, though additional steps are also needed.

Following bias and flat field corrections, for spectroscopy of a point-source, the

next step is to extract the spectrum and collapse it down to a 1-D image in

terms of pixel position. This source spectrum is then calibrated against spectra

of hollow cathode lamps taken during the observations. These cathode lamp

spectra have emission lines with known wavelengths and thus are used to scale

the source spectrum, converting it from pixel space to wavelength space, known

as ‘determining the wavelength solution’. The source spectrum is next corrected

for atmospheric extinction. Finally, using spectra of standard stars, also taken

during the observation, the pixel count values of the source spectrum are scaled

to absolute flux values. The resulting final spectrum is ready for analysis.

For extended sources, such as ULX bubbles that are resolved, long-slit spec-

troscopy is used. While there is no fundamental difference in the data reduction

techniques, additional measures must be taken as some of the source emission will

fall outside of the slit. While emission line ratios will not be affected, the abso-

lute flux will be underestimated. One method to correct for this, which I employ

in the thesis (Chapter 6), is to supplement the spectroscopic data with narrow-

band imaging data. This will provide the true flux of the source, to which the

spectrum can be scaled. The addition of narrow-band imaging will also provide

spatial information that the slit will miss.

3.4 Astrometry corrections

This thesis exploits data from numerous telescopes across the electromagnetic

spectrum. The differing positional accuracies of these telescopes results in the

need for astrometric corrections. Slight shifts can even be introduced between
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observations by the same telescope. Because many of the instruments used have

sub-arcsecond precision, and the fact that ULXs reside in external galaxies with

crowded fields, images must be aligned in order to identify counterparts at mul-

tiple wavelengths.

The most accurate astrometric frame, the International Celestial Reference

Frame (ICRF), was created using VLBI position measurements of 212 compact

radio galaxies and has an angular precision of 250µas (Johnston and de Vegt,

1999)7. Ideally, images from all other bands would be aligned to the ICRF.

However, this is not always possible as there may not be sufficient suitable point-

like X-ray/radio or optical/radio associations within a given field of view. The

next best option is to align all images to the Gaia DR2 astrometric frames,

which are accurate to better than ≈ 0.7 mas (Lindegren et al., 2018), or the Two

Micron All-Sky Survey (2MASS) astrometric frames, with an angular precision of

0.3 arcseconds (Skrutskie et al., 2006). Once again, a lack of suitable associations

may make this unviable in some cases (e.g., when dealing with small fields of

view). For some purposes, like identifying the companion stars of ULXs, relative

astrometry will suffice. If enough common point-like source can be identified in

both bands, then the images can be aligned, though their absolute astrometry will

remain uncertain. Finally, if no, or too few, multi-band associations are available,

we rely on the absolute Chandra/ACIS-S or ACIS-I astrometry, which is within

≈0��.70 and ≈0��.75, respectively, for 90% of observations.

7The updated version, ICRF2, which uses the positions of 295 quasars, has an angular
precision of 40µas (Fey et al., 2015)
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Chapter 4

Ultraluminous supersoft sources

This chapter is adapted from:

R. Urquhart and R. Soria. 2016. “Optically thick outflows in ultraluminous

supersoft sources”, Monthly Notices of the Royal Astronomical Society, Volume

456, Issue 2, p.1859-1880, DOI:10.1093/mnras/stv2293

For this chapter, my supervisor R. Soria performed X-ray spectral

fitting for the Chandra observations of M101 ULX-1. I conducted

all remaining work under the guidance of my supervisory panel.

In this chapter we reanalyse a large sample of Chandra and XMM-Newton

observations of seven previously-known ULSs in nearby galaxies. We discuss some

of their X-ray colour, spectral and timing properties in an attempt to determine

whether they form a single physical class of sources, and identify their nature.

We compare the physical properties of this population of sources with those of

broad-band ULXs and accreting white dwarfs. Finally, we propose a model based

on mass accretion rate and viewing angle that relates ULSs to ULXs, and draw

attention to select sources that appear to transition between the two classes.

As previously stated, the interpretation of ULSs is still heavily debated. The

soft, thermal emission of ULSs is often interpreted as the signature of a large,

cool accretion disk around a much more massive black hole. This would suggest

that ULSs are IMBHs in a standard high/soft state (Kong et al., 2004). If the

fitted radius comes from the innermost stable circular orbit of an accretion disk,

the mass of the central object is ∼ 103–104 M�. One problem with the IMBH

interpretation is that such massive accretors are not expected to be in their

high/soft state at the luminosities inferred for ULSs. For example, an IMBH

with a mass of 103 M� has an Eddington luminosity, from Equation (1.5), of
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LEdd ≈ 1.3× 1041 erg s−1. This means that a standard ULS, with a luminosity of

∼ 1039 erg s−1, would be accreting at � 1% of its Eddington limit. Standard black

hole binaries transition into the high/soft state at � 2% Eddington (Maccarone,

2003; Kalemci et al., 2013). Therefore, an IMBH would likely not be in the

high/soft state and hence would not produce the soft spectrum observed in ULSs.

Another problem with the IMBH interpretation has recently arisen due to the

discovery of a baryonic jet in the ULS system in M81 (Liu et al., 2015). Jets

in Galactic black hole binaries occur in the low/hard state (compact; a steady

continuous jet) or at the transition from the low/hard state into the high/soft

state (transient; a jet made up of discrete ejecta) (Fender et al., 2004). We do

not expect to see a jet in the purely soft state that an IMBH would need to be

in to satisfy the physical characteristics of ULSs.

Another interpretation proposed is that ULSs may be the extreme end of the

‘classical’ supersoft source (SSS) class, first discovered in the Large Magellanic

Cloud (Long et al., 1981). Classical SSSs are likely powered by surface-nuclear-

burning on white dwarf accretors (van den Heuvel et al., 1992). A problem with

this interpretation is that ULSs exceed the Eddington limit (≈ 2 × 1038 erg s−1)

of a 1.35M� white dwarf by up to two orders of magnitude. Another possible

problem is the discrepancy between typical white dwarf radii and the larger char-

acteristic blackbody radii fitted to ULS spectra. This may be alleviated if the

white dwarf produces an expanding photosphere or optically thick outflow. Ul-

timately though, it appears unlikely that most ULSs could be powered by white

dwarfs.

In the end, the hyper-critically accreting stellar-mass black hole scenario is

found to be the most likely interpretation of ULSs. If this interpretation is correct,

and ULSs are indeed a subclass of ULXs, then it may also explain an intriguing

property of the ULX population. The ULX luminosity distribution shows an

exponential cut-off at X-ray luminosities � 2× 1040 erg s−1 (Swartz et al., 2011;

Mineo et al., 2012). This can be explained either as an effect of the upper limit

to the mass of stellar black holes (likely maximum mass ≈ 80M�: Belczynski

et al., 2010), and/or a scarcity of donor stars able to supply such high accretion

rates (Ṁ � 3 × 10−6 M� yr−1) and short duration of those phases. However,

it may also be a result of dense winds and the appearance of a photosphere at

the highest accretion rates. Above a threshold accretion rate corresponding (for

an unobscured ULX) to LX ≈ 2 × 1040 erg s−1, more and more sources appear

shrouded in the thick outflow. That obviously decreases their X-ray luminosity

dramatically, removing them from the high-end of the luminosity function. It also

slightly decreases their bolometric luminosity, because a significant fraction of the

initial radiative power output is used to launch the outflow. As a very preliminary
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investigation of this issue, the number of “missing” ULXs above ≈ 5 × 1040 erg

s−1 (number of ULXs expected for an unbroken power-law luminosity function

minus those observed in reality) for example in the Swartz et al. (2011) study is

consistent with the number of ULSs found in the same sample of galaxies.

In this chapter, we present the X-ray spectral and timing properties of seven

ULSs. We evaluate the different ULS interpretations based on the observational

properties of our sample and discuss how ULSs likely fit into the overall population

of compact accreting sources.

4.1 Target Selection

4.1.1 Definition of ULS

To provide a more quantitative definition of ULSs for our study, we introduce a

classification similar (but not identical) to the one adopted by Di Stefano and

Kong (2003). We define three X-ray energy bands: 0.3–1.1 keV (S), 1.1–2.5 keV

(M) and 2.5–7 keV (H). We measure the net count rates in the three bands and

in the total 0.3–7 keV band (T). We consider “supersoft” all those sources that

have a hardness ratio (M− S)/T � −0.8, and “ultraluminous” supersoft sources

those that have reached an extrapolated bolometric luminosity of the thermal

component Lbb
bol � 1039 erg s−1 in at least one observation, during which time

they also had (M− S)/T � −0.8.

We only consider sources observed with Chandra and XMM-Newton, because

they cover a similar energy range and provide roughly similar hardness ratios. We

stress that the hardness ratio condition is a purely empirical criterion for a prac-

tical target selection. There are small differences between the colours determined

from Chandra and XMM-Newton, as well as between Chandra observations taken

in different years, because of the sensitivity degradation at soft energies. Also,

extrapolating the blackbody spectrum to the UV gives only a crude estimate of

the true bolometric luminosity. At the same time, the characteristic appearance

of those sources (their soft thermal spectrum) makes them sufficiently distinct

from ordinary XRBs and ULXs, regardless of small changes in the choice of em-

pirical definition, and suggests that they do belong to a physically different class

or accretion state. One of the objectives of this chapter is to quantify the common

properties of such sources, so that we can then move from a purely empirical to

a more physical identification.

We illustrate our selection criterion in Figure 4.1, for three different values of

absorbing column density (nH = 3×1020 cm−2, nH = 1021 cm−2 and nH = 3×1021

cm−2) broadly representative of the range empirically found in our sample (Sec-
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Figure 4.1: Top left panel: X-ray colours expected for five different spectral mod-
els, when observed through a column density nH = 3×1020 cm−2, by three differ-
ent detectors: ACIS-S in 2001 (smallest-size symbols), ACIS-S in 2014 (medium-
size symbols) and EPIC-pn in 2014 (largest-size symbols). The models are: LH =
low/hard state = power-law with Γ = 1.7 (blue pentagons); HS=high/soft state
= disk-blackbody with kTin = 1 keV (red pentagons); and pure blackbodies at
70 eV, 100 eV and 150 eV (red, green and blue circles, respectively). Finally, we
overplotted the colours expected through the same three detectors for six ULX
spectral models, from Sutton et al. (2013b). The dashed and or dotted regions are
simply visual aids to help locating the different models. The dashed horizontal
line is an empirical colour threshold for thermal sources at kTbb � 100 eV. Top
right panel: as in the top left panel, but for nH = 1021 cm−2. Bottom panel: as
in the top panels, but for nH = 3× 1021 cm−2.
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tion 4.3.1). For each value of nH we plotted the “observable” X-ray colours of

two simple spectral models representative of accreting black holes (Remillard and

McClintock, 2006): a power-law spectrum with photon index Γ = 1.7 (low/hard

state), and a disk-blackbody with peak temperature kTin = 1 keV (high/soft

state). By “observable”, we mean the colours that such model spectra would have

if they had been observed by Chandra/ACIS-S in 2001, or by Chandra/ACIS-S

in 2014, or by XMM-Newton/EPIC-pn (the colour evolution of this detector over

the years is negligible). Then, in each of the three panels, we added the observ-

able colours of three pure blackbody models which may be more representative

of ULSs: one at kTbb = 70 eV, one at kTbb = 100 eV, and one at kTbb = 150

eV. The empirical hardness criterion (M − S)/T < −0.8 clearly separates 70

eV and 100 eV blackbody sources from the low/hard state and high/soft state

colours, for all three values of nH; for nH � 1021 cm−2, 150 eV blackbody emit-

ters also satisfy (M − S)/T < −0.8 at least for early Chandra observations (no

longer today). Finally, in all three plots we added the observable colours of six

real ULX spectra, modelled by Sutton et al. (2013b): two in the broadened-

disk regime (XMM-Newton observations ObsID 0405090101 of NGC1313 X-2

and ObsID 0200980101 of M81 X-6), two in the soft-ultraluminous regime (Ob-

sID 0200470101 of Holmberg II X-1 and ObsID 0653380301 of NGC5408 X-1) and

two in the hard-ultraluminous regime (ObsID 0200980101 of Holmberg IX X-1

and ObsID 0405090101 of NGC1313 X-1). Each of those six ULXs has only one

value of nH (the actual value determined from that particular observation, fitted

by Sutton et al. 2013b) but is plotted three times, to represent the “equivalent”

colours such a source would have in Chandra/ACIS-S 2001, Chandra/ACIS-S

2014, and XMM-Newton/EPIC-pn. The message to take home from Figure 4.1

is that the observed colours of standard ULXs are somewhat intermediate be-

tween those expected for black holes in the low/hard and high/soft states, but

are clearly well above the threshold defined by (M − S)/T ≈ −0.8; conversely,

sources observed below that threshold are clearly not in the low/hard or high/soft

state, do not overlap with standard ULXs, and are likely to be blackbody emitters

at kTbb � 100 eV. It can be also noted from Figure 4.1 that some soft thermal

sources observed with Chandra/ACIS-S today (as opposed to a decade ago) would

not appear supersoft, based on their X-ray colours alone. The reason is of course

the loss of sensitivity of the detector at low energies, which means that the tail of

the blackbody emission in the 1.1–2.5 keV band now represents a larger relative

fraction of the total detected count rate (which has decreased by a factor of 3).

Finally, we do not plot the expected colours for nH > 3 × 1021 cm−2 because

at such column densities it becomes increasingly difficult to identify supersoft

sources, so it is no longer relevant to our selection criterion.
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In any classification based purely on X-ray hardness and colours (as discussed

in Di Stefano and Kong 2003), the supersoft group of sources is likely to contain

a mix of different physical objects, in particular nuclear-burning white dwarfs

as well as fading supernova remnants. Indeed, a deep X-ray study of the spiral

galaxy M83 has shown (Long et al., 2014) two types of supersoft spectra, one

dominated by optically thick thermal emission and the other by an optically thin

thermal plasma. However, for this work we are considering only sources that

have reached Lbb
bol � 1039 erg s−1, which screens out thermal supernova remnants

(typically fainter than about 1037 erg s−1). We used the extrapolated bolometric

luminosity as a selection criterion, rather than the X-ray luminosity, because most

of the emission falls below the sensitivity band of Chandra and XMM-Newton.

4.1.2 Definition of our target sample

We analysed a sample of sources that were unequivocally identified in the litera-

ture as very luminous and unusually soft, and we checked whether such sources

satisfied our selection criterion defined in Section 4.1.1. We also examined the

sample of ULXs from the catalogues of Swartz et al. (2011) and Swartz et al.

(2004), looking for any other unrecognised ULS candidates. We limited our

search to sources that had enough counts for at least a rough spectral fitting

(�50 net counts, using Cash statistics) in at least one epoch, in order to have

a meaningful estimate of temperature and bolometric luminosity. For this pilot

study, we did not intend to define a statistically complete sample or analyse every

single archival X-ray observation of each target source; however, our sample is

large enough that we can draw general conclusions on the nature of ULSs as a

possibly distinct population.

We selected the following seven targets, summarised below with the tradi-

tional nomenclature more often found in the literature (see also Table 4.1.2):

(i) CXOAnt J120151.6-185231.9. Located in the Antennae Galaxies, it has

been observed by Chandra multiple times. In 2002 it had a best-fit black-

body temperature of ≈ 90 eV; the observed 0.1–2 keV luminosity increased from

≈ 2×1038 erg s−1 in December 1999 to ≈ 1×1039 erg s−1 in May 2002 (Fabbiano

et al., 2003). Corrected for absorption, the bright state equates to an intrinsic

blackbody-fitted bolometric luminosity of ≈ 2 × 1040 erg s−1 (Fabbiano et al.,

2003, scaled to the different distance adopted in this chapter).

(ii) NGC4631 X1. The source was first detected in ROSAT/PSPC observa-

tions taken from 1991 December 15 to 1992 January 4 (Vogler and Pietsch,

1996). Carpano et al. (2007) observed it in 2002 June using XMM-Newton and
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found a best-fitting blackbody temperature ≈ 67 eV and bolometric luminosity

of ≈ 3.2×1040 erg s−1. The source also appeared to have an ≈4 hour modulation

(Carpano et al., 2007). Soria and Ghosh (2009) re-examined the same XMM-

Newton data and found that when an absorption edge (kTedge ≈ 1.0 keV) was

added to the model, the fit significantly improved, with a blackbody temperature

of ≈ 90 eV and intrinsic bolometric luminosity of ≈ 4× 1039 erg s−1.

(iii) NGC247 ULX. Observed in 2009 with XMM-Newton, NGC247 ULX has a

dominant thermal component with temperature of ≈ 100 eV along with a harder

component, modelled as a power-law tail by Jin et al. (2011). Based on its X-ray

spectral appearance, it has been interpreted as a candidate IMBH with a sug-

gested black hole mass of ≈ 600M� (Tao et al., 2012a).

(iv) NGC300 SSS1. Originally found in a ROSAT observation from 1992 (Read

and Pietsch, 2001), this source exhibits bright and dim states. For example, it

was not seen by ROSAT in later observations but was seen by XMM-Newton in

a bright state in 2000 December and became an order of magnitude dimmer in

another XMM-Newton observation only 6 days later . During its bright state, it

appeared to have a temperature of ≈ 60 eV and a bolometric luminosity of a few

times 1039 erg s−1.

(v) M81 N1. One of the best known ULSs, M81 N1 was observed by ROSAT

several times in the 1990s, by Chandra in a long observation in 2000 May (Swartz

et al., 2002) and again in a series of shorter Chandra observations over 2005–2008

(Liu and Di Stefano, 2008; Liu, 2008). In the 2000 May observation it was fitted

with a blackbody model and had a temperature of ≈ 70 eV and bolometric lumi-

nosity of ≈ 2.5×1039 erg s−1. The source shows significant flux variability within

individual observations as well as between observations (Swartz et al., 2002).

(vi) M101 ULX-1. Observed more than 20 times by Chandra between 2000 and

2005, it has short- and long-term flux and spectral variability, with fitted black-

body temperatures ranging between ≈ 50–150 eV (Kong et al., 2004; Mukai et al.,

2005; Kong and Di Stefano, 2005). The interpretation of this source has been ac-

tively debated in recent years. A Wolf-Rayet companion was identified from HST

observations by Liu (2009). A claimed period of 8.2 days led to the suggestion

that this ULS is powered by a stellar-mass black hole (Liu et al., 2013).

(vii) CXOM51 J132943.3+471135. Located in M51, this is source 12 in the cat-

alogue of Di Stefano and Kong (2003), and source 9 in that of Terashima and

Wilson (2004). Observed in two Chandra observations, the source is best-fit with

a blackbody model with temperatures ranging from ≈ 80− 120 eV. It appears to

drop in flux by 50% between the two observations, becoming slightly harder in
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the process (Di Stefano and Kong, 2003).

As is the case with any purely empirical selection criterion, there may be a

few other supersoft sources that just missed out on our ULS selection (reaching a

maximum Lbb
bol just below 1039 erg s−1) but are still more luminous than expected

for a nuclear-burning white dwarf. We found two of them:

(i) NGC300 SSS2. It was not seen by ROSAT in the 1990s or XMM-Newton

in 2000–2001, but was discovered in 2005 with XMM-Newton (Carpano et al.,

2006). We processed and analysed both XMM-Newton observations from 2005

(ObsID 0305860401 and 0305860301), and fitted the source spectrum with black-

body models. We found a blackbody temperature of ≈ 50 eV and a bolometric

luminosity of ≈ 7× 1038 erg s−1 in the first observation and ≈ 6× 1038 erg s−1 in

the second one, taken six months later.

(ii) r2-12. An SSS in M31 that has reached a bolometric luminosity up to

≈ 8× 1038erg s−1 (Trudolyubov and Priedhorsky, 2008; Orio et al., 2010; Chiosi

et al., 2014). It was first observed with Einstein (Trinchieri and Fabbiano, 1991)

and later with Chandra (Kong et al., 2002) and XMM-Newton (Pietsch et al.,

2005).

Although we shall not present a detailed study of those two sources in this

chapter, we have included them in some of our plots to highlight their intermediate

physical properties between ULSs and classical SSSs. We used our own spectral

analysis to obtain temperatures, radii and luminosities of NGC300 SSS2, and we

used the fit results of Trudolyubov and Priedhorsky (2008) for r2-12.
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4.2 Data Analysis

We selected a representative sample of Chandra and XMM-Newton observations

of the seven known ULSs (Table 4.1.2). We considered only observations in which

the sources had enough counts for a meaningful colour (�20 net counts) or at

least a rough spectral analysis (�50 net counts). We do not analyse and discuss

in this chapter the observations in which the same sources were not detected or

were just at the detection limit, the fraction of time in which each source was

detectable over the course of all its observations or the reason for this on/off

behaviour.

For the Chandra observations, we downloaded the data from the public archives

and re-processed them with standard tasks in the Chandra Interactive Analysis

of Observations (ciao) Version 4.7 data analysis system (Fruscione et al., 2006).

We filtered out exposure intervals with high particle background. We defined cir-

cular source extraction regions with 2” radii. We extracted the local background

from suitably selected nearby regions at least three times as large as the source

region. We used the ciao task specextract to extract a spectrum (with its asso-

ciated background, response and ancillary response files) from each observation.

Spectra with �200 counts were grouped to a minimum of 15 counts per bin so

that χ2 statistics could be used. Spectra with fewer counts were left unbinned

and fitted with W statistics. We used dmextract to build background-subtracted

light curves.

We downloaded the XMM-Newton data from NASA’s HEASARC archive. We

processed the EPIC observation data files with the Science Analysis System (sas)

version 14.0.0 (xmmsas_20141104_1833). As with the Chandra data, we filtered

out exposure intervals with high particle backgrounds. We defined circular source

extraction regions with 20” radii whenever possible, and rectangular regions (of

approximately equivalent area) on a couple of occasions when the source was

located near a chip gap. We extracted the background from nearby regions at

least three times as large, not including any other bright sources or chip gaps,

and located at similar distances from readout nodes. We selected single and

double events (pattern 0–4 for the pn camera and pattern 0–12 for MOS1 and

MOS2 cameras), with the standard flagging criteria #XMMEA_EP and #XMMEA_EM

for pn and MOS, respectively, and FLAG=0. After building response and ancillary

response files with the sas tasks rmfgen and arfgen, we used epicspeccombine

to create average EPIC spectra and response files for each source. Finally, we

grouped the spectra to a minimum of 20 counts per bin, so that we could use

Gaussian statistics. We built background-subtracted light curves using the sas

tasks evselect and epiclccorr.
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We used XSPEC version 12.8.2 for spectral fitting (Arnaud, 1996). For timing

analysis, we used standard FTOOLS tasks (Blackburn, 1995), such as lcurve,

powspec, efsearch and statistics.

4.3 Main Results

4.3.1 X-ray spectral properties

For each source, and each observing epoch with at least ≈50 net counts, we fit-

ted the background-subtracted spectrum, starting with one-component models:

phabs*phabs*bbody and phabs*phabs*diskbb. The first photoelectric absorption

component was fixed at the line-of-sight value for the relevant host galaxy; the

second component was left free. From this initial level of fitting, two things

are apparent: that a single thermal component is already the best fit for most

epochs, and, to first order, a satisfactory fit for all epochs; and that for all epochs,

blackbody and disk-blackbody models are statistically equivalent. The first state-

ment is another way of saying that ULSs (by definition) are not dominated by

a broad-band tail above 1 keV, unlike standard ULXs. The second statement is

not surprising, considering that the peak temperature of the thermal component

is ≈100 eV and the detectors are only sensitive to energies �300 eV, in the Wien

tail. A similar situation occurs when fitting the low-energy soft excess in ULXs.

The only difference between the two models is in the definition of blackbody tem-

perature kTbb compared with the colour temperature of the disk kTin. For the

same thermal spectrum, kTin is always systematically higher than kTbb by ≈20%.

In a few cases, our spectral fitting showed significant residuals in addition

to the dominant soft thermal component, particularly around 0.7–2 keV (some-

times with a distinctive residual feature at ≈1 keV). It was necessary to add one

or more spectral components to account for the harder emission. At this stage

we make no specific assumptions on the physical nature of this harder compo-

nent. The nature of the fit residuals suggests that the harder component could

be optically-thin thermal plasma emission, which we modelled with mekal1 in

XSPEC. Spectral residuals in addition to the smooth continuum have been seen

in some two-component ULXs (for example, NGC5408 X-1 and NGC6946 X-1)

and were also successfully modelled with thermal plasma emission (Roberts and

Colbert, 2003; Stobbart et al., 2006; Strohmayer et al., 2007; Middleton et al.,

2014), with luminosities ∼ a few 1038 erg s−1. However, an alternative interpreta-

tion was provided by Middleton et al. (2014), who showed that similar residuals

1Even at our best signal-to-noise level, there were no statistically significant differences
between mekal and apec models.
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are also consistent with broadened, blue-shifted absorption in the line of sight of

a fast, partially ionised, optically-thin outflow. Our ULS spectra have a substan-

tially lower signal-to-noise ratio than the spectra of NGC5408 X-1 and NGC6946

X-1 discussed by Middleton et al. (2014), making a test between those two al-

ternative interpretations more difficult. For this chapter, we limit our spectral

analysis to the thermal-plasma emission model.

In summary, when significant residuals were detected above the blackbody/disk-

blackbody base model, we tried improving the fit with two methods: by adding

one or two thermal plasma components at fixed solar abundance, with character-

istic temperatures ≈0.6–0.9 keV; and by testing for the presence of an absorption

edge at kTedge ≈ 1 keV. We found significant (and variable) thermal-plasma

contributions in the spectra of the M101 ULS, in several epochs: they are dis-

cussed in more details in Section 4.3.2; see also (Soria and Kong, 2016). Thermal

plasma emission is also seen in some of the epochs for the ULSs in NGC247,

the Antennae Galaxies and M51. Adding an absorption edge provides signifi-

cant improvements to some of the spectra with the high signal-to-noise in four

out of seven sources: those in the Antennae, NGC247, M101 and NGC4631.

In some sources (most notably those in NGC247 and M101), the spectrum is

best fitted with a blackbody (or disk-blackbody) plus thermal-plasma emission

in some epochs, and blackbody (or disk-blackbody) plus an absorption edge in

other epochs (Section 4.3.2).

We stress that the main objective of this chapter is to determine the properties

of the dominant optically-thick thermal component and attempt a physical in-

terpretation; nonetheless, careful treatment of additional first-order components

(absorption edges, harder emission above 1 keV, and line residuals consistent

with thermal-plasma) is necessary to make sure that the characteristic temper-

ature and radius of the dominant blackbody component is not over- or under-

estimated. After finding successful fits for all epochs (with or without additional

components), we summarised the physical parameters of the blackbody compo-

nents in Table 4.2; when a disk-blackbody replaces the blackbody component

in the same spectra, we obtain the physical parameters listed in Table 4.3; the

additional thermal-plasma and edge features and their significances are listed in

Table 4.4.

The bolometric blackbody luminosity is defined as Lbb
bol ≡ 4πr2bbσT

4
bb, indepen-

dent of the viewing angle θ. It is obtained directly from one of the XSPEC bbody fit

parameters, namely the normalisation constant, because Lbb
bol =

√
Nbb d10kpc 10

39

erg s−1. The adopted galaxy distances are quoted in Table 4.1.2. The bolometric

disk luminosity is defined as Ldiskbb
bol ≡ 4πr2inσT

4
in, where rin =

√
Ndiskbb d10kpc/

√
cos θ

km and Ndiskbb is the normalisation constant in XSPEC. Physically, the fit pa-
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rameter rin is related to the true inner-disk radius Rin = 1.19rin (Kubota et al.,

1998). We cannot obtain Ldiskbb
bol directly from our XSPEC diskbb fit parameters,

because of its intrinsic dependence on cos θ; we can only obtain Ldiskbb
bol × cos θ,

and rin
√
cos θ. As a double check on our bolometric disk-blackbody luminosities,

we re-derived them with an alternative method: we defined a dummy response

from 0.01 to 10 keV (dummyrsp in XSPEC), calculated the model flux fdiskbb
bol

over that (essentially bolometric) energy range, and converted it to a luminosity

with the relation Ldiskbb
bol = 2π (d2/ cos θ) fdiskbb

bol , suitable for accretion disks. The

two methods give the same result, as expected. For plotting purposes, and for

consistency with the luminosities given in a comparison sample of ULXs from

the literature, we assumed cos θ = 1/2 throughout this chapter. With this con-

ventional choice of viewing angle, disk luminosities are simply obtained as 4πd2

times the observed fluxes, like for a spherically symmetric emitter2. Ldiskbb
bol for a

generic angle θ is simply obtained from the values listed in Table 4.3, divided by

2 cos θ.

Table 4.2: Characteristic radii, temperatures and bolometric luminosities of the
bbody component in each ULS observation with enough counts for spectral fitting.
The row number identifies the source and the epoch, from the observation list
in Table 4.1.2. ObsID 934 of the M101 ULS was split into three sub-intervals
based on count rate (Section 4.3.2). Errors are 90% confidence limits for single
parameters.

Row nH rbb kTbb Lbb
bol

(1022 cm−2) (103 km) (eV) (1039 erg s−1)

1 0.07+0.20
−0.07 7.4+68.6

−3.4 100+35
−31 0.7+8.0

−0.4

2 0.13+0.17
−0.12 12.3+70.0

−5.4 107+24
−20 2.6+14.0

−0.9

3 0.12+0.32
−0.12 17.9+1315

−8.8 82+34
−24 1.9+72.2

−1.6

4 0.36+0.31
−0.17 15.4+75.0

−7.1 119+33
−22 6.1+22.3

−4.3

5 0.06+0.17
−0.06 7.5+53.9

−3.0 118+26
−27 1.4+6.3

−0.7

6 0.21+0.43
−0.18 23.0+127.1

−11.1 98+30
−31 6.3+75.9

−5.1

7 0.22+0.29
−0.17 38.2+162.2

−18.5 87+25
−20 10.7+63.2

−9.0

8 0.18+0.20
−0.13 6.6+59.8

−3.0 127+50
−32 1.5+7.3

−0.9

9 0.22+0.26
−0.17 10.0+198.3

−4.7 119+47
−33 2.6+26.4

−1.9

2This is often an implicit assumption in many studies of X-ray binaries and ULXs in the
literature, in which the luminosities of all emission components are defined as L ≡ 4πd2f . The
alternative choice of θ = 0 is also sometimes adopted in the literature; however, this is not
suitable for our sample of sources because they are more likely to be high-inclination objects,
as discussed in Section 4.4.3.
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Table 4.2: continued

Row nH rbb kTbb Lbb
bol

(1022 cm−2) (103 km) (eV) (1039 erg s−1)

10 0.22+0.26
−0.17 6.8+45.6

−3.1 132+53
−41 1.3+8.2

−0.4

11 0.05+0.06
−0.05 11.2+17.8

−5.6 68+9
−8 0.3+0.6

−0.2

12 0.07+0.05
−0.04 14.8+17.4

−7.4 59+5
−5 0.3+0.5

−0.2

13 0.11+0.16
−0.11 87.5+389.9

−42.8 43+12
−10 3.4+14.0

−3.2

14 0.03+0.12
−0.03 2.1+3.2

−0.7 168+30
−34 0.5+0.7

−0.1

15 0.05+0.02
−0.02 22.3+5.3

−3.6 78+3
−3 2.3+0.7

−0.5

16 0.16+0.13
−0.09 52.2+133.5

−26.3 70+7
−7 8.3+25.4

−5.5

17 0.01+0.09
−0.01 15.4+33.1

−3.3 79+6
−10 1.2+2.6

−0.3

18 < 0.15 2.4+11.8
−0.6 109+13

−21 0.1+0.4
−0.03

19 < 0.04 8.3+1.9
−1.4 97+6

−7 0.8+0.5
−0.1

20 0.08+0.10
−0.08 28.6+77.6

−14.4 73+12
−9 3.0+8.1

−2.0

21 0.03+0.07
−0.03 13.1+15.7

−3.4 91+8
−9 1.5+1.9

−0.5

22 0.34+0.28
−0.21 38.9+660.0

−19.6 84+22
−16 9.5+130.3

−8.2

23 0.11+0.09
−0.07 41.6+72.8

−20.9 69+8
−7 5.1+10.2

−3.2

24 0.05+0.11
−0.05 23.0+95.9

−11.5 73+16
−12 1.9+6.7

−1.2

25 < 0.14 29.6+183.6
−14.9 49+13

−12 0.7+2.4
−0.4

26 < 0.06 12.7+24.2
−4.1 66+9

−9 0.4+0.7
−0.2

27 0.02+0.26
−0.02 8.7+48.1

−4.4 71+16
−19 0.2+0.7

−0.1

29 < 0.07 14.3+51.2
−7.2 69+14

−13 0.6+1.6
−0.3

29 0.13+0.31
−0.13 19.9+115.2

−10.0 71+23
−18 1.3+8.6

−1.1

30-high 0.04+0.01
−0.01 10.2+0.4

−0.3 135+3
−4 4.6+0.2

−0.3

30-med 0.04+0.01
−0.01 10.5+0.3

−0.3 119+2
−2 2.9+0.2

−0.2

30-low 0.04+0.01
−0.01 18.4+0.9

−1.0 90+2
−2 2.9+0.2

−0.2

31 0.08+0.07
−0.05 29.0+32.7

−14.4 77+11
−10 3.6+6.8

−2.0

32 0.10+0.04
−0.04 47.0+32.6

−17.0 69+7
−7 6.6+5.9

−2.9

33 0.20+0.13
−0.12 > 54 < 49 > 2.1

34 0.12+0.06
−0.05 43.5+29.3

−17.2 75+6
−6 7.7+8.6

−3.8

35 0.13+0.03
−0.03 22.5+10.3

−4.7 100+13
−10 6.6+1.2

−1.0
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Table 4.2: continued

Row nH rbb kTbb Lbb
bol

(1022 cm−2) (103 km) (eV) (1039 erg s−1)

36 0.13+0.05
−0.04 101.5+82.7

−43.1 56+5
−5 12.8+17.9

−6.9

37 0.01+0.04
−0.01 6.0+9.0

−1.3 114+11
−16 0.8+1.0

−0.2

38 < 0.07 3.5+4.8
−0.8 135+17

−20 0.5+0.5
−0.1

39 0.003+0.084
−0.003 5.6+10.0

−1.0 122+12
−23 0.9+1.2

−0.1

40 < 0.04 7.8+13.1
−1.7 98+10

−10 0.7+1.1
−0.1

41 0.03+0.15
−0.03 10.4+30.1

−3.1 92+12
−8 1.1+3.1

−0.4

42 < 0.20 6.2+56.3
−1.2 115+8

−25 0.9+5.3
−0.2

43 0.12+0.09
−0.02 25.1+41.3

−9.5 84+8
−7 4.5+9.3

−2.5

44 < 0.21 7.5+16.3
−1.9 105+16

−18 0.9+1.6
−0.1

Table 4.3: Characteristic inner-disk radii, peak colour temperatures and bolomet-
ric luminosities of the diskbb component in each ULS observation with enough
counts for spectral fitting. Row numbers are defined as in Table 4.2. An an-
gle θ = 60◦ was adopted in the expressions for rin and Ldiskbb

bol . Errors are 90%
confidence limits for single parameters.

Row nH rin kTin Ldiskbb
bol

(1022 cm−2) (103 km) (eV) (1039 erg s−1)

1 0.09+0.19
−0.09 7.9+20.4

−3.9 120+62
−41 1.7+18.9

−1.3

2 0.14+0.16
−0.11 16.3+169.5

−7.4 123+31
−26 8.9+52.6

−6.5

3 0.09+0.29
−0.09 22.9+374.3

−11.5 95+49
−30 5.5+28.5

−4.8

4 0.23+0.36
−0.15 13.4+101.6

−6.3 153+53
−36 12.8+56.9

−9.1

5 0.10+0.16
−0.10 8.6+84.4

−4.0 140+49
−36 3.6+19.6

−2.6

6 0.29+0.43
−0.21 43.5+848.7

−21.3 106+42
−35 30.9+2475.8

−27.4

7 0.26+0.29
−0.18 58.7+∗

−29.1 97+33
−24 38.6+836.4

−33.3

8 0.22+0.19
−0.14 6.8+81.7

−3.3 157+116
−45 3.2+19.2

−2.5

9 0.29+0.24
−0.17 14.5+335.8

−6.9 134+61
−38 8.7+99.6

−6.8

10 0.29+0.24
−0.17 9.3+248.9

−4.4 151+42
−49 5.8+67.0

−4.0

11 0.06+0.06
−0.06 14.5+28.4

−7.3 77+11
−9 1.0+1.7

−0.6

12 0.08+0.05
−0.04 21.2+29.7

−10.7 66+7
−6 1.1+1.6

−0.6
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Table 4.3: continued

Row nH rin kTin Ldiskbb
bol

(1022 cm−2) (103 km) (eV) (1039 erg s−1)

13 0.12+0.16
−0.12 153+999

−76 47+16
−11 14.1+624

−13.4

14 0.10+0.13
−0.09 2.9+9.9

−1.0 203+70
−50 1.1+2.5

−0.6

15 0.08+0.02
−0.2 29.0+7.4

−5.1 89+3
−3 6.8+2.0

−1.5

16 0.20+0.13
−0.10 89.0+278.3

−35.3 76+8
−8 35.6+122.1

−24.3

17 0.03+0.09
−0.03 19.9+50.2

−7.0 91+12
−13 3.5+8.2

−1.7

18 0.03+0.17
−0.03 2.7+28.3

−1.0 129+16
−28 0.3+1.5

−0.1

19 < 0.05 6.7+2.0
−1.3 124+10

−9 1.4+0.2
−0.2

20 0.09+0.10
−0.08 35.9+108.7

−15.3 84+16
−12 8.3+23.0

−5.7

21 0.07+0.07
−0.06 17.0+24.6

−6.0 104+13
−11 4.4+6.3

−2.3

22 0.40+0.28
−0.21 66.2+∗

−32.0 92+27
−19 40.5+669

−36.1

23 0.13+0.08
−0.07 57.8+111.2

−27.4 78+10
−9 16.2+32.9

−10.3

24 0.07+0.10
−0.07 25.6+135.1

−11.4 86+26
−17 4.6+17.4

−3.3

25 < 0.01 36.7+309.2
−16.8 56+18

−14 1.7+7.8
−1.2

26 < 0.06 13.8+34.4
−4.9 77+13

−12 0.9+1.7
−0.4

27 0.05+0.26
−0.05 6.8+10.7

−2.6 88+20
−15 0.4+0.3

−0.2

28 < 0.08 13.4+70.5
−5.2 85+19

−19 1.2+3.5
−0.5

29 0.17+0.17
−0.17 30.1+∗

−17.1 80+35
−21 4.6+194

−4.2

30-high 0.06+0.01
−0.01 8.3+0.4

−0.4 174+6
−7 8.2+0.4

−0.4

30-med 0.06+0.01
−0.01 6.1+0.3

−0.3 178+2
−2 4.8+0.4

−0.4

30-low 0.06+0.01
−0.01 18.4+1.6

−1.1 109+2
−2 6.2+0.8

−0.8

31 0.10+0.06
−0.06 33.9+48.5

−17.4 90+14
−13 9.8+21.2

−5.6

32 0.11+0.04
−0.04 39.7+30.4

−16.5 81+9
−6 17.0+14.2

−8.0

33 0.22+0.13
−0.12 > 88 < 54 > 8.0

34 0.15+0.06
−0.06 66.0+48.5

−17.4 84+8
−6 27.8+32.4

−15.0

35 0.11+0.03
−0.03 12.2+21.1

−4.9 147+6
−6 8.8+15.8

−2.2

36 0.14+0.05
−0.04 146.7+146.4

−63.1 62+5
−5 41.0+70.8

−−21

37 0.05+0.08
−0.05 6.8+12.9

−2.6 135+25
−21 2.0+2.8

−1.0
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Table 4.3: continued

Row nH rin kTin Ldiskbb
bol

(1022 cm−2) (103 km) (eV) (1039 erg s−1)

38 0.004+0.093
−0.004 2.1+7.9

−0.6 194+32
−49 0.8+0.1

−0.1

39 0.04+0.03
−0.04 6.1+12.4

−2.2 145+27
−27 2.1+2.3

−0.9

40 0.001+0.084
−0.001 5.8+23.7

−1.7 128+24
−29 1.3+2.5

−0.4

41 0.04+0.01
−0.04 11.2+40.2

−4.1 111+18
−17 2.4+4.7

−1.1

42 0.06+0.26
−0.06 8.9+214.4

−3.3 129+23
−35 2.9+36.7

−1.6

43 0.13+0.17
−0.08 23.9+54.4

−8.0 104+11
−9 8.7+8.5

−1.5

44 < 0.09 6.5+18.0
−2.0 131+25

−22 1.6+1.4
−0.3

The first, most obvious result of our spectral modelling is that there is no

L ∝ T 4 trend in any of the sources (when observed multiple times) or in the

sample as a whole (Figure 4.2, and Tables 4.2 and 4.3). This is equivalent to

saying that the radius of the emitting region is not constant between sources

or for the same source at various epochs. A constant inner-disk radius Rin ≈
1.19rin ≈ RISCO (radius of the innermost stable circular orbit) is usually taken as

the defining property of the high/soft state in luminous black holes at accretion

rates � a few percent of the Eddington limit (Kubota et al., 2002; Remillard

and McClintock, 2006). The IMBH scenario was based on the interpretation of

the thermal component as disk emission in the high/soft state; however, we see

that the thermal component in ULSs does not behave like a standard disk in

the canonical high/soft state. Instead, temperature variations at approximately

constant bolometric luminosity are often found in systems with expanding pho-

tospheres, such as some novae and classical SSSs, which have been observed to

oscillate between an X-ray bright (interpreted as a hotter, smaller photosphere)

and a UV-bright (cooler, larger photosphere) state (van den Heuvel et al., 1992;

Pakull et al., 1993).

Another important result of our fits is that there is an anticorrelation between

fitted radii and temperatures (Figure 4.3, and Tables 4.2 and 4.3). For example,

using blackbody models, we find that for the ULS in M101 rbb ∝ T−1.88±0.87
bb

(Spearman rank r = −0.82 ignoring errors and r = −0.87±0.10 when considering

errors using a Monte Carlo perturbation error analysis outlined in Curran, 2014).

For the whole sample of ULSs rbb ∝ T−2.16±0.46
bb (Spearman rank r = −0.73

ignoring errors and r = −0.46± 0.09 with errors). This is again consistent with

the behaviour of a moving photosphere.
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Figure 4.2: Bolometric luminosity inferred from single-temperature blackbody
fits, for each observation, plotted against the corresponding best-fitting blackbody
temperature. No significant correlation exists between the two quantities, either
for individual sources or for the population as a whole.
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Figure 4.3: Best-fitting blackbody radius, plotted against the best-fitting black-
body temperature, for each observation with spectral information. The best-
fitting inverse correlation rbb ∝ T−2.16±0.46

bb is overplotted.
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Figure 4.4: Top left panel: best-fitting column density nH plotted against the ex-
trapolated blackbody bolometric luminosity. Top right panel: nH plotted against
the best-fitting blackbody temperature. Bottom panel: nH plotted against the
best-fitting blackbody radii. In all panels, triangles indicate values that are only
upper or lower limits in one of the parameters.

For completeness, we also plot the best-fitting values of the absorbing column

density nH versus the bolometric luminosity, the temperature and the radius

(Figure 4.4). There is always, inevitably, a degree of degeneracy between column

density and the other fit parameters for supersoft thermal components. We do

not find any systematic trend between nH and blackbody temperature, which

supports our claim that the fitted spread in temperatures is a real effect. Some

of the observations with low nH also have low fitted radii, but this needs not be

a fitting degeneracy: it is physically plausible that nH increases when our line

of sight goes through a thicker, larger outflow. In particular, for ObsID 934 of

the M101 ULS, it was shown by Soria and Kong (2016) that the strong intra-

observation evolution (in the sense of smaller radii for hotter temperatures) is

recovered both when the column density is locked between all three sub-intervals,

and when it is left free; therefore at least in that case it is not due to a fitting

degeneracy.

Two classes of physical sources show soft thermal emission at temperatures

∼0.1 keV, comparable with those fitted to ULSs. The first class is that of classical
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Figure 4.5: Red datapoints: bolometric luminosity versus blackbody temperature
distribution of the seven ULSs in our sample at various epochs (values from Table
4.2). Magenta datapoints: same, for a sample of classical SSSs in M31, from Orio
et al. (2010); stars mark representative locations of the three best-known SSSs in
the Local Group (Cal83, Cal87 and RXJ0513.9−6951), from Ness et al. (2013).
Green and blue datapoints are the luminosities and temperatures of the (variable)
supersoft sources r2-12 in M31 (data from Trudolyubov and Priedhorsky, 2008)
and NGC300 SSS2 (from our own spectral analysis) respectively; both sources
are brighter than classical SSSs but narrowly missed out on our threshold 1039 erg
s−1 luminosity for the definition of ULSs. The dashed line shows the Eddington
luminosity of a 1.4M� accretor, which should provide an approximate upper limit
to the luminosity of classical SSSs if powered by nuclear-burning white dwarfs.

SSSs. For our comparison, we used a sample of SSSs in M31 with well-constrained

distance and spectral parameters (Orio et al., 2010), and we added the three best-

studied SSSs in the Local Group (Cal87, Cal83 and RXJ0513.9−6951), with fit

parameters from Ness et al. (2013). We find (Figures 4.5 and 4.6) that ULSs and

classical SSSs represent two separate populations. Although their temperature

range largely overlaps, ULSs have larger radii, and bolometric blackbody lumi-

nosities at least an order of magnitude higher. While there is uncertainty in the

extrapolation of a blackbody spectrum from soft X-rays to (unobserved) UV, the

difference in luminosity between the two populations is a robust result, and applies

also to the directly observed luminosity above 0.3 keV. Only ULSs reach lumi-

nosities one order of magnitude above the Eddington limit of a nuclear-burning

white dwarf. As we mentioned in Section 4.1.2, a couple of sources (r2-12 in M31
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Figure 4.6: Red datapoints: fitted inner-disk radius versus blackbody tempera-
ture for our sample of ULSs. Magenta datapoints: same, for the classical SSSs
in M31 (Orio et al., 2010). Green and blue datapoints are the luminosities and
radii of r2-12 in M31 and NGC300 SSS2 respectively. Stars are representative
values for Cal83, Cal87 and RXJ0513.9−6951. Solid line: radii and temperatures
predicted by the super-Eddington outflow model described in Soria and Kong
(2016), for a 10-M� black hole. Dashed line: same, for a 1.5-M� neutron star.

and SSS2 in NGC300) seem to have intermediate properties, and it is not clear

whether they should be classified as ULSs or as extremely bright classical SSSs.

In summary, apart from those two ambiguous cases, the luminosity distribution

of ULSs and SSSs is consistent with the scenario that the former group contains

accreting black holes or neutron star and the latter group nuclear-burning white

dwarfs.

The second class of accreting sources with a cool thermal component is that

of ULXs with a soft excess. The physical origin of the soft excesses in ULXs

is still disputed. Currently, perhaps the most popular interpretation is that the

soft excess is emitted from a super-critical disk wind, launched from near the

spherisation radius (King and Pounds, 2003; Poutanen et al., 2007; Sutton et al.,

2013b; Middleton et al., 2015a). An alternative scenario (Miller et al., 2013) is

that it comes from the disk−either from a full standard disk around an IMBH

or from the outer part of the disk around a super-Eddington stellar-mass black

hole. In addition to the thermal component, ULXs have a (dominant) harder

component, with a downturn at energies �5 keV. The origin of the hard compo-
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Figure 4.7: Light blue datapoints: best-fitting disk-blackbody radius versus best-
fitting peak colour temperature, for each ULS observation with spectral informa-
tion. Red datapoints: disk-blackbody radius versus peak temperature for the soft
thermal component in a sample of ULX spectra fitted by Kajava and Poutanen
(2009). Blue datapoints: disk-blackbody radius versus peak temperature for the
soft thermal component in a sample of ULXs studied by Stobbart et al. (2006).
This diagram suggests a physical connection between the soft thermal component
of ULSs and ULXs−although, in the latter case, a dominant harder component
is also present.

nent (absent or very faint in ULSs) is also disputed, but is likely to be associated

with the hot inner region of the inflow−either a non-standard disk or a warm

corona (Roberts, 2007; Miller et al., 2014; Middleton et al., 2015a). Regardless of

the true physical origin of the two components, ULX spectra have traditionally

been fitted with a disk-blackbody model plus a Comptonised component. For

our comparison of ULX and ULS properties, we used two samples of well-studied

ULXs in nearby galaxies, from Stobbart et al. (2006) and Kajava and Pouta-

nen (2009). This is by no means a statistically complete sample; however, it is

representative of the general appearance of ULXs with a broad-band component

and a soft thermal component. We compared the disk-blackbody temperatures

and radii of our sample of ULSs (Table 4.3) with the disk-blackbody tempera-

tures and radii of those ULXs from the published literature3. We find (Figure 4.7

and Figure 4.8) that thermal components in ULXs lie at the high-temperature

3Similar results are expected if we compare single-temperature blackbody rather than disk-
blackbody fit parameters in ULS and ULX spectra; we leave this exercise to further work.
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Figure 4.8: Bolometric disk-blackbody luminosity versus peak colour tempera-
tures for ULSs and ULXs, showing no sign of the L ∝ T 4 standard disk relation.
(See Soria (2007) and Kajava and Poutanen (2009), for a discussion of the lack
of such correlation in ULXs.) The grey shaded area represents the range of tem-
peratures and luminosities in which the spectrum of an accreting black hole is
expected to be in the canonical high/soft state, dominated by a thermal disk
component (i.e., for 0.02 � ṁ � 1): almost all ULSs fall outside this region,
effectively ruling out an IMBH interpretation. The star near the top of the dia-
gram represents the characteristic luminosity and peak temperature of the IMBH
candidate HLX-1 (Farrell et al., 2009) at the peak of its recurrent outbursts.

end of the ULS population. There is a degree of overlapping in temperature

and luminosity for sources with a thermal component at kTin ≈ 0.10–0.15 keV.

Above those temperatures, we find almost exclusively ULXs with the additional,

dominant harder component; below those temperatures, most sources are ULSs

without hard tails. The lack of ULXs with a dominant hard tail and a thermal

component cooler than ≈100 eV may be partly due to the fact that it is more

difficult to identify a statistically significant soft excess at such low temperatures

if the spectrum is dominated by the broad-band component. However, the lack

of a population of soft sources with no hard tail and a thermal component hotter

than ≈150 eV must be due instead to a real threshold in the physical structure

of the inflow/outflow.
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4.3.2 Transition ULSs in M101 and NGC247

In some epochs, the two ULSs in M101 and NGC247 overlap with the spectral

parameters typical of the ULX population. In both sources, a harder component

appears in epochs when their blackbody temperature is highest (Soria and Kong,

2016), approaching 150 eV (corresponding to the brightest X-ray state for both

sources, although not necessarily the most luminous in bolometric terms). Both

ULSs show an interesting and somewhat similar spectral change at those high

count rates.

For M101, we fitted two sub-intervals (at “high” and “medium” count rate)

of the long Chandra observation from 2000 March 26 (ObsID 934); those time

intervals were empirically defined by Mukai et al. (2003), and were later analysed

and discussed also by Kong and Di Stefano (2005) and Soria and Kong (2016).

The fitted blackbody temperature in the medium count-rate interval is kTbb ≈ 120

eV, and there is a highly significant (Table 4.4) thermal-plasma component at

kT1 ≈ 0.6 keV (red datapoints and residuals in Figure 4.9). The thermal-plasma

emission contributes ≈ 10% of the unabsorbed luminosity in the 0.3–10 keV

band, that is ≈ 3 × 1038 erg s−1, compared with a total (blackbody plus mekal

components) 0.3–10 keV emitted luminosity of ≈ 2.5× 1039 erg s−1 in that time

interval. Above 1 keV, the spectrum is significantly modified by an absorption

edge at E ≈ 1.05± 0.05 keV, with optical depth τ ≈ 2 (Table 4.4).

In the high count-rate interval, the temperature of the optically thick ther-

mal component increases to kTbb ≈ 135 eV; the thermal-plasma component at

kT1 ≈ 0.6 keV is still detected and another one is required at kT1 ≈ 1.0 keV,

suggesting a spread of temperatures in the thermal plasma. No edge is present in

the spectrum this time; instead, an additional, harder emission component (Table

4.4) provides significant flux in the 1–5 keV band (blue datapoints and residu-

als in Figure 4.9). This hard tail can be equally well fitted with an additional

mekal or bremsstrahlung component at kT � 2 keV, or with inverse-Compton

emission (e.g., comptt). In fact, if we had no other knowledge of this source from

other epochs, the inverse-Compton model would have been the default choice,

and this accreting source would have been classified as a standard broad-band

ULX with a strong blackbody soft excess at kTbb ≈ 0.14 keV (or a disk temper-

ature kTin ≈ 0.18 keV). The 0.3–10 keV luminosity emitted in the three mekal

components (or in the two mekal plus Comptonised component) is ≈ 7×1038 erg

s−1 during the high count-rate interval. The total emitted luminosity (blackbody

plus all other components) in the same band is ≈ 4 × 1039 erg s−1 during the

same interval.

Another epoch when the M101 ULS spectrum displays a significant harder
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Figure 4.9: Top left panel: Chandra/ACIS-S spectral data, model fits and χ2

residuals for the M101 ULS during the high count-rate (blue datapoints) and
medium count-rate (red datapoints) time intervals of ObsID 934 (2000 March
26). The intervals were originally defined by Mukai et al. (2003) and were also
used by Kong and Di Stefano (2005) and by Soria and Kong (2016). Both spectra
were grouped to > 15 counts per bin before χ2 fitting. Top right panel: unfolded
spectra of the M101 ULS during the high and medium count-rate intervals of
ObsID 934 (blue and red datapoints, respectively), corresponding to the spectral
fits shown in the top left panel. Bottom left panel: detailed view of the model
components required to fit the high count-rate interval: a blackbody component
at Tbb ≈ 135 eV (solid red curve), and three mekal components with T1 ≈ 0.6 keV
(dashed magenta curve), T2 ≈ 1.0 keV (dot-dashed green curve) and T3 ≈ 2.5
keV (dotted blue curve). Bottom right panel: model components required to fit
the medium count-rate interval: a blackbody component at Tbb ≈ 119 eV (solid
red curve), a single mekal component with T ≈ 0.6 keV (dashed magenta curve),
and an absorption edge at E ≈ 1.05 keV with optical depth τ ≈ 2. The harder,
high count-rate interval has spectral properties more in-line with those of the
ULX population, suggesting that sources are able to transition between ULS and
ULX spectral classes.
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component is 2005 January 1 (ObsID 4737), as shown in Soria and Kong (2016).

The hard excess above the blackbody component is again well fitted with mekal

components, providing once again an emitted luminosity ≈ 7 × 1038 erg s−1 in

the 0.3–10 keV band out of a total in the same band of ≈ 4× 1039 erg s−1.

For the ULS in NGC247, we compared the Chandra spectra from 2011 Febru-

ary 1 (ObsID 12437) and from 2014 November 12 (ObsID 17547). In the first

epoch (red datapoints and ratios in Figure 4.10), the fitted blackbody temperature

is kTbb ≈ 120 eV. Adding thermal-plasma components here does not improve the

fit, although this may be due to the low signal-to-noise ratio and few counts avail-

able (we had to use the Cash statistics for spectral fitting). An absorption edge is

detected at E = 0.95±0.02 keV, with optical depth τ ≈ 4. In the 2014 spectrum

(blue datapoints and ratios in Figure 4.10), the fitted blackbody temperature has

increased to kTbb ≈ 140 eV. The absorption feature has disappeared, and a hard

tail is now significantly detected above the blackbody spectrum, up to ≈2 keV.

The hard component can be equally well modelled as thermal-plasma emission at

kT ≈ 1.5 keV, or as an inverse-Compton component with a high-energy cut-off

at ≈2 keV. Based on this epoch alone, this source could also be classified as a

standard ULX with soft excess. The unabsorbed 0.3–10 keV luminosity of the

harder component is ≈2 ×1038 erg s−1, out of a total emitted luminosity in the

same band of ≈ 1.5× 1039 erg s−1.

Among the observations listed in Table 4.1.2 for all seven ULSs, only a few

have enough counts to allow multi-component fitting. However, the presence

of harder spectral components in several observations (in addition to those al-

ready discussed for M101 and NGC247) may be indirectly inferred from model-

independent X-ray colour-colour plots. Using the energy bands defined in Sec-

tion 4.1.1, we expect that supersoft sources with a pure blackbody spectrum at

kTbb � 100 eV should cluster around (H−M)/T≈ 0, (M−S)/T ≈ −1. Instead,

we find (compare Figure 4.11 with Figure 4.1) that the distribution of all the

observations suggests a possible small scatter towards slightly harder colours (a

type of colours characteristic of what were called “quasi-soft sources”, Di Ste-

fano and Kong, 2003, 2004). Such colours are consistent with the presence of

either a thermal-plasma emission or a soft inverse-Compton or power-law tail in

many epochs. The appearance of this hard component suggests that ULSs can

transition into ULXs.

4.3.3 Preliminary study of short-term variability

Although the focus of this chapter is on the spectral properties of the ULS pop-

ulation, we also briefly examined the intra-observation variability of the indi-
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Figure 4.10: Top left panel: Chandra/ACIS-S spectral data, model fits and
data/model ratios for the NGC247 ULS during two different observations: blue
datapoints are for ObsID 17547 (2014 November 12), red datapoints for ObsID
12437 (2011 February 1). As for the M101 ULS (see Figure 4.9), both spectra are
dominated by blackbody emission (see Table 4.2 for the fit parameters), but dur-
ing ObsID 17547 there is additional harder emission, while during ObsID 12437
there is an absorption edge. Model ratios rather than residuals were plotted be-
cause both spectra were fitted (unbinned) with the Cash statistics and were later
rebinned for plotting purposes only. Top right panel: unfolded spectra of the
NGC247 ULS during ObsID 17547 (blue datapoints) and ObsID 12437 (red dat-
apoints), corresponding to the fits shown in the top left panel. Bottom left panel:
detailed view of the model components required to fit ObsID 17547: a blackbody
component at Tbb ≈ 130 eV, and a mekal component with T1 ≈ 1.3 keV. Bottom
right panel: model components required to fit ObsID 12437: a blackbody com-
ponent at Tbb ≈ 120 eV, and an absorption edge at E ≈ 0.95 keV with optical
depth τ ≈ 4.
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Figure 4.11: Left panel: X-ray colour-colour plot of all ULS observations consid-
ered in our study (Table 4.1.2). Error bars are plotted only for datapoints not
clustered around (0.0,−1.0); error bars for the clustered datapoints are shown
in the zoomed-in right panel. The colours are defined based on the background-
subtracted count rates in the following bands: S = 0.3–1.1 keV; M = 1.1–2.5
keV; H = 2.5–7.0 keV. Purely supersoft thermal spectra would cluster exactly at
(0.0,−1.0). As an indicative comparison, we plot the expected colours of sources
with different spectral models. Red solid line: colours of a thermal-plasma spec-
trum with kT = 0.5 keV, and absorbing column density ranging from 2 × 1020

cm−2 to 2 × 1021 cm−2, if observed with Chandra/ACIS-S during Cycle 3. Red
dotted line: same as above but for Chandra/ACIS-S observations during Cycle
17. Green solid line: colours of a power-law spectrum with photon index Γ = 2.5,
and absorbing column density ranging from 2 × 1020 cm−2 to 2 × 1021 cm−2,
if observed with Chandra/ACIS-S during Cycle 3. Green dotted line: same as
above but for Chandra/ACIS-S observations during Cycle 17. Blue solid line: as
above, for a photon index Γ = 1.5 during Chandra Cycle 3. Blue dotted line: as
above, for Chandra Cycle 17. Right panel: X-ray colour-colour plot with error
bars, zoomed in around (0.0,−1.0) for clarity. These plots show that in most
of the epochs, the observed colours are consistent with a pure supersoft thermal
spectrum (essentially consistent with the predicted regions plotted in Figure 4.1
for temperatures of 70–150 eV), but in a few cases there is a hint of additional
harder components.
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vidual sources. The main objectives are to search for possible eclipses and to

test whether there is a difference between the variability of the harder and softer

photons. Finding eclipses in a ULS would confirm that it is viewed at high in-

clination, and would provide other useful constraints on the size of the system

and the type of donor star, hence it would also help us understand the ULS class

as a whole. Finding different variability behaviour at lower and higher energies

would confirm the presence of two separate emission components, strengthening

the link with the behaviour of standard ULXs (Middleton et al., 2011a; Sutton

et al., 2013b).

Possible detection of an eclipse was claimed for M81 N1 in the Chandra ObsID

390 (Swartz et al., 2002). At the beginning of that observation, the observed

count rate and flux were at the highest recorded value for this source, ≈0.2

counts s−1, but dropped to a value consistent with zero in ≈ 200 s. That drop

happened simultaneously in a softer (0.3–0.7 keV) and harder (0.7–1.5 keV) sub-

band (Figure 4.12, top panel). Possibilities such as a sudden change in accretion

rate, or in the size of the photosphere, were examined in Swartz et al. (2002), but

the most likely explanation was considered to be an eclipse by the companion star.

Therefore, we searched for evidence of similar sudden flux changes in other epochs.

We examined all 20 Chandra observations, and found that sharp drops of the

count rate to effectively zero for a few hundred or a few 1000 s occur several times,

with different durations, no regular pattern, and sometimes interspersed with

small flarings. We also found no relation between the hardness of the source (ratio

between the count rates at 0.7–1.5 keV and 0.3–0.7 keV) during an observation

and the likelihood of flux dips. In short, those dips appear as random fluctuations,

as far as we can ascertain. We show (Figure 4.12, top panel) the original Swartz

et al. (2002) claim of an eclipse, together with a similar episode during ObsID 5940

(Figure 4.12, middle panel), and, conversely, a sudden increase of the count rate

in ObsID 5944 (Figure 4.12, bottom panel) after an initial part of the observation

consistent with no observed flux. Dips in the count rate from an average baseline

value to zero often occur over timescales as short as ≈100 s. The morphology

of these dips (and a few other dips of shorter duration during some of the other

epochs) suggests that we are not seeing an eclipse from the donor star. Instead,

we argue that we are looking at occultations from cold, optically thick “clouds”

(or equivalent structures) located near or above the outer disk. In the super-

Eddington outflow interpretation of ULSs, we do indeed expect the emitting

region to be surrounded by denser, cooler clouds, possibly falling onto the outer

disk in a “failed wind” scenario. Another possibility is that the obscuring material

is associated with the accretion stream from the donor star, or where such stream

impacts the outer disk. In the case of M81 N1, assuming that it is a stellar-mass
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Figure 4.12: Top panel: Chandra/ACIS-S background-subtracted lightcurve of
M81 N1 during ObsID 390. Red datapoints = 0.3–0.7 keV band; blue datapoints
= 0.7–1.5 keV band. The data have been binned to 200-s intervals. Middle
panel: as above, for ObsID 5940 and 500-s bins. Bottom panel: as above, for
ObsID 5944 and 500-s bins. Error bars in all plots have been calculated using
Poisson statistics (Gehrels, 1986). The strong short-term variability may be due
to eclipses or occulations from cold, optically thick clouds. (See Table 4.1.2 for
details of the observing epochs.)
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X-ray binary, with typical outer radius of the accretion disk ∼1011–1012 cm, we

can easily verify that obscuring clouds or clumps in virial motion or Keplerian

rotation, located at the outer edge of the disk, would be able to occult the emitting

region (size rbb ≈ a few 109 cm) in a time t ∼ 2rbb/vK � 100 s.

We found analogous energy-independent dips in the Chandra lightcurves of

the M51 ULS, at some epochs. The two most striking examples are shown in

Figure 4.13. In the top panel, we show the full-band lightcurve from ObsID 13814.

We examined other point-like sources and background regions in the same field

to verify that the dip that occurred at observation time ≈1.5 ×105 s is real, and

not a glitch or detector artifact. The full duration of the dip is ≈8000 s. We

also show (Figure 4.13, middle panel) a zoomed-in view of the same dip in the

0.3–0.7 keV and 0.7–1.5 keV bands. Only 3 days later (ObsID 13815), in the

subsequent Chandra observation of M51, the ULS appeared at a very low flux

level at the start of the observation (Figure 4.13, bottom panel) and then jumped

up to an average flux an order of magnitude higher in less than an hour; the

initial low-flux interval lasted for at least 18 ks. Clearly, we cannot explain both

dips as due to an eclipse by the donor star, because of their different duration.

On the other hand, it is also unlikely (especially for the dip in ObsID 13814)

that such sharp, energy-independent flux suppressions and recoveries are due to

state transitions in the emitting region of the flow. Thus, occulting material in

the outer disk or outer part of the black hole Roche lobe passing in front of the

emitting region seems to be the most likely explanation, especially if ULSs are

seen at high inclination angles.

Somewhat similar dips were previously seen in a ULX in NGC55 (Stobbart

et al., 2004) and were also interpreted as orbiting clumps of obscuring material

passing in front of our line of sight. In that case, the relative depth of the flux

dips increased at higher energies (Stobbart et al., 2004); instead, in the M81

and M51 ULSs, the dips appear energy-independent. However, the energy bands

over which we detected the dips in those two ULSs are only 0.3–0.7 keV and 0.7–

1.5 keV, because of a lack of higher-energy photons. Another ULX that showed

non-periodic dipping behaviour, found from Swift monitoring, is NGC5408 X-1

(Grisé et al., 2013); incidentally, both ULXs in NGC55 and NGC5408 are in

the soft-ultraluminous regime (Sutton et al., 2013b), which is relevant for what

we shall discuss in Section 4.4.3. A possible comparison can also be made with

the transitions between Compton-thin and Compton-thick spectra in some AGN,

most notably NGC1365, which have been interpreted (Risaliti et al., 2005, 2007)

as occultations by rotating clouds or similar circumnuclear absorbers.

A discussion of the complex high intra-observation variability of the ULS in

M101 is presented in Soria and Kong (2016); here we shall only mention a couple
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Figure 4.13: Top panel: Chandra/ACIS-S background-subtracted lightcurve of
the M51 ULS during ObsID 13814, in the 0.3–1.5 keV band (1000-s bins). Middle
panel: zoomed-in view of the time around the dip, during ObsID 13814 (1000-s
bins). Red datapoints = 0.3–0.7 keV band; blue datapoints = 0.7–1.5 keV band.
Bottom panel: Chandra/ACIS-S 0.3–1.5 keV lightcurve of the M51 ULS during
ObsID 13815 (1000-s bins). Red datapoints = 0.3–0.7 keV band; blue datapoints
= 0.7–1.5 keV band.
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Figure 4.14: Left panel: Chandra/ACIS-S background-subtracted lightcurve of
the M101 ULS during ObsID 4737 (500-s bins). Red datapoints = 0.3–0.7
keV band; blue datapoints = 0.7–1.5 keV band. Right panel: Chandra/ACIS-S
background-subtracted lightcurve of the M101 ULS during ObsID 934 (1000-s
bins). Red datapoints = 0.3–0.7 keV band; blue datapoints = 0.7–1.5 keV band.

of issues more directly relevant to the questions addressed in this chapter. We

did not find conclusive evidence of sharp energy-independent dips at any epoch,

although there are possible hints of similar behaviour, for example the interval

between 4000 and 6000 s into Chandra ObsID 4737 (Figure 4.14, left panel).

Instead, M101 ULS is notable for the short-term variability and irregular flaring

of the emission, especially in the harder energy band (0.7–1.5 keV). The different

behaviour of the soft-band and hard-band lightcurves (Figure 4.14, both panels) is

consistent with the presence of two emission components, which is what we have

already shown from spectral analysis (Section 4.3.2). For a more quantitative

estimate, we calculated the root-mean-square (rms) fractional variability (Edelson

et al., 2002; Markowitz et al., 2003; Vaughan et al., 2003; Gierliński and Zdziarski,

2005; Middleton et al., 2011a) in the two individual observations with the highest

signal-to-noise ratio: ObsID 934 and ObsID 4737. The lightcurves from both

observations were binned to 10-s intervals. The results are summarised in Table

4.5 (see also Soria and Kong, 2016). The huge fractional variability is another

strong argument against IMBH models and more generally against the standard

disk emission. Accretion disks in a high/soft state have low (< a few %) variability

(Belloni, 2010). The increase in rms variability at higher energies is similar to

what is found in ULXs in the soft-ultraluminous state (Sutton et al., 2013b;

Middleton et al., 2011a, 2015a).

Although the lightcurves in the 0.3–0.7 and 0.7–1.5 keV bands for the M101

ULS appear different and probably dominated by two distinct emission compo-

nents, such components cannot be independent of each other. As we discussed in

Section 4.3.2 (see also Soria and Kong, 2016), the harder component appears only

when the soft thermal component is warmer (blackbody temperature �100 eV)

and its emitting area smaller (blackbody radius �20,000 km). In the framework
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Table 4.5: rms fractional variability in different energy bands, for the two obser-
vations of the M101 ULS with higher signal-to-noise ratio.

Parameter ObsID 934 ObsID 4737

Band (Hz) 10−5–0.05 5× 10−5–0.05

rms (0.3–0.7 keV) < 36% (58± 12)%

rms (0.7–1.5 keV) (70± 4)% (89± 6)%

rms (1.5–7.0 keV) (100± 24)% (162± 17)%

of the optically thick wind model, the harder component becomes visible when

the outflow photosphere shrinks. Another caveat is that the variability of the

observed count rate in the softer band is not necessarily a good proxy for the

variability of the thermal component. We know that its radius and temperature

vary in anticorrelation within a single observation (as is the case in ObsID 934)

and between epochs, with smaller changes in the emitted flux (the larger emitting

area somewhat compensating for the lower temperature). The observed changes

in the 0.3–0.7 keV count rate mostly track the shift of the blackbody peak be-

tween soft X-rays and far-UV (in and out of the detector’s sensitivity) rather

than changes in the intrinsic bolometric luminosity of the thermal component;

conversely, the dramatic flaring of the lightcurve above 0.7 keV probably tracks

real flux changes in the harder component.

Finally, we examined the remaining four ULSs of our sample, looking for

further examples of interesting short-term variability in the 0.3–0.7 and 0.7–1.5

keV bands, at least at epochs with better signal-to-noise ratio (Figure 4.15). We

already showed that NGC247 ULS has two emission components during Chandra

ObsID 17547: its lightcurve shows the harder component decline and disappear

over the 5000-s duration of that observation. Independent short-term variability

is seen in both the 0.3–0.7 and 0.7–1.5 keV bands for the Antennae ULS, but the

low signal-to-noise ratio prevents more quantitative analysis. Only emission in the

0.3–0.7 keV band was detected in the NGC300 ULS, the softest of all the sources

in our sample. The XMM-Newton observation of the NGC4631 ULS provides

another possibly different type of variability, with a characteristic timescale of

≈15 ks independently seen both in the softer and harder band. This quasi-periodic

variability was discovered by Carpano et al. (2007) and interpreted as the binary

period of the system; alternatively, Soria and Ghosh (2009) suggested it might

also be explained as a pulsation period of a B-type donor star. Considering that

the periodicity is based only on two dips during an ≈40-ks good-time-interval of

a single observation, we cannot rule out a non-periodic flaring behaviour, similar
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Figure 4.15: Top left panel: Chandra/ACIS-S background-subtracted lightcurve
of the Antennae ULS during ObsID 3042 (2000-s bins). Top right panel:
Chandra/ACIS-S background-subtracted lightcurve of the NGC247 ULS during
ObsID 17547 (250-s bins); see Figure 4.10 for a spectrum of that same observa-
tion. Bottom left panel: Chandra/ACIS-S background-subtracted lightcurve of
the NGC300 ULS during ObsID 9883 (500-s bins); only soft (0.3–0.7 keV) emis-
sion was detected. Bottom right panel: XMM-Newton/EPIC-pn background-
subtracted lightcurve of the NGC4631 ULS during ObsID 0110900201 (500-s
bins). In all panels, red datapoints = 0.3–0.7 keV band; blue datapoints = 0.7–
1.5 keV band. Error bars were calculated using Gehrels statistics.

to flaring behaviour of other ULSs.

4.4 Physical interpretation

4.4.1 Alternative models for ULSs

Our results show that ULSs share common properties and deserve to be identi-

fied as a distinct sub-class of accreting sources. Their characteristic blackbody

temperatures are ≈50–140 eV, their fitted radii span a range ≈5,000–100,000

km, and their extrapolated bolometric luminosities are ≈ a few times 1039 erg

s−1. We have presented a sample of observations large enough to show a signifi-

cant anticorrelation between temperature and luminosity, but no trend between

bolometric luminosities and temperatures. Based on the population properties

presented in Section 4.3, we can now address some of the unsolved problems.
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The most exotic and intriguing scenario proposed for ULSs is that we are

seeing the optically thick, geometrically thin disk of an accreting IMBH in the

high/soft state, by analogy with the thermal state of stellar-mass black holes.

This implies that the fitted disk-blackbody radius corresponds to the inner ra-

dius of the accretion disk and should be a good approximation for the innermost

stable circular orbit. Assuming non-spinning Schwarzschild black holes, the char-

acteristic range of radii observed in our sample translates to a black hole mass

range ≈500–10,000M�. However, there are several problems with this interpre-

tation. Firstly, we see the fitted radius change from epoch to epoch for the same

source, indicating that it cannot be fixed at rISCO. This point is reinforced by the

fact that none of the sources follow the L ∝ T 4 trend that is expected of accre-

tion disks in the high/soft state (e.g., Remillard and McClintock, 2006), nor the

flatter L ∝ T 2 trend observed when the accretion rate approaches the Eddington

limit (Kubota and Makishima, 2004). Instead, we observe no significant trend in

luminosity associated with changes in radius and temperature (Figures 4.2 and

4.3).

Secondly, the high/soft state scenario is not self-consistent, in the sense that

the inferred luminosities and temperatures are too low for the fitted radii. This

can be better illustrated in the following way. The characteristic relation between

peak colour temperature and dimensionless accretion rate (in Eddington units)

for a standard disk is

kTin ≈ 230 (ṁ/M4)
1/4 eV (4.1)

(Shakura and Sunyaev, 1973; Kubota et al., 1998; Soria, 2007; Done et al., 2012),

where M4 is the black hole mass in units of 104M�. For a black hole to be in

the canonical high/soft state, the accretion rate must be (on average) ṁ � 0.02

(Maccarone, 2003); we can also take ṁ � 1 as a safe upper limit above which

stellar-mass black holes are in the very high state or ultraluminous state, with

an additional power-law component or broad-band inverse-Compton emission,

and will appear non-thermal (Remillard and McClintock, 2006; Gladstone et al.,

2009). Taken together, those relations imply that for each fitted colour temper-

ature, we can determine the range of black hole masses for which the accretor is

in the thermal-dominant state:

Mmin,4 ≡ 0.02

�
230 eV

kTin

�4

� M4 �
�
230 eV

kTin

�4

≡ Mmax,4 (4.2)

From this mass range, we can then determine the corresponding luminosity range

of the thermal-dominant state at a given temperature, because L ≈ ṁ LEdd in
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that state. Thus:

Lmin ≡ 0.02LEdd(Mmin) � L � LEdd(Mmax) ≡ Lmax, (4.3)

that is

5.2× 1038
�
230 eV

kTin

�4

� L

erg s−1
� 1.3× 1042

�
230 eV

kTin

�4

. (4.4)

The luminosity range of Equation (4.4) is plotted as a grey shaded area in Figure

4.8. For example, for kTin = 100 eV, the high/soft state condition ṁ � 0.02

requires a black hole mass M � 5600M� and a bolometric disk luminosity L �
1.5 × 1040 erg s−1. The extrapolated disk luminosity of all the ULSs in our

sample at almost all epochs falls below the shaded area; therefore, if they were

IMBHs, their accretion rates would be too low to be in the high/soft state. The

M101 ULS is the only source in our sample for which a direct mass estimate has

been attempted, based on the optical spectra and time variability properties. Liu

et al. (2013) argued that they have determined strong constraints to its dynamical

mass, suggesting that it is a stellar-mass black hole or neutron star. Some of the

results of that study are still partly disputed (Soria and Kong, 2016), but the

evidence in favour of a stellar-mass accretor appears to be stacking up, as it is

also for standard ULXs (Motch et al., 2014).

The second possible physical interpretation for ULSs is that they are the high-

luminosity tail of the classical SSS population, which is thought to be powered

by surface-nuclear-burning white dwarfs (van den Heuvel et al., 1992; Greiner,

1996; Kahabka and van den Heuvel, 1997; Greiner and Di Stefano, 2002; Star-

rfield et al., 2009). ULSs and SSSs largely overlap in their temperature range;

however, ULSs are on average an order of magnitude more luminous than the

upper luminosity threshold of SSSs (Figure 4.5), with very few detections in the

gap between the two populations. In itself, this does not prove that classical

SSSs and ULSs are distinct physical systems, because ULSs have been specially

selected over a large volume of space based on their extreme luminosity. (A study

of the luminosity distribution of SSSs and ULSs in an identical, complete sam-

ple of galaxies is beyond the scope of this work.) Models of soft, thermal X-ray

emission from the expanding atmosphere of a white dwarf have been successfully

used to reproduce nova outburst behaviour (e.g., Ness, 2010; van Rossum, 2012;

Ness et al., 2013). The anticorrelation between temperatures and radii observed

in ULSs (Figure 4.6) is at least qualitatively in agreement with this scenario, cor-

responding to the transition between optically bright and X-ray bright phases of

SSSs (Southwell et al., 1996; McGowan et al., 2005; Rajoelimanana et al., 2013).
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The fast variability (typical of clumpy ejecta), the occasional dips possibly caused

by cold absorbers transiting in front of the emitting source, and the detection of

additional thermal-plasma components may also be consistent with an optically

thick outflow, which cools as it expands, launched from the white dwarf surface.

What is more problematic is that ULSs are persistently seen at luminosities an

order of magnitude higher than the Eddington limit of the most massive white

dwarfs. It is hard to explain how quasi-steady nuclear burning can be sustained

at such luminosities for decades, instead of triggering runaway processes leading

to nova-like outbursts on timescales of a few tens of days (e.g., as observed in

MAXIJ0158−744: Li et al., 2012; Morii et al., 2013).

The third possible interpretation for ULSs is that they are powered by ei-

ther black holes or neutron stars accreting at highly super-critical rates. In this

scenario, massive radiatively-driven outflows are launched from the disk; if the ac-

cretion rate is high enough and our viewing angle sufficiently high, such outflows

may be optically thick and create a large photosphere that shrouds the source of

X-ray photons near the compact object (King and Pounds, 2003; Poutanen et al.,

2007; King, 2010; Shen et al., 2015). The expansion and contraction of the wind

photosphere accounts for the anticorrelated changes in the observed radius and

luminosity, similarly to the expanding and contracting white dwarf atmosphere in

the thermonuclear burning scenario. Density inhomogeneities in the outflow can

explain the highly variable nature of ULSs and the coexistence of optically-thin

and optically-thick thermal emission components at some epochs, and absorp-

tion edges at other epochs. Clumpy, optically thick outflows are indeed predicted

by MHD simulations of super-critically accreting black holes (Jiang et al., 2014;

Takeuchi et al., 2013, 2014). It was shown (Soria and Kong, 2016) that with plau-

sible assumptions on the super-Eddington luminosity and launching radius of the

outflow (near the spherisation radius), the observed temperatures and blackbody

radii of ULSs suggest a highly super-Eddington ṁ ∼ a few 100 (Figure 4.6), which

for a 10-M� black hole corresponds to Ṁ ≈ 10−4M� yr−1. This is certainly ex-

treme but similar to the accretion rate inferred for example in SS 433 (Fabrika,

2004). Mass transfer rates > 10−4M� yr−1 from a donor star onto a black hole or

neutron star, on a thermal timescale, were shown to be viable (Wiktorowicz et al.,

2015) at various stages of stellar evolution, most notably when intermediate-mass

stars pass through the Hertzsprung gap.

We suggest that the accretion rate and viewing angle determine the average

temperature, radius and luminosity over a viscous timescale, while the clumpiness

of the outflow causes the observed short-term variability and possible occultation

episodes, on timescales of a few 100 to a few 1000 s. The simple model proposed by

Shen et al. (2015) and Soria and Kong (2016) is based on a spherically symmetric
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approximation of the outflow. In reality (as already noted in Poutanen et al.,

2007), the viewing angle is also important, because the outflow is expected to be

denser closer to the disk plane, and may have an open funnel along the polar axis.

Therefore, a super-Eddington accreting black hole may appear as a ULS (in which

the source of hard photons is completely masked by the wind photosphere) when

seen at high inclination angles and extremely high accretion rates (effectively

optically thick outflow); or as a ULX in the soft-ultraluminous regime (in which

there is a soft inverse-Compton tail) when seen at slightly lower inclination angles

and/or accretion rates (outflow only optically thick to scattering); or as a ULX

in the hard-ultraluminous regime (in which there is a harder, more extended

inverse-Compton tail) when seen at low inclination angles (looking into the polar

funnel). See Figure 4.16 for a cartoon description of this spherically-symmetric

scenario.

4.4.2 ULS accretors: neutron stars or black holes?

For a large enough accretion rate, neutron star accretors should be just as viable

as black hole accretors in powering ULSs. If the magnetic field of the neutron star

is too strong, it will impede the accretion flow and truncate the accretion disk at

the magnetospheric radius. However, at near- or super-Eddington accretion rates,

the pressure of the inflow can push the magnetospheric radius down to rISCO or

just outside the neutron star surface. The magnetospheric radius is defined as

rM = 5.1× 108Ṁ
−2/7
16 m

−1/7
1 µ

4/7
30 cm, (4.5)

(Frank et al., 2002) where Ṁ16 is the accretion rate in 1016 g s−1, m1 is the neutron

star mass in M�, µ30 is the magnetic moment µ = Br3 in units of 1030 Gcm3. For

a 1.4-M� neutron star, rISCO ≈ 1.2 × 106 cm ≈ rNS. Hence, the magnetospheric

radius is pushed down to rISCO for Ṁ � 4.4×1019B2
9 g s−1 ≈ 7×10−7B2

9M� yr−1

(with B9 the magnetic field in units of 109 G). Such values of the accretion rates

are plausible not only for Hertzsprung-gap stars but even for massive donors

evolving on their nuclear timescale. For comparison, the Eddington accretion

rate for a neutron star is ≈ 1018 g s−1. Moreover, if a super-Eddington disk

outflow develops and forms a large, optically thick photosphere at Ṁ ∼ a few

10−5M� yr−1, the details of what happens near the inner edge of the accretion

disk or at the surface of the neutron star become irrelevant, and a neutron star

would look very similar to a black hole, scaled to their respective Eddington

luminosities. Since extremely super-critical accretion is expected to happen both

in neutron star and black hole systems (Wiktorowicz et al., 2015), we suggest

that some ULSs may contain neutron stars, as is also the case for some ULXs
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Figure 4.16: Top panel: cartoon sketch of our proposed classification of ULXs
and ULSs, function both of the accretion rate ṁ and of the viewing angle θ. For
super-critical accretors, at most lines-of-sight (except for the polar funnel), there
will be an accretion rate threshold at which the outflow becomes dense enough
to be effectively optically thick to the X-ray emission from the inner accretion
disk. However, this threshold will be reached at lower values of ṁ for sources
seen at higher inclination angles, because the wind is thicker at higher θ. Bottom
panel: an alternative classification in which the difference between ULXs and
ULSs depends only on θ. This is not our preferred scenario, because it ignores
the fact that the optical thickness of the outflow increases with ṁ (Poutanen
et al., 2007), and the opening angle of the funnel decreases with ṁ (e.g., King,
2009).
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(Bachetti et al., 2014). When the fitted blackbody radii and temperatures of the

7+2 supersoft sources in our sample are compared with the predictions of the

optically thick outflow model of Soria and Kong (2016), we see (Figure 4.6) that

there is an observational spread between the expected location of 10-M� black

holes and 1.4-M� neutron stars. Systems such as r2-12 and NGC300 SSS2 are

indeed consistent with super-Eddington accreting neutron stars.

4.4.3 Link between ULXs and ULSs

The X-ray spectra of most ULXs can be described as a slightly curved broad-

band component with an additional, soft thermal component (sometimes known

as soft excess) at kT ≈ 0.15–0.30 keV (Feng and Soria, 2011, for a review). The

origin of both components is still unclear. In a super-Eddington accretion sce-

nario (King and Pounds, 2003; Poutanen et al., 2007; Middleton et al., 2015a),

the soft emission comes from the wind, near or just outside the spherisation ra-

dius. Smeared line-like residuals are sometimes seen at energies ∼0.7–2 keV par-

ticularly for soft-ultraluminous ULXs; those features are consistent either with

thermal plasma emission from a collisionally ionised wind, or with absorption

of the smooth broad-band continuum in a partially ionised region of the out-

flow (Middleton et al., 2014). The broad-band component becomes steeper, and

truncated at lower energies (typically, E ≈ 5 keV) for sources seen at higher

inclination angles, which are probably seen through a thicker disk wind (soft ul-

traluminous regime: Sutton et al., 2013b). This interpretation is consistent with

theoretical models of super-Eddington accretion flows (e.g., Kawashima et al.,

2012). Conversely, ULXs seen at low inclination angles (i.e., looking down the

polar funnel) have a harder spectrum, caused by higher-energy photons emitted

in the innermost part of the inflow.

By contrast, ULSs are dominated by the thermal component, at even lower

temperatures than ULXs; in most observations, that is in fact the only component

significantly detected. At some epochs, a non-dominant harder emission in the 1–

5 keV band is also detected (Section 4.3.2). This harder component is consistent

with multi-temperature thermal-plasma emission; however, given the relatively

low signal-to-noise ratio, we are unable to rule out the alternative interpretation

of a soft Comptonised component with superposed absorption lines from partially

ionised plasma. In the former case, the harder component may be due to emission

from shock-heated gas just outside the outflow photosphere; in the latter case,

we may be seeing occasional glimpses of the hard emission from the innermost

part of the inflow, down-scattered and partly absorbed through the outflow. The

presence of absorption edges at ≈ 1 keV in some sources at some epochs (most
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notably, the M101ULS in the Chandra ObsID 934, the NGC247 ULS in the

Chandra ObsID 12437, and the NGC4631 ULS in the XMM-Newton observation)

is another indication of absorption through a clumpy, variable wind.

The intense short-term variability seen in many ULSs (Table 4.5, and Figures

4.12–4.15) provides a further observational test of the relation between ULSs

and ULXs. Low variability is seen from (sub-Eddington) standard disks in the

high/soft state (Belloni, 2010). Instead, high variability is seen in ULXs in the

soft-ultraluminous regime (Sutton et al., 2013b), in which the fractional variabil-

ity appears to increase at higher energy bands (Middleton et al., 2011a; Sutton

et al., 2013b). For ULXs, this finding was interpreted as evidence that most of

the variability is associated with the high-energy tail rather than the soft thermal

emission; Sutton et al. (2013b) argued that the variability is due to clumpy mate-

rial at the edge of the super-Eddington outflow intermittently occulting our direct

view of the hot central regions of the inflow. For the brightest ULS in our sample,

the one in M101, we also find that when a harder component is present, its emis-

sion is more variable and distinct from than that of the soft component (Figure

4.14), which is consistent with the ULX interpretation. However, we stress again

that with the data at hand, we cannot yet determine whether the harder ULS

component is optically-thin thermal plasma emission in the outflow, or a glimpse

of direct hard emission from the innermost part of the inflow, down-scattered and

absorbed through the outflow.

The soft thermal component is itself variable from observation to observation

and sometimes within individual observations. We showed (Section 4.3.1) that

there is a correlation between lower blackbody temperatures and higher black-

body radii. For example, the fitted temperature of the thermal component in the

M101 ULS went from < 50 eV (90% confidence limit) on 2004 December 22–24,

up to 75 ± 6 eV on 2004 December 30, then 100 ± 10 eV on 2005 January 1,

and down to 56± 5 eV on 2005 January 8 (Table 4.2). At the same epochs, the

fitted radius changed from > 54, 000 km (90% confidence limit) to 43, 500+29,300
−17,200

km, to 22, 500+10,300
−4,700 km, and back up to 100, 000+80,000

−40,000 km. This behaviour sug-

gests that the soft emission comes from the moving photosphere of a variable

outflow rather than a fixed-sized structure like an accretion disk, consistent with

the interpretation for ULXs. We speculate that we are seeing day-to-day stochas-

tic variability in the density and kinetic energy of the outflow, analogous to the

stochastic variability in X-ray luminosity seen in bright X-ray binaries.

Based on the empirical properties summarised above, we propose that ULSs

are the most extreme form of the soft-ultraluminous regime, in which the hard

photons from the innermost regions are completely (or almost completely) masked

and reprocessed by the optically-thick outflow. Like soft-ultraluminous ULXs,
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ULSs are likely to be seen at higher inclination angles. We propose that the

key qualitative and quantitative difference between soft-ultraluminous ULXs and

ULSs is that in the former, the outflow is optically thick to scattering but still

effectively optically thin; in ULSs, it is effectively optically thick. In quantitative

terms, we can express this condition as follows. Let us assume that the wind

(with density ρ) is launched from radius R and observed from infinity; let us

define an absorption opacity κa
ν and a scattering opacity κs. For ULSs we have:

τ ∗ν (R) =

� ∞

R

ρ
�

κa
ν (κ

a
ν + κs) dr ≈

� ∞

R

ρ
�

κa
νκs dr > 1

τs(R) =

� ∞

R

ρ κs dr > 1, (4.6)

while for ULXs it is:

τ ∗ν (R) =

� ∞

R

ρ
�

κa
ν (κ

a
ν + κs) dr ≈

� ∞

R

ρ
�

κa
νκs dr < 1

τs(R) =

� ∞

R

ρ κs dr > 1. (4.7)

We suggest that this is the main reason why ULXs still have a dominant

broad-band tail (rolling over at E � 5 keV) even in the soft ultraluminous state,

consisting of hard photons down-scattered multiple times but not absorbed by the

outflow. Instead, ULSs lose their tail and are dominated by soft thermal photons

emitted near the photosphere. In order for the outflow to be effectively optically

thick, at a given viewing angle, the mass outflow rate (likely to be proportional to

the mass accretion rate at the outer edge of the disk) must exceed a characteristic

threshold, which in a spherical approximation can be estimated as ṁ � a few 100

(Soria and Kong, 2016; Shen et al., 2015). Soft-ultraluminous ULXs are more

likely to be in a regime with 10 � ṁ � 100. These numbers are purely indicative,

and depend on our viewing angle: we do not expect the wind to be optically

thick along near-face-on lines-of-sight regardless of accretion rate, while more

moderate accretion rates may be enough to produce an optically thick outflow if

the source is viewed almost edge on. For the same reason, the fitted photospheric

radius will appear larger when a system is seen more edge-on. Then, epoch-to-

epoch variability in ULSs may occur because of changes in the accretion rate (and

consequently in the outflow density), or because of changes in our viewing angle,

due to disk precession.

If our scenario is correct and ULSs have a highly super-critical mass accretion

rate, we might wonder why their extrapolated bolometric luminosities (Table 4.2)

are only ∼ a few 1039 erg s−1, barely reaching 1040 erg s−1 in the most luminous
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epochs. This is a few times lower than the most luminous ULXs found in the same

volume of space. This can be justified as follows. Firstly, given the logarithmic

dependence of emitted luminosity on ṁ, with (in the outflow-dominated case)

L ∼ LEdd (1 + 0.6 ln ṁ) (Shakura and Sunyaev, 1973; Poutanen et al., 2007), the

supposedly higher accretion rate of ULSs does not make a large difference: for

example, for ṁ = 30, L ≈ 3LEdd, while for ṁ = 300, L ≈ 4.4LEdd. Secondly,

in the model of Soria and Kong (2016), the main parameter that determines

whether or not the outflow is effectively optically thick along a given line of sight

(and therefore whether the source will appear as a ULS or a ULX along that line

of sight) is the dimensionless mass accretion rate ṁ (normalised by black hole

mass), not the absolute accretion rate Ṁ . The absolute value of Ṁ available for

accretion is limited by the evolutionary stage of the donor star, but for a fixed

Ṁ , smaller black holes (and neutron stars) will have a higher value of ṁ and

therefore a higher chance to be seen as ULSs than more massive black holes.

For example, a 50-M� black hole with Ṁ ≈ 2 × 1021 g s−1 will have ṁ ≈ 30

(probably not high enough to make the outflow effectively optically thick) and an

intrinsic luminosity L ≈ 2×1040 erg s−1 (typical of the brightest ULXs). Instead,

a 10-M� black hole with Ṁ ≈ 4× 1021 g s−1 will have ṁ ≈ 300 and an intrinsic

luminosity L ≈ 6 × 1039 erg s−1 (typical of ULSs). Thirdly, if the outflow is

denser and effectively optically thick as we suggest it is in ULSs, a larger fraction

of radiative power is absorbed and converted to thermal and kinetic energy of

the outflow: the photospheric luminosity may be only ∼ 20–50 per cent of the

intrinsic radiative power (Lipunova, 1999; Poutanen et al., 2007). Finally, the

higher apparent luminosity of hard-ultraluminous ULXs is boosted by geometric

collimation along the polar funnel, while the apparent luminosity of ULSs is more

likely to be reduced, if they are seen at high inclination angles.

Another corollary of our proposed scenario is that ULSs may become similar

to soft-ultraluminous ULXs when their photospheric radius seen along our line

of sight decreases (corresponding to a decrease in ṁ and in the total mass in the

outflow or to a change in viewing angle), thus revealing the underlying inverse-

Compton scattering region and/or inner disk region, sources of the harder emis-

sion component. This is consistent with our observed temperature distribution

of the thermal component in ULSs (Figure 4.7): sources with kTbb � 150 eV are

mostly ULSs, while sources with kTbb � 150 eV generally contain a harder com-

ponent and are classified as standard ULXs. For temperatures ≈ 100–150 eV we

expect a degree of overlapping between the two classes, as for the same accretion

rate and outflow structure, a system can appear as a ULX if seen more face-on,

or as a ULS if seen more edge-on. The observed appearance of harder emission

components in some ULSs (particularly those in M101 and NGC247) only when
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their blackbody temperature reached ≈130 eV and their radius shrank below

≈20,000 km may be additional evidence in favour of our proposed connection.

4.5 Conclusions

Individually identified ULSs in nearby galaxies have often been considered odd

sources, difficult to place in the X-ray binary and ULX classification schemes.

Here we have re-examined Chandra and XMM-Newton data for a sample of seven

previously identified ULSs, showing that they share common properties: a ther-

mal spectrum with a characteristic range of temperatures, luminosities, sizes, and

an anticorrelation between radius and temperature, consistent with rbb ∼ T−2
bb .

Thus, they may represent a new sub-type or state of accreting systems.

We discussed the main alternative interpretations of ULSs presented in the

literature, and showed that the IMBH scenario is strongly disfavoured for several

reasons: rapid changes in the fitted radius of the thermal component; inconsis-

tency of temperatures and luminosities with the standard disk parameters; strong

short-term flux variability. Steady nuclear burning on the surface of a white dwarf

(with a possibly inflated or outflowing atmosphere) is usually invoked for classi-

cal SSSs at luminosities � 1038 erg s−1, but there are no convincing models able

to explain steady sustained luminosities ∼ 10–50LEdd (for a white dwarf) over

decades without the triggering of nova-like outbursts. Instead, we argued that

optically-thick outflows from super-critically accreting black holes (and possibly

also neutron stars) are the most likely explanation for this class. In particular, a

clumpy optically-thick wind with an expanding or contracting photosphere (func-

tion of the mass density in the outflow and therefore also related to the accretion

rate) seems a natural explanation for the anti-correlation between observed tem-

peratures and radii, and for the strong short-term variability.

We showed that in some ULSs, a harder emission component is detected along-

side the dominant thermal component at some epochs, resulting in a spectrum

that sometimes resembles those of typical ULXs; more specifically, those in the

soft-ultraluminous regime (Sutton et al., 2013b), which are probably seen through

a dense wind at high inclination. The appearance of a harder component in ULSs

happens preferentially at epochs when the fitted blackbody radius of the thermal

component is smallest (rbb � 20, 000 km) and the fitted blackbody temperature

is highest (Tbb � 100 eV), consistent with a reduced size of the photosphere and

therefore a more direct view of the inner regions. Based on this finding, and on

the analogies between the thermal component in ULXs and ULSs, we proposed

that ULSs are simply the regime of the ULX population seen through the densest

outflow: a state in which any direct, harder emission from the inner disk and the
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inverse-Compton region has been completely masked and thermalised by the op-

tically thick wind. In our scenario, the difference between ULSs and ULXs in the

soft-ultraluminous regime is that the outflow is effectively optically thick in ULSs

(leading to complete absorption and thermal reprocessing of the harder photons

from the inner region) and only optically thick to scattering in ULXs, sources

in which a harder tail is still carrying most of the flux. This may be due to a

higher viewing angle and/or a higher accretion and outflow rate in ULSs. As pre-

viously discovered in soft-ultraluminous ULXs (Sutton et al., 2013b; Middleton

et al., 2015a), we found at least for one ULS in our sample (M101 ULS, the only

one with sufficiently high signal-to-noise ratio for this kind of analysis) that the

harder component has a higher fractional variability than the softer component.

The nature of the harder component remains unclear, given the relatively

low signal-to-noise ratio of even the brightest sources, and the fact that only

CCD-resolution spectra are available for ULSs. Such a low spectral resolution,

compounded by the degradation in the soft response of Chandra/ACIS-S, makes it

almost impossible to identify individual emission or absorption features in the soft

and medium energy bands. However, even at this low resolution, we confirmed

that several ULSs have strong absorption edges at E ≈ 1 keV (as noted by Kong

et al., 2004), which appear and disappear at different epochs. Their physical

interpretation remains unclear, and is beyond the scope of this work, but it is

another piece of evidence in favour of massive, optically thick outflows in those

sources. As for the excess emission above the dominant thermal component,

particularly in the 0.7–1.5 keV band, we showed that it is consistent with thermal

plasma emission, but we cannot rule out more complex interpretations, such as

an inverse-Compton component with superposed absorption features caused by

absorption in a partially ionised outflow, as suggested by Middleton et al. (2014)

for analogous spectral features in some ULXs.

Using a spherically symmetric approximation and standard assumptions about

the launching radius of the wind, we estimated that ṁ ∼ a few 100 is required

to make the outflow effectively optically thick (although, this value is likely to

be an overestimate for more edge-on systems). Thus, if our interpretation is

correct, ULSs are some of the best case studies of super-critical accretion and

super-Eddington outflows in the local Universe. Their extrapolated bolometric

luminosities are between a few 1039 erg s−1 and ≈ 1 × 1040 erg s−1, a few times

lower than for the most luminous ULXs. We explained (Section 4.4.3) why this

is not in contradiction with our suggestion that ULSs have extremely high ṁ.

This is partly because a substantial fraction of the initial radiative power is con-

verted to mechanical and thermal energy of the optically-thick outflow; partly

because ULSs may have higher ṁ but lower black hole mass and lower intrinsic
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luminosity than the most luminous ULXs; and partly because at least some of

the (apparently) most luminous ULXs may benefit from geometric collimation of

the emission along the polar direction.

Another consequence of our proposed scenario is that when the photosphere

expands beyond ≈100,000 km, and the blackbody temperature decreases below

≈50 eV (either because of real physical changes in the two quantities, or because

of a change in our line of sight), a ULS should become undetectable in the X-

ray band, its thermal emission having shifted to the far UV. ULSs that were

detected as bright sources in some observations are sometimes not detected in

others. M101 ULS provides a typical example, with a detected Chandra/ACIS-S

0.3–2 keV count rate ≈0.1 ct s−1 in the brightest observation, but < 5× 10−4 ct

s−1 in 14 of the 25 Chandra observations examined in Soria and Kong (2016). The

NGC300 ULS is another good example: detected in a bright state in one Chandra

and two XMM-Newton observations (listed in Table 4.1.2 and analysed in this

chapter), it was not detected in another three Chandra and three XMM-Newton

observations. By analogy with the behaviour of transient X-ray binaries, we could

interpret those non detections (or extremely faint detections) as the off (or low)

state of ULSs. However, this would be hard to reconcile with our classification,

because it is very contrived to imagine that an accreting black hole can only

switch between extremely super-Eddington (ṁ > 100) and low sub-Eddington

(ṁ < 0.01) accretion rates, without ever being seen in other canonical accretion

states (e.g., hard intermediate state, high/soft state, broadened-disk ULX state).

Our scenario implies that a ULS non-detection at a certain epoch is not due to

a real drop in luminosity, and is caused instead by one of the following three

reasons: (a) its photosphere has physically expanded to the point that the source

is now in an ultraluminous UV regime (perhaps similar to the “ultraluminous

UV source” in NGC6946 discussed by Kaaret et al. 2010); or (b) our view of the

source is completely occulted by cold absorbing material (as is briefly the case

during the dips observed at some epochs for the M81 and the M51 sources); or (c)

our line-of-sight has changed (become more edge-on) due to systemic precession.

4.6 Summary

In this chapter, we analysed Chandra and XMM-Newton data of seven known

ULSs to identify how these sources fit into the general scheme of accreting com-

pact objects. The key results from this work are:

• ULSs show little variation in their radiative energy outputs over a wide

range of temperatures and emitting areas.
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• The anticorrelation between the emitting area and temperature in ULSs

(rbb ∼ T−2
bb ) is expected for an expanding/contracting photosphere.

• We reject the interpretation that ULSs represent the emission from cool

accretion disks around IMBHs or nuclear-burning on the surface of accreting

white dwarfs.

• For the outflow to have a photosphere that is effectively optically thick

(τ ∗ > 1), the outflow rates, and hence accretion rates, should be ṁ > 100.

This is our proposed model for ULSs; they represent ULXs at the highest

accretion rates.
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Chapter 5

Eclipsing ultraluminous X-ray

sources

This chapter is adapted from:

R. Urquhart and R. Soria. 2016. “Two eclipsing ultraluminous X-ray sources

in M51”, The Astrophysical Journal, Volume 831, Issue 1, article id. 56, 23 pp.,

DOI:10.3847/0004-637X/831/1/56

I conducted all work for this chapter under the guidance of my

supervisory panel.

In Chapter 4, we explored the possibility that ULSs are ULXs at the highest

accretion rates and/or seen at high inclination angles. If this is the case, then

ULSs should be preferentially seen at high inclination angles and, consequently,

there should be a higher fraction of sources in the ULS state that demonstrate

eclipses. In fact, in the most extreme case, ULSs could simply be ULXs seen at the

highest inclination angles, rather than being physically distinct sources. In this

chapter, we outline the serendipitous discovery of the first eclipsing ULXs. We

detail the identification of two ULXs within the galaxy M51 (Figure 5.1) that

demonstrate sharp transitions in their lightcurves indicative of occultations by

their respective companion stars. We use this property to help constrain physical

characteristics of the binaries such as inclination, period, and mass function.

Finally, we discuss the implication that ULX spectral properties are not inherently

linked to inclination angle, as previously suggested in the literature.

X-ray spectroscopic studies have previously been used to qualitatively con-

strain ULX viewing angles: it was suggested (Sutton et al., 2013b) that ULXs

seen at lower inclination (down the polar funnel) have harder X-ray spectra while
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Figure 5.1: Chandra/ACIS X-ray colour image. Red = 0.3–1 keV, green = 1–2
keV, and blue = 2–7 keV. Inside the 15�� × 15�� box, ULX-1 is the lower source
(slightly redder and hence softer colour) while ULX-2 is the upper source (harder
colour).

those seen at higher inclination (through the disk wind) have softer spectra with

a lower-energy downturn, due to a higher degree of Compton scattering in the

wind. This interpretation is consistent with the presence of absorption and emis-

sion features (interpreted as signatures of the outflow) in the X-ray spectra of

ULXs with softer spectra (Middleton et al., 2014, 2015b). It is also in agreement

with a higher degree of short-term variability (interpreted as the imprint of a

clumpy wind) in sources with softer spectra (Middleton et al., 2015a). However,

in this chapter we will challenge this interpretation.

Apart from those indirect or statistical arguments, until recently there was no

bright extragalactic stellar-mass black hole for which the viewing angle could be

directly pinned down. We have now discovered two such sources, both located in

the same spiral arm of the spiral galaxy M51; in fact, surprisingly, they appear
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Figure 5.2: Top panel: Chandra/ACIS-S adaptively smoothed 190-ks image of
M51 during ObsID 13814, showing the location of ULX-1 and ULX-2 with respect
to the nuclear region on the left side of the images. Red represents the 0.3–1 keV
band, green the 1–2 keV band, and blue the 2–7 keV band. Bottom panel: as in
the top panel, but only for the portion of ObsID 13814 during which ULX-1 is in
eclipse (70 ks).

projected on the sky within only ≈ 350 pc of each other (see Figure 5.2). Both

sources have X-ray luminosities �1039 erg s−1, and crucially, they both show

sharp X-ray drops and rebrightenings, which we interpret as eclipses by their

donor stars, occulting the inner region of the disk. The presence of eclipses

places a lower limit on the inclination angle (i � 75◦) as we must be viewing the

X-ray sources near edge-on. In this chapter, we present the eclipse discovery and

the main X-ray timing and spectral properties of the two sources. We will also

briefly discuss more general implications and opportunities for our modelling of

these systems provided by the detection of eclipses. In Chapter 6, we will present

a study of the newly-discovered optical and radio evidence of jets and winds of

those same two ULXs.
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5.1 Targets of our study

M51, also known as the Whirlpool Galaxy, is an interacting face-on spiral at a

distance of 8.0 ± 0.6 Mpc (Bose and Kumar, 2014). The two eclipsing sources

discussed in this chapter are those catalogued as CXOM51 J132940.0+471237

(henceforth, ULX-1) and CXOM51 J132939.5+471244 (henceforth, ULX-2) in

Terashima and Wilson (2004). We re-estimated their positions using all the Chan-

dra data available to-date, and obtained RA (J2000) = 13h29m39.s94, Dec. (J2000)

= +47◦12�36.��6 for ULX-1, and RA (J2000) = 13h29m39.s44, Dec. (J2000) =

+47◦12�43.��3 for ULX-2. Both positions are subject to the standard uncertainty

in the absolute astrometry of Chandra pointings, ≈0.��7 at the 90% confidence

level1. A more precise determination of their positions is left to our follow-up

study of their optical and radio counterparts (Chapter 6).

ULX-1 and ULX-2 were first discovered as a single unresolved source by the

Einstein Observatory (Palumbo et al., 1985). This was followed up with obser-

vations with ROSAT (source C in Ehle et al. 1995; source R7 in Marston et al.

1995). The higher spatial resolution of Chandra/ACIS finally led to the two

sources being resolved (source 6 and source 5 in Terashima and Wilson, 2004).

ULX-1 was found to be a relatively soft source, with very few counts above 2 keV.

ULX-2 was found to be variable, decreasing in luminosity by a factor of ≈ 2.5

between observations (Terashima and Wilson, 2004). Further spectral studies of

the two sources, based on a 2003 XMM-Newton observation, were carried out by

Dewangan et al. (2005). With a much larger database of Chandra and XMM-

Newton observations available since then, we have now studied the two sources

in more detail, and found more intriguing properties.

5.2 Data Analysis

M51 was observed by Chandra/ACIS-S fourteen times between 2000 and 2012:

two of those observations were too short (≤2 ks) to be useful, and another two

did not include our sources in the field of view; the other 10 observations are

listed in Table 5.1. (See Kuntz et al. 2016 for a full catalog and discussion of all

the Chandra sources in M51.) We downloaded the Chandra data from the public

archives and re-processed them using standard tasks within the ciao Version

4.7 software package (Fruscione et al., 2006). Any intervals with high particle

backgrounds were filtered out. We extracted spectra and lightcurves for ULX-1

and ULX-2 using circular regions of ≈4�� radii and local background regions three

times as large as the source regions. For each observation, background-subtracted

1See http://cxc.harvard.edu/cal/ASPECT/celmon/
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Table 5.1: Log of the Chandra and XMM-Newton observations used in this study.

Observatory ObsID Exp Time Date

(ks)

Chandra 354 14.9 2000-03-21

1622 26.8 2001-06-23

3932 48.0 2003-08-07

13813 179.2 2012-09-09

13812 157.5 2012-09-12

15496 41.0 2012-09-19

13814 189.9 2012-09-20

13815 67.2 2012-09-23

13816 73.1 2012-09-26

15553 37.6 2012-10-10

XMM-Newton 0112840201 20.9 2003-01-15

0212480801 49.2 2005-07-01

0212480901 closed 2005-07-01

0303420101 54.1 2006-05-20

0303420301 closed 2006-05-20

0303420201 36.8 2006-05-24

0303420401 closed 2006-05-24

0677980701 13.3 2011-06-07

0677980801 13.3a 2011-06-11

aDue to background flaring, only ≈2.5 ks of epoch 0677980801 can be used.

light curves were created with the ciao task dmextract. Spectra were extracted

with specextract, and were then grouped to a minimum of 15 counts per bin, for

χ2 fitting.

M51 was also observed by XMM-Newton nine times between 2003 and 2011,

although no data were recorded on three occasions due to strong background flar-

ing (Table 5.1). We downloaded the XMM-Newton data from NASA’s HEASARC

archive. We used the EPIC observations and re-processed them using standard

tasks in the sas version 14.0.0 software package; we filtered out high particle

background exposure intervals. Due to the lower spatial resolution of XMM-

Newton/EPIC (relative to Chandra), the ULXs are not fully resolved, although

the elongated appearance of the EPIC source is consistent with the two separate

Chandra sources (as discussed in Section 5.3.1). For each observation we ex-

tracted a single background-subtracted lightcurve and spectrum for both sources

combined, using a circular extraction region of 20�� radius, and a local background
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Figure 5.3: Left panel: Chandra/ACIS-S background-subtracted lightcurve of
ULX-1 from observation 1622, split into a soft band (0.3–1.2 keV: red datapoints)
and a hard band (1.2–7.0 keV; blue datapoints). It shows a sharp drop in flux
about 2 ks into the observation. The data are binned into 1000-s intervals. Right
panel: as in the left panel, for ULX-2 in the same observation.

region that is at least three times larger, does not fall onto any chip gap and is

of similar distance to the readout nodes as the source region. Standard flag-

ging criteria #XMMEA_EP and #XMMEA_EM were used for pn and MOS respectively,

along with FLAG=0. We also selected patterns 0–4 for pn and 0–12 for MOS.

For our timing study, we extracted lightcurves with the sas tasks evselect and

epiclccorr. For our spectral study, we extracted individual pn, MOS1 and MOS2

spectra with standard xmmselect tasks; whenever possible, we combined the pn,

MOS1 and MOS2 spectra of each observation with epicspeccombine, to create a

weighted-average EPIC spectrum. In some observations, the pn data were not

usable because the source falls onto a chip gap; in those cases, we used only the

MOS1 and MOS2 data in epicspeccombine. Finally, we grouped the spectra to a

minimum of 20 counts per bin so that we could use Gaussian statistics.

For both Chandra and XMM-Newton data, spectral fitting was performed

with XSPEC version 12.8.2 (Arnaud, 1996). Timing analysis was conducted with

standard FTOOLS tasks (Blackburn, 1995), such as lcurve, efsearch and statis-

tics. Imaging analysis was done with HEASARC’s DS9 visualisation package, and

adaptive image smoothing with ciao’s csmooth routine.
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Figure 5.4: Top left panel: Chandra/ACIS-S background-subtracted lightcurves
of ULX-1 during ObsID 13813 (red for the 0.3–1.2 keV band, blue for the 1.2–
7.0 keV band), showing the end of an eclipse about 40 ks into the observation.
The data are binned into 1000-s intervals. Top right panel: soft (red curve,
0.3–1.2 keV), hard (blue curve, 1.2–7.0 keV) and total (green curve, 0.3–7.0
keV) Chandra/ACIS-S background-subtracted lightcurves of ULX-1 during Ob-
sID 13813, zoomed in around the time of eclipse egress. The data are binned into
1000-s intervals. Bottom left panel: as in the top left panel, for ULX-2 during
the same Chandra observation showing the end of an eclipse about 50 ks into the
observation. Bottom right panel: as in the top right panel, for ULX-2 during
ObsID 13813, zoomed-in around the time of eclipse egress.

5.3 Results

5.3.1 Eclipses

5.3.1.1 ULX-1 eclipses and dips in the Chandra data

From our inspection of the Chandra lightcurves, we have discovered 3 epochs

(ObsIDs 1622, 13813 and 13814) in which the flux of ULX-1 is strongly reduced

for at least part of the observation (Table 5.2 and Figures 5.3, 5.4, 5.5). The

transition between the long-term-average flux level and the lower level occurs too

quickly (Δt ∼ 103 s) to be explained by a state transition in the inflow, or a change

in the mass accretion rate. Our identification of the low state in ObsID 1622 as a
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Figure 5.5: Top left panel: Chandra/ACIS-S background-subtracted lightcurves
of ULX-1 during ObsID 13814 (red for the 0.3–1.2 keV band, blue for the 1.2–7.0
keV band), showing the beginning of an eclipse about 110 ks into the obser-
vation. The data are binned into 1000-s intervals. Top right panel: soft (red
curve, 0.3–1.2 keV), hard (blue curve, 1.2–7.0 keV) and total (green curve, 0.3–
7.0 keV) Chandra/ACIS-S background-subtracted lightcurves of ULX-1 during
ObsID 13814, zoomed in around the time of eclipse ingress. The data are binned
into 1000-s intervals. Bottom panel: as in the top panel, for ULX-2 during the
same Chandra observation.

true stellar eclipse rather than a dip may be debatable, given that the flux drop

happens right at the start of the observation; however, the presence of eclipses

is very clear in ObsIDs 13813 (2012 September 9) and 13814 (2012 September

20), which show a low-to-high and a high-to-low transition, respectively. We also

checked that ULX-1 is not at the edge of the chip, there are no instrumental

glitches, and no other source in the field has a count-rate step change at the same

time. We conclude that the simplest and most logical explanation is an eclipse

of the X-ray emitting region by the donor star. The flux during the eclipse is not

exactly zero: by stacking the time intervals during eclipses, we can find a faint

but statistically significant residual emission, softer than the emission outside

eclipses. We will discuss the spectrum of the residual emission in Section 5.3.4.

The way ULX-1 enters the eclipse in ObsID 13814 (Figure 5.5) is also in-

teresting. The transition to eclipse in the soft band (0.3–1.2 keV) appears less
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Figure 5.6: Top left panel: as in Figure 5.5, for the Chandra/ACIS-S observation
13812 of ULX-1, showing a dip around 70–90 ks into the observation. All data in
this panel and in those below are binned to 1000 s. Top right panel: zoomed-in
view of the dip in the soft band (red datapoints), hard band (blue datapoints) and
total band (green datapoints). Bottom panel: as in Figure 5.5, for observation
13812 of ULX-2.

sharp than the transition in the hard band (1.2–7.0 keV): the soft-band count

rate drops to effectively zero in ≈4 ks, while the same transition happens in �1

ks for the hard band. This can be explained if the softer X-ray photons come

from a more extended region that takes longer to be completely occulted than

the effectively point-like central region responsible for the harder X-ray photons

(Bonnet-Bidaud et al., 2001); for example, the softer emission may have contri-

butions from the outer, cooler parts of an outflow. However, we cannot rule out

that the discrepancy is simply due to small-number statistics.

Finally, we find a deep dip in the Chandra light curve of ULX-1 during ObsID

13812 (Figure 5.6). The count rate drops to zero and then recovers to the pre-

dip level, just like during an eclipse. However, the short duration (≈20 ks) and

double-dipping substructure of this phase suggest that this occultation is not due

to the companion star; we suggest that it is more likely the result of lumps or other

inhomogeneities in the thick outer rim of the disk, or is caused by the accretion

stream overshooting the point of impact in the outer disk and covering our view
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Figure 5.7: Chandra/ACIS-S background-subtracted lightcurves for ULX-2 dur-
ing observation 13815; red datapoints are for the 0.3–1.2 keV band, blue data-
points for the 1.2–7.0 keV band. Data are binned to 300 s. As a comparison, the
dashed and dotted lines represent the average count rates for the soft and hard
band, respectively, during the previous Chandra observation, ObsID 13814, taken
3 days earlier.

of the inner regions (Frank et al., 1987; Armitage and Livio, 1996). Analogous

X-ray dips are seen in several Galactic X-ray binaries (e.g., White and Swank,

1982; Bonnet-Bidaud et al., 2001; Homan et al., 2003; Dı́az Trigo et al., 2006)

and are interpreted as evidence of a high viewing angle. Assuming that the

occultation is produced by a geometrically thick structure in Keplerian rotation,

we can estimate the angular extent of this feature by scaling the duration of the

dipping phase to the binary period of ULX-1. If the period is ≈6 d (see Section

5.3.2), the occulting structure spans Δφ ≈ 14◦; for a ≈13 d period, Δφ ≈ 6◦.

5.3.1.2 ULX-2 eclipse in the Chandra data

In the same set of Chandra observations, we also discovered one eclipse in ULX-

2, in observation 13813 (Figure 5.4, bottom panels). The abrupt nature of the

transition from low to high count rates and the long duration of the low phase

once again suggests that we are looking at an occultation by the companion

star. Remarkably, the egress from the eclipse of ULX-2 happens only ≈8ks later

than the egress from the ULX-1 eclipse, at MJD 56180.30 and 56180.20, respec-
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tively (cf. bottom and top panels of Figure 5.4). The small but significant time

difference guarantees that the two count-rate jumps seen in the two ULXs are

not instrumental anomalies but real physical events. Moreover, we did extensive

checks on other bright X-ray sources in the same ACIS-S3 chip, and found that

none of them shows similar jumps around that time; this also rules out instrumen-

tal problems. We also examined the lightcurves of ULX-2 in all other Chandra

observations, including those where eclipses or dips were found in the lightcurve

of ULX-1 (left panel of Figure 5.3 and bottom panels of Figures 5.5, and 5.6).

We found no other unambiguous eclipses or deep dips.

ULX-2 does show significant intra-observational variability in ObsID 13815.

Throughout the 67-ks observation, the source displays a much lower count rate

than its average out-of-eclipse count rate, in both the soft and the hard band

(Table 5.3 and Figure 5.7). The count rate further decreases during that Chan-

dra epoch, until it becomes consistent with a non-detection at the end of the

observation. The decrease is slow enough (compared with the eclipse in ObsID

13813, Figure 5.4) to rule out a stellar occultation. We do not have enough

evidence or enough counts to test whether this flux decrease is due to intrinsic

variability of ULX-2, or to an increased absorption by colder material in the outer

disk. As usual, we checked the behaviour of ULX-1 and other bright sources in

ObsID 13815 to ascertain that the lower count rate seen from ULX-2 is not an

instrumental problem.

5.3.1.3 ULX-2 eclipse in the XMM-Newton data

We then searched for possible eclipses of either ULX-1 or ULX-2 during the

XMM-Newton observations. Due to the poorer spatial resolution of EPIC rela-

tive to ACIS-S, ULX-1 and ULX-2 are not completely resolved by XMM-Newton;

however, the point spread function in the combined EPIC MOS1+MOS2 images

is clearly peanut-shaped, consistent with the positions and relative intensities of

the two Chandra sources, and the upper source (ULX-2) has significantly harder

colours (Figure 5.8, top panel). Firstly, we extracted and examined background-

subtracted EPIC lightcurves for the combined emission of the two unresolved

sources, for each XMM-Newton observation. Because the two sources have com-

parable count rates (Tables 2 and 3), an eclipse in either source would cause

the observed count rate to drop by a factor of ≈2. This is the scenario we

find in observation 0303420101: there is an apparent increase in the observed

EPIC-MOS count rate by a factor of ≈2, some 22 ks from the start of the ob-

servation, which we tentatively interpret as the egress from an eclipse (Figure

5.9, top panel), superposed on short-term intrinsic variability. Unfortunately we

cannot use EPIC-pn data for this crucial epoch, because the source falls onto a
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Figure 5.8: Top panel: stacked XMM-Newton MOS1+MOS2 image for non-
eclipse interval of observation 0303420101. Red represents photons in the 0.3–1
keV band, green is for 1–2 keV and blue is for 2–7 keV. The green ellipses indi-
cate the locations of ULX-1 and ULX-2 as determined from the Chandra/ACIS-S
images; their point spread functions appear elongated because the ULXs were
observed a few arcmin away from the ACIS-S3 aimpoint. The two sources are
not clearly resolved by XMM-Newton, but the colour difference between the two
ends of the peanut-shaped EPIC-MOS source is consistent with the colour and
spectral differences seen by Chandra. Bottom panel: as in the top panel, but for
the ULX-2 eclipse interval of observation 0303420101.
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Figure 5.9: Background-subtracted XMM-Newton/EPIC MOS1+MOS2
lightcurve for the unresolved ULX source in observation 0303420101. Time
intervals affected by background flaring have been removed. The lightcurve was
extracted in the 0.2–8 keV band and the datapoints have been binned to 300 s
for display purposes. The lightcurve is broken into two sections: the first ≈22
ks (green datapoints) have a lower count rate and correspond to an eclipse of
ULX-2; in the remaining ≈20 ks, both ULXs are out of eclipse (blue datapoints).
Dotted lines indicate the average count rates for the two sub-intervals.

chip gap. To quantify the step change in the count rate between the first and

second part of the observation (green and blue datapoints in Figure 5.9), we per-

formed a Kolmogorov-Smirnov (KS) test on the two distributions of datapoints,

to determine whether they are drawn from different populations. We find a KS

statistic of 0.65 and p-value of 3.8 × 10−11, suggesting that the two sections of

the lightcurve are indeed statistically different. The average MOS1+MOS2 net

count rate in the “eclipse” part of the lightcurve is ≈ 0.026 ± 0.003 ct s−1 (90%

confidence limit), while in the “non-eclipse” part it is ≈ 0.046 ± 0.003 ct s−1.

Having ascertained from the X-ray lightcurve that ObsID 0303420101 probably

includes an eclipse, we extracted MOS1+MOS2 images from the low-rate and

high-rate sections of that observation, and confirmed (Figure 5.8) that in the

low-rate interval, the emission from ULX-2 is missing.

We extracted and inspected the lightcurves of every other XMM-Newton ob-

servation. No eclipses of ULX-1 and no further eclipses of ULX-2 were detected;

however, several of those observations are much shorter than the typical Chandra

observations, and the background count rate is much higher in the EPIC cameras.

Thus, ruling out the presence of an eclipse as opposed to intrinsic variability is
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no easy task in some of the XMM-Newton observations.

5.3.2 Constraints on the binary period of ULX-1

We noted (Table 5.2 and Section 5.3.1.1) that for ULX-1, two fractions of eclipses

are seen ≈12 days apart, in ObsID 13813 and ObsID 13814. The egress from the

eclipse in ObsID 13813 occurs at MJD 56180.21; the ingress into the eclipse in

ObsID 13814 occurs at MJD 56191.64. This enables us to place some constraints

on binary period, which must be,

P ≈ (11.43 + eclipse duration)

n
days, (5.1)

with n ≥ 1. To refine this constraint, we take into account that the minimum

duration of an eclipse is ≈90 ks (≈1.0 days), as observed in ObsID 13814. We

also know that the maximum duration of an eclipse is ≈150 ks (≈1.7 days) as

this is the time between the start of the eclipse in ObsID 13814 and the start of

the next observation, ObsID 13815, which has no eclipse. Assuming the shortest

possible duration of the eclipse implies a binary period of ≈12.5/n days. If we

use the maximum eclipse time, ≈1.7 days, the binary period is ≈13.1/n days.

We tested a range of eclipse durations and binary periods, to determine

which combination of parameters is consistent with the observed sequence of

eclipses/non-eclipses in our Chandra observations. Based solely on the minimum

duration of an uninterrupted non-eclipse phase (≈160 ks) and the minimum du-

ration of the eclipse (≈90 ks), the minimum acceptable binary period, from Equa-

tions (5.1), is P ≈230 ks ≈2.7 d (that is, n = 4). However, if the binary period

were ≈3 days, the eclipse found during ObsID 13813 implies that another eclipse

should be detected in ObsID 13812. The start of ObsID 13812 is only 2.56 days

after the end of the eclipse in ObsID 13813. We do not find an eclipse in ObsID

13812, and this rules out a period of ≈3 days. Moreover, an eclipse time �90 ks

over a period of about 3 days would imply that ULX-1 should be in eclipse �30%

of the time. A Roche-lobe filling donor star can eclipse a point-like X-ray source

for such a long fraction of the orbit only for mass ratios q ≡ M2/M1 � a few

100 (Figure 2 in Chanan et al., 1976), which is impossible for any combination of

compact objects and normal donor stars. Next, we consider the possibility that

n = 3 in Equation (5.1), which corresponds to a period range between ≈4.08 and

≈4.38 days. In this case, too, we would have seen at least part and more likely

all of an eclipse in ObsID 13812, which is not the case: this rules out the n = 3

case, too. Therefore, the only two acceptable options for the binary period are

n = 2 (P ∼ 6–6.5 days) or n = 1 (P ∼ 12–13 days).

We summarise the acceptable region of the period versus eclipse duration
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parameter space in Figure 5.10. We iterated over all possible eclipse durations

(1.04–1.70 days, in iteration steps of 0.01 days) and for values of n = 1, 2, 3, 4,

and compared the predicted occurrences of eclipses with what is detected in the

seven Chandra observations between 2012 September 9 to 2012 October 10. Along

the line corresponding to each value of n, some periods are consistent with the

Chandra data (red intervals), others are ruled out (black intervals). In addition,

for Roche-lobe-filling donors, eclipse durations > 20% of the binary period (dark

shaded area in Figure 5.10) require a mass ratio q � 8 at an inclination angle

of 90◦, or q � 10 at an inclination of 80◦ (Chanan et al., 1976). This is highly

implausible if the accretor is a black hole, but it is acceptable for a neutron star

accreting from an OB star. On the assumption that ULX-1 has a black hole

primary, the mass-ratio constraint further restricts the viable n = 2 case to the

narrow range P = 6.23–6.35 days, with an eclipse duration range of 1.04–1.26

days. If we allow for a neutron star primary, the period can be as long as 6.55

days, corresponding to an eclipse fraction of 26%. Finally, for the n = 1 case,

the predicted fractional time in eclipse goes from ≈8% (P = 12.48 d, eclipse

duration ≈1.0 d) to ≈13% (P = 13.14 d, eclipse duration ≈1.7 d), with mass

ratios q ∼ 0.3–1, more typical of a black hole primary in orbit with an OB star.

Based on the previous analysis, we compared the predicted eclipse fractions

with the total fraction of time ULX-1 was observed in eclipse. Over all Chandra

epochs, the system is seen in eclipse for a total of ≈135 ks out of ≈835 ks, equating

to a total eclipsing fraction of ≈ 16%. No eclipses of ULX-1 are significantly

detected in 177 ks of XMM-Newton/EPIC observations; therefore, the combined

eclipse fraction observed by Chandra plus XMM-Newton becomes ≈13.3%. This

is slightly lower than the minimum predicted time in eclipse in the case of n = 2

(fractional eclipse duration � 16.7%: Figure 5.10). Conversely, for the case of

n = 1, the observed time in eclipse is slightly larger than expected (between ≈8%

and ≈13%). We do not regard such discrepancies as particularly significant,

because of the limited and uneven sampling of the system; we may have been

slightly lucky or slightly unlucky in catching ULX-1 during its eclipses.

We also note that dips in the X-ray flux can sometime provide phasing infor-

mation in binary systems, if they are caused by bulging, denser material located

where the accretion stream splashes onto the disk. For example, regular dips at

phases ∼0.6–0.7 are sometimes seen in low-mass X-ray binaries (e.g., EXO 0748-

676; Lubow, 1989; Homan et al., 2003), and other Roche-lobe overflow systems.

We have already mentioned (Section 5.3.1.1) that ULX-1 shows a dip in ObsID

13812. A second possible dip can also be seen in the full lightcurve (Figure 5.11)

at the start of the final observation, ObsID 13816. Although only detected in a

single 1000-s bin (the first 1000 s of the observation), this drop in flux appears
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Figure 5.10: Test of potential binary periods for ULX-1, based on the spacing
between observed eclipses in the Chandra series of observations. We know that
P ≈(11.43 + eclipse duration)/n days, with n ≥ 1 and the eclipse duration is
between 1.0 days and 1.7 days (horizontal dashed black lines). Each line segment
represents a choice of n (from left to right: n = 4, 3, 2, 1), and is plotted between
the minimum (1.04 days) and maximum (1.70 days) permitted value of the eclipse
duration. On each segment, black intervals indicate a combination of period and
eclipse duration that is not consistent with the sequence of Chandra observations;
instead, red intervals do fit the observed data. The dashed blue line is the region
of the parameter space where the eclipse duration is 13.3% of the period, which
is the observed eclipsing fraction from all Chandra and XMM-Newton observa-
tions. The grey shaded region marks the region of the parameter space where
the eclipse duration is greater than 20% of the period, which we consider less
likely for empirical reasons (too far from the observed value). For each value of
the ratio between eclipse duration and binary period, there is a unique value of
the mass ratio q(θ) (see Section 5.4.3 for details). For θ = 90◦, points A, B, C,
D correspond to q = 3.6, 9.7, 0.25, 1.2, respectively; the two points marked with
crosses correspond to q(90◦) = 0.5 and 1.0. Acceptable solutions in the shaded
region require mass ratios q(θ) ≥ q(90◦) � 10 (Section 5.3.2); such high values
are ruled out in the case of a black hole accretor, but are still possible if ULX-1
is powered by a neutron star.
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Figure 5.11: Chandra/ACIS-S background subtracted lightcurve for ULX-1 for all
epochs in September 2012 (in chronological order: ObsIDs 13813, 13812, 15496,
13814, 13815, 13816). We overlaid two schematic lightcurves corresponding to
two alternative periods consistent with the observations: a 6.3-day period with
a 1.3-day eclipse (dashed blue line), and a 13.1-day period with a 1.7-day eclipse
(dashed red line, slightly shifted upwards for clarity). In addition to the two
eclipses, two shorter dips are also seen. The second dip appears only in the first
data point from the final epoch, but is at approximately the same orbital phase
as the first dip with respect to their preceding eclipses. The first 2 datapoints of
the final epoch are plotted as 1000-s bins (to highlight the short dip), while all
other datapoints are binned to 2000 s.

to be intrinsic to ULX-1, as other nearby sources do not show this feature and

there are no instrumental problems in those first 1000 s. Intriguingly, both dips

appear to be at the same phase with respect to the preceding eclipses (i.e.,≈3.5

days after the eclipse), which strengthens our confidence that the second dip is

also real. For a binary period ≈6 days, the dips would be at phase ≈0.6; for the

alternative period range ≈12.5–13 days, the dips would be at phase ≈0.25–0.30.

Finally, two eclipses were found for ULX-2. Unfortunately, the large time

interval between the two eclipses seen by Chandra in 2012 September and by

XMM-Newton in 2006 May precludes any attempt to constrain the binary period.

All we can say is that the total fraction of time spent in eclipse by ULX-2 in our

≈ 1Ms Chandra plus XMM-Newton dataset is ≈7%. Since the minimum eclipse

duration is 48 ks (≈0.55 d), we expect the binary period to be ∼10 d.
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5.3.3 Hardness ratios in and out of eclipses

Residual emission is detected at the position of ULX-1 during eclipses (Table

5.2). This is particularly evident in ObsID 1622, with a residual eclipse count

rate≈10% of the average out-of-eclipse count rate. It is also marginally significant

in ObsIDs 13813 and 13814. The reason why the residual emission appears less

significant in ObsID 13813 and 13814 than in ObsID 1622 is likely because of

the decreasing sensitivity of ACIS-S in the soft band between 2001 and 2012

(Plucinsky et al., 2004). We stacked the eclipse intervals from all three ULX-1

eclipses and display the resulting 135-ks ACIS-S X-ray-colour image in Figure 5.12

(top panel). The residual emission of ULX-1 is centred at the same coordinates as

the out-of-eclipse emission, and is unresolved, but appears softer (most photons

below 1 keV). We also show (Figure 5.12, bottom panel) the 48-ks ACIS-S image

corresponding to the only Chandra eclipse of ULX-2; the signal-to-noise ratio is

lower, but there is significant residual emission for ULX-2 in eclipse, as well.

To quantify the colours and the colour differences in and out of eclipse, we

determined the hardness ratio between the net count rates in the 1.2–7 keV band

and in the 0.3–1.2 keV band (i.e., the same bands used in our lightcurve plots).

It appears (particularly in ObsID 13813) that ULX-1 is softer in eclipse than out

of eclipse (Figure 5.13 and Table 5.4).The difference becomes more significant

when we compare the hardness ratio of the stacked eclipse data (Table 5.4) with

that of the stacked out-of-eclipse ones. For ULX-2, we cannot identify significant

colour differences in and out of eclipse, because of the short duration of the only

detected Chandra eclipse. Our hardness ratio study also clearly shows (Table 5.4

and Figure 5.13) that ULX-1 is always softer than ULX-2, both in and out of

eclipse.

Another difference between the two ULXs is their degree of hardness ratio

variability from epoch to epoch in the Chandra series. For ULX-1, all the 2012

observations are consistent with the same hardness ratio (Table 5.4). The source

appears softer in ObsIDs 354, 1622 and 3932; however, this is misleading because

such observations were taken in Cycle 1, Cycle 2 and Cycle 4, respectively, when

ACIS-S was more sensitive to soft photons (Plucinsky et al., 2004). A rough

way to account for this effect is to assume simple power-law models and use

the Chandra X-Ray Center online installation of the Portable, Interactive Multi-

Mission Simulator (PIMMS; Version 4.8) to convert the observed count rates into

“equivalent” count rates that would have been observed in Cycle 13 (year 2012)

when all the other observations took place. A more accurate conversion from

observed count rates to Cycle 13-equivalent count rates requires proper spectral

modelling in the various epochs. The corrected count rates listed in Table 5.4 and
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Figure 5.12: Top panel: stacked Chandra/ACIS-S image during the ULX-1 eclipse
intervals from ObsIDs 1622, 13813 and 13814. Colours are red for 0.3–1 keV, green
for 1–2 keV, blue for 2–7 keV. The dashed green ellipses represent the Chandra
extraction regions for ULX-1 and ULX-2. Bottom panel: same as the top panel,
for the ULX-2 eclipse interval during Chandra ObsID 13813. Coincidentally,
ULX-1 is also in eclipse for the majority of this interval.
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Figure 5.13: (1.2–7.0)/(0.3–1.2) hardness ratio versus 0.3–7.0 keV count rate
for ULX-1 and ULX-2 in eclipse and non-eclipse intervals during the Chandra
observations. Red datapoints correspond to ULX-1 in eclipse, green datapoints
to ULX-1 out of eclipse, the single cyan datapoint to ULX-2 in eclipse and blue
datapoints to ULX-2 out of eclipse. Colours have been corrected for the change
in sensitivity of the ACIS-S detector over the years (Section 5.3.3, Table 5.4)

plotted in Figure 5.13, for both ULX-1 and ULX-2, were obtained with the latter

method, after we carried out the spectral analysis discussed in Section 5.3.4; the

best-fitting spectral models were convolved with response and auxiliary response

functions of the detector at different epochs, to determine the predicted count

rates. Inspection of the corrected count rates confirms that the hardness of ULX-

1 is approximately constant, whereas that of ULX-2 is intrinsically variable from

epoch to epoch.

Based on the observed hardness of the residual eclipse emission of ULX-1,

we most plausibly interpret it as thermal plasma emission, for the purpose of

converting count rates into fluxes and luminosities. Assuming a temperature

∼0.5 keV, and using again the online PIMMS tool, we estimate a residual ULX-1

luminosity LX ∼ 1037 erg s−1 in the 0.3–8 keV band. Again, this is only a simple,

preliminary estimate. We will present a more accurate estimate of the residual

emission based on spectral fitting, and we will discuss its physical origin, after we

carry out a full spectral modelling of ULX-1 (Section 5.3.4.1). We do not have

any constraints on plausible models for the residual eclipse emission of ULX-2;

however, a selection of thermal plasma and power-law models also give typical

luminosities LX ∼ 1037 erg s−1. What is clear is that it is harder than the residual
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Table 5.4: Hardness ratios of ULX-1 and ULX-2 for eclipsing and non-eclipsing
intervals of the Chandra observations. Values in brackets are rescaled to their
Chandra Cycle 13-equivalents.

Epoch ULX-1 hardness ratios ULX-2 hardness ratios

Non-eclipsing Eclipsing Non-eclipsing Eclipsing

354 0.27± 0.04 1.71± 0.23

[0.49± 0.07] [2.75± 0.36]

1622 0.28± 0.12 0.17± 0.10 1.31± 0.19

[0.40± 0.17] [0.31± 0.18] [1.90± 0.27]

3932 0.33± 0.03 1.11± 0.10

[0.42± 0.04] [1.43± 0.13]

13812 0.58± 0.03 1.87± 0.10

13813 0.58± 0.03 0.07+0.14
−0.07 2.01± 0.11 1.4± 0.6

13814 0.56± 0.03 0.35± 0.25 1.69± 0.08

13815 0.56± 0.04 1.32± 0.18

13816 0.47± 0.03 1.99± 0.13

15496 0.51± 0.04 2.00± 0.18

15553 0.51± 0.06 1.80± 0.22

stacked 0.55± 0.01 0.21± 0.09 1.78± 0.04 1.4± 0.6

[0.56± 0.01] [0.23± 0.10] [1.86± 0.06] [1.4± 0.6]

emission of ULX-1.

5.3.4 Spectral properties

The presence of eclipses implies that both system are viewed at high inclination.

Therefore, these two ULXs, although not exceptionally luminous, can help us

investigate the relationship between the spectral appearance of ULXs and their

viewing angles. During out-of-eclipse intervals, both ULXs have sufficiently high

count rates for multi-component spectral fitting. Here, we present the results of

spectral fitting to the three longest Chandra observations: ObsIDs 13812 (158 ks),

13813 (179 ks) and 13814 (190 ks), taken between 2012 September 9–20. For each

source, we fitted the three spectra simultaneously, keeping the intrinsic absorption

column density and the parameters of any possible thermal plasma components

locked between them but leaving all other model parameters free. The reason for

this choice is that we are assuming for simplicity that cold absorption and thermal
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Table 5.5: Goodness-of-fit χ2
ν values from fits for several alternative models simul-

taneously fitted to the spectra of ULX-1 and ULX-2 in Chandra epochs 13812,
13813 and 13814. Each model was multiplied by both a fixed line-of-sight and a
free intrinsic TBabs component. mk1 and mk2 are two mekal components.

Model χ2
ν

ULX-1 ULX-2

powerlaw 1.94 (478.4/246) 0.99 (259.3/261)

diskbb 1.61 (395.8/246) 1.01 (264.3/261)

diskir 1.25 (297.2/237) 0.96 (241.8/252)

diskpbb 1.53 (371.1/243) 0.93 (238.9/258)

cutoffpl 1.23 (298.5/243) 0.93 (239.5/258)

diskbb+powerlaw 1.39 (334.6/240) 0.96 (245.6/255)

diskbb+cutoffpl 1.11 (264.1/237) 0.93 (234.8/252)

diskbb+comptt 1.17 (278.2/237) 0.93 (234.1/252)

bb+comptt 1.17 (278.0/237) 0.93 (234.1/252)

diskbb+powerlaw+mk1+mk2 1.02 (241.6/236) 0.95 (239.5/251)

diskbb+comptt+mk1+mk2 1.01 (234.4/233) 0.93 (230.2/248)

bb+comptt+mk1+mk2 1.01 (236.3/233) 0.94 (233.0/248)

diskir+mk1+mk2 1.01 (235.6/233) 0.96 (237.2/248)

diskpbb+mk1+mk2 1.00 (238.3/239) 0.92 (234.3/254)

plasma emission vary on timescales longer than a few days, while the emission

from the inner disk and corona may change rapidly. In addition, we assumed a

line-of-sight absorption column nH,0 = 2×1020 cm−2 (Dickey and Lockman, 1990;

Kalberla et al., 2005).

5.3.4.1 Spectral models for ULX-1

The first obvious result of our modelling (Table 5.5) is that the spectrum of ULX-

1 is intrinsically curved, and not well fitted by a simple power-law (χ2
ν ≈ 1.9)

regardless of the value of nH,int. Therefore, we tried several other models, roughly

belonging to two typical classes: disk-dominated models, in which the disk is

responsible for most of the emission above 1 keV and for the high-energy spectral

curvature; and Comptonisation-dominated models, in which the disk (or other

thermal component) provides the seed photon emission below 1 keV, and a cut-off

power-law or Comptonisation component provides the bulk of the emission above

1 keV. Much of the debate in the literature about the spectral classification of
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ULXs reduces to the choice between these two interpretations (e.g., Gladstone

et al., 2009; Feng and Soria, 2011; Sutton et al., 2013b). Finally, we tested

whether the addition of a thermal plasma emission component improves the fit:

the justification for this component is that some ULXs (especially those seen at

high viewing angles) may show emission features in the ∼1 keV region (Middleton

et al., 2014, 2015b).

We started by fitting single-component disk models: TBabs × TBabs × diskbb

for a standard disk (Mitsuda et al., 1984; Makishima et al., 1986), and TBabs ×
TBabs × diskpbb for a slim disk (Kubota et al., 2005). They fare relatively better

(χ2
ν ≈ 1.6 and χ2

ν ≈ 1.5, respectively) than a power-law model, but they are

still not good fits. They also require a surprisingly low peak colour temperature,

kTin ≈ 0.6–0.7 keV; this is inconsistent with the disk temperatures expected near

or just above the Eddington limit (≈ 1.0–1.3 keV: e.g., Kubota and Makishima,

2004; Remillard and McClintock, 2006), and would require a heavy stellar-mass

black hole (as we shall discuss later).

Next, we tried adding a power-law component to the disk model: TBabs ×
TBabs × (diskbb + powerlaw). This is probably the most commonly used model

in the literature for the classification of accretion states in stellar mass black holes

(despite the interpretation problems caused by the unphysically high contribution

of the power-law component at low energies). The quality of the fit improves

slightly (χ2
ν ≈ 1.4) but there are still significant systematic residuals. One source

of fit residuals is the high-energy downturn. By using instead a TBabs × TBabs

× (diskbb + cutoffpl) model, we obtain a substantially better fit (χ2
ν ≈ 1.1), with

an F-test statistical significance ≈ (1 − 10−12). The presence of a high-energy

downturn is of course one of the main spectral features of ULXs (Stobbart et al.,

2006), compared with stellar-mass black holes in sub-Eddington states. However,

in this case the best-fitting cut-off energy E ≈ 1 keV, much lower than the typical

∼5 keV high-energy cutoff seen in other ULXs (Gladstone et al., 2009); this is

quantitative evidence that the spectrum of ULX-1 is extremely soft compared

with average ULX spectra. Fitting a cutoff power-law alone (without the disk

component) gives a χ2
ν ≈ 1.2; from this, we verify that an additional soft thermal

component is significant to > 99.99%. There is still a third source of fit residuals,

at energies around 1 keV, which we will discuss later in this section.

The successful models discussed so far are phenomenological approximations

of physical models; therefore, we fitted several alternative Comptonisation models

that produce a soft excess and a high-energy downturn: TBabs× TBabs × (diskbb

+ comptt) (Titarchuk, 1994), TBabs × TBabs × (bb + comptt), and TBabs ×
TBabs × diskir (Gierliński et al., 2009). They provide moderately good fits, with

χ2
ν ≈ 1.2 (Table 5.5). In this class of Comptonisation models, the disk component
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Figure 5.14: Upper panels: Chandra/ACIS-S spectra of ULX-1 in ObsIDs 13812,
13813 and 13814, with model fits and χ2 residuals. The model is TBabs ×
TBabs × (mekal + mekal + diskbb + comptt); see Table 5.6 for the best-fitting
parameters. Lower panels: unfolded spectra with model components. The dot-
dashed green line represents the cooler mekal component, the dotted blue line
represents the hotter mekal component and the solid red curve is the comptt
component. The seed diskbb component does not appear in the plots because the
direct contribution from the disk is negligible.

is used as the source of seed photons, and the electron temperature sets the

location of the high-energy cutoff. For ULX-1, typical seed photon temperatures

are kT0 � 0.3 keV, and the range of electron temperatures in the Comptonising

region is kTe ≈ 0.8–1.2 keV, with optical depths ≈ 7–9. The electron temperature

of the Comptonisation region is substantially cooler than in most other two-

component ULXs (where kTe ∼ 1.5–3 keV: Gladstone et al. 2009). This is the

physical reason why ULX-1 appears as one of the softest sources in its class, with

an unfolded E FE spectrum peaking at ≈1 keV (c.f. the ULX classification of

Sutton et al., 2013b). The optically-thick thermal continuum component used

as seed to the Comptonisation models can be equally well modelled with a disk-

blackbody or a simple blackbody, given its low temperature at the lowest edge

of the ACIS-S sensitivity. Its direct flux contribution to the observed spectrum

is small, although difficult to constrain precisely, because of the low number of

counts at very soft energies. Individual fits to the three longest observations with

a diskir model suggest a direct disk contribution an order of magnitude lower

than the Comptonised component.

The main reason why none of the smooth continuum models described above

are really good fits is the presence of strong residuals (F-test level of significance

>99.99%) below and around 1 keV. A single-temperature mekal component is

not sufficient to eliminate the residuals. Instead, two mekal components with

temperatures kT1 ≈ 0.2 keV and T2 ≈ 0.9 keV significantly improve the fits
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(Figure 5.14), providing χ2
ν ≈ 1.01 for the Comptonisation models and χ2

ν ≈ 1.00

for the disk models. In the latter case, the temperature profile index is p � 0.6

(“broadened disk”), favouring the slim disk over the standard disk model.

The presence of soft X-ray residuals and the strong continuum curvature are

robust and independent of the choice of cold absorption model. We also tried

combinations of neutral and ionised absorbers (tbabs × varabs), but they do not

reproduce the strong residual feature at energies ≈0.8–1.0 keV. Lower-energy

residuals at ≈0.5–0.6 keV are relatively less constrained because of the degraded

sensitivity of ACIS-S at low energies, rather than because of intrinsic absorption.

For all our Comptonisation-type and disk-type models, the intrinsic cold absorp-

tion nH is � a few 1020 cm−2 and in most cases, consistent with 0 within the 90%

confidence level.

Disk models with additional thermal plasma emission produce equally good

χ2 values as Comptonisation models with thermal plasma emission (Table 5.5).

Therefore, it is worth examining in more detail whether disk models are physically

self-consistent, and what their physical interpretation could be. Let us start with

a standard disk, to account for the possibility that ULX-1 is a rather massive

black hole accreting at sub-Eddington rates. We may be tempted to discard

this possibility straight away, because the best-fitting temperature profile index

p � 0.6 (rather than p = 0.75) is generally considered the hallmark of a disk at

the Eddington accretion rate, not of a standard disk; however, it was recently

shown that broadened disks with p ≈ 0.6 may also occur in the sub-Eddington

regime with accretion rates an order of magnitude lower (Sutton et al., 2016).

Therefore, we will consider that case here. In standard accretion disk models,

with the inner disk fixed at the innermost stable circular orbit, there are two

approximate relations between the observable quantities Tin and L, and the non-

directly-observable physical properties ṁ (Eddington-scaled mass accretion rate)

and M (black hole mass):

L ≈ 1.3× 1039 ṁM10 erg s−1 (5.2)

kTin ≈ 1.3 (ṁ/M10)
1/4 keV (5.3)

(Shakura and Sunyaev, 1973), where M10 is the black hole mass in units of 10

M�. Equation (5.2) is simply the luminosity as a fraction of Eddington, in

the radiatively efficient regime; Equation (5.3) follows from the relation L ≈
4πr2inσT

4
in. For ULX-1, the best-fitting peak temperature is kTin ≈ (0.7 ± 0.1)

keV, and the luminosity L ≈ 2 × 1039 erg s−1 (as we shall discuss later). From

Equations (5.2) and (5.3), this would correspond to a black hole mass M ≈ 40–

50 M� at accretion rates ṁ ≈ 0.3–0.4. Even if we allow for the possibility of
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Table 5.6: Best-fitting parameters for the spectra of ULX-1 in ObsIDs 13812,
13813 and 13814, modelled with TBabs × TBabs × (mekal + mekal + diskbb +
comptt). The first TBabs component (in square brackets) is fixed to the line-of-
sight value for all epochs, while the intrinsic absorption is left free. The mekal
components are locked across the three epochs, fitted simultaneously. Errors
indicate the 90 per cent confidence interval for each parameter of interest. Fluxes
are the observed values; luminosities are corrected for absorption and assume an
inclination angle θ = 80◦. Goodness-of-fit χ2

ν = 1.01(234.4/233).

Component Parameter Epoch
13812 13813 13814

TBabs nH,0 (1022cm−2) [0.02]

TBabs nH,int (10
22cm−2) < 0.02 < 0.02 < 0.02

mekal kT1 (keV) 0.17+0.05
−0.04

N1
a 4.1+2.1

−1.9×10−6

mekal kT2 (keV) 0.87+0.09
−0.08

N a
2 4.6+1.0

−0.9×10−6

diskbb kTin (keV) 0.32+0.23
−0.08 0.19+0.02

−0.03 0.18+0.02
−0.01

Kb < 0.6 < 0.5 < 2.5

comptt kT0 (keV)c 0.32+0.23
−0.05 0.19+0.02

−0.03 0.18+0.02
−0.01

kTe (keV) 1.1+∗
−0.3 0.9+2.0

−0.2 0.9+0.9
−0.2

τ 7.6+0.4
−0.4 7.4+0.4

−0.4 8.3+0.5
−0.4

Nc 1.4+0.3
−0.3×10−5 8.0+0.5

−0.6×10−5 7.0+0.7
−0.8×10−5

f0.3−8.0 (10−14 erg cm−2 s−1) 7.32+0.19
−0.41 8.59+0.27

−0.39 9.26+0.39
−0.35

L0.3−8.0 (1039 erg s−1) 1.5+0.3
−0.3 1.8+0.3

−0.3 2.0+0.4
−0.4

Lbol (10
39 erg s−1) 2.1+0.4

−0.4 2.2+0.5
−0.5 2.6+0.5

−0.5

aThe mekal normalisations (N1 and N2) are in units of 10−14/(4πd2)
�
ne nH dV .

bThe diskbb normalisation is in units of (rin/km)2 cos θ (d/10 kpc)−2, where rin is the appar-
ent inner-disk radius.

cThe seed photon temperature for the Comptonising medium, kT0, is locked to peak colour
temperature of the disk, kTin.

p < 0.6 in a sub-Eddington disk, the presence of strong line residuals in the

soft X-ray band is another, stronger piece of evidence against the standard disk

model; it is instead indicative of Eddington accretion and associated outflows

(Middleton et al., 2015b; Pinto et al., 2016). For these reasons, we dis-favour the

sub-Eddington standard disk model for ULX-1.

Next, we test the self-consistency of the slim disk model. In the super-

Eddington regime, the disk luminosity is modified as

L ≈ 1.3× 1039 (1 + 0.6 ln ṁ)M10 erg s−1 (5.4)

(Shakura and Sunyaev, 1973; Poutanen et al., 2007). A slim disk is no longer

truncated exactly at the innermost stable circular orbit: the fitted inner disk
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Table 5.7: As in Table 5.6, for a TBabs × TBabs × (mekal + mekal + diskir)
model. Goodness-of-fit χ2

ν = 1.01(235.6/233).

Component Parameter Epoch
13812 13813 13814

TBabs nH,0 (1022cm−2) [0.02]

TBabs nH,int (10
22cm−2) < 0.06 < 0.08 < 0.12

mekal kT1 (keV) 0.17+0.05
−0.03

N1 3.8+3.9
−1.4×10−6

mekal kT2 (keV) 0.87+0.08
−0.10

N2 4.5+1.1
−0.8×10−6

diskir kTin (keV) 0.13+0.40
−0.05 0.13+0.09

−0.01 0.11+0.21
−0.01

Γ 2.85+0.16
−∗ 2.49+0.18

−0.15 2.43+0.13
−0.13

kTe (keV) 1.2+0.5
−0.5 0.71+0.11

−0.17 0.87+0.17
−0.12

Lc/Ld 7.2+∗
−0.4 > 9.5 > 4.4

fin [0.1] [0.1] [0.1]

rirr [1.2] [1.2] [1.2]

fout [1× 10−3] [1× 10−3] [1× 10−3]

log(rout) [4] [4] [4]

Ka 1.05+0.05
−0.06 1.23+0.06

−0.05 3.03+0.15
−0.16

f0.3−8.0 (10−14 erg cm−2 s−1) 7.13+0.28
−0.29 8.46+0.28

−0.36 9.05+0.18
−0.60

L0.3−8.0 (1039 erg s−1) 1.5+0.3
−0.3 1.8+0.3

−0.4 2.0+0.3
−0.3

Lbol (10
39 erg s−1) 2.0+0.5

−0.5 2.3+0.5
−0.6 2.6+0.5

−0.6

aDisk normalisation in units of (rin/km)2 cos θ (d/10 kpc)−2.

radius can be approximated by the empirical scaling rin(ṁ) ≈ rin(ṁ = 1) [Tin(ṁ =

1)/Tin(ṁ)] (Watarai et al., 2000). As a result, the disk luminosity becomes L ∝
M

3/2
10 T 2

in. Substituting L from Equation (5.4), and matching the normalisation to

that of the sub-Eddington case (Equation (5.3)), we obtain:

kTin ≈ 1.3 (1 + 0.6 ln ṁ)1/2 M
−1/4
10 keV. (5.5)

A proper treatment of the observed properties of a slim disk requires additional

parameters such as the viewing angle and the black hole spin (Vierdayanti et al.,

2008; Sa̧dowski, 2009; Vierdayanti et al., 2013); however, Equations (5.4) and

(5.5) are already good enough as a first-order approximation to test the consis-

tency of a slim disk model for ULX-1. From Equation (5.5), we find that a slim

disk peak temperature kTin ≈ 0.7 keV requires a black hole mass M � 100M�

(confirmed also by the numerical results of Vierdayanti et al. 2008); but such a

black hole would be far below Eddington at the observed luminosity L ≈ 2×1039

erg s−1, contrary to our initial slim disk assumption. Therefore, the slim disk

model cannot be self-consistently applied to the spectrum of ULX-1.
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Table 5.8: As in Table 5.6, for a TBabs × TBabs × (mekal + mekal + diskpbb)
model. Goodness-of-fit χ2

ν = 1.00 (238.3/239).

Component Parameter Epoch
13812 13813 13814

TBabs nH,0 (1022cm−2) [0.02]

TBabs nH,int (10
22cm−2) 0.05+0.02

−0.05 0.06+0.03
−0.04 0.04+0.04

−0.04

mekal kT1 (keV) 0.18+0.04
−0.03

N1 8.1+7.0
−4.5×10−6

mekal kT2 (keV) 0.84+0.10
−0.08

N2 6.7+1.1
−1.0×10−6

diskpbb kTin (keV) 0.69+0.11
−0.09 0.63+0.08

−0.07 0.72+0.12
−0.09

p < 0.60 < 0.57 < 0.58

Ka 3.5+7.6
−1.7×10−3 7.7+8.8

−3.2×10−2 3.8+5.8
−1.7×10−3

f0.3−8.0 (10−14 erg cm−2 s−1) 7.00+0.36
−0.38 8.16+0.40

−0.42 9.00+0.48
−0.50

L0.3−8.0 (1039 erg s−1) 1.8+0.4
−0.4 2.4+0.4

−0.4 1.5+0.3
−0.3

Lbol (10
39 erg s−1) 2.8+0.6

−0.6 3.2+0.7
−0.7 2.8+0.6

−0.6

aDisk normalisation in units of (rin/km)2 cos θ (d/10 kpc)−2.

Based on those physical arguments, we conclude that the best fits in all three

epochs are obtained with a Comptonisation model, with the addition of multi-

temperature optically-thin thermal plasma emission. From the fit statistics alone,

we cannot rule out a broadened disk model, with a heavy stellar-mass black hole

at sub-Eddington accretion rates; however, the observed presence of strong soft

X-ray residuals points to an ultraluminous regime. We list the best-fitting param-

eters of two equivalent Comptonisation models in Tables 5.6, 5.7; for comparison,

we also list the best-fitting parameters of the broadened-disk model (Table 5.8).

5.3.4.2 Continuum and line luminosity of ULX-1

The unabsorbed X-ray luminosity LX is related to the absorption-corrected flux

fX by the relation LX = 2πd2fX/ cos θ, where d is the distance to the source and θ

is the viewing angle, when the emission is from a (sub-Eddington) standard disk

surface, and LX = 4πd2fX for a spherical or point-like emitter. We do not have

direct information on the geometry of the emitting region in ULX-1; however, ana-

lytical models and numerical simulations of near-Eddington and super-Eddington

sources predict mild geometrical beaming, that is, most of the X-ray flux is emit-

ted along the direction perpendicular to the disk plane (Kawashima et al., 2012;

Jiang et al., 2014; Sa̧dowski and Narayan, 2016), and the emission should appear

fainter and down-scattered in a disk wind when a source is observed at high incli-

nation (as in our case, given the presence of eclipses). Therefore, we choose to use

the simplest angle-dependent expression for the luminosity LX = 2πd2fX/ cos θ.
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Figure 5.15: Left panel: datapoints, best-fitting continuum model and spectral
residuals for the combined spectrum of all ten Chandra/ACIS-S observations of
ULX-1, selecting only non-eclipse time intervals. The model fitted to the com-
bined spectrum is TBabs×TBabs×(diskbb+comptt). Significant residuals are seen
at photon energies ∼1 keV. The datapoints have been binned to a signal-to-noise
ratio ≥ 9. Right panel: the same spectrum and residuals after the addition of
three thermal plasma emission components (mekal model) at kT1 ≈ 0.13 keV,
kT2 ≈ 0.73 keV and kT3 ≈ 1.74 keV, which account well for the residuals.

We also identify for simplicity (and in the absence of conflicting evidence) the

viewing angle θ to the plane of the inner disk with the inclination angle of the bi-

nary system, which we have constrained to be high from the presence of eclipses;

that is, we neglect the possibility of a warped, precessing disk. Instead, we es-

timate the unabsorbed X-ray luminosity of the thermal plasma components as

LX = 4πd2fX, because we assume that the distribution of hot plasma is quasi-

spherical above and beyond the disk plane, and its emission is approximately

isotropic. With those caveats in mind, we estimate an emitted 0.3–8.0 keV lumi-

nosity of the two-temperature thermal plasma component LX,mekal ≈ 1.3×1038 erg

s−1 (Tables 5.6, 5.7, 5.8), essentially all below 2 keV. Assuming θ ≈ 80◦, we then

estimate the total (i.e., thermal plasma plus continuum) 0.3–8.0 keV luminosity

as LX ≈ (1.5–2.0)× 1039 erg s−1, during the three longest Chandra observations,

regardless of whether the continuum is fitted with a Comptonisation model or

with a slim disk.

To increase the signal-to-noise ratio of the thermal plasma emission compo-

nent, we extracted and combined (using ciao’s specextract tool) the spectra and

responses of all ten Chandra observations (Table 5.1), for a grand total of ≈700

ks out of eclipse. We fitted the resulting spectrum with the same smooth con-

tinuum models (Comptonisation and slim-disk models) used for the three long

spectra: regardless of the choice of continuum, strong systematic residuals appear

at energies around 1 keV. As a representative case, we show the residuals corre-

sponding to a comptt fit (Figure 5.15, left panel); for this continuum-only model,

χ2
ν = 1.54(217.0/141). When two mekal components are added to the continuum
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Table 5.9: Best-fitting parameters for the combined spectrum of ULX-1 from all
10 Chandra observations, modelled with TBabs × TBabs × (mekal + mekal +
mekal + diskbb + comptt). The first TBabs component (in square brackets) is
fixed to the line-of-sight value for all epochs, while the intrinsic absorption is left
free. Errors indicate the 90 per cent confidence interval for each parameter of
interest. Fluxes are the observed values; luminosities are corrected for absorption
and assume an inclination angle θ = 80◦. Goodness-of-fit χ2

ν = 1.03(139.5/135).

Component Parameter Value

TBabs nH,0 (1022cm−2) [0.02]

TBabs nH,int (10
22cm−2) 0.001+0.007

−0.001

mekal kT1 (keV) 0.13+0.01
−0.01

N1
a 5.0+1.7

−1.6×10−6

mekal kT2 (keV) 0.73+0.05
−0.05

N a
2 3.2+0.5

−0.5×10−6

mekal kT3 (keV) 1.74+0.16
−0.12

N a
3 1.10+0.18

−0.18×10−5

diskbb kTin (keV) 0.17+0.02
−0.01

Kb 0.72+0.25
−0.25

comptt kT0 (keV)c 0.17+0.02
−0.01

kTe (keV) 0.64+0.27
−0.18

τ 9.7+0.3
−0.3

Nc 7.8+0.7
−0.7×10−5

f0.3−8.0 (10−14 erg cm−2 s−1) 7.75+0.22
−0.22

L0.3−8.0 (1039 erg s−1) 1.4+0.3
−0.3

Lbol (10
39 erg s−1) 2.2+0.6

−0.6

aThe mekal normalisations (N1, N2 and N3) are in units of 10−14/(4πd2)
�
ne nH dV .

bThe diskbb normalisation is in units of (rin/km)2 cos θ (d/10 kpc)−2, where rin is the appar-
ent inner-disk radius.

cThe seed photon temperature for the Comptonising medium, kT0, is locked to peak colour
temperature of the disk, kTin.
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(as we did for the spectra of ObsIDs 13812, 13813 and 13814), the goodness-of-fit

improves to χ2
ν = 1.10(150.7/137). We tried introducing a third mekal compo-

nent, and obtained a further improvement to the fit (significant to the 99.5%

level), down to χ2
ν = 1.03(139.5/135). We show the 3-mekal model fit and its

residuals in Figure 5.15 (right panel), and list the best-fitting parameters in Ta-

ble 5.9. The best-fitting mekal temperatures are kT1 ≈ 0.13 keV, kT2 ≈ 0.7 keV,

and kT3 ≈ 1.7 keV. (Instead, adding a third mekal component to the best-fitting

model for ObsIDs 13812, 13813 and 13814 does not significantly improve that

fit.) We estimate an unabsorbed 0.3–8.0 keV luminosity of the three-temperature

thermal plasma component LX,mekal ≈ 2.4 × 1038 erg s−1. This is moderately

higher than the value we estimated for a two-temperature model, because now

part of the emission at energies �2 keV is also attributed to optically-thin ther-

mal plasma. The total (continuum plus thermal plasma) unabsorbed luminosity

in the 0.3–8.0 keV band is LX ≈ 1.5 × 1039 erg s−1, consistent with the lumi-

nosity estimated in ObsIDs 13812, 13813 and 13814. Alternatively, we replaced

the three mekal components with a cemekl, which is a multi-temperature thermal

plasma model with a power-law distribution of temperatures. The best-fitting

cemekl + diskbb + comptt model has χ2
ν = 1.11(154.1/139), maximum tempera-

ture kTmax ≈ 2.2 keV, thermal plasma luminosity LX,cemekl ≈ 1.4 × 1038 erg s−1,

and total luminosity LX ≈ 2× 1039 erg s−1.

As noted earlier, the role of the disk component in this class of models is to

provide the seed photons for the Comptonisation component, as well as a soft

excess due to the fraction of disk photons that reach us directly. A best-fitting

seed temperature kTin ≈ 0.17 keV and inner-disk size rin(cos θ)
1/2 ≈ 700 km

are consistent with the characteristic temperatures and sizes of the soft thermal

components seen in other ULXs (e.g.,Miller et al. 2004; Stobbart et al. 2006;

Kajava and Poutanen 2009). The direct luminosity contribution of the disk in

the 0.3–8 keV band is ≈ (4± 1)× 1038 erg s−1.

Finally, we inspected the spectral emission in eclipse. We extracted a com-

bined spectrum of the eclipse intervals in ObsIDs 1622, 13813 and 13814. Al-

though we only have ≈60 counts, the energy distribution of the counts is similar

(Figure 5.16) to the thermal plasma emission component out of eclipse, rather

than to the continuum emission. After rebinning the eclipse spectrum to 1 count

per bin, we applied the Cash statistics (Cash, 1979) to fit the normalisation of

the same two mekal components previously found in the out-of-eclipse spectra

of ObsIDs 13812, 13813 and 13814 (temperatures fixed at kT1 ≈ 0.2 keV and

T2 ≈ 0.9 keV). We find a C-stat value of 49.5 over 54 degrees of freedom for the

best-fitting model. The emitted luminosity is ≈ 2.4 × 1037 erg s−1, consistent

with our previous simpler estimate based on count rates (Section 5.3.2). We then
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Figure 5.16: Combined Chandra/ACIS-S spectrum of ULX-1 during the three
eclipses in ObsIDs 1622, 13813 and 13814. The datapoints have been grouped to
1 count per bin. The green curve illustrates the contribution from the best-fitting
mekal components (at T1 ≈ 0.18 keV and T2 ≈ 0.86 keV) during the non-eclipse
intervals of the three longest Chandra observations (Table 5.6). The red curve is
the contribution from two mekal components at the same fixed temperatures but
with free normalisations, fitted to the eclipse data with the Cash statistics. This
plot supports our suggestion that the residual emission during eclipses is due to
thermal plasma.

let the temperatures free, but did not obtain any significant improvement to the

quality of the fit (C-stat value of 49.2 over 52 degrees of freedom). Nor do we

improve the fit by adding a third mekal component.

5.3.4.3 Spectral models and luminosity of ULX-2

As we did for ULX-1, we started by fitting the spectra of ULX-2 during Chandra

ObsIDs 13812, 13813 and 13814 with a simple power-law model (Table 5.5). The

fit is good (χ2
ν ≈ 0.99), but there are residuals consistent with a high-energy

downturn. The best-fitting power-law index is Γ = 2.1± 0.1; however, this value

may be an over-estimate if the high-energy steepening is not properly accounted

for. Hence, we re-fitted the spectrum with a cutoff power-law (TBabs × TBabs

× cutoffpl), and found that the fit is significantly improved: χ2
ν ≈ 0.93, with

an F-test significance ≈ 99.99% with respect to the unbroken power-law. The

power-law index below the cutoff is Γ = 1.1 ± 0.2 and the characteristic energy

of the cutoff is 3.0 ± 0.6 keV. This is evidence that the spectrum of ULX-2 is

significantly curved. Therefore, as we did for ULX-1, we tried a series of models
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suitable to curved spectra: disk models and a Comptonisation model.

Among disk models, we find that a broadened disk is a significantly better

fit (F-test significance >99.99%) than a standard disk; a TBabs × TBabs ×
diskpbb model provides χ2

ν ≈ 0.93 (Table 5.5). The peak disk temperature kTin ≈
1.4–2.0 keV and p ≈ 0.6, perfectly in line with the expected values for a mildly

super-Eddington slim-disk model around a stellar-mass black hole. The best-fit

parameters can be found in Table 5.10; the model is illustrated in Figure 5.17.

The diskpbb normalisation, K, translates into a characteristic inner disk radius

Rin ≈ 3.18K1/2 d10kpc (cos θ)
−1/2 km, (5.6)

using the conversion factors suitable for slim-disk models (Vierdayanti et al.,

2008); d10kpc is the distance in units of 10 kpc. A feature of super-critical slim

disks is that Rin is located slightly inside the innermost stable circular orbit

(Watarai and Mineshige, 2003; Vierdayanti et al., 2008). When this correction

is taken into account, the mass M• of a non-rotating black hole can be esti-

mated as M• ≈ 1.2 × Rinc
2/(6G) ≈ 1.2Rin/(8.9 km)M�. Characteristic radii

Rin(cos θ)
1/2 ≈29–56 km are consistent with all the three long Chandra observa-

tions considered here (Table 5.10). For θ ≈ 80◦, this corresponds to characteristic

masses M• ≈ 9–18M�, consistent with the observed mass distribution of Galactic

black holes (Kreidberg et al., 2012). For a range of viewing angles 70◦ � θ � 85◦,

the corresponding black hole mass range becomes M• ≈ 7–25M�. The emitted

luminosity in the 0.3–8.0 keV band is ≈ 2×1039 erg s−1 (assuming again a viewing

angle θ = 80◦) and the bolometric disk luminosity is ≈ 3×1039 erg s−1 ≈1–3LEdd

for the range of black hole masses estimated earlier. In this model, ULX-2 would

be classified as a broadened-disk ULX in the scheme of Sutton et al. (2013b).

Although we favour the slim disk model because of its self-consistency, we

cannot rule out the possibility that ULX-2 is fitted by a Comptonisation model

(Table 5.11): for example, TBabs × TBabs × (diskbb + comptt) yields χ2
ν ≈

0.93, statistically equivalent to the slim disk model (Table 5.5), with electron

temperatures kTe ≈ 1–1.5 keV and optical depth τ ≈ 9–13 (slightly hotter and

more optically thick than the best-fitting comptt models in ULX-1). Similar

values of χ2
ν and kTe are also obtained from other Comptonisation models such

as diskir.

Regardless of the model, the unfolded E FE spectrum peaks at ≈5 keV, similar

to the sources classified as hard ultraluminous by Sutton et al. (2013b). The

original definition of the hard ultraluminous regime requires also the presence

of a soft excess. In our spectra, it is difficult to constrain the significance of a

direct soft emission component (in addition to the Comptonised component or
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Table 5.10: Best-fitting parameters for the spectrum of ULX-2 in ObsIDs 13812,
13813 and 13814, modelled with TBabs × TBabs × diskpbb. The first TBabs
component (in square brackets) is fixed to the line-of-sight value for all epochs,
while the intrinsic absorption is left free but locked across all epochs. Errors
indicate the 90 per cent confidence interval for each parameter of interest. Un-
absorbed luminosities assume an inclination angle θ = 80◦. Goodness-of-fit
χ2
ν = 0.93(238.9/258).

Component Parameter Epoch

13812 13813 13814

TBabs nH,0 (1022cm−2) [0.02]

TBabs nH,int (10
22cm−2) 0.09+0.04

−0.04

diskpbb kTin (keV) 1.5+0.4
−0.2 1.7+0.8

−0.4 1.8+0.7
−0.4

p 0.58+0.07
−0.04 0.56+0.06

−0.04 0.54+0.04
−0.03

Ka 4.5+7.9
−3.2×10−4 2.1+5.6

−1.7×10−4 1.5+3.3
−1.1×10−4

f0.3−8.0 (10−14 erg cm−2 s−1) 8.18+0.49
−0.50 8.23+0.60

−0.59 8.67+0.50
−0.53

L0.3−8.0 (1039 erg s−1) 2.2+0.4
−0.4 2.3+0.4

−0.4 2.5+0.4
−0.4

Lbol (10
39 erg s−1) 2.7+0.4

−0.4 3.0+0.5
−0.5 3.9+0.6

−0.6

aDisk normalisation in units of (rin/km)2 cos θ (d/10 kpc)−2.

Table 5.11: As in Table 5.10, for a TBabs × TBabs × (diskbb + comptt) model.
Goodness-of-fit χ2

ν = 0.93(234.1/252).

Component Parameter Epoch

13812 13813 13814

TBabs nH,0 (1022cm−2) [0.02]

TBabs nH,int (10
22cm−2) < 0.15

diskbb kTin (keV) 0.16+0.76
−0.06 0.26+0.66

−0.11 0.23+0.60
−0.15

Ka < 0.25 < 0.12 < 0.40

comptt kT0 (keV)b 0.16+0.76
−0.06 0.26+0.66

−0.11 0.23+0.60
−0.15

kTe (keV) 1.0+0.2
−0.1 1.5+∗

−0.4 1.1+1.0
−0.3

τ 13.3+2.6
−2.7 9.2+3.3

−7.4 11.7+∗
−3.9

Kc 4.5+0.8
−0.9×10−5 2.5+1.3

−2.2×10−5 3.4+2.0
−1.7×10−5

f0.3−8.0 (10−14 erg cm−2 s−1) 8.12+0.47
−0.48 8.28+0.62

−0.63 8.65+0.53
−0.52

L0.3−8.0 (1039 erg s−1) 1.9+0.3
−0.3 1.9+0.3

−0.3 2.1+0.3
−0.3

Lbol (10
39 erg s−1) 1.9+0.3

−0.3 2.1+0.4
−0.4 2.3+0.4

−0.4

aThe diskbb normalisation is in units of (rin/km)2 cos θ (d/10 kpc)−2, where rin is the appar-
ent inner-disk radius.

bThe seed photon temperature kT0 is locked to the peak temperature of the disk, kTin.
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Figure 5.17: Upper panels: Chandra/ACIS-S spectra of ULX-2 in ObsIDs 13812,
13813 and 13814, with model fits and χ2 residuals. The model is TBabs × TBabs
× diskpbb; see Table 5.11 for the best-fitting parameters. Lower panels: unfolded
spectra from the same epochs. The red curve represents the diskpbb component.
This plot confirms that the spectrum of ULX-2 is harder than that of ULX-1,
and does not have significant contributions from thermal plasma.

the cutoff power-law) because of the low sensitivity of ACIS-S below 0.5 keV.

When we fit the spectrum with a diskbb + comptt model, we find that no more

than ∼50% of the flux in the 0.3–1.0 keV band is in the direct diskbb component

(90% upper limit), but the diskbb normalisation is also consistent with 0 within

the 90% confidence limit. Regardless of classification semantics, it is clear that

ULX-2 has a hard spectrum in the Chandra band, with a high-energy curvature.

No significant residuals are found at ≈0.8–1 keV in the individual spectra from

ObsIDs 13812, 13813 and 13814; however, in at least one observation (ObsID

13812), the spectrum shows two emission features with >90% significance at

E ≈ 1.3 keV and E ≈ 1.8 keV. Similar lines are typically found in thermal

plasma emission. They are usually interpreted as emission from a blend of Mg

XI lines at 1.33–1.35 keV, and from a Si XIII line at 1.84 keV (with the likely

additional contribution of slightly weaker Mg XII lines at 1.75 keV and 1.84 keV).

To investigate these and possible other emission features, we extracted a combined

Chandra spectrum of ULX-2 from all ten observations, as we did for ULX-1. We

fitted the combined spectrum with a diskpbb model, and obtain an excellent fit,

χ2
ν = 0.86 (Table 5.12). The significance of the two candidate emission features

seen in ObsID 13812 fades to <90% in the combined spectrum (Figure 5.18).

Adding thermal plasma components to the combined spectrum does not produce

any significant improvement. The characteristic disk temperature kTin ≈ 1.6

keV, radial temperature index p ≈ 0.57 and inner-disk radius Rin(cos θ)
1/2 ≈ 40

km (Table 5.12) are consistent with those expected for a super-critical disk, and
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Figure 5.18: Datapoints, best-fitting continuum model and spectral residuals for
the combined spectrum of all ten Chandra/ACIS-S observations of ULX-2, select-
ing only non-eclipse time intervals. The model fitted to the combined spectrum
is TBabs×TBabs×diskpbb. The datapoints have been binned to a signal-to-noise
ratio ≥ 7. The combined spectrum of ULX-2 does not show any significant sys-
tematic residuals around 1 keV (unlike the spectrum of ULX-1).

with the values obtained from the individual fits to ObsIDs 13812, 13813 and

13814. The corresponding range of black hole masses is M• ≈ 8–20M�, for a

non-rotating black hole and a viewing angle θ = 80◦.

Finally, we examined the spectrum of ULX-2 in eclipse (Figure 5.19). It ap-

pears different from what is seen in ULX-1: there is no evidence of a bimodal

distribution of counts and it is not possible (from the few counts available) to de-

termine whether the eclipse emission has the same origin as the out-of-eclipse con-

tinuum (e.g., a small fraction of the direct emission scattered into our line-of-sight

by an extended corona), or comes from thermal plasma at higher temperatures

or from bremsstrahlung emission.

5.4 Discussion

5.4.1 Two eclipsing ULXs in one field: too unlikely?

Luminous stellar-mass black hole X-ray binaries or ULXs with X-ray eclipses are

very rare sources. SS 433 in the Milky Way shows eclipses of its X-ray emission

caused by the donor star on a 13.1-d binary period (e.g., Stewart et al., 1987;

Fabrika, 2004; Brinkmann et al., 2005; Kubota et al., 2010; Cherepashchuk et al.,
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Table 5.12: Best-fitting parameters for the combined Chandra spectrum of ULX-
2, modelled with TBabs × TBabs × diskpbb. The first TBabs component (in
square brackets) is fixed to the line-of-sight value, while the intrinsic absorption
is left free. Errors indicate the 90 per cent confidence interval for each param-
eter of interest. Unabsorbed luminosities assume an inclination angle θ = 80◦.
Goodness-of-fit χ2

ν = 0.87(190.4/219).

Component Parameter Value

TBabs nH,0 (1022cm−2) [0.02]

TBabs nH,int (10
22cm−2) 0.08+0.03

−0.03

diskpbb kTin (keV) 1.5+0.2
−0.2

p 0.58+0.04
−0.03

Ka 3.9+3.9
−2.1×10−4

f0.3−8.0 (10−14 erg cm−2 s−1) 8.12+0.22
−0.23

L0.3−8.0 (1039 erg s−1) 2.2+0.4
−0.4

Lbol (10
39 erg s−1) 2.9+0.5

−0.5

aDisk normalisation in units of (rin/km)2 cos θ (d/10 kpc)−2.

2013; Marshall et al., 2013). Unlike M51 ULX-1 and ULX-2, SS 433 does not

appear as luminous as a ULX because the direct X-ray emission from the inner

disk/corona region is already occulted from us. Its donor star periodically eclipses

the thermal bremsstrahlung radiation (LX ∼ 1036 erg s−1) from the base of the

jet. The first unambiguous eclipsing behaviour in a candidate black hole X-

ray binary outside the Milky Way was found in IC 10 X-1, located in a Local

Group dwarf galaxy, with a Wolf-Rayet donor star, a binary period of 1.45 days,

and an X-ray luminosity LX ≈ 1038 erg s−1 (Prestwich et al., 2007; Laycock

et al., 2015a; Steiner et al., 2016). For IC 10 X-1, it is still disputed whether the

accreting compact object is a black hole or a neutron star (Laycock et al., 2015b).

Outside the Local Group, NGC300 X-1 (LX ≈ 5 × 1038 erg s−1; binary period

≈33 hr) shows X-ray dips, consistent with occultation from geometrically thick

structures in the outer disk, or absorption in the wind of the donor star, but not

with true eclipses (Binder et al., 2015). A strong candidate for a true eclipse is

the sharp dip in the Swift/X-Ray Telescope flux recorded once from the ULX

P13 in NGC7793, at an orbital phase consistent with the inferior conjunction

of its supergiant donor star (Motch et al., 2014); however, there is no further

confirmation of that single monitoring datapoint at subsequent epochs. Thus, we

argue that the two M51 ULXs discussed in this chapter are the first unambiguous

eclipsing sources observed in or near the Eddington regime.

It is rare enough to find two such bright sources projected close to each other
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Figure 5.19: Chandra/ACIS-S spectrum of ULX-2 during the eclipse in ObsID
13813. The green curve illustrates the contribution from the best-fitting diskpbb
component during the combined non-eclipse observations. The datapoints have
been grouped to 1 count per bin.

in what is not a particularly active starburst region: it is obviously even stranger

that both of them show eclipses. Therefore, we tried to assess the statistical

significance of this finding. Firstly, we assume that any distance between ULX-

1 and ULX-2 not in the plane of M51 is negligible and thus only consider the

≈ 350 pc separation. We want to discover the chances of finding two randomly

distributed, luminous X-ray binaries in the same galaxy within 350 pc of each

other, both having inclination angles >80◦. Assuming for example 10 ULXs with

LX � 1039 erg s−1 in the same spiral galaxy within a radius of 8 kpc (an over-

estimate of the real number of ULXs detected in local-universe galaxies), we used

a Monte-Carlo simulation, placing ULXs at random and recording the number of

occurrences in which two ULXs were found within a radius of 350 pc; for 10 million

trials, we find P1 ≈ 6.6%. The probability of finding two nearby ULXs then has

to be multiplied by the probability (P2)
2 that they both show eclipses. Assuming

no preferential orientation angle, the likelihood of finding a ULX with a viewing

angle, for example, θ > θmin = 70◦ is P2 = cos 70◦. However, if the orientation

is too close to 90◦, the direct X-ray emission is likely blocked by the outer disk

and the source would not appear as a ULX. The thickness of the disk in ULXs

is unknown (likely a few degrees), and the minimum angle θmin that produces

eclipses is model-dependent, as a function of the ratio between stellar radius R∗

and binary separation a, namely cos θmin ≈ R∗/a. For plausible distributions of
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such quantities, P2 � 0.3 (Pooley and Rappaport, 2005). The final probability

becomes P1(P2)
2 � a few 10−3: we only expect this to happen once every few

hundred major galaxies.

5.4.2 Spectral properties: broadened disks, Comptonisa-

tion and thermal plasma

Luminosity (or more precisely, mass accretion rate) and viewing angle are thought

to be the main parameters that determine the observational appearance of ULXs

in the X-ray band (e.g., Chapter 4 and Sutton et al., 2013b; Middleton et al.,

2015a); disentangling and quantifying their roles is still an unsolved problem.

M51 ULX-1 and ULX-2 have approximately the same luminosity and inclination

angle (as they both show eclipses); however, their spectral appearance is substan-

tially different. ULX-1 has soft colours in the Chandra band and is well modelled

by a soft thermal component (blackbody or disk-blackbody) plus Comptonisation;

ULX-2 has hard colours and is well modelled by a slim disk with kTin ≈ 1.5–2.0

keV (hotter than a standard disk). Also, ULX-1 has significant line residuals

around 1 keV (consistent with thermal plasma emission), which are not seen

in ULX-2. Thus, we propose that there are other physical parameters that de-

termine the spectral appearance of a ULX in addition to Eddington ratio and

viewing angle. We also discovered that ULX-1 has strong radio and optical evi-

dence of a jet (as we will discuss in the following chapter) while ULX-2 does not;

understanding the relation between outflow structure and spectral appearance

remains a key unsolved problem.

The different role played by an optically-thick thermal component in the mod-

elling of ULX-1 and ULX-2 exemplifies the confusion sometimes found in the

literature about the properties of ULX disks. In ULX-1, the “disk” emission is

much cooler (kT ∼ 0.1–0.2 keV) and comes from a large area, with characteristic

size ≈2000–3000 km (as inferred from the normalisation of the diskir component

in Table 5.7 and/or the normalisation of the diskbb component in Table 5.9).

This is much further out than the innermost stable circular orbit around a black

hole; it is probably located at, or just outside, the spherisation radius, where

massive radiation-driven outflows are predicted to be launched. This thermal

component represents what is sometimes referred to as the “soft excess” in ULXs

(e.g., Miller et al., 2003; Roberts et al., 2005; Stobbart et al., 2006; Gladstone

et al., 2009). In M51 ULX-1 and in many other similar ULXs, it contributes

� 10% of the continuum flux in the Chandra band. Despite being often modelled

with a diskbb component for practical purposes, it is by no means clear whether

or not it originates from the disk; it could come instead from the more optically
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thick parts of the outflow (as discussed in Chapter 4 and Middleton et al. 2015a).

On the other hand, the “disk” in ULX-2 is the dominant continuum emission

component. It is probably emitted by a non-standard, geometrically thicker disk

with advection, photon trapping and outflows (slim disk model), extending all

the way down to the innermost stable circular orbit and possibly even a little

further inside it (Vierdayanti et al., 2008). This state is the natural progression

from the high/soft state of stellar-mass black holes (L � 0.3LEdd; Remillard

and McClintock, 2006), to the “apparently standard” regime (Kubota and Mak-

ishima, 2004) and the super-Eddington regime. It is also sometimes referred to

as the “broadened disk” ultraluminous regime (Sutton et al., 2013b).

A temperature kTe ≈ 0.8 keV for the Comptonising region in ULX-1 is cer-

tainly unusually low for a ULX, but not unique. The ULX NGC55 X-1 has a

similar Comptonisaton temperature, similar seed photon temperature kT0 ≈ 0.2

keV, similar optical depth τ ≈ 10 and similar luminosity LX ≈ 2 × 1039 erg s−1

(Gladstone et al., 2009). It is a classic example of a ULX in the soft ultraluminous

regime (Sutton et al., 2013b). NGC55 X-1 is also viewed at high inclination, as

proved by X-ray dips attributed to clumps of obscuring material in the outer disk

(Stobbart et al., 2004). As for M51 ULX-1, NGC55 X-1 gets softer during the

dips: this is consistent with the obscuration of the harder emission from the inner

disk region, while a more extended source of soft X-ray photons remains partially

unocculted (Stobbart et al., 2004).

It is important to underline the detection of the thermal plasma emission

in ULX-1 out of eclipse, with a luminosity LX,mekal ≈ 2 × 1038 erg s−1 and an

emission measure ∼ n2
eV ≈ 1061 cm−3 (as fitted to the spectra of ObsIDs 13812,

13813 and 13814). The detection of residual soft emission in eclipse, with a lu-

minosity LX ≈ 2× 1037 erg s−1, is consistent with a fraction of the emitting hot

gas (perhaps the outer part of the same outflow responsible for the Comptonised

component) extending on a scale similar to, or larger than, the size of the com-

panion star; namely, a radius � a few ×1012 cm (as we shall discuss in Section

5.4.3). Conversely, the fact that ≈90% of the thermal plasma emission seen out of

eclipse also disappears in eclipse is evidence that the emission comes directly from

a region of comparable size to the binary system, and not for example from the

hot spots of a compact jet on a scale of a few pc (which would still be unresolved

by Chandra but unaffected by eclipses). An extended hot halo is a characteristic

feature of the best-studied eclipsing X-ray binary, the low-mass Galactic system

EXO0748−676 (Bonnet-Bidaud et al., 2001). Soft X-ray residuals consistent

with thermal plasma emission (and/or absorption) have been reported in several

other (non-eclipsing) ULXs such as NGC5408 X-1 (Middleton et al., 2014, 2015b;

Sutton et al., 2015; Pinto et al., 2017b), NGC6946 X-1 (Middleton et al., 2014),
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Ho II X-1 (Miyaji et al., 2001; Dewangan et al., 2004), NGC4395 X-1 (Stobbart

et al., 2006), NGC4559 X-1 (Roberts et al., 2004), NGC7424 ULX2 (Soria et al.,

2006b), NGC1313 X-1 (Bachetti et al., 2013; Pinto et al., 2017b) and Ho IX X-1

(Walton et al., 2014); the last two of those ULXs are hard ultraluminous sources,

while all the others are classified as soft ultraluminous.

5.4.3 Constraints on the donor star of ULX-1

Wind accretion is not an effective mechanism to produce X-ray luminosities �
1039 erg s−1; at such luminosities, stellar-mass black holes require feeding via

Roche-lobe overflow, or at the very least, via a focused wind from a donor star

that is almost filling its Roche lobe. For the following discussion we will assume

that the donor star in ULX-1 (and in ULX-2, although not discussed here for a

lack of constraints) is at least close to filling its Roche lobe. Therefore, we will

express the radius of the donor star R∗ as a function of binary separation a as,

R∗/a ≈ 0.49q2/3

0.6q2/3 + ln (1 + q1/3)
, (5.7)

valid to better than 1% for any q (Eggleton, 1983). We have already shown

(Figure 5.10) that there are only selected pairs of values for the binary period P

and the eclipse duration τecl consistent with the empirical data. Each value of

φ ≡ πτecl/P corresponds to one particular solution (Equations 4 and 5 in Chanan

et al., 1976) for the pair of (θ, q) where θ is, as usual, the viewing angle, and

q ≡ M∗/M• is the ratio of donor star mass over compact object mass. Analytic

solutions of q(φ) can be obtained (Pooley and Rappaport, 2005) in the limiting

case of θ = 90◦:

φ = arcsin(R∗/a),

≈ arcsin

�
0.49q2/3

0.6q2/3 + ln (1 + q1/3)

�
. (5.8)

As an example, in Figure 5.10 we labelled 4 representative values of q(θ = 90◦)

corresponding to 4 permitted values of φ (marked as A,B,C,D). For a fixed value

of φ, q increases going to lower (less edge-on) values of θ (Table 1 in Chanan

et al., 1976). For example, for φ = πτecl/P = 0.17, q(θ = 80◦) ≈ 1.3q(θ = 90◦),

and q(θ = 70◦) ≈ 2.8q(θ = 90◦); for πτecl/P = 0.08, q(θ = 80◦) ≈ 2.0q(θ = 90◦),

and q(θ = 70◦) ≈ 7.4q(θ = 90◦). Regardless of the uncertainty in the true value

of θ for ULX-1, the robust result is that permitted periods of ≈6 days always

correspond to q(θ) ≥ q(90◦) � 4 (with a more likely range q ∼ 5–10), while

permitted periods of ≈12–13 days correspond to q(θ) ≥ q(90◦) ≈ 0.25–1.2. In the
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young stellar environment in which ULX-1 is located, with a likely OB donor star,

the higher range of mass ratios (longer eclipse fraction) is indicative of a neutron

star accretor, or a low-mass stellar black hole seen almost edge-on; instead, the

lower range of mass ratios (shorter eclipse fraction) is consistent with a larger

range of black hole masses, or with a neutron star seen at intermediate angles

θ ∼ 60◦–70◦.

If q is known or well constrained, we can then derive a period-density relation

for the donor star, and constrain its mass and evolutionary stage. In the limiting

case of q � 0.5, such a relation reduces to ρ̄ ≈ 110P−2
hr g cm−3; however, in the

more general case (Eggleton, 1983),

ρ̄ ≈ 10.89

P 2
hr

�
q

1 + q

��
0.49q2/3

0.6q2/3 + ln (1 + q1/3)

�−3

g cm−3. (5.9)

For example, for q = 1, ρ̄ ≈ 99P−2
hr g cm−3; for q = 5, ρ̄ ≈ 65P−2

hr g cm−3.

We chose two representative values of q consistent with the 6-day range of

period solutions (q = 4 and q = 10), and two values of q consistent with periods in

the 12-day range (q = 0.5 and q = 1). For those four values of q, we calculated the

average density of the Roche-lobe-filling donor star (Table 5.13). Typical values

are ρ̄ ≈ 3× 10−3 g cm−3 for the shorter period solution, and ρ̄ ≈ 10−3 g cm−3 for

the longer one. Finally, we used the latest set of Padova isochrones 2 (Bressan

et al., 2012; Chen et al., 2015) with metallicity Z = 0.019, to estimate what types

of stars have such densities, for a series of stellar population ages. In practice, we

know that both ULXs reside in a region of the M51 disk with recent star formation

(which we will show in Chapter 6). Therefore, we only focused on population ages

≤100 Myr as the most likely candidates for the ULX donor stars. We find (Figure

5.20) that both ranges of permitted periods correspond to blue supergiants (B−V

colour index ≈ −0.2–0 mag) with absolute brightness MV spanning the range

between MV ≈ −3 mag and MV ≈ −6 mag, depending on their age; stars

corresponding to the longer period are approximately half a magnitude brighter

than those associated with the shorter period. For the youngest ages (≈5 Myr),

the characteristic periods allowed for ULX-1 are consistent with donor stars of

masses ≈29–31M�, and radii ≈24–35R�; for an age of ≈20 Myr, the predicted

mass is ≈11M�, with radii ≈17–25R�; for an age of ≈50 Myr, the predicted mass

is ≈7M�, with radii ≈14–20R� (Table 5.13). In Chapter 6, we will discuss how

the observed optical brightness of the ULX-1 counterpart and of the neighbouring

stars overlaps with these predictions.

The mass M• of the compact object is still unknown, but from the analysis

2Available at http://stev.oapd.inaf.it/cgi-bin/cmd
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Figure 5.20: Top panel: theoretical stellar-population (I, V − I) isochrones, with
the location of the potential donor stars of ULX-1 consistent with the permitted
range of binary periods. The dark shaded grey band represents (young) stars
with a mean density consistent with a period 12.2 d ≤ P ≤ 13.1 d. The light
shaded grey band represents stars with a mean density consistent with a period
6.1 d ≤ P ≤ 6.4 d. Bottom panel: as in the the top panel, for the (V , B − V )
isochrones.
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Table 5.13: Main properties of Roche-lobe-filling donor stars for a representative
sample of acceptable binary periods for ULX-1.

Age M∗ R∗ MV Teff M• M∗ R∗ MV Teff M•

(Myr) (M�) (R�) (mag) (K) (M�) (M�) (R�) (mag) (K) (M�)

P = 6.2d, q = 4.0 P = 6.3d, q = 10.0

5 29.7 23.8 −6.2 26,800 7.4 30.3 26.9 −6.4 25,600 3.0

10 17.3 19.8 −5.4 22,300 4.3 17.3 22.3 −5.6 21,000 1.7

15 13.1 18.1 −4.9 19,000 3.3 13.1 20.3 −5.1 18,000 1.3

20 11.0 17.1 −4.6 17,100 2.8 11.0 19.2 −4.8 16,200 1.1

30 8.8 15.8 −4.2 14,900 2.2 8.8 17.8 −4.3 14,100 0.9

40 7.7 15.1 −3.9 13,600 1.9 7.7 17.0 −4.1 12,800 0.8

50 6.9 14.6 −3.7 12,600 1.7 6.9 16.4 −3.8 11,900 0.7

70 5.9 13.9 −3.4 11,300 1.5 5.9 15.6 −3.5 10,700 0.6

100 5.1 13.2 −3.0 10,100 1.3 5.1 14.8 −3.1 9,400 0.5

P = 12.8d, q = 0.5 P = 13d, q = 1.0

5 30.8 33.2 −6.7 23,600 61.7 30.9 35.1 −6.8 23,000 30.9

10 17.3 27.4 −5.8 19,100 34.6 17.3 28.9 −5.9 18,600 17.3

15 13.1 25.0 −5.3 16,200 26.2 13.1 26.2 −5.4 15,800 13.1

20 11.0 23.6 −5.0 14,600 22.1 11.0 24.8 −5.1 14,200 11.0

30 8.8 21.9 −4.6 12,700 17.7 8.8 23.0 −4.6 12,400 8.8

40 7.7 20.9 −4.3 11,500 15.3 7.7 22.0 −4.3 11,200 7.7

50 6.9 20.1 −4.0 10,700 13.8 6.9 21.2 −4.1 10,400 6.9

70 5.9 19.1 −3.7 9,500 11.9 5.9 20.2 −3.7 9,300 5.9

100 5.1 18.2 −3.2 8,400 10.2 5.1 19.2 −3.2 8,200 5.1

outlined above we can see how observational constraints on q and M∗ lead to

constraints on the nature of the accretor. For example, for a period in the 6-day

range, there are intermediate-age, evolved donor stars that have a mean density

consistent with the period-density relation, but would imply (Table 5.13) a mass

of the accreting object � 2M�, consistent only with a neutron star accretor.

On the other hand, an ≈6-day period is consistent with a stellar-mass black

hole accretor only for a narrow range of massive, young (<10 Myr) donor stars.

Conversely, mass ratios � 1 (corresponding to a period in the 12-day range) are

consistent only with a black hole accretor. Independent observational constraints

on the mass and age of the donor star in ULX-1 from the brightness of its optical

counterpart will be presented and discussed in Chapter 6.

Mass transfer from a donor star more massive than the accretor shrinks the

binary separation and therefore causes higher, sustained mass transfer rates; this
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happens for q > 5/6 for the conservative mass transfer case, but we must account

for possible additional shrinking of the system due to angular momentum losses

in a wind (Frank et al., 2002). Blue supergiants have radiative envelopes; hence,

mass transfer for q � 1 should proceed on a thermal (Kelvin-Helmholtz) timescale

of the envelope, ∼ 104 yr. For q � 5/6 (permitted only for periods in the 12-

day range), mass transfer would proceed instead on the nuclear timescale of the

donor as it expands to the supergiant state. Therefore, determining the binary

period of ULX-1 with future observations may reveal whether thermal-timescale

or nuclear-timescale mass transfer is associated with strong ULX outflows.

Semi-detached, eclipsing systems such as ULX-1 and ULX-2 also offer the best

chance to determine the accretor mass from optical spectroscopic observations.

Let us assume, for example, that with future observations we will measure the

binary period and strongly constrain the mass M∗ and radius R∗ of the donor

star, and that we take spectra of the optical counterpart. If the donor star

has absorption lines, phase-resolved optical spectroscopy might reveal its radial

velocity curve, and hence the mass function f(M•) of the compact object,

f(M•) =
M3

• sin
3 θ

(M• +M∗)
2 ≈ M3

•
(M• +M∗)

2 , (5.10)

from which M• can be determined. Even without phase-resolved spectroscopy

(hard to schedule on an 8-m telescope), one can still constrain the accretor mass

if double-peaked (disk) emission lines are detected in the optical spectrum (typ-

ically, Hα, Hβ and He II λ4686). Such lines are usually emitted from the outer

rings of the accretion disk, and their full-width at half-maximum Vfwhm depends

on the projected velocity of rotation of the gas at the outer disk radius Rd:

V 2
fwhm ≈ 4GM•

Rd

sin2 θ ≈ 4GM•
0.7RRL

, (5.11)

where we have used the empirical and theoretical constraint (Whitehurst, 1988)

that the accretion disks extends to an outer radius of ≈70% of the primary Roche

lobe radius RRL. The Roche lobe radius is also a function of q; for example a

useful approximation is

RRL ≈ R∗(M•/M∗)
0.45, (5.12)

(Frank et al., 2002). From Equations (5.11) and (5.12), M• can be obtained

without the need for phase-resolved spectroscopy.
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5.5 Conclusions

Using archival Chandra and XMM-Newton observations, we found X-ray eclipses

in two ULXs in the same region of M51. Eclipsing systems among the ULX

and luminous black hole X-ray binary populations are very rare: finding two

of them not only in the same galaxy but a few arcsec (∼ 350 pc in projection)

from each other is a surprising result. Our serendipitous discovery in the archival

data suggests that perhaps other eclipsing sources may have been missed, or mis-

classified as variable/transient in previous X-ray source catalogs. If persistent

ULXs are stellar-mass black holes fed by Roche-lobe-filling B-type supergiants,

with a mass ratio q ∼ 1, systems seen at inclination angles � 75◦ are expected to

spend up to ≈15% of their time in eclipse, over characteristic binary periods ∼10

days. Neutron star accretors are expected to have even longer eclipse fractions

when seen edge-on (≈20%), and to have eclipses for viewing angles as low as 55◦.

Thus, a statistical study of the observed eclipse fractions in ULXs is a possible

way to determine whether the ULX population is dominated by black holes or

neutron stars.

We analysed the presence and duration of the eclipses in ULX-1 and ULX-2

using a sequence of archival Chandra and XMM-Newton observations. For ULX-

1, we argued that the most likely binary period is either ≈6.3 days, or ≈12.5–13

days. Assuming that the donor star fills its Roche lobe (a plausible assumption

in ULXs, given the accretion rate needed to power them), we used the period-

density relation to constrain the mass and evolutionary state of the donor star

corresponding to those periods. For example, we showed that for a characteristic

age ≈10 Myr, the donor-star mass is ≈17M�, while for a characteristic age ≈20

Myr, M∗ ≈ 11M�.

We compared and discussed the X-ray spectral and timing properties of the

two eclipsing ULXs. ULX-1 is softer, and has a spectrum well-fitted by Compton-

isation models in a cool, dense medium. ULX-2 is harder, consistent with either

a slim disk or Comptonisation in a hotter medium. Both sources are clearly seen

at high inclination, given the presence of eclipses; however, neither of them is

a ULS. This supports our earlier suggestion from Chapter 4 that ULSs require

not only a high viewing angle, but also an accretion rate high enough to produce

effectively optically thick outflows.

ULX-1 has strong spectral residuals around 0.8–1.0 keV: a spectral feature

seen in other ULXs (usually those with a softer spectrum, thought to be viewed

at higher inclination) but not well understood yet. Its most likely interpretation

is a combination of thermal plasma emission and absorption lines from a dense

outflow. In ULX-1, a residual thermal plasma emission (∼10% of the thermal
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plasma emission out of eclipse) is still seen in eclipse, while the continuum com-

ponent completely disappears. This suggests that the thermal plasma emission

originates from a region slightly larger than the size of the eclipsing star (that

is, from a characteristic size of a few 1012 cm), rather than from the inner disk

(which would be completely eclipsed) or from pc-scale shock-ionised gas (which

would not be eclipsed at all). Instead, ULX-2 does not show significant thermal

plasma emission, although it does show residual emission in eclipse. In conclu-

sion, ULX-1 and ULX-2 are important sources to help us disentangle the effects

of inflow/outflow structure versus viewing angle, and we investigate them further

with follow-up multiband studies, detailed in Chapter 6.

5.6 Summary

In this chapter, we presented the discovery of the first eclipsing ULXs. We used

Chandra and XMM-Newton timing data to identify lightcurves with deep, step-

function-like signatures which we interpret as occultations by the respective com-

panion stars. Additionally, we also found that:

• Despite both ULXs having similar inclination angles and luminosities (LX ≈
2×1039 erg s−1), they have different X-ray properties (ULX-1 is a soft ULX

while ULX-2 is a hard ULX).

• ULX-1 has a soft spectrum, best-fit with a Comptonised model with tem-

perature kTe ≈ 1 keV. It also has thermal plasma emission, 10% of which

remains visible during the eclipses, suggesting that the emission region is

slightly larger than the companion star.

• ULX-2 has a hard spectrum, best-fit with a slim disk with kTin ≈ 1.5 −
1.8 keV and no significant thermal plasma emission.

Importantly, ULX-1 and ULX-2 represent two contrasting spectral classes: soft

ultraluminous and broadened disk, respectively. It has been suggested (Sutton

et al., 2013b) that harder ULXs are those sources seen at low inclination angles

(down the polar funnel) while softer ULXs represent sources at high inclination

angles (looking through the soft, Componising disk wind). However, our sources,

both seen at high inclination angles, do not fit this interpretation, indicating that

inclination angle alone cannot explain the different spectral properties of ULXs.

Additionally, neither source is seen as a ULS, despite their high inclination angle

and high accretion rate. This supports our argument that ULSs are a physically

distinct class of sources, not just due to viewing angle. We explore these ideas

further in Chapter 8.
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Chapter 6

Multiband counterparts of two

ULXs in M51

This chapter is adapted from:

R. Urquhart, R. Soria, H. M. Johnston, M. W. Pakull, C. Motch, A. Schwope,

J. C. A. Miller-Jones and G. E. Anderson. 2018. “Multiband counterparts of

two eclipsing ultraluminous X-ray sources in M51”, Monthly Notices of the

Royal Astronomical Society, Volume 475, Issue 3, p.3561-3576,

DOI:10.1093/mnras/sty014

For this chapter, the new LBT spectroscopic observations were

conducted by my co-author A. Schwope. The reduction and cali-

bration of these data was performed by my co-author H. Johnston.

Archival VLA+Effelsberg radio maps of M51 were provided by G.

Dumas. Detailed calculations on the ionising power of ULX-1 and

ULX-2 were performed together with my co-author M. Pakull. I

conducted all remaining work under the guidance of my supervi-

sory panel.

After studying the accretion and outflow conditions (via their X-ray proper-

ties) in the inner regions of the two eclipsing ULXs, in this chapter, we look at

the effect that ULXs have on their surroundings. This can be studied with optical

(Figure 6.1) and radio observations of the large-scale structures associated with

some ULXs. The high radiative and mechanical power outputs of ULXs can ionise

their surrounding media via photo-ionisation and shock-ionisation, respectively.

In the previous chapters (Chapters 4 and 5), we suggest that, contrary to

previous studies, the spectral classification of ULXs likely results from differences
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Figure 6.1: HST/ACS-WFC RGB colour image of M51. Blue represents the
F435W filter, green represents F555W and red represents F814W. The 15��×15��

white box contains ULX-1 and ULX-2 and shows the region in which we per-
formed PSF photometry. This image is locked to the same coordinates and scale
(including the white box) as the X-ray image Figure 5.1.

in, at least, the accretion rate and inclination angles. In this chapter, we study

two ionised nebulae associated with the eclipsing ULXs we recently discovered,

affording us the opportunity to investigate the outflow properties of these ULXs.

In this chapter, we show that both ULXs are surrounded by ionised gas. ULX-1

is coincident with an elongated “jet-like” bubble, while ULX-2 is surrounded by a

quasi-circular bubble. We will argue that in ULX-2 the nebula is consistent with

an ordinary H II region photo-ionised by young stars, while in ULX-1, the gas is

shock-ionised and the morphology suggests a jet origin. We will also show that

the candidate jet source has a radio counterpart, while the other ULX does not.

Being highly energetic sources, ULXs have a significant impact on their sur-

roundings. Their extreme X-ray luminosity photo-ionises the surrounding gas.

Examples of ULX nebulae with a dominant X-ray photo-ionised component are
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Holmberg II X-1 (Pakull and Mirioni, 2002) and NGC5408 X-1 (Kaaret et al.,

2003a; Soria et al., 2006a). The ionising X-ray luminosities inferred from the op-

tical line emission of these nebulae match (within a factor of a few) the apparent

X-ray luminosities of the compact objects, suggesting that at least those ULXs

are not strongly beamed and their luminosities are intrinsically high (e.g., Pakull

and Mirioni 2002; Kaaret and Corbel 2009). In addition to high photon luminos-

ity, there is theoretical and observational evidence of powerful outflows (winds

or jets) in ULXs (Ohsuga et al., 2005; Ohsuga and Mineshige, 2011; Pinto et al.,

2016), consistent with their nature of super-critical accretors. The kinetic power

of the outflows produces shock-ionised nebulae (ULX bubbles), such as those

around IC 342 X-1 (Cseh et al., 2012) or Holmberg IX X-1 (Miller, 1995; Grisé

et al., 2006). Tell-tale signs of the presence of shock-ionised gas are the expan-

sion velocity of the bubble (∼100–300 km s−1) and the high [S II]/Hα line ratio;

in fact, some ULX bubbles were previously mistakenly identified as supernova

or hypernova remnants. In most cases, photo-ionised and shock-ionised gas co-

exists in a ULX bubble; the origin of the ionising photons may be both the direct

emission from the central object and the forward shock precursor.

In a small number of shock-ionised ULX bubbles there is also direct evidence of

collimated jets instead of (or in addition to) wide-angle outflows. The evidence is

the elongated morphology of the bubble with symmetrical hot spots or lobes/ears.

In nearby galaxies, this is seen in NGC7793-S26 (Pakull et al., 2010; Soria et al.,

2010) and of M83-MQ1 (Soria et al., 2014); in the Milky Way, SS 433 very likely

belongs to the same class of jetted, super-critical sources, with its shock-ionised

“ears” protruding out of the W50 bubble (Farnes et al., 2017; Goodall et al., 2011;

Brinkmann et al., 2007; Fabrika, 2004; Zealey et al., 1980). Curiously, in all three

cases, the X-ray luminosity from the central source is less than the ULX threshold

(≈1039 erg s−1), either because our direct view of the source is mostly obscured,

or because the instantaneous accretion rate is currently low. It is their kinetic

power (Pjet > 1039 erg s−1), inferred from the expansion velocity of the shocked

gas and from the optical/IR line emission of the bubble (Pakull et al., 2010),

that puts those three sources in the class of super-critical accreting stellar-mass

objects. Another well-known ULX bubble, MF16 in NGC6946 (Roberts and

Colbert, 2003; van Dyk et al., 1994), has an elongated morphology consistent

with the propagation of a symmetrical jet into the interstellar medium (ISM); in

that case, the direct X-ray luminosity of the central source does exceed the ULX

threshold, but may still be only a small part of the bolometric luminosity, mostly

reprocessed in the UV band (Kaaret et al., 2010).

Evidence of powerful jets has also been found in a couple of other ULXs that

do not have shock-ionised hot spots/lobes: Holmberg II X-1 (Cseh et al., 2014,
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2015a) and M81 ULS-1 (Liu et al., 2015). In Holmberg II X-1, the jet is revealed

by a flaring radio core and radio-bright “knots” of synchrotron emission either

side of the core. In M81 ULS-1, the jet is revealed by the red and blue Doppler

shifts of its Balmer emission lines, corresponding to v ≈ 0.17c. The presence of a

collimated jet in the M81 ULS suggests that jets can co-exist with thick winds,

which are likely to be the hallmark of the ULS subclass (Chapter 4, Soria and

Kong 2016; Poutanen et al. 2007). No evidence of jets has been found so far in

other ULSs.

Bright radio emission with 5-GHz luminosity νfν � 1034 erg s−1 is another

indication of the presence of a jet. The reason is that some of the bulk kinetic

energy of the jet is used to accelerate relativistic electrons at the reverse shock;

compression of the magnetic field lines in the shocked ISM leads to electron cool-

ing via synchrotron radiation (Begelman et al., 1984). In addition to the flaring

radio jet detected in Holmberg II X-1, the four prototypical sources with elon-

gated bubbles mentioned above (NGC7793-S26, M83-MQ1, NGC6946-MF16,

and SS 433) all have strong optically-thin synchrotron emission. By analogy, the

equally strong, optically-thin radio nebula (diameter ≈ 40 pc; Lang et al. 2007)

around NGC5408 X-1 is interpreted as evidence of a jet. However, not every

optically-bright, shock-ionised ULX bubble has a radio counterpart (NGC1313

X-2 is a classical example of a radio-quiet ULX bubble), and not every ULX with

a bright radio counterpart is surrounded by an optically-bright shock-ionised bub-

ble (as we said for Holmberg II X-1). For a given kinetic power in the jet, the

composition of the jet (leptonic or baryonic), the collimation angle, the black

hole spin, the gas density and magnetic field strength in the ISM, and the age

of the bubble may affect the fraction of kinetic power that goes into synchrotron

cooling.

In this chapter, we use an updated distance measurement to M51 (d = 8.58±
0.10 Mpc; McQuinn et al. 2016).

6.1 Observations and Data Reduction

6.1.1 Archival HST images

Publicly available HST data for M51 were downloaded from the Hubble Legacy

Archive1. The observations were part of the HST Mosaic of M51 (proposal

ID 10452) taken on 2005 January 12 with the Advanced Camera for Surveys

(ACS), Wide Field Channel (WFC). This dataset includes three broadband fil-

ters (F435W, F555W, F814W) and the narrowband filter F658N, which covers

1http://hla.stsci.edu/hlaview.html
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Hα and the two adjacent [N II] lines (central wavelength of 6584Å and effective

width of 75Å). The total exposure time for the F814W and F555W bands was

8160 s, while for F435W it was 16320 s and for F658N 15640 s. The archival

data were processed “on-the-fly” using the standard ACS pipeline (CALACS:

Hack and Greenfield 2000), correcting for flat-fielding, bias and dark current.

We then built a normalised, weighted average of the images in the F814W and

F555W bands, and subtracted it from the F658N image, in order to remove the

continuum stellar contribution from the narrow-band filter. Henceforth, when

we refer to the F658N image, we mean the continuum-subtracted image unless

stated otherwise.

We performed aperture and PSF photometry on the F435W, F555W and

F814W filters, using the daophot package (Stetson, 1987) embedded within

the Image Reduction and Analysis Facility (iraf) software Version 2.16 (Tody,

1993). The daofind task was used to identify point-like sources within a 50��×50��

region centred on the mid-point between ULX-1 and ULX-2 (a concentric region

approximately four times larger than the white box in Figure 6.1). Aperture

photometry was then performed on these stars using phot. Due to the crowded

nature of the field (Figure 6.2), a circular source aperture with a radius of 3

pixels (0.��15) was used; the encircled energy fraction within that radius, for a

point-like source, is ≈80%. For the PSF photometry, several bright, isolated

sources were manually selected and inspected (with the tasks pstselect and psf);

each candidate PSF star was manually inspected and those that appeared slightly

extended were rejected. The average PSF created from those stars was then used

as input to the photometry task allstar. PSF photometry was conducted on

all stars within a 15��×15�� box centred on the mid-point of ULX-1 and ULX-

2 (white box overplotted in Figure 6.1 and displayed in its entirety in Figure

6.2). In addition to the photometry of point-like sources, we measured the total

background-subtracted count rates of the emission nebulae around the two ULXs.

Finally, count rates of stellar and nebular sources were converted to physical

magnitudes and fluxes in the various bands, using the zeropoint tables for ACS-

WFC available on the STScI web site2.

6.1.2 New Large Binocular Telescope spectra

Optical spectroscopic data together with the corresponding calibration expo-

sures (dark and bias frames, flat fields, arcs) were taken with the LBT’s Multi-

Object Double Spectrograph (MODS; Pogge et al., 2010). The targets were

observed from 2016-05-10 UTC 06:31:53.064 (MJD 57518.272142) for a total of

2http://www.stsci.edu/hst/acs/analysis/zeropoints/old page/localZeropoints
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Figure 6.2: Top panel: zoomed-in HST/ACS image of the white box displayed in
Figure 6.1. Blue represents the F435W band, green = F555W and red = F814W.
Yellow circles represent the Chandra positions of ULX-1 and ULX-2 with 0.��4 er-
rors. White contours represent optical line emission in the continuum-subtracted
F658N band. Line emission can be seen near both ULXs; in ULX-1 there is
an elongated jet-like structure while ULX-2 is inside a more spherical nebula.
Contours levels are arbitrary and are simply used to indicate the morphology of
the ionised gas nebulae. Bottom left panel: zoomed-in view of the ULX-1 field.
Bottom right panel: zoomed-in view of the ULX-2 field.
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Figure 6.3: LBT slit positions, overplotted on the continuum-subtracted F658N
image. In the first observation, the slit was aligned along the jet-like structure
near ULX-1, including also the candidate optical counterpart of the ULX. This
corresponded to an instrument celestial position angle of 80◦ East of North. The
second slit was positioned so as to observe the candidate optical counterparts of
both ULX-1 and ULX-2, along with some of the diffuse emission around the two
X-ray sources. This corresponded to a position angle of 322.5◦. The yellow circles
represent the Chandra positions of ULX-1 and ULX-2 with 0.��.4 uncertainty.

3×900=2700 seconds, on each of the two MODS, and for each of two slit posi-

tions. We used a 0.��8-wide, segmented long slit with gratings G400L and G670L

for the blue and red beam channels, respectively. The blue G400L grating has a

resolution of 1850 at 4000Å and a nominal dispersion of 0.5Å per pixel, while the

red G670L has a resolution of 2300 at 7600Å and nominal dispersion of 0.8Å per

pixel. In the first observing configuration (OB1), the slit was oriented along the

jet-like structure of ULX-1 (position angle PA = 80◦, measured from North to

East); in the second configuration (OB2), the slit was oriented to contain both

the (candidate) point-like optical counterparts of ULX-1 and ULX-2 (Figure 6.3),

at PA = 322.5◦.

The raw data were bias-subtracted and flat-fielded with the reduction package

modsCCDRed3 Version 2.0.1, provided by the Ohio State University. Spectral

trimming and wavelength calibration were done with the Munich Image Data

3http://www.astronomy.ohio-state.edu/MODS/Software/modsCCDRed/
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Analysis System (midas; Warmels 1992). We then used standard iraf tasks for

further analysis. We extracted one-dimensional background-subtracted spectra

with the iraf task apall. We flux-calibrated the red and blue spectra using the

response files provided by the MODS instrumentation team. Finally, we analysed

the spectra using the iraf task splot; in particular, for each emission line, we

measured equivalent width (EW), full width at half maximum (FWHM), and

central wavelength (by fitting a Gaussian profile).

One of the main parameters we were interested in was the total Hα flux from

the elongated nebula around ULX-1. The LBT slit was placed and oriented in

order to cover as much of that region as possible (Figure 6.3) but some of the

flux (about 20 percent) falls out of the slit. However, we can measure the total

emission of that nebula from the HST F658N image, which includes the flux from

Hα plus [N ii] λ6548 and [N ii] λ6583. We combined the information on the

Hα/[N ii] line ratio obtained from the LBT spectra, with the measurement of the

total Hα + [N ii] flux from the HST image. This gave us an absolute measurement

of the total Hα luminosity of the nebula, regardless of what fraction of it falls on

the LBT slit. After calibrating the Hα flux, we could then obtain the fluxes of all

other emission lines in the LBT spectra, using their ratios to Hα. We applied a

similar procedure to determine the total Hα flux (and by extension, the fluxes in

the other lines) of the nebula around ULX-2, which could only be partly covered

by the 0.��8 LBT slit (Figure 6.3). Finally, we de-reddened the spectra assuming

line-of-sight extinction Av = 0.095 mag corresponding to E(B − V ) = 0.031 mag

(Schlafly and Finkbeiner, 2011). We list the extinction-corrected emission line

fluxes for both nebulae later in this chapter.

An additional, important caveat to keep into account is that MODS does

not have an Atmospheric Dispersion Corrector, so the spectral data suffer from

slit losses due to atmospheric dispersion, when the slit is not fixed at or near the

parallactic angle. Normalising the Hα line flux to the value inferred from the HST

image allows us to sidestep this problem, at least for the red spectra. We used the

Ohio State University’s online calculator4 to estimate the effect that differential

atmospheric refraction may have on our MODS spectra. The observations with

the slit in the OB1 configuration were taken at an hour angle ≈ 0h.9–1h.2; the

differential refraction between Hα and Hβ is �0.��2. For the OB2 configuration,

the spectra were taken at hour angles ≈ 2h.2–2h.5, corresponding to differential

refractions ≈0.��3 between Hα and Hβ and ≈0.��4 between Hα and Hγ. This shift

is already of the same size as the typical scale of structural inhomogeneities in

the two nebulae; therefore, slightly brighter clumps in the two nebulae may be

on the slit at Hα but fall outside the slit at bluer wavelengths.

4http://www.astronomy.ohio-state.edu/MODS/ObsTools/obstools.html#DAR
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6.1.3 Archival VLA data

Radio maps of M51 were provided by G. Dumas (private communication); see Du-

mas et al. (2011) for a detailed discussion of the instrumental setup. In summary,

observations were taken from 1998 to 2005 using the Very Large Array (VLA) at

1.4GHz (20 cm) in the A, B, C and D configurations, at 4.9GHz (6 cm) in the B,

C and D configurations, and at 8.4GHz (3.6 cm) in the C and D configurations.

A total integration time of ∼ 170 hr over all three frequencies was achieved. The

8.4 and 4.9GHz observations had been combined with data from the Effelsberg

100-m telescope Dumas et al. (2011), to detect extended emission regions that

are resolved out in the VLA maps. The synthesised beam sizes for the 8.4GHz,

4.9GHz and 1.4GHz images are 2.��4, 2.��0 and 1.��5 respectively. Radio flux densi-

ties were determined using the Astronomical Imaging Processing System (aips;

Greisen 2003). We fitted elliptical Gaussian profiles in the image plane, using

the task jmfit to determine the integrated flux of the detected sources; we also

calculated peak fluxes and root-mean-square noise in the field around the ULXs.

We placed 3-σ upper limits on non-detections.

6.1.4 Astrometric alignment

In order to identify any optical and/or radio candidate counterparts of ULX-1

and ULX-2, we first needed to verify and, if necessary, improve the astrometric

alignment between the Chandra, HST, and VLA images. For our first iteration,

we took the default Chandra astrometry of the re-processed and stacked archival

data from Chapter 5. The Chandra/ACIS-S astrometry is known to be accurate

within ≈0.��5 for 68% of the observations, and within ≈0.��7 for 90% of the obser-

vations5. The HST astrometry was aligned onto the 2MASS catalogue (Skrutskie

et al., 2006), which provides an accuracy within 0.��3. The VLA astrometry was

assumed absolutely correct by default. With this first set of astrometric solu-

tions, we looked for coincidences between the X-ray, optical, and radio sources

(not including the ULXs that were the subject of our study), within ≈0.��5.

The positions of the X-ray sources were determined with the ciao task wavdetect;

the optical centroids of point-like sources with profile fitting in the ds9 package

(Joye and Mandel, 2003); the radio positions with the aips package jmfit. We

found seven coincidences between X-ray and optical point-like sources, four co-

incident optical and radio sources, and four X-ray/radio coincidences. From a

comparison of the optical/X-ray and optical/radio coincidences, we noticed that

the HST astrometry was systematically offset by ≈0.��1 in both RA and Dec;

therefore, we corrected the HST astrometry by that amount. The revised HST

5http://cxc.harvard.edu/cal/ASPECT/celmon/
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Figure 6.4: Relative positions of coincident, point-like Chandra, HST and
VLA/Effelsberg sources. Chandra and HST coincidences are plotted as blue
squares; Chandra and radio coincidences as red triangles; HST and radio co-
incidences as green circles. Stars represent the average offset between each pair
of bands; systematic offsets are <0.��1 between any pair of bands. The residual
discrepancies (<0.��4) are due to random scatter, mostly because of poor centroid
determination of X-ray sources located far from the ACIS aimpoint.

astrometry is still within the 0.��3 uncertainty of the 2MASS catalog. The X-ray

positions (based on only 4 coincidences) were already within 0.��1 of the radio

positions and also within 0.��02 of the improved HST positions. The resulting

relative astrometry can be seen in Figure 6.4, with the average offsets between

the three bands marked by stars. We did not find it necessary to make any

further systematic corrections to any band. The residual discrepancies between

the bands are simply random scatter of the individual sources. This is mostly

due to the fact that the point spread function of point-like sources a few arcmin

away from the Chandra/ACIS aimpoint becomes very extended and elongated,

which increases the uncertainty in their central positions. In summary, we adopt

the following X-ray positions for our ULXs: RA (J2000) = 13h29m39.s960, Dec.

(J2000) = +47◦12�36.��86 for ULX-1; RA (J2000) = 13h29m39.s444, Dec. (J2000)

= +47◦12�43.��60 for ULX-2. For both positions, we estimate a 3σ error radius of

0.��4 arcsec, due to their off-axis positions and elongated PSF shape.
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Table 6.1: De-reddened brightness of the candidate optical counterparts. Bright-
ness values have been corrected for a line-of-sight Galactic reddening E(B−V ) =
0.031 mag, corresponding to an extinction AF435W = 0.13 mag, AF555W = 0.10
mag and AF814W = 0.06 mag. All three optical sources are consistent with bright
giants (luminosity class II) or supergiants (class Ib), of approximate spectral type
B5–B6 for the ULX-1 star, and B3–B4 for the ULX-2 stars.

Source ID F435W F555W F814W
(mag) (mag) (mag)

ULX-1 24.62± 0.03 24.64± 0.05 24.87± 0.07
ULX-2 (north) 23.14± 0.03 23.33± 0.03 23.59± 0.03
ULX-2 (south) 23.60± 0.04 23.77± 0.02 23.87± 0.04

6.2 Results

6.2.1 Point-like optical counterparts

For ULX-1, only one bright optical candidate lies within the Chandra error circle

(Figure 6.2, bottom left). This candidate is embedded in the brightest part of

the elongated Hα nebula (Figure 6.3). For ULX-2, there are two potential optical

counterparts within the Chandra error circle (Figure 6.2, bottom right), separated

by ≈0.��25, with comparable brightnesses and colours. The relatively low precision

of the Chandra position makes it impossible to rule out either candidate at this

stage. The Vegamag brightnesses of the three sources in the HST bands (de-

reddened for a line-of-sight extinction corresponding to AV = 0.095 mag) are

summarised in Table 6.1. At a distance modulus of 29.67 mag, the absolute

magnitudes and colours of all three sources are consistent with those of blue

supergiants; if two of those three sources are the true counterparts of ULX-1 and

ULX-2, they are likely to contain also a contribution from disk emission.

To constrain the ages of the three sources and of the surrounding stellar

population, we used colour-magnitude diagrams in the three HST broadband

filters (Figure 6.5); we plotted all stars with reliable brightness values within the

15��×15�� field shown in Figure 6.2. The black arrow in each plot indicates the

effect of a hypothetical additional intrinsic extinction AV = 1 mag. We compared

the data with a set of theoretical isochrones 6 (Bressan et al., 2012; Chen et al.,

2015) for a metallicity Z = 0.015 (Figure 6.5, top panels) and Z = 0.040 (Figure

6.5, bottom panels). The choice of those two alternative metal abundances reflects

the two discrepant classes of values generally quoted in the literature for the

disk of M51; see, e.g., Croxall et al. (2015) and Bresolin et al. (2004) for the

argument in favour of slightly sub-solar metallicities, and Moustakas et al. (2010)

and Zaritsky et al. (1994) in favour of super-solar values. We will return to this

6Available at http://stev.oapd.inaf.it/cgi-bin/cmd
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Figure 6.5: Top left panel: colour-magnitude diagram in the (F435W − F555W)
versus F555W bands. The red square represents the candidate optical counterpart
of ULX-1. The blue triangle represents the northern candidate counterpart for
ULX-2 while the upside-down blue triangle represents the southern candidate
counterpart. Black datapoints show the surrounding stars, with the black error
bars on the left indicating their average uncertainties for each F555W magnitude
interval. The black arrow shows the effect of one magnitude of extinction in
F555W. Overlaid are Padova stellar isochrones for metallicity Z = 0.015. The
isochrones have been corrected for a line-of-sight extinction AV = 0.095 mag.
The green and blue shaded zones represent the expected brightness and colour of
Roche-lobe-filling stars with stellar densities consistent with a binary period of
6 or 12 days respectively, as seen in the X-ray light-curve of ULX-1 (see Section
6.2.1). Top right panel: as in the top left panel, but for F555W − F814W versus
F814W. Bottom left panel: as in the top left panel, but with Padova stellar
isochrones corresponding to a metallicity Z = 0.040. Bottom right panel: as for
the top right panel, but for Z = 0.040.
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metallicity discrepancy in Section 6.2.2.2.

Comparing the colour-magnitude plots, we notice that the inferred ages of

the optical companion of ULX-1 are not consistent: ≈30 Myr in the (F435W

− F555W) versus F555W diagram, and ≈10–20 Myr in the (F555W − F814W)

versus F814W diagram, regardless of metal abundance. The two ages cannot be

made consistent with the addition of intrinsic extinction; the star is ≈0.15 mag

brighter in the F555W band than predicted by stellar isochrones. The reason

for this small discrepancy is unclear. We note that the source is embedded in

the most luminous part of the optical nebula, with its strong [O iii] λ4959,5007

emission lines falling into the F555W band, which makes the subtraction of the

local background emission more challenging and may be responsible for the small

excess in that band. Alternatively, some of the optical emission from that point-

like source is coming from the accretion disk or the outflow around the ULX, so

that its colours are slightly different from a pure stellar spectrum. Distinguishing

between the optical emission from donor star and accretion flow is a notoriously

difficult task in ULXs (Heida et al., 2014; Gladstone et al., 2013; Soria et al.,

2012; Grisé et al., 2012; Tao et al., 2012b, 2011); we will return to this issue later

in this section.

Keeping those caveats in mind, we conclude that the optical counterpart for

ULX-1 has a most likely age of ∼20 Myr, if dominated by a single donor star.

We also plot stellar density bands (blue and green shaded regions in Figure 6.5).

These shaded regions indicate regions of the parameter space where stars have a

stellar density consistent with a Roche-lobe-overflow binary of period 6 or 12 days

respectively. These two alternative values of the period come from the recurrent

eclipses discussed in Chapter 5; the 6-day period is a solution suitable for mass

ratios 4 � q � 10, while the 12-day period is the solution corresponding to mass

ratios 0.5 � q � 1, where q ≡ M2/M1. Those two characteristic periods are then

converted to stellar densities via the period-density-q relation (Eggleton, 1983).

The current optical data (taking into account also the possible contamination

from disk and nebular emission) are not sufficient to test whether the candidate

star sits in either band. Thus we cannot yet use this method to rule out either

of the proposed orbital periods of ULX-1, and constrain its mass ratio. However,

we illustrate this method as a proof of concept, and to highlight the fact that

the candidate optical star is at least approximately consistent with the kind of

Roche-lobe-filling donor star required for ULX-1.

For ULX-2, both candidate optical counterparts have ages consistent with ≈10

Myr, and mass M ≈ 18M�. Stars at this evolutionary stage have a characteristic

radius ∼ 30 R� and a characteristic density ρ ∼ 3 × 10−4 g cm−3. This would

imply a characteristic binary period of 24 days for q ≈ 1 (i.e., for the case of a
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Figure 6.6: Stacked Chandra/ACIS-S spectrum and HST datapoints (black) for
ULX-1, fitted with a diskir plus thermal plasma models (red curves). A sequence
of four models has been plotted, differing only for their optical reprocessing frac-
tion fout. A very high reprocessing fraction (almost 10%) is formally required
in this model to reproduce the high optical/X-ray flux ratio. Such a high value
strongly suggests that we are seeing a significant contribution to the optical con-
tinuum flux from the donor star, although we cannot separate the disk and star
components with the data at hand.

canonical black hole primary), or a period of 10 days for q ≈ 17 (i.e., for the case

of a canonical neutron star primary). As we discussed in Chapter 5, the period

of ULX-2 could not be determined from its X-ray light-curve and thus we have

no observational constraint to test this prediction yet.

We have assumed so far that the candidate counterparts of both ULXs are

dominated by the donor star. We can check this condition, at least for the case

of ULX-1, by comparing the optical and X-ray fluxes. From Chapter 5, we know

that the X-ray spectrum of ULX-1 is well fitted by an irradiated disk model. In

Figure 6.6, we plot the combined X-ray spectrum and optical data points, together

with a sequence of diskir models with varying levels of reprocessing (fout = 0.1,

0.05, 0.01 and 0.005). If we want to explain the optical flux as the intercepted

and reprocessed component of the X-ray flux, we need a reprocessing fraction

fout ≈ 0.075. This is an order of magnitude higher than predicted (Dubus et al.,

1999; King et al., 1997; de Jong et al., 1996; Vrtilek et al., 1990) or observed

(Russell et al., 2014; Gierliński et al., 2009; Hynes et al., 2002) in Galactic X-

ray binaries with sub-Eddington standard disks. However, much less is known

about the reprocessing fraction in ULXs. For a transient ULX in M83, Soria
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et al. (2012) estimated a reprocessing fraction of f ≈ 5 × 10−3; for other ULXs,

reprocessing fractions of a few 10−2 were inferred (Sutton et al., 2014). Even a

more geometrically thick disk (associated with super-critical accretion) cannot

directly intercept such a high fraction of the X-ray emission; however, if the ULX

has a broad disk outflow and polar funnel geometry, some of the X-ray photons

emitted along the funnel may be scattered by the wind and irradiate the outer

disk (Sutton et al., 2014; Narayan et al., 2017). Indeed, we argued previously

that ULX-1 may have a strong wind, because of its soft X-ray spectral residuals,

which in other ULXs are associated with outflows (Middleton et al., 2015b; Pinto

et al., 2016). Nonetheless, we also know that ULX-1 must have a fairly large

donor star, because of its eclipses, and we have already shown that the inferred

size of the star is roughly consistent with the observed optical flux. We can

use a similar argument for ULX-2. In that case, we previously found that the

best-fitting xspec model to the X-ray spectrum is a diskpbb model (slim disk)

rather than diskir, so we cannot directly constrain the reprocessing fraction from

the model parameters. However, forcing a fit of the same spectrum with diskir

we obtain a reprocessing fraction ≈ 0.2; this is because the observed X-ray flux

is approximately the same as from ULX-1, while the optical flux is three times

brighter. That makes it even more difficult to explain the optical emission as

dominated by an irradiated disk rather than by a supergiant donor star.

6.2.2 Ionised nebulae

The HST/ACS image in the continuum-subtracted F658N filter clearly shows the

presence of line emission around both ULXs (Figures 6.2 and 6.3). The nebula

around ULX-1 is elongated, with a length of ≈2.��5 ≈100 pc and a width of ≈0.��7

≈30 pc. The nebula around ULX-2 is more circular, with an outer radius of ≈1.��6

≈65 pc. There is also another region of line emission ≈200 pc to the northwest of

ULX-2, of similar size and brightness, but without any bright X-ray source inside.

In the absence of other evidence, we assume that this nebula is unrelated to ULX-

2, rather than (for example) being part of a double-lobed structure powered by

the ULX.

We defined source and background regions suitable for the two nebulae, and

extracted their net count rates. We obtain rates of 21.52 ± 0.10 ct s−1 and

12.79± 0.25 ct s−1 for the ULX-1 and ULX-2 nebulae, respectively, in the F658N

band. We then used the HST/ACS Zeropoint tables available online7 (see also

Bohlin 2016) to convert count rates to fluxes. A count rate of 1 ct s−1 corresponds

to a flux of ≈1.95 ×10−18 erg cm−2 s−1 Å−1 in that band. The effective width of

7https://acszeropoints.stsci.edu/
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Table 6.2: Extinction-corrected emission line fluxes for the nebulae around ULX-
1 and ULX-2, inferred from our LBT spectra integrated by the HST images.
Fluxes were corrected for a line-of-sight extinction AV = 0.095 mag. All fluxes
were re-normalised so that the Hα + [N ii] fluxes match the corresponding line
fluxes measured from the HST image. Fluxes are displayed in terms of their
relative strength to the Hβ line.

Line 100× (fλ/fHβ)
ULX-1 ULX-2

3426 [Ne v] 16± 1
3728 [O ii] (λ3726 + λ3729) 605± 28 88± 6
3726 [O ii]a 243± 11
3729 [O ii]a 353± 16

3869 [Ne iii] 92± 5
3889 Hζ + He i 17± 2
3967 [Ne iii] + H� λ3970 47± 2
4069 [S ii]b 22± 5
4104 Hδ 24± 2
4340 Hγ 46± 3 30± 2
4363 [O iii] 23± 2
4686 He ii 22± 1
4861 Hβ 100± 4 100± 4
4959 [O iii] 207± 10 30± 3
5007 [O iii] 604± 28 96± 5
5200 [N i] (λ5198 + λ5202) 15± 1
6300 [O i] 66± 3
6364 [O i] 24± 2
6548 [N ii] 127± 6 48± 2
6563 Hα 299± 14 307± 15
6583 [N ii] 377± 19 95± 5
6716 [S ii] 132± 6 51± 3
6731 [S ii] 111± 5 35± 3
7136 [Ar iii] 21± 1
7320 [O ii] 51± 4
9069 [S iii] 20± 1
9532 [S iii] 40± 3
10049 H i Paα 3.0± 0.2
12818 H i Paβ 2.2± 0.3
*Hβ flux (10−16 erg cm−2 s−1) 4.21± 0.18 4.47± 0.17

a Deblended with iraf line-fitting tools
b Slightly contaminated by [S ii] λ4076
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the filter is 75 Å. Thus, the integrated line fluxes from the two nebulae are (3.39±
0.02)× 10−15 erg cm−2 s−1 and (2.01± 0.04)× 10−15 erg cm−2 s−1, respectively,

where we have also applied a de-reddening correction for line-of-sight extinction.

At a distance of 8.6 Mpc, this corresponds to line luminosities of ≈3.0 ×1037 erg

s−1 and ≈1.8 ×1037 erg s−1, respectively, in the F658N filter. The filter bandpass

covers [N ii] λ6548, Hα λ6563, and [N ii] λ6583. (Note that those three lines are

redshifted by Δλ ≈ 9 Å with respect to their rest-frame wavelengths, because of

the systemic velocity of M51. This ensures that the flux from the [N ii] λ6548

line is entirely included in the F658N bandpass, given the moderate line widths

that we will discuss later in this section.) Of course the HST image alone cannot

tell us how the line flux is split between Hα and the [N ii] lines. For this, we need

to examine the LBT spectra.

The LBT spectra across the ULX-1 and ULX-2 nebulae are displayed in Fig-

ures 6.7 and 6.8 respectively. The emission lines significantly detected in the two

spectra, and their flux ratios to Hβ, are listed in Table 6.2. Those values are the

total emission from the whole of each nebula. We recall that we obtain the total

flux of each line by rescaling the Hα + [N ii] emission from the LBT slit to the

total nebular emission measured from the HST image in the F658N filter, and

then rescaling the LBT fluxes of every other line according to their ratios to Hα.

We also recall that ULX-1 was observed both in the OB1 (slit along the bubble)

and OB2 (slit across the bubble) configurations. To a first approximation, the

two spectra are identical; in this chapter, we use the spectra for the OB1 slit,

because they provide a better approximation to the average emission of the whole

nebula. A more comprehensive comparison of the two spectra and of the internal

structure of the ULX-1 nebula is left to further work. Here we focus instead on

the most significant differences between the two nebulae.

6.2.2.1 ULX-1 nebula

We see strong [N ii] and [S ii] lines relative to Hα (Figure 6.7), with a flux ratio

([N ii] λ6548 + [N ii] λ6583)/Hα ≈ 1.7 and ([S ii] λ6716 + [S ii] λ6731)/Hα ≈
0.81. Such high ratios (even after accounting for a possible super-solar abundance

in the disk of M51) are traditionally good indicators of shock-ionised material

(Mathewson and Clarke, 1973; Blair and Long, 1997; Gordon et al., 1998). Based

on those ratios alone, the bubble could be classified as a typical supernova rem-

nant; however, its very elongated morphology and the presence of a ULX in the

middle make it more likely that the gas is shocked by a jet from kinetic power

of the compact object, as is the case in other ULX bubbles. The ULX-1 bubble

also shows He ii λ4686 emission, and strong [O iii] λ5007 emission relative to Hβ

(Figure 6.7). Both features are consistent with shock-ionised gas and/or X-ray
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Figure 6.7: Top panel: LBT MODS1 plus MODS2 spectrum (blue arm) of the
nebula around ULX-1, normalised to the continuum. The spectrum comes from
the OB1 slit configuration (PA = 80◦), that is along the long axis of the jet-like
nebula. Inset: zoomed-in view of the He ii λ4686 emission line. Bottom panel:
as in top panel, but for the red side of the spectrum. (Note the different flux
density scales of the two panels.) The spectra are consistent with emission from
shock-ionised material.
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Figure 6.8: Top panel: LBT MODS1 plus MODS2 spectrum (blue arm) of the
nebula around ULX-2, normalised to the continuum. The spectrum comes from
the OB2 slit configuration (PA = 322◦.5); the stellar continuum includes both
candidate optical counterparts of ULX-2. Bottom panel: as in the top panel, but
for red side of the spectrum. (Note the different flux density scales of the two
panels.) The spectra are consistent with emission from photo-ionised material.
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photo-ionised gas, but are not consistent with stellar photo-ionisation.

In order to estimate the electron temperature and density of the gas, we used

standard diagnostic line ratios (Osterbrock, 1989), coded in the task temden

in iraf (Shaw and Dufour, 1994). For the [O iii] line (sensitive to electron

temperature), we measure an intensity ratio I(λ4959 + λ5007)/I(λ4363) ≈ 35,

which corresponds to Te[O iii]= 25, 000 ± 2000 K. From the [O ii] line intensity

ratio I(λ3726 + λ3729)/I(λ7320 + λ7330) ≈ 35, we measure instead Te[O ii]=

18, 000±1000 K. Those temperatures are a factor of two higher than expected for

typical H ii regions, and suggest that there is a significant component of shock-

ionised gas. For the [S ii] line (sensitive to electron density), we find an intensity

ratio [S ii] I(λ6716)/I(λ6731) ≈ 1.20. Around the previously estimated values of

Te, this ratio corresponds to ne = 280± 60 cm−3. This is to be interpreted as the

density of the compressed gas behind the shock, much higher than the density of

the undisturbed ISM, typically ∼1 cm−3 in the spiral arms of a galaxy.

From the dereddened Hβ flux, at the distance of M51, we calculate an emitted

luminosity LHβ ≈ 3.7×1036 erg s−1. Knowing the characteristic temperature and

density of the emitting gas, and using the Hβ volume emissivity for Case B

recombination (Osterbrock, 1989), we infer an emitting volume Ve ≈ 8 × 1056

cm3. This is much lower than the volume inferred from the appearance of the

nebula in the HST image, that is (roughly) an elongated bubble with a size of

≈30 × 100 pc corresponding to a volume of ≈1060 cm3. Such a discrepancy is

expected for a shock-ionised bubble, because the line-emitting gas occupies only

a very thin layer behind the shock. For the inferred density and volume of the

shocked layer, the mass of currently line-emitting gas is ∼200 M�. The total gas

mass originally present in the 1060 cm3 region that has now been swept up in

the bubble must have been ∼1000 M� for ISM densities ∼1 cm−3. The cooling

timescale of gas with Te ≈ 20, 000 K and ne ≈ 300 cm−3 is only ∼104 yr, while

typical ages of shock-ionised ULX bubbles are ∼ a few 105 yr; thus, it is likely

that much of the swept-up gas has already cooled.

We then investigated whether the lines are broad or narrow. From the bright

night-sky lines [O i] λ5577 and Hg i λ4358, we find an instrumental full width at

half maximum FWHMins,b = 2.95 Å for the blue spectrum. In the red spectrum,

strong unblended interstellar lines are seen at λ = 6329 Å, λ = 6498 Å, λ = 6863

Å: from the average width of those lines, we measure FWHMins,r = 4.76 Å. The

intrinsic line width FWHMint is obtained from the observed width FWHMobs,

following the relation FWHMint = (FWHM2
obs − FWHM2

ins)
1/2. Gaussian fits to

the Hβ and Hα line profiles give observed FWHMobs of ≈3.7 and 4.0 Å, respec-

tively, corresponding to intrinsic widths of 140 ± 20 km s−1 and 110 ± 20 km

s−1. Other low-ionisation lines have similar intrinsic widths: 115± 20 km s−1 for
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[O i] λ6300, 115 ± 20 km s−1 for [N ii] λλ6548,6583, and 130 ± 20 km s−1 for

[S ii] λλ6716,6731. Thus, all low-ionisation lines are significantly resolved, and

are indicative of a shock velocity vs ≈ FWHMint ≈ 110–130 km s−1. Further

evidence of line broadening is obtained from the intrinsic half-width at zero-

intensity (HWZI) for the Balmer lines; we measure HWZI(Hα) ≈ 280 km s−1,

and HWZI(Hβ) ≈ 250 km s−1. On the other hand, somewhat unexpectedly, high-

ionisation lines are slightly narrower than low-ionisation ones. Both [O iii] λ4959

and [O iii] λ5007 have intrinsic FWHMs = 90± 5 km s−1 and HWZI ≈ 200 km

s−1. He ii λ4686 is even narrower, with an intrinsic FWHM = 60 ± 20 km s−1

and HWZI ≈ 180 km s−1.

Finally, we examined the more characteristic line ratios. A detailed mod-

elling of the spectrum is beyond the scope of this chapter; however, here we

highlight the presence and strength of the high ionisation lines [Ne v] λ3426,

with I(λ3426)/I(Hβ) = 0.16 ± 0.01, and He ii λ 4686, with I(λ4686)/I(Hβ) =

0.22±0.01. Neither of those lines can be produced at such intensity by a relatively

slow (≈120 km s−1) shock plus precursor. The combined presence of [Ne v] λ3426

and He ii λ 4686 is the most intriguing feature of some ultracompact dwarf galax-

ies (Izotov et al., 2012); the origin of the lines in those galaxies was unclear, but

the most likely candidates were suggested to be fast radiative shocks or an AGN

contribution. In M51 ULX-1, we have the rare opportunity to identify a source of

such line emission. Moreover, the emission from [Ne iii] λ3869, [O iii] λ4959,5007,

and [N ii] λ6548,6583 is remarkably strong, with I(λ3869)/I(Hβ) = 0.92± 0.05,

I(λ4959)/I(Hβ) = 2.1±0.1 and I(λ6548)/I(Hβ) = 1.27±0.05. If entirely due to

shock-ionisation, those line ratios are approximately consistent only with shock

velocities ∼500–600 km s−1. Based on the shock plus precursor models of (Allen

et al., 2008), this range of velocities is only weakly dependent on the unperturbed

ISM density, metal abundance and magnetic field. However, we do not see any

high ionisation lines with high-velocity wings in the LBT spectra (Figure 6.9).

6.2.2.2 ULX-2 nebula

The spectrum of the nebula around ULX-2 (Table 6.1 and Figure 6.8) is clearly

different from that of the ULX-1 nebula. From an analysis of the line width,

we find that all lines are consistent with the instrumental widths (see Section

6.2.2.1). That is evidence that the gas is photo-ionised rather than shock-ionised.

The [N ii] and [S ii] lines are much weaker, relative to Hα, with flux ratios ([N ii]

λ6548 + [N ii] λ6583)/Hα ≈ 0.47 and ([S ii] λ6716 + [S ii] λ6731)/Hα ≈ 0.28.

This is again consistent with a photo-ionised H ii region.

Again we tried using standard diagnostic line ratios for temperature and den-

sity. Unfortunately, the [O iii] λ4363 line is too faint to provide meaningful
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Figure 6.9: Top left panel: Hα line profile for the nebulae around ULX-1 (blue)
and around ULX-2 (red). The shaded band indicates the systemic velocity ex-
pected in the M51 spiral arm at the location of ULX-1 and ULX-2 (≈400–425 km
s−1, from Vlahakis et al. (2013) and Shetty et al. (2007)). The FWHM of the two
lines is also overplotted; both the FWHM and the FWZI are higher in the ULX-1
nebula. Top right panel: same as the left panel, but for the Hβ line; again, the
line from the ULX-1 nebula is broader. Bottom panel: comparison between the
line profiles of He ii λ4686, [O iii] λ5007, and Hβ (plotted with the same peak
intensity for convenience) for the ULX-1 nebula: the relative small FWHM and
lack of broad wings in the higher-ionisation lines is inconsistent with the high
shock velocity that would be required to produce such lines entirely from shocks,
and suggests a significant contribution to those line from X-ray photo-ionisation.

temperature constraints. Instead, for the [S ii] line doublet, we find an intensity

ratio [S ii] I(λ6716)/I(λ6731) ≈ 1.45±0.05. For temperatures ∼104 K, this ratio

corresponds to the low-density limit, ne < 10 cm−3, consistent with the standard

ISM density of ∼1 cm−3. Given the close proximity and similar environment of

ULX-1 and ULX-2, it is plausible to assume that was also the unperturbed ISM

density around ULX-1, before the gas was compressed by the shock front.

With log ([N ii] λ6583/Hα) ≈ −0.51, log ([S ii] λ6716 + λ6731/Hα) ≈ −0.55,

and log ([O iii] λ5007/Hα) ≈ −0.02, the nebula sits along the sequence of H ii

regions photo-ionised by stellar emission (Kewley and Dopita, 2002; Veilleux and

Osterbrock, 1987; Baldwin et al., 1981). The lack of high-ionisation lines such as

He ii λ4686 and [Ne v] λ3426 (detected in the ULX-1 nebula, Section 6.2.2.1) is
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further evidence that most of the ionising photons come from the stellar popu-

lation rather than the ULX. Non-detection of [O i] λ6300 suggests the lack of a

partial ionisation zone, which we would expect to find if the nebula were ionised

by soft X-ray photons from ULX-2.

Using nitrogen and oxygen lines as metallicity indicators, we run into the

well-known discrepancy (Kennicutt et al., 2003; Bresolin et al., 2004) between

the “direct” metallicity calibration based on oxygen temperatures, and the “in-

direct” calibration based on photo-ionisation models. The direct Te-based mea-

surements require detection of faint auroral lines (e.g., [O iii] λ4363 (Kennicutt

et al., 2003), while photo-ionisation models constrain the metal abundance from

the intensity of stronger lines, for example the ratio between [N ii] λ6584 and

[O ii] λλ3726,3729 (Kewley and Dopita, 2002). It was noted (Bresolin et al.,

2004) that indirect photo-ionisation abundances of H ii regions in nearby spiral

galaxies are systematically higher than Te-measured abundances by a factor of

2–3. For our present study, we cannot directly measure Te abundances for the

ULX-2 nebula; we have to rely on stronger lines (Table 6.2) and use either the

direct or the indirect calibration between those line ratios and the metal abun-

dance. Applying the Te-based calibration, from our measured values of log ([N ii]

λ6583/Hα) and of log [([O iii] λ5007/Hβ)/([N ii] λ6583/Hα)] we find log (O/H)

+12 ≈ 8.6 ± 0.1, that is about 20% below solar (using the definition of solar

abundance from Allende Prieto et al. 2001). This is the same as the metal abun-

dance directly measured for several other H ii regions in the same spiral arm of

M51, at similar radial distances from the galactic nucleus (Croxall et al., 2015;

Bresolin et al., 2004). On the other hand, based on the indirect calibration of

Kewley and Dopita (2002), Kobulnicky and Kewley (2004), and Pilyugin and

Thuan (2005), the same line ratios correspond to log (O/H) +12 ≈ 9.1 ± 0.1,

that is Z ≈ 2.5Z�. A similar discrepancy also occurs if we use the so-called

R23 metallicity indicator, that is the intensity ratio between ([O ii] λλ 3726,3729

+ [O iii] λλ4959,5007) over Hβ (Pagel et al., 1979; Edmunds and Pagel, 1984;

Kewley and Dopita, 2002; Kewley and Ellison, 2008). The traditional calibra-

tion of this ratio based on photo-ionisation models gives log (O/H) +12 ≈ 9.1, 3

times higher than the value derived from the direct measurements of Kennicutt

et al. (2003) and Bresolin et al. (2004) (see in particular Figure 7 in the latter

paper). Previous work in the literature supporting a super-solar metallicity for

the M51 disk (Moustakas et al., 2010; Zaritsky et al., 1994) was also calibrated

on photo-ionisation models. Resolving the systematic discrepancy between the

two metallicity calibrations will be important for population synthesis models of

ULXs, because the ratio between neutron stars and black holes produced from

stellar collapses increases strongly at super-solar metallicities (Heger et al., 2003).
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6.2.3 Radio counterpart of ULX-1

The VLA+Effelsberg data show a faint radio source near ULX-1, detected both at

1.4 GHz and at 4.9 GHz, however not detected at 8.4 GHz. In the 1.4 and 4.9 GHz

radio images the source is marginally resolved, elongated in the east-west direction

(Figure 6.10), that is the same long axis of the optical nebula. The position of the

peak intensity in the radio source is slightly offset, by≈1��, to the east of the Chan-

dra position and of the central region of the ULX bubble in the HST image. Such

an offset is significantly larger than the astrometric uncertainty (Section 6.1.4)

of the X-ray and optical images. Thus, we speculate that the peak radio emis-

sion comes from a hot spot where the eastern jet interacts with the ISM, rather

than being associated with the core. From the primary-beam corrected data,

we determined peak fluxes f1.4GHz = (44.8 ± 9.2)µJy beam−1, f4.9GHz = (29.8 ±
7.3)µJy beam−1, and an 8.4-GHz upper-limit of f8.4GHz < 54µJy beam−1. The

root-mean-square noise is σ1.4GHz = 9.2µJy beam−1, σ4.9GHz = 7.3µJy beam−1,

and σ8.4GHz = 18µJy beam−1. The integrated fluxes are f1.4GHz = (110± 23)µJy

and f4.9GHz = (52.7±12.4)µJy. At the distance of M51, this corresponds to a 4.9-

GHz luminosity8 L4.9GHz = (2.3± 0.5)× 1034 erg s−1. From the integrated fluxes,

we determine a spectral index9 α = −0.6± 0.3, consistent with the optically-thin

synchrotron emission expected from hot spots. Radio emission may also come

from free-free emission associated with the ionised bubble: however, based on the

Balmer emission, we only expect a free-free flux density of ≈1.5 µJy at 4.9 GHz

(Appendix A of Caplan and Deharveng 1986), entirely negligible.

We do not detect any radio emission associated with ULX-2 or its surrounding

nebula. We can only place 3σ upper limits on the peak flux densities: f1.4GHz <

28µJy beam−1, f4.9GHz < 22µJy beam−1, and f8.4GHz < 54µJy beam−1. This

corresponds to an upper limit to the 4.9-GHz luminosity L4.9GHz < 1034 erg s−1.

The expected free-free emission from the H ii region around ULX-2 is ≈2 µJy at

4.9 GHz (Caplan and Deharveng, 1986), well below the detection limit.

6.3 Discussion

Although the X-ray luminosities of ULX-1 and ULX-2 are only moderately above

1039 erg s−1, the two sources have interesting properties that can help us un-

derstand the behaviour of super-critical accretion. Here we have shown that

both ULXs are associated with ionised gas nebulae, with different optical spec-

tral properties. We have also shown that ULX-1 (but not ULX-2) has a radio

counterpart (usually taken as a signature of jet activity). We shall now discuss

8The luminosity is defined as Lν = 4πd2νfν .
9Defined as fν ∝ να
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Figure 6.10: Top panel: HST/ACS continuum-subtracted F658N image of the
ULX field, with VLA radio contours overplotted. White and red contours rep-
resent the 4.9-GHz and 1.4-GHz flux densities, respectively. Both sets of con-
tours have levels of −2

√
2σ, 2

√
2σ and 4σ, where σ is the respective noise level

(σ4.9 = 7.3 µJy beam−1, σ1.4 = 9.2 µJy beam−1). Beams for both frequencies are
indicated in the top left corner of the image. The yellow circles represent the
Chandra positions of ULX-1 and ULX-2 with 0.��4 uncertainty. Bottom panel:
zoomed-in view of the ULX-1 bubble.
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the physical interpretation of the sources, putting together the various clues from

these multiband observations.

6.3.1 Energetics of the two nebulae

As we have shown in Section 6.2.2, the most obvious difference between the two

nebulae is that one is dominated by shock ionisation (with possible additional con-

tribution from X-ray photo-ionisation), the other by near-UV photo-ionisation.

We shall discuss here how much kinetic and radiative energy is required to pro-

duce the luminosity observed from the two nebulae, and whether the two ULXs

are the origin of such power.

6.3.1.1 Mechanical power of ULX-1

From standard bubble theory (Weaver et al., 1977), the mechanical power Pjet

inflating the bubble is equal to ≈77/27 of the total radiative luminosity Lrad.

The luminosity in the Hβ line (LHβ) is between ≈4 ×10−3 and ≈7 ×10−3 times

the total radiative luminosity, for all shock velocities 100 � vs � 500 km s−1

(from the set of pre-run shock-ionisation Mappings III models for equipartition

magnetic field and either solar or twice-solar abundance; Allen et al. 2008). Thus,

Pjet ≈ (400–650) × LHβ. Knowing that LHβ ≈ 3.7 × 1036 erg s−1, we infer a

mechanical power Pjet ≈ (1.5–2.5)×1039 erg s−1. This value is comparable to the

X-ray luminosity of ULX-1, taking into account the uncertainty in the viewing

angle and therefore the geometric projection factor for the disk emission. It is also

similar to the jet power inferred for SS 433 (Panferov, 2017; Fabrika, 2004). There

is no direct conversion between jet power and luminosity of the radio counterpart

because the latter also depends on other factors such as the ISM density and

magnetic field, and the fraction of kinetic power carried by protons and ions;

however, it is interesting to note that the 5-GHz luminosity L4.9GHz ≈ 2.3× 1034

erg s−1 is within a factor of two of the radio luminosity of other jetted ULXs such

as Holmberg II X-1 (Cseh et al., 2014, 2015a) and NGC5408 X-1 (Cseh et al.,

2012; Lang et al., 2007; Soria et al., 2006a). Thus, the radio luminosity of the

M51 ULX-1 nebula seems to correspond to “average” jetted ULX properties: it is

a factor of 5 more radio luminous than SS 433, but an order of magnitude fainter

than the most exceptional radio bubbles in the local universe, namely NGC7793

S26 (Pakull et al., 2010; Soria et al., 2010) and IC 342 X-1 (Cseh et al., 2012),

which are also a few times larger. The radio spectral index α = −0.6 ± 0.3

confirms that the radio counterpart is dominated by optically-thin synchrotron

emission, as expected for jet lobes.

An alternative method to estimate the jet power (Weaver et al., 1977) is to
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assume that the moderate shock velocity ≈100–150 km s−1 inferred from the

FWHM of the Balmer lines also corresponds to the advance speed of the jet-

powered forward shock into the ISM. In that scenario, the characteristic age

of the bubble is ≈3 ×105v−1
100 yr and the jet power Pjet ≈ 1.0 × 1039v3100ne erg

s−1, where v100 ≡ vs/(100 km s−1) and ne is the ISM number density. This is

consistent with the other jet power estimate.

There is clearly a strong discrepancy between the moderately low FWHM of

all the lines (∼100 km s−1) and the high shock velocity (∼500 km s−1) that would

be needed to produce the higher ionisation lines with the observed ratios; such

high shock velocities are also inconsistent with the observed HWZIs and the mod-

erate gas temperature inferred from the [S ii] lines. Even if we account for the

fact that about half of the high-ionisation line emission occurs in the precursor

region (low turbulent velocity), the discrepancy remains difficult to explain. One

possibility is that there is a contribution from X-ray photo-ionisation, from ULX-

1. The source appears almost edge-on to us, but if, as expected, its polar funnel

is aligned with the major axis of the bubble (i.e., along the jet), there is stronger

direct X-ray irradiation and lower intrinsic absorption along that direction. The

fact that high-ionisation lines are slightly narrower than low-ionisation lines sup-

ports the idea that the former are partly enhanced by X-ray photo-ionisation.

Another possibility is that the shocked gas does have a faster expansion veloc-

ity (comparable with the shock velocity) along the direction of the jet (which is

located approximately in the plane of the sky for us) and a slower expansion in

the other two directions perpendicular to the jet axis; in that case, the line width

observed by us only reflects the lateral expansion speed. Soft thermal X-ray emis-

sion is a possible test for the presence of fast shocks: a shock velocity ≈500 km

s−1 corresponds to a shock temperature ≈0.3 keV. We showed in the previous

chapter that soft thermal emission was indeed detected in the X-ray spectrum

of ULX-1; unfortunately, the location of the source away from the aimpoint in

the Chandra observations, and the low spatial resolution of XMM-Newton, do

not enable us to determine whether the thermal-plasma component comes only

from the central point-like source or from the larger bubble. In the former case,

the X-ray line emission would be directly linked to the disk outflow around the

ULX; in the latter case, it would be from the jet/ISM interaction. New Chandra

observations with the source at the aimpoint may answer this question.

6.3.1.2 Radiative power of ULX-2

The optical spectrum of the nebula around ULX-2 is consistent with a typical H ii

region; this would mean that it is only a coincidence that a ULX is apparently

located inside the nebula, without contributing to its ionisation. To determine
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whether this is the case, we start by measuring its extinction-corrected Hβ lu-

minosity: LHβ ≈ 4.0 × 1036 erg s−1. At Te ≈ 10, 000 K, the emission of one

Hβ photon requires ≈8.5 ionising photons above 12.6 eV (Osterbrock, 1989), and

below ≈0.2 keV (above which energy the ionisation cross section becomes too

low). Therefore, the observed nebular luminosity implies an ionising photon flux

Q(H0) ≈ 8 × 1048 photons s−1. From the best-fitting parameters in the solar-

metallicity stellar tracks, we estimate that the two blue stars in the error circle

of ULX-2 have effective temperatures of ≈20,000 K and ≈17,000 K, and radii of

≈25 R� and ≈36 R�, respectively. Approximating the spectra of the two stars

as blackbodies, we expect a combined ionising flux of ≈1.4 ×1048 photons s−1

above 12.6 eV. Adding a few other blue stars inside the outer boundary of the

nebula still leaves us a factor of 3 short of the required ionising flux. However,

using only the bright blue supergiants for this type of photon accounting can

be misleading. For example, the addition of a single main-sequence mid-type O

star (O6V or O7V), with a temperature ≈35,000–37,000 K, would suffice to pro-

vide the remaining ionising flux (Simón-Dı́az and Stasińska, 2008). Such O-type

dwarfs have an absolute brightness MV ≈ −4.5 mag, negligible compared with

the characteristic absolute brightness MV ≈ −6 mag of the B4–B6 supergiants

around ULX-2. Thus, if one of the four supergiants visible around ULX-2 (Figure

6.2, bottom right) is in a binary system with a mid-type O star, the supergiants

will determine the optical colours and V -band luminosity, but the O star will

provide most of the ionising UV flux. Another way to tackle the problem is to

use starburst99 (Leitherer et al., 1999, 2014) simulations: we find that for a

single population age of 7 Myr, a stellar mass of ≈104M� would be required to

provide the necessary ionising flux. Adding a dust reddening correction for the

M51 halo (as discussed in Sections 6.1.2 and 6.2.1 ) would increase the intrinsic

ionising luminosity of the stars by ≈50%, making it easier to meet the energy

requirements for the H ii region.

Estimating whether there may also be a direct photo-ionising contribution

from ULX-2 is not trivial. The X-ray source is seen at a high inclination angle

θ, which implies that an isotropic conversion of observed high-energy flux into

emitted luminosity may underestimate the disk emission; a conversion factor

≈2π d2/ cos θ is more appropriate than a factor of 4π d2. Taking this into account,

we can always find a sufficiently high viewing angle (in particular, θ � 80◦) to

increase the true emitted disk luminosity of the source. To boost the number

of UV photons, we must also assume that the X-ray source is surrounded by

a large disk that intercepts and reprocesses more than 1% of the X-ray flux.

Thus, an ionising flux Q(H0) ≈ 8× 1048 photons s−1 is consistent with the X-ray

and optical luminosity of ULX-2. However, the problem of this irradiated-disk
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scenario is that it also produces copious amount of photons at energies > 54 eV,

which leads to the emission of He ii λ4686 via recombination of He++ into He+.

No He ii λ4686 emission is detected in the LBT spectra of this nebula, with

an upper limit on its flux of ≈10−16 erg cm−2 s−1, corresponding to an emitted

photon flux �2×1047λ4686 photons s−1. At Te ∼ 10, 000 K, it takes≈4.2 primary

ionising photons >54 eV to produce one λ4686 photon (Pakull and Angebault,

1986; Osterbrock, 1989): thus, the flux of E > 54 eV photons seen by the nebular

gas must be � 8 × 1047 photons s−1 ≈ 0.1Q(H0). Typical models of irradiated

disks (e.g., diskir in xspec) luminous enough to produce the required number of

photons >13.6 eV will also predict too many photons >54 eV (typically, the latter

are predicted to be ≈1/4 of the former, rather than �1/10, as required by the

observed spectrum). Given this evidence, we conclude that the ionised nebula

projected around ULX-2 is a typical H ii region and the ULX, whether located

inside the nebula or not, is not its major ionising source.

6.3.2 Radio brighter and radio fainter ULX bubbles

ULX bubbles are a crucial tool to estimate the emitted power (radiative and ki-

netic luminosity) of the compact object, averaged over the characteristic cooling

timescale of the gas. Moreover, they enable us to identify compact objects with

likely super-critical accretion that currently appear X-ray faint, either because

they are in a low state, or because they are collimated away from us, or because

the direct X-ray emission along our line of sight is blocked by optically thick

material. As more ULX bubbles get discovered or recognised, we are starting

to see that there is no simple correlation between the X-ray luminosity of the

central source and the radio or Balmer line luminosity of the bubble. The dif-

ferences between M51 ULX-1 and ULX-2 illustrated in this chapter are a clear

example. This is also the case when we compare the M51 ULX-1 bubble with

ULX bubbles in other galaxies. For example, the collisionally ionised ULX bub-

ble around Holmberg IX X-1 (Grisé et al., 2011; Abolmasov and Moiseev, 2008;

Pakull and Grisé, 2008; Pakull and Mirioni, 2002) has an Hα luminosity ≈1038

erg s−1 (Abolmasov and Moiseev, 2008; Miller, 1995; Miller and Hodge, 1994), an

order of magnitude higher than that of the M51 ULX-1 bubble, consistent with

a mechanical power of ≈1040 erg s−1; the central ULX powering the Holmberg

IX bubble has an X-ray luminosity LX ≈ 2 × 1040 erg s−1 (Walton et al. 2017

and references therein), again an order of magnitude higher than M51 ULX-1.

However, the Holmberg IX ULX bubble has a 1.4-GHz luminosity of ≈2 ×1034

erg s−1 (our estimate based on the radio maps of Krause et al. 1989), similar

to the radio luminosity of M51 ULX-1. Conversely, there are ULXs with more
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luminous radio nebulae (such as Holmberg II X-1 and NGC5408 X-1; see Sec-

tion 6.3.1.1 for references) and proof of powerful jets, but with relatively weak

or no collisionally ionised gas detectable from optical lines. The different ratio of

synchrotron radio luminosity to mechanical power (or radio luminosity to total

accretion power) in different ULXs may be due to various factors: i) a differ-

ent initial kinetic energy distribution between a collimated, relativistic jet and a

slower, more massive disk wind; ii) different composition of the jet (leptonic or

baryonic); iii) different amount of entrainment of ISM matter along the jet path

(related to different ISM densities). We will explore a general classification of

ULX bubbles in terms of their multiband luminosity ratios briefly in Chapter 8.

For the ULXs that do show radio evidence of extended jets, typical 5-GHz

luminosities span an order of magnitude between ≈2×1034 erg s−1 in M51 ULX-

1 to ≈2×1035 erg s−1 in NGC7793-S26 (Soria et al., 2010) and IC 342 X-1

(Cseh et al., 2012); the characteristic age of the ULX bubbles is ∼ a few 105

yr. This luminosity range corresponds to a range of observed fluxes f5GHz ≈ (30–

300) d−2
10 µJy, where d10 is the source distance in units of 10 Mpc. The synchrotron

radio flux observed from microquasar lobes during the active expansion phase,

that is when the jet is still inflating them, was modelled by Heinz (2002) as

f5GHz ∼ 10n0.45
e P 1.3

jet,39

�
2ϕ3/4/(1 + ϕ)

�
t0.45 d−2

10 mJy, where ϕ is the ratio between

the magnetic pressure and the gas pressure at the base of the jet, Pjet,39 is the

jet power in units of 1039 erg s−1, t5 is the age of the jet active phase in units of

105 yr, and ne is the number density in the ISM. While the Heinz (2002) scaling

relation works well for the radio nebula around the neutron star microquasar Cir

X-1, it overestimates the synchrotron radio luminosity of the bubble around the

black hole microquasar Cyg X-1 by at least two orders of magnitude Gallo et al.

(2005); it also over-estimates the synchrotron radio luminosity of ULX bubbles

(given the input mechanical power inferred from line-emission studies) by a sim-

ilar amount. For Cyg X-1, this may be the result of a significant fraction of the

jet energy being stored in baryons that do not radiate (Gallo et al., 2005; Heinz,

2006). A similar explanation may apply to jet-driven ULX bubbles (Soria et al.,

2010).

6.4 Conclusions

We presented the discovery and multiband study of two ionised nebulae spatially

associated with the two eclipsing ULXs in M51, using new and archival data

from Chandra, the LBT, the HST, and the VLA. The nebula around ULX-1 has

a very elongated morphology, indicative of a jet-driven bubble. We showed that

the optical emission lines are collisionally ionised, and that there is a spatially
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resolved radio counterpart. Such findings are consistent with a jet interpretation.

We know from X-ray photometry that ULX-1 is seen almost edge on; therefore

the jet is likely propagating in the plane of the sky, which explains the lack

of systemic velocity shifts observed between the eastern and western ends of

the optical bubble. The mechanical power of the jet estimated from the Hβ

luminosity, Pjet ≈ 2 × 1039 erg s−1, agrees with the power estimated from the

FWHM of the lines (proportional to the shock velocity) and the characteristic

age of the source (t ∼ 105 yr). However, high-ionisation lines (specifically, [Ne v]

λ3426, He ii λ4686, and a few [O iii] lines) are too strong for the shock velocity

vs ∼ 100–150 km s−1 inferred from the width of the low-ionisation lines. Either

there is also a shock component with vs ∼ 500 km s−1, or the high-ionisation lines

are boosted by X-ray photo-ionisation. We favour the latter scenario because the

high-ionisation lines are slightly narrower than the Balmer lines.

Conversely, the nebula around ULX-2 has a quasi-circular appearance and

its line ratios and widths are consistent with a normal H ii region, that is with

stellar photo-ionisation from one or two O-type dwarfs and a few blue supergiants.

There is no radio counterpart and no other evidence of jet emission. The reason

why some ULXs produce jets while others (with comparable X-ray luminosities)

do not, both in the case of the two M51 sources and in the ULX class as a whole,

remains unknown. The lack of high-ionisation lines indicative of X-ray photo-

ionisation suggests that ULX-2 does not have a strong direct contribution to the

ionisation of the nebula. It is likely that the nebula is a chance alignment and is

not powered by the ULX.

The X-ray and multiband flux from the two compact objects and surrounding

nebulae is at the low end of the ULX class distribution; however, the peculiar

property of both sources is that they show X-ray eclipses, from which one can in

principle strongly constrain the binary parameters, the masses of the two com-

pact objects, and the geometry of accretion and emission. Therefore, they are

particularly suitable targets for follow-up multiband studies.

The metallicity of the parent stellar population can have a direct effect on the

type of ULXs and on their observational appearance. For example at super-solar

metallicities, the ratio of neutron stars over black holes is strongly increased,

which may be relevant to the ongoing debate over the relative proportion of

neutron star and black hole accretors in the ULX population. Neutron stars with

a Roche-lobe-filling massive donor star are also more likely to be eclipsing systems

than black holes with the same type of donor star, which may explain why two

eclipsing ULXs (Chapter 5) and another eclipsing X-ray binary with a luminosity

just below the ULX threshold (Wang et al., 2018) were all found in this galaxy.

Our LBT spectra of the ionised gas around ULX-2 are in agreement with the line
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ratios observed in previous optical studies of H ii regions in the disk of M51 (as

discussed in Section 6.2.2.2); however, the conversion between such line ratios and

a metallicity scale remains a subject of debate, with alternative models suggesting

either Z ≈ 0.015 (slightly sub-solar) or Z ≈ 0.04 (2.5 times super-solar). Future,

more accurate, determinations of the metallicity in nearby spiral galaxies will

provide an important input parameter to test population synthesis models of

ULXs.

6.5 Summary

In this chapter we presented the optical and radio counterparts to the eclipsing

ULXs discovered in M51, ULX-1 and ULX-2. This multiwavelength effort was

designed to better understand the mechanical power output of each ULX. The

key results are:

• We discovered an elongated, 100×30 pc optical emission-line nebula coin-

cident with ULX-1. The optical spectra suggests the gas is shock-ionised,

consistent with the effects of a jet with mechanical power of Pjet ∼ 2 ×
1039 erg s−1, which is equivalent to the radiative power.

• Steep-spectrum radio emission is also found coincident with ULX-1, further

evidence of a relativistic jet.

• Conversely, the circularly-shaped ionised optical nebula coincident with

ULX-2 is photo-ionised and has no radio counterpart. This nebula is ionised

by UV photons, rather than X-ray photons from the ULX. We argue that

it is a chance alignment with the ULX, ionised by stellar emission instead.

As we showed in Chapter 5, both ULXs have similar X-ray luminosities (LX ≈
a few 1039 erg s−1), must be viewed at high inclination (being eclipsing sources),

and are likely to be located in ISM regions with similar properties (as they are

only ∼ 400 pc apart along the same spiral arm); however, they have different

X-ray spectral characteristics. Interestingly, we now know that both ULXs are

coincident with extended optical nebulae, although only ULX-1 shows evidence

of recent jet activity. What is driving these contrasting observational properties

is unclear. We discuss potential implications in Chapter 8.
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Chapter 7

Discovery of a new microquasar

in NGC300

This chapter is adapted from:

R. Urquhart, R. Soria, M. W. Pakull, J. C. A. Miller-Jones, G. E. Anderson,

R. M. Plotkin, C. Motch, T.J. Maccarone, A.F. McLeod and S. Scaringi. “A

newly discovered double-double candidate microquasar in NGC300”, accepted

for publication in the Monthly Notices of the Royal Astronomical Society,

DOI:10.1093/mnras/sty2771

For this chapter, my supervisor R. Soria and myself performed

data reduction and analysis on the VLT data. I conducted all

remaining work under the guidance of my supervisory panel.

Work done in the previous chapters on ULXs, and specifically on M51 ULX-1,

showed how the mechanical power of the jets or winds in super-Eddington systems

can also exceed 1039 erg s−1. This is a very high power, that, for example, is

only reached by one known galactic source, SS 433. While our previous chapters

have focused on very luminous systems, in this chapter we examine a candidate

super-Eddington source that does not have an outstanding radiative output but

is remarkable for its mechanical power output.

Using similar techniques to those presented in Chapter 6, we explore the mul-

tiwavelength properties of the candidate super-Eddington microquasar NGC300

S 10. We present X-ray observations that show multiple discrete thermal knots

linearly aligned over a length of ≈150 pc which we interpret as a jet interacting

with the ISM. We also detected a similar scale and aligned radio nebula along

with a coincident optical bubble. Unlike the previously discussed jetted source,
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Figure 7.1: Stacked Chandra ACIS-I image of NGC300 S 10, showing 4 aligned
sources; we refer to those sources as “knots” 1–4, throughout this chapter, as
labelled in this image. Red represents 0.3–1.0 keV, green 1–2 keV, and blue 2–7
keV. Cyan contours show the smoothed VLT continuum-subtracted Hα intensity
map; contour levels are arbitrary and for visualisation purposes. The complex
structure of the Hα emission can be divided into the shock-ionised S 10 region
(associated with the X-ray knots), a photo-ionised H II region (H 10 in Blair and
Long 1997) to the south-west of S 10, and another (smaller) shock-ionised region
(the S 9 SNR in Blair and Long 1997) at the southernmost end, without an X-
ray counterpart. The alignment of X-ray knots and shock-ionised optical line
emission in S 10 is strongly suggestive of a jet.

M51 ULX-1, the radiative luminosity from the compact object is below the Ed-

dington limit for a stellar-mass black hole or neutron star. However, we argue

that the morphology, size and luminosity of the extended X-ray, optical and ra-

dio structure suggest that NGC300 S 10 belongs to the same class of powerful

(Pjet > 1039 erg s−1) microquasars as SS 433, Ho II X-1 and NGC7793-S 26.

Motivated by the re-identification of S 26, which was originally misclassified

as an SNR (Blair and Long, 1997) before being recognised as a microquasar, we

set out to look for other powerful microquasars in SNR catalogues. SNRs and

jet sources have similar physical properties: they both show evidence of shocked

gas and optical line emission, along with coincident X-ray and radio features.

In order to distinguish between the two classes of object, the morphology and
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Figure 7.2: Left panel: Stacked Chandra ACIS-I image of NGC300 S 10. Red
represents 0.3–1.0 keV, green 1–2 keV, and blue 2–7 keV. Cyan contours show the
ATCA 5.5GHz map; contour levels are 2σ ×

√
2
n
, where σ = 2.72µJy beam−1.

The beam size is 2.��91 × 1.��47. Similarly to the Hα emission (Figure 7.1), the radio
emission consists of a component associated and aligned with the X-ray knots in
the S 10 region, plus a component associated with the H 10 H II region (Blair and
Long, 1997) and another component corresponding to the S 9 SNR (Blair and
Long, 1997). Right panel: Same as top panel, but the contours are now from the
ATCA 9GHz map; contour levels are 2σ×

√
2
n
, where σ = 2.78µJy beam−1. The

beam size is 1.��91 × 1.��01. The radio emission at S 10 is spatially resolved both
along the direction of the jet, and in the transverse direction, both at 5.5 and at
9 GHz.

multiband properties must be carefully investigated.

In our search, we noticed an intriguing source previously identified as a bright

optical SNR by D’Odorico et al. (1980) (listed as source number 2 in their Table

3; see also the finding chart in their Figure 3). It is located in the nearby, late-

type spiral NGC300, at a distance of 1.88 ± 0.05 Mpc (Gieren et al., 2005).

The same optical source was observed and studied in more detail by Blair and

Long (1997), who list it as NGC300 S 10 = DDB2. In both studies, the SNR

identification is based on the high ratio between [S ii]λλ6716,6732 and Hα line

emission; line ratios [S ii]:Hα� 0.4 are indicative of shock-ionised gas (Mathewson

and Clarke, 1973; D’Odorico et al., 1978). What is striking about S 10 is that

we found four X-ray sources spatially resolved by Chandra, aligned in the plane

of the sky and associated with the shock-ionised Hα emission (Figure 7.1). This

is very unusual for an SNR; instead, we interpret the X-ray appearance as an

unambiguous signature of a jet. Henceforth, we refer to those four X-ray sources

as knots 1 through 4 (Figure 7.1). Spurred by this discovery, we then observed

the field in the radio band with the ATCA. We found a bright, elongated radio

nebula, overlapping with the X-ray jet (Figure 7.2). This is further evidence for

the presence of collimated, relativistic ejections.
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Table 7.1: Observations used for this work. The exposure time for the radio
observations refers to the total time on source.

Telescope Obs ID/Filter/ν Obs Date Exposure
Chandra/ACIS-I 12238 2010-09-24 63.00 ks

16028 2014-05-16 64.24 ks
16029 2014-11-17 61.27 ks
Total 188.51 ks

HST/ACS F814W 2006-11-09 1542 s
F606W 2006-11-09 1515 s
F475W 2006-11-09 1488 s

VLT/FORS2 Hα 2010-07-10 180 s∗

Hα/4500 2010-07-10 180 s∗

ATCA 5.5/9GHz 2015-10-21 4.53 hr
5.5/9.0GHz 2015-10-22 10.75 hr
5.5/9.0GHz 2015-10-23 10.32 hr
5.5/9.0GHz 2016-08-25 9.95 hr
5.5/9.0GHz 2016-08-26 9.86 hr

Total 45.41 hr

∗ Stack of two 90-s exposures

7.1 Data Analysis

7.1.1 X-ray observations

NGC300 has been observed by Chandra a total of five times. However, in one of

those observations (ID 9883) the candidate microquasar target of our study does

not fall on any of the chips. A second short observation (ID 7072), taken with the

imaging High Resolution Camera (HRC-I), does not have the sensitivity required

to detect the source. Thus, we only used three of the five observations for our X-

ray data analysis (Table 7.1): ACIS-I observations 12238, 16028 and 16029. We

downloaded the data from the public archive, and reprocessed them using stan-

dard tasks from the ciao Version 4.9 software package (Fruscione et al., 2006).

We filtered out high particle background intervals. For our imaging analysis, we

used HEASARC’s ds9 visualisation package. After we identified a number of dis-

crete X-ray sources associated with the target of our study (as discussed in Section

7.2.1), we used the ciao task specextract to extract the background-subtracted

spectrum for each source, in each observation. For the two southernmost sources

(knots 1 and 2), we extracted the source counts from circular regions of radius 3��;

for the other two sources (knbts 3 and 4), we used elliptical regions of axes 3��×2��

(position angle = 330◦), to avoid contamination from the brighter, neighbouring

sources. A local background region was selected, approximately 3 times larger
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than the source regions. Spectral fitting was performed using XSPEC version

12.9.1 (Arnaud, 1996). Because of the low number of counts for each source, to

test the goodness of our fits we used XSPEC’s implementation of W statistics.

7.1.2 Radio observations

NGC300 S 10 was observed with the ATCA over three consecutive nights, start-

ing on 2015 October 21. A total integration time on source of 25.6 hours was

achieved. We then re-observed NGC300 one year later, this time for two consec-

utive nights, 2016 August 25–26. For the 2015 observations, S 10 was the target

and hence at the phase centre, while the follow-up observations were offset to ob-

serve another source in the same field, with the phase centre at RA = 00h55m02.s5,

Dec = −37◦40�10.��5, approximately 4.�5 from S 10. For both observation sets, two

2048MHz bands were observed simultaneously, centred at 5.5GHz and 9.0GHz,

using the Compact Array Broadband Backend (CABB; Wilson et al., 2011). The

telescope was in its extended 6A configuration during all of the observations,

resulting in a maximum baseline of 5938.8m. B1934−638 was used as both a

bandpass and flux calibrator. We used B0104−408 as the phase calibrator. The

bandpass/flux calibrator was observed at the start of the observation for 10 min-

utes while the phase calibrator was observed for 1 minute every 15 minute block.

We used the MIRIAD package (Sault et al., 1995) for gain and phase calibra-

tion. The data were then imaged with the CASA (McMullin et al., 2007) software

package, with the CLEAN algorithm. All three nights (two nights for the 2016

observing run) of observations were stacked at each frequency and we imaged

the data with Briggs weighting at a robust value of one in order to downweight

the sidelobes from nearby sources. Finally, we combined the two observing runs

to create a single mosaic image for each frequency. The cleaned, primary beam

corrected images for both frequencies are shown in Figure 7.3. The 5.5GHz im-

age has a Gaussian restoring beam of 2.��91 × 1.��47 (position angle −0.◦6 East of

North) and an rms noise level of 2.72µJy beam−1 at the location of S 10. The

9GHz image has a Gaussian restoring beam of 1.��91 × 1.��01 (position angle −1.◦2

East of North) and a local rms noise level of 2.78µJy beam−1.

In order to construct a spectral index map (Figure 7.3, right), we first con-

volved the 9GHz image with the beam of the 5.5GHz image. The 5.5GHz image

was then re-gridded to match the 9GHz image, with the CASA task imregrid.

We then created a two-point spectral index map (Figure 7.3, top right), along

with a corresponding error map (Figure 7.3, bottom right). Both data sets were

masked to their respective 3σ thresholds prior to use.
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Figure 7.3: Top left panel: ATCA 5.5GHz image. Contours levels are 2σ×
√
2
n
,

where σ = 2.72µJy beam−1. Bottom left panel: ATCA 9GHz image with 5.5GHz
contours for reference. In both images, the radio nebula is aligned with the X-ray
knots, which suggests that both are the result of a jet. Top right panel: Spectral
index map made from the ATCA 5.5 and 9GHz images. The 9GHz image was
convolved with the 5.5GHz beam. We mask values below 3σ in their respective
5.5 and 9GHz images. Bottom right panel: Error values for our spectral index
map. We find that the central source has a steep spectral index (α = −0.4±0.2),
consistent with optically-thin synchrotron emission. To the southwest we see the
Hii region, H 10 (Blair and Long, 1997), which, as expected, has a flatter spectral
index (α ∼ −0.1− 0.3± 0.3) than S 10.
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Figure 7.4: Left panel: HST/ACS-WFC RGB colour image of S 10. Red repre-
sents the F814W band, green is the F606W band and blue is the F475W band.
Overlaid are the ATCA 5.5GHz contours in white and, in magenta, the 95%
confidence Chandra error circles (Section 7.1.4) for the peak-emission location of
each knot. There is nebular emission (likely Hα plus [N II], which are covered by
the F606W bandpass) coincident with X-ray knot 2 and the peak radio emission.
The star-forming region and photo-ionised nebula H 10 (Blair and Long, 1997) is
to the south-west. Right panel: Zoomed-in image of the inner part of the S 10
complex around the extended X-ray knot 2, more clearly showing the two separate
nebulae (in green). The magenta circle represents the 95% confidence Chandra
central position of the brightest knot (Section 7.2.3.2). Letters indicate potential
optical counterparts for the accreting compact object. The distinct morphology
of the line-emitting nebula around the peak X-ray and radio emission could be a
result of anisotropic ejecta from a progenitor SN or it could be gas shock-ionised
by the jet and the counterjet.

7.1.3 Optical observations

7.1.3.1 HST imaging

We downloaded publicly available HST data for NGC300 from the Hubble Legacy

Archive1. The observations (proposal ID 10915) were taken on 2006 November 9

with the WFC of the ACS. We used the broadband filters F475W, F606W and

F814W, with exposure times 1488 s, 1515 s and 1542 s respectively. We created a

three-colour image using the F475W, F606W and F814W bands (Figure 7.4).

We performed aperture photometry on potential optical counterparts to the

X-ray knots. Source count rates for each filter were extracted from 0.15 arcsec

(3 pixels) circular regions. We selected nearby backgrounds at least three times

larger than the source regions. We used the encircled energy fractions of Siri-

anni et al. (2005) to determine the aperture correction and calculate the source

count rates at infinite apertures. Finally, we converted count rates to physical

1http://hla.stsci.edu/hlaview.html
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Figure 7.5: Left panel: smoothed VLT/FORS2 continuum-subtracted Hα image
of S 10 with the Chandra 95% error circles for the four X-ray knots in cyan and
5.5GHz ATCA contours overlaid in green. As already noted in the HST image
(Figure 7.4), the two regions with the strongest Hα emission are located on either
side of X-ray knot 2. However, the VLT image also shows a larger Hα nebula,
extending south as far as X-ray knot 1. Right panel: Zoomed-in view of the core
region, from the continuum-subtracted VLT/FORS2 image. The cyan circles
mark the position of X-ray knots 1 and 2.

magnitudes using the zeropoint tables for ACS-WFC2.

7.1.3.2 VLT imaging

Finally, from the ESO Science Archive Facility3, we downloaded publicly avail-

able VLT data to better study the narrow-band Hα emission. NGC300 S 10 was

observed on 2010 July 10 with two consecutive FORS2 90 s exposures (with the

first exposure starting at Universal Time 09:54:45) with the “H Alpha+83” in-

terference filter4. The filter has a central wavelength of 6563 Å and a FWHM of

61 Å; thus, it also includes the [N ii]λλ6548,6583 lines. The collimator was in

standard resolution. The seeing was ≈0.��6 and the airmass sec z = 1.03. This

was followed by two consecutive 90 s exposures with the “H Alpha/4500+61”

interference filter, centred at 6665 Å, for continuum subtraction.

We stacked the two 90 s Hα exposures and the corresponding continuum ex-

posures using the iraf software Version 2.16 (Tody, 1993) package imcombine.

We aligned the stacked Hα and continuum images with the iraf package ccmap,

relying on ≈ 30 common bright sources. Finally, we subtracted the continuum

using the iraf package imarith. The resulting image is displayed in Figure 7.5.

We used the continuum-subtracted image for flux measurements (Section 7.2.3).

2http://www.stsci.edu/hst/acs/analysis/zeropoints
3http://archive.eso.org/cms.html
4http://www.eso.org/sci/facilities/paranal/instruments/fors/inst/Filters.html
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Table 7.2: Central position of each X-ray knot; knot 2 is spatially resolved, while
knots 1, 3 and 4 are unresolved.

RA (J2000) Dec (J2000)

Knot 1 00h54m40.s99 (±0.��44) −37◦40�52.��2 (±0.��42)
Knot 2 00h54m40.s79 (±0.��41) −37◦40�48.��7 (±0.��38)
Knot 3 00h54m40.s53 (±0.��48) −37◦40�43.��3 (±0.��45)
Knot 4 00h54m40.s41 (±0.��57) −37◦40�40.��0 (±0.��55)

7.1.4 Astrometric alignment

The default Chandra/ACIS-I astrometry is known to be accurate within ≈0��.75

for 90% of the observations5. To improve on this value, we aligned the stacked

Chandra image to the DR1 Gaia astrometric frames (Lindegren et al., 2016; Gaia

Collaboration et al., 2016a,b) which has a mean uncertainty σ ≈ 0.3 mas. Be-

cause of the low number of X-ray sources, we were only able to find five common,

bright point sources suitable for frame alignment. After alignment, we find po-

sition error residuals of ≈0.��1–0.��2. We determined the central position of each

X-ray source using the ciao task wavdetect on the stacked Chandra/ACIS-I im-

age. To estimate their respective confidence error circles, we calculated the 95%

statistical uncertainty for the central position of each source using Eq. (5) from

Hong et al. (2005); we then combined (in quadrature) those statistical uncertain-

ties and the Chandra/Gaia alignment residuals. We also aligned our HST images

in the F475W, F606W and F814W bands and our VLT Hα/4500 and Hα bands

onto the Gaia astrometric frame, using > 100 common, bright, non-saturated

sources. This provides a positional accuracy within 0.��009 for the HST images

and 0.��03 for the VLT images. We assume that the radio and Gaia astrometric

frames are consistent with each other, within the relative uncertainties.

7.2 Results

7.2.1 X-ray results

7.2.1.1 X-ray knots

The Chandra data reveal the presence of four X-ray sources that appear linearly

aligned with a total projected length of ≈ 17�� ≈ 150 pc (Figure 7.2). No other

X-ray sources are detected within a circle of radius ≈ 1�. Additionally, we only

expect ≈ 4× 10−3 extragalactic sources (Lehmer et al., 2012) with 0.5− 2.0 keV

fluxes greater than f0.5−2.0 keV = 1.9×10−15 erg cm−2 s−1 (the flux of the dimmest

5http://cxc.harvard.edu/cal/ASPECT/celmon/
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Figure 7.6: Enclosed ACIS-I count fraction as a function of distance from the
centre of a source. The black points represent the PSF of Chandra/ACIS-I, from
a 1000-iteration Monte Carlo simulation, at the location of S 10, for ObsID 16028.
The red points represent the measured extent of knot 2 from the same observation.
Shaded regions indicate 1σ errors. At the distance of 1.88 Mpc, 1 ACIS-I pixel
corresponds to ≈4.5 pc. The comparison shows that the source is significantly
extended.

source, knot 4) within a region equivalent to the projected area of the radio bubble

(i.e., 19��× 6�� ≈ 8.80× 10−6 deg2); therefore a physical connection between those

aligned sources is highly likely. We shall refer to those four visually distinct X-

ray sources as knots 1 to 4 (starting from the southernmost one). The central

positions of those four knots are listed in Table 7.2.

Of those four sources, knot 2 appears, at first sight, spatially extended (Figure

7.2) and larger than the other three. We quantified this visual impression with

the MARX6 simulation software. Using the task simulate psf, we simulated 1000

PSFs at the location of S 10 on the ACIS-I chip during ObsID 16028. For this

ensemble of simulated PSFs, the average encircled energy fraction as a function

of radius was determined with the ciao task ecf calc. We compared this value

to the observed encircled energy fraction of knot 2 during ObsID 16028. The

results are displayed in Figure 7.6. The shape of the PSF does not match that

observed for knot 2, indicating that knot 2 is indeed extended. It is consistent

with two point-like sources separated by ≈1.��2 and oriented roughly along the

same direction defined by the other knots.

There are insufficient counts to do meaningful spectral analyses on the in-

dividual X-ray knots for individual epochs. However, we can investigate source

6http://cxc.harvard.edu/ciao/threads/marx/
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variability and evolution of the hardness ratios from the three epochs spaced over

≈4 years. For the hardness ratios, we define the soft band as 0.3–1.2 keV (fol-

lowing the combined ultra-soft and soft bands in the Chandra Source Catalogue;

Evans et al. 2010), and 1.2–7.0 keV for the hard band. Since the ACIS-I detector

has lost sensitivity over the years, especially in the soft band, we must correct

the count rates measured in ObsID 12338 (Cycle 11) to make them comparable

with the count rates measured in Cycle 15 (ObsIDs 16028 and 16029). We did

that using the online tool pimms7 version 4.8e. For knot 1, we assumed a thermal

plasma model with temperature kT ≈ 0.8 keV, while for knots 2, 3 and 4 we

assumed a temperature of kT ≈ 0.4 keV. These assumptions are based on our

spectral fitting after we combined the spectra from all three Chandra epochs, as

described later in this section8 The cycle-corrected hard and soft count rates are

displayed in Table 7.3. We find no significant variability for any of the knots,

in either band, over all three epochs. The corresponding hardness ratios are dis-

played in Table 7.4. While knots 2, 3 and 4 all have similar spectral hardnesses,

knot 1 appears harder. As with the count rates, no significant hardness ratio

variability is detected across all four knots and all three epochs.

In order to conduct spectral modelling of the knots, we stacked the three

Chandra epochs. Each of the knots has insufficient counts for χ2 statistics and so

W statistics were used. We first attempted to fit each of the knots with a simple

absorbed power-law model (TBabs × po). However all power-law fits yielded un-

physically high absorption and photon indices. For example, fitting knot 2 with

an absorbed power-law model yields a best-fit photon index Γ ≈ 10 and column

density nH = 1022 cm−2, for a W statistic of 87.7 and 72 degrees of freedom.

Instead, we find (Table 7.5) that all four knots are well described by thermal

plasma models, such as mekal (Mewe et al., 1986, 1985). No additional intrinsic

absorption is required, and thus we use a single TBabs component fixed to the

line-of-sight column density towards NGC300 (nH = 3 × 1020 cm−2; Dickey and

Lockman 1990; Kalberla et al. 2005). As expected from the hardness ratios (Ta-

ble 7.4), knot 1 appears hotter than the rest. The unabsorbed X-ray luminosities

of the knots ranges from ≈1 ×1036 erg s−1 for the dimmest knot (knot 4) to ≈7

×1036 erg s−1 for the brightest (knot 2). For the spectrum of the combined emis-

sion of all knots, we find a best-fitting thermal plasma temperature T ≈ 0.6 keV

and an unabsorbed bolometric luminosity L ≈ 1.1× 1037 erg s−1. The model for

this best-fitting thermal plasma is shown in Figure 7.7 with the fit parameters

7http://cxc.harvard.edu/toolkit/pimms.jsp
8The cycle-to-cycle corrections to the ACIS-I count rates are relatively small and do not

substantially depend on the choice of model; the results listed in Table 7.3 are essentially
unchanged (differences � 10%) if we assume the same plasma temperature for all knots, or if
we use a steep power-law spectral model.
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Figure 7.7: Chandra/ACIS-I stacked spectrum of the combined knots emission
from observations 12238, 16028 and 16029, fitted with a thermal plasma model;
the best-fitting plasma temperature is kT = 0.6± 0.1 keV. See Table 7.5 for the
fit parameters.

displayed in Table 7.5. While the spectrum is well fitted by thermal plasma alone,

we also try a thermal plasma plus power-law model. We fix the power-law photon

index to Γ = 1.7, typical of X-ray binaries with X-ray luminosities similar to the

core of S 10 (see Sections 7.2.1.2 and 7.3.4 for more details). However, we find no

statistically significant improvement to the fit, with a maximum power-law con-

tribution of L < 2× 1036 erg s−1 at the 90% confidence level. Thus, by Occam’s

razor, our preferred model is the simple best-fitting thermal plasma model.

The normalisation constant for the mekal component (at zero redshift) is

defined as K = 10−14
�
(ne nH dV )/(4πd2) ≈ 10−14 n2

e V/(4πd
2), where V is the

volume of the emitting region, ne is the electron density, nH is the nuclear density

and d is the distance. We approximate the X-ray structure as five spherical sources

(two of them corresponding to knot 2) with radii similar to or smaller than the

Chandra resolution, ≈0.��4 ≈ 1.1 × 1019 cm; this corresponds to a total volume

V � 3 × 1058 cm3 for the emitting plasma region. Thus, for the best-fitting

normalisation K ≈ 9 × 10−6 in our spectral model (Table 7.5), we estimate a

lower limit to the density of the hot plasma component, ne � 4 cm−3.

7.2.1.2 X-ray core

If, as we suggest, S 10 is a powerful microquasar within NGC300, then we expect

to find a hard X-ray source at its core, a signature of accretion. However, we do
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not observe this; all the knots are best-fitted with soft thermal plasma models,

with the majority of emission being < 2 keV. We do find a marginal detection of

6+8
−5 net counts9 in the 2–7 keV band, near the central position of the brightest

knot (knot 2). However, this is also consistent with the ≈5.8 net counts expected

from a thermal plasma at a temperature of 0.53 keV, fitted to the spectrum of

knot 2. From that, we estimate a 90% upper limit of ≈6 ×10−5 net ct s−1 from

a point-like power-law core (in addition to the soft thermal emission). For an

assumed photon index Γ = 1.7, this corresponds to a luminosity L0.3−7 keV ≈ 1036

erg s−1. No other knots have significant 2–7 keV emission, and thus, regardless

of where the central source is, we can take this value as the upper limit of the

current accretion luminosity of the central engine.

In the absence of a well-resolved, point-like hard source, we can use indirect

arguments to constrain the possible location of the candidate microquasar core.

Spatially resolved X-ray jets comprising a series of bright knots are seen in some

AGN: most famously, in M87 (Wilson and Yang, 2002; Marshall et al., 2002b)

and NGC5128 (Hardcastle et al., 2003; Kraft et al., 2002). In those cases, the

active nucleus is generally located at one end of the string of X-ray knots, because

the jet coming towards us is brighter than the (usually undetected) counter-jet.

In the NGC300 candidate microquasar, this would correspond to knot 1 (which is

also the one with the hardest X-ray colours and hottest mekal fit temperatures).

However, the lobe-like morphology of the inner knot of Hα emission (pointing

towards the south-east: Figure 7.4), and the shape of the larger Hα bubble (Figure

7.5) suggest that knot 1 is unlikely to be the origin of the jet, and that the core

is most likely associated with knot 2 (the most luminous part of the system in

X-rays, radio and Hα). We have already shown that knot 2 is extended (Figure

7.6), and suggest that it likely consists of two sources separated by ≈1.��2 and also

aligned in the general direction of the other knots. Thus, we suggest that knot

2 consists of a pair of ejecta or hot spots from the approaching and receding jet

and that the core resides somewhere between the two.

7.2.2 Radio results

From the ATCA images, we discovered a bright, resolved and elongated radio

structure aligned along the axis of the X-ray knots (Figure 7.2). The majority of

the radio emission comes from a region coincident with the first and second X-ray

knots, with the radio peak coincident with X-ray knot 2. In the 5.5GHz image,

we also detect a region of enhanced radio emission, which we refer to as a ‘radio

9Within the 1.��5 aperture, we expect ≈0.6 background counts, which makes the X-ray emis-
sion in the hard band significant at the ≥ 99% level, according to Poisson statistics in the
presence of a background (Kraft et al., 1991).
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Table 7.6: Integrated ATCA 5.5 and 9GHz fluxes. For fluxes values obtained
via the CASA task imfit we provide spectral indices. The steep spectral index
of the core suggests that the emission is coming from optically-thin synchrotron
emission, as expected from other radio bubbles.

Object 5GHz flux 9GHz flux α
µJy µJy

Total 520± 15 380± 20
Core 429± 30 352± 29 −0.4± 0.2
Knot 75± 7 39± 17∗ −1.3± 0.9
H ii Region 511± 15 302± 24

∗ Flux integrated over region defined by radio node in the 5.5GHz
image

node’, north-west of the bright, central radio component, near X-ray knot 4; the

same radio node is a marginal detection at 9 GHz. From the 5.5GHz image,

we measure a total size of the elongated radio bubble as 19�� × 6�� ≈ 170 × 55 pc

(for a distance of 1.88 Mpc). This emitting region is clearly resolved both along

and across the jet direction, because the beam size is only ≈26 × 13 pc (Section

7.1.2).

We find total integrated flux densities of f5.5GHz = 520± 15µJy and f9GHz =

380±20µJy for the 5.5 and 9GHz bands, respectively. This equates to a 5.5GHz

radio luminosity of L5.5GHz ≈ 1.2× 1034 erg s−1. We fitted a 2-dimensional Gaus-

sian profile to the central, and brightest, region of S 10 using the CASA task

imfit, to estimate the flux coming from the core. We find peak intensities of

87.8± 2.7µJy beam−1 and 35.0± 2.8µJy beam−1 at 5.5 and 9GHz respectively,

and integrated flux densities of 429 ± 30µJy and 371 ± 29µJy. We also used a

2-dimensional Gaussian profile fit in the 5.5GHz map to measure the integrated

flux of the radio node to the northwest of the core; we find a flux of 79.5±5.3µJy.

The knot is only marginally detected in the 9GHz image, with an integrated flux

of 17.9± 4.4µJy. Our measured radio fluxes are summarised in Table 7.6.

The spectral index α (defined as fν ∝ να) ranges from about −0.7 to about

−0.4 (with typical errors of ≈ ±0.2) near the central region (where the radio

emission is strongest), at the location of X-ray knot 2 (Figure 7.3). This is

consistent with optically-thin synchrotron emission. There are also hints of a

flattening of the spectral index towards the edges (near X-ray knots 1 and 3).

We also measured the spectral index of the radio node at the north-west end of

the bubble, finding α = −1.3± 0.9 there10. It is unclear whether this radio node

10The node is only marginally detected at 9GHz. To determine its spectral index, we used
the region defined by the 5.5GHz imfit output and integrated the flux over this same area for
the 9GHz image.
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is associated with the X-ray knot 4, as the peak radio emission (in the 5.5GHz

band) of the radio node appears to be slightly offset to the northwest of the X-ray

knot (Figure 7.2, top panel).

We also detect radio emission from the nearby, unassociated Hii region H10

(Blair and Long, 1997), southwest of S 10 (Figure 7.3). The spectral index in

this region is much flatter than in the candidate microquasar bubble (Figure

7.3), as expected for the spectral index of an Hii region. At 5.5GHz, the peak

flux density of the Hii region is 52.6 ± 2.7µJy beam−1 and the integrated flux

density is 511± 15µJy. At 9GHz, the peak flux density is 30.1± 2.8µJy beam−1

and the integrated flux is 302 ± 24µJy. A few arcsec further to the southwest,

another region with steep spectral index corresponds to the supernova remnant

catalogued as S 9 in Blair and Long (1997). A study of H 10 and S 9 is beyond

the scope of this work.

7.2.3 Optical results

7.2.3.1 Diffuse emission

Blair and Long (1997) used CCD imaging and spectroscopic data taken in 1987

with the 2.5-m du Pont telescope to measure Hα and [S ii] fluxes of optical SNR

candidates in NGC300. Their source S 10 = DDB2 corresponds to the X-ray and

radio structures discussed in this chapter. S 10 is listed in the catalogue of Blair

and Long (1997) with a line ratio [S ii]:(Hα plus [N ii]) ≈ 0.67, indicative of shock-

ionised gas, and with an Hα flux FHα ≈ 8.3×10−15 erg cm−2 s−1 (Blair and Long,

1997, from the average surface brightness and size in their Table 3A). This value

has already been corrected for spectral contamination from [N ii]λλ6548,6583,

which Blair and Long (1997) assumed to be 25% of the Hα emission, based on an

average value over their sample of SNR candidates in NGC300. In fact, individual

long-slit spectra of S 10 also from Blair and Long (1997) show a slightly larger

[N ii] contribution of ∼35%, implying an Hα flux FHα ≈ 7.7× 10−15 erg s−1. The

diameter of this line-emitting region was reported by Blair and Long (1997) as

only ≈14 pc11. This is much smaller than the size of the Hα structure we see for

example in the VLT images (Figure 7.5). We suspect that the S 10 measurements

of Blair and Long (1997) refers only to the brightest core of the nebula, near

X-ray knot 2, not to the larger structure around it. Thus, we expect the total

Hα flux from the whole region to be a few times larger.

In 2006, follow-up spectroscopic observations of NGC300 by Millar et al.

(2011), with the 2.3-m Advanced Technology Telescope at Siding Spring Obser-

vatory, indicated a slightly lower [Sii]:Hα ratio of 0.35 ± 0.15 for S 10, although

11Rescaled to our adopted distance of 1.88 Mpc; Blair and Long (1997) used 2.1 Mpc.
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the source was still classified as an SNR based on its multiband properties. More

importantly, Millar et al. (2011) found that the S 10 emission region is signif-

icantly larger (diameter of ≈56 pc) than originally reported, and an order of

magnitude more luminous (FHα = (10.5 ± 1.4) × 10−14 erg cm−2 s−1). This flux

value was based on the extrapolation to the whole nebula of the integrated line

flux measured from a long-slit observation; such extrapolations are fraught with

uncertainties. Moreover, at the average seeing of Siding Spring Observatory, S 10

is inevitably contaminated by emission from the nearby H10 Hii region, which

may explain the lower value of [Sii]:Hα measured by Millar et al. (2011). Size

and flux discrepancies for several other NGC300 sources between Blair and Long

(1997) and Millar et al. (2011) are also discussed in the latter paper.

To improve on those previous two studies and resolve their discrepancies, we

investigated the diffuse optical emission at S 10 using archival HST/ACS images

in the F475W, F606W and F814W filters. This is possible because the broad-

band filter F606W also includes the wavelengths around Hα; therefore, we expect

regions of strong Hα emission to show up in green, in a true-colour image from

those three bands. There are indeed two bright regions of Hα emission (Figure

7.4, bottom panel), separated by a distance of ≈20 pc, on either side of the cen-

tral location of X-ray knot 2. The southern Hα source has a lobe-like structure,

which suggests that the gas has been shocked by some kind of fast ejection: either

a microquasar jet or collimated ejecta during a supernova (SN) explosion. The

lobe-like source has a diameter of ≈0.��8, corresponding to ≈15 pc; it is aligned

along the same direction defined by the string of X-ray knots and by the elongated

radio source. This is most likely the source identified and measured by Blair and

Long (1997, their Figure 3).

To investigate the presence of fainter, much more extended Hα emission, and

to measure its flux, we used the continuum-subtracted VLT image. Although

at lower spatial resolution, we clearly recover (Figure 7.5) the two innermost

Hα emission regions already seen in the broadband HST image. Additionally,

we see an extended bubble, stretching between and around X-ray knots 1 and

2 (characteristic size of ≈60 pc), with a brighter spot almost coincident with

X-ray knot 1 (Figure 7.5). The emission region is bounded on its southern side

by a slightly brighter rim. We speculate that this Hα-emitting bubble has been

inflated by a source of kinetic power probably located near X-ray knot 2: the

same source of kinetic power responsible for the radio and X-ray emission.

To measure the flux of the extended Hα region, we defined suitable source

and background regions in the continuum-subtracted VLT image (Figure 7.5),

with the imaging and photometry tool DS9. We then used the VLT FORS2
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Exposure Time Calculator in Imaging Mode12 to convert from the measured net

count rate to a physical line emission flux. We assumed a contribution of [N

ii]λλ6548,6583 equal to (30±5)% of the Hα flux. This choice is based on the line

ratios measured directly for S 10 by Blair and Long (1997) and Millar et al. (2011),

and takes also into account the small fraction of [N ii] flux that falls outside the

VLT filter passband. We obtain a flux FHα = (4.1 ± 0.5) × 10−14 erg cm−2 s−1.

The error is the quadrature sum of the uncertainty on the [N ii]λλ6548,6583

contribution and a rough estimate of the range of values we obtained for slightly

different choices of the outer boundary of the S 10 bubble. We also verified this

flux estimate by estimating the ratio (a factor of 5) between the Hα counts in

the whole bubble and in the bright core, for which Blair and Long (1997) had

reported a flux of ≈8×10−15 erg cm−2 s−1. Finally, we confirmed the consistency

of our estimate by comparing our measured VLT count rates for S 10 and for

isolated SNR candidates that have a more reliable flux measurement in Blair

and Long (1997); we obtained the same estimate of an S 10 Hα flux between

≈4–5×10−14 erg cm−2 s−1. At the distance of 1.88 Mpc, this corresponds to a

luminosity LHα = (1.7±0.2)×1037 erg s−1 and (for a standard Balmer decrement

from Case B recombination) LHβ = (6± 1)× 1036 erg s−1.

7.2.3.2 Stellar counterparts

We selected a few potential optical counterparts in the HST images (Figure 7.4)

located close to knot 2, as this is the most likely location of the true nuclear source

(as discussed in Section 7.2.1.2 and from the Hα morphology discussed in 7.2.3.1);

we measured their optical brightnesses and colours with iraf. We interpreted

their physical properties by comparing those values with the Padova theoretical

stellar isochrones13 (Bressan et al., 2012; Chen et al., 2015) for a metallicity

Z = 0.015 (Table 7.7). Specifically, we estimated the age, mass, radius and

temperature on the nearest isochrone to each star. In doing so, we assumed that

any emission we see is due to a single star and not to an accretion disc around the

compact object or to multiple stars. Source A is the bluest and brightest stellar

source in the field, a B-type giant; however, it appears unlikely to be the true

optical counterpart of the central engine, as it resides outside of a lobe-shaped Hα

nebula (Figure 7.4), and therefore, offset from the likely direction of the jet that

inflated that structure14. Star C is also outstanding in brightness and colour from

the rest of the stellar population in the field: it is consistent with an intermediate-

12https://www.eso.org/observing/etc/
13Available at http://stev.oapd.inaf.it/cgi-bin/cmd
14If we attribute the offset from the jet axis to proper motion of the star after the main jet

activity phase, we require a projected velocity of ≈100 km s−1 for ≈105 yr.
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Table 7.7: HST magnitudes and physical parameters of three potential optical
counterparts of the true nuclear source of S 10. The optical counterparts (along
with the lettering) corresponds to those outlined in Figure 7.4. Observed magni-
tudes are converted to physical properties using the theoretical isochrones for a
metallicity Z = 0.015. The stellar radii are calculated using the surface gravity
and total mass. Colours for Star 4 are dominated by intrinsic reddening and thus
comparison to theoretical isochrones are meaningless.

# F814W F606W F475W Age Mass Radius Temperature Luminosity

mag mag mag Myr M� R� K erg s−1

A −3.67± 0.02 −3.86± 0.02 −3.88± 0.02 ∼ 50 7 110 12,300 2× 1037

B −2.77± 0.07 −2.10± 0.05 −1.86± 0.06 ∼ 200 4 120 6,600 2× 1036

C −4.91± 0.01 −2.30± 0.06 −0.66± 0.05 ∼ 500 3 1,600 3,400 2× 1037

D −3.30± 0.04 ≥ −0.7 ≥ −0.1 N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A

age AGB star (near the top of the AGB branch), and it lies along the direction

of the jet. Perhaps the most intriguing candidate optical counterpart is star D.

It is also located along the direction of the jet, approximately half way between

the two peaks of Hα emission (Figure 7.4). It is detected as a moderately bright

source only in the F814W image (Vegamag m814 ≈ 23.1 mag). Its extremely

red colour (m606 − m814 > 2.6 mag; m475 − m814 > 3.2 mag) suggest a high

intrinsic reddening, higher than for any other neighbouring star; this could be due

for example to circumstellar dust. For example, among the possible alternative

interpretations, we cannot rule out that star D is a hypergiant or Wolf-Rayet

star with intrinsic absolute brightness MV < −7 mag, but a strong extinction

AV � 7 mag. We shall mention later (Section 7.3.2) that a massive donor star

surrounded by shells of ejected material is consistent with one of the scenarios

discussed for the feeding of this candidate microquasar. Further investigations

on the nature of star D is beyond the scope of this work. A discussion on the

relative contributions of accretion disk and donor star to the optical emission is

also left to further work.

We also searched for unusually bright, point-like optical sources at the location

of the other X-ray knots, but did not find any unusual candidate. Most of the

other stars visible in the HST image of the field (Figure 7.4) are red giants from

an intermediate-age population (age of ∼ a few 108 yr), with a few B-type main

sequence stars from a younger population.

As in our ATCA data, the Hii region the the southwest, H 10 (Blair and

Long, 1997), is clearly visible. The HST images show that there is strong F606W

emission coincident with a population of bright, blue stars (Figure 7.4).
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7.3 Discussion

We have identified a chain of four thermal X-ray sources aligned with each other

and with an elongated 170-pc-long radio structure. The X-ray and optical sources

are associated with an optical nebula originally identified as an SNR, but which is

also reminiscent of jet-powered ULX bubbles. Here, we argue that the most likely

explanation for the multiband structure is that S 10 is a powerful microquasar,

although we also consider alternative explanations. The X-ray spectra for the

knots are dominated by optically-thin thermal plasma emission, likely a result of

jet/ISM interactions. The radio emission has a steep spectral index, consistent

with optically-thin synchrotron emission; this is consistent with a relativistic elec-

tron population energized by a microquasar jet. Finally, the associated optical

line-emission regions are shock-ionised, consistent with a forward shock propa-

gating into the ISM, caused by the impact of a microquasar jet or fast SN ejecta.

This is displayed in Figure 7.8, where the Chandra, ATCA and VLT images have

been aligned and rotated to demonstrate the connections between structures ob-

served in each band. In this section, we collate and examine in more detail the

observational properties of S 10 that have led to our microquasar interpretation.

Finally, we attempt to determine the jet power of S 10.

7.3.1 Emission processes in the knots

An important finding of our Chandra analysis is that the X-ray emission is from

thermal plasma. This is likely the result of jet-driven shocks propagating into

the ISM. The density inferred for the X-ray emitting hot plasma (Section 7.2.1)

is consistent with typical pre-shock ISM densities ∼ 1 cm−3. It is hard to com-

pare the knotty structure of the NGC300 candidate microquasar (Figure 7.8)

with the fine details of X-ray jet knots seen in nearby AGN such as M87 and

NGC5128, because of the much higher spatial resolution (relative to jet length)

and signal-to-noise ratio for the latter class of jets. Instead, the Chandra images

of the S 10 jet are reminiscent of the X-ray appearance of jets in higher-redshift

radio galaxies and quasars (e.g., Massaro et al., 2011, 2015; McKeough et al.,

2016). However, appearances can be deceptive. The X-ray emission from AGN

and quasar jets (including the emission from their hot spots) is almost always

non-thermal (Harris and Krawczynski, 2006): either synchrotron radiation from

relativistic electrons (with Lorentz factors γ � 107), or inverse Compton scat-

tering of cosmic microwave background photons off slightly less energetic elec-

trons (γ ∼ 103). The only few exceptions, where X-ray hot spots have been

attributed to thermal emission, are sources in which the AGN jet is colliding

with a dense, cold cloud; e.g., the jets in the radio galaxies PKS 2152−699 (Ly
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et al., 2005), 4C+29.30 (Siemiginowska et al., 2012), and 3C 277.3 (Worrall et al.,

2016). Instead, in both of the known off-nuclear microquasars (NGC7793 S 26

and NGC300 S 10) with evidence of X-ray jets, the hot spots are dominated by

thermal emission at temperatures ∼0.5 keV. In both sources, the total X-ray

emission from shocked gas is ∼ 2 × 1037 erg s−1. Another iconic microquasar,

the Galactic source SS 433, also has a hot spot consistent with thermal emission,

along the eastern jet (Brinkmann et al., 2007) (instead, the termination shock

further downstream is non-thermal). We do not have enough sources to deter-

mine whether the higher contribution of thermal emission in microquasar hot

spots is due to a comparatively higher ISM density, or to a different composition

and Lorentz factor in the jet.

Another key observational property of S 10 is the elongated radio structure

aligned with the chain of X-ray knots. How the radio and X-ray emission are

linked is unclear: they arise from differing emission mechanisms (synchrotron

and thermal-plasma respectively) but share similar morphologies. In the 5.5GHz

ATCA image, we detect a radio node beyond (further downstream along the

jet) the outer X-ray knot (Figure 7.2). Soria et al. (2010) find that the X-ray

hotspots of S 26 slightly (≈ 20 pc) trail the radio lobes, further evidence that they

arise from different physical processes. We cannot determine whether the outer

X-ray knot and the radio node of S 10 are related (Figure 7.8): the true X-ray

counterpart to the radio node (if there is one) may have already faded.

7.3.2 Origin of the discrete knot structure

The presence of multiple thermal X-ray knots rather than only two termination

hot spots is the main difference between NGC300 S 10 (Figure 7.8) and NGC7793

S 26 (Soria et al., 2010). In this section, we outline possible scenarios that can

give rise to a string of bright knots along the jet.

(i) Discrete relativistic ejecta:

Numerous compact accreting sources produce large-scale moving jets in the form

of discrete ejecta. Ejection of relativistic plasma knots that emit via synchrotron

processes have been observed at radio and X-ray wavelengths in the sub-Eddington

LMXBs H1743-322 (Corbel et al., 2005), XTE J1550-564 (Corbel et al., 2002;

Kaaret et al., 2003b) and XTE J1752-223 (Ratti et al., 2012). On the super-

Eddington side, the ULX Ho II X-1 shows evidence of multiple discrete radio

ejecta (Cseh et al., 2014). While each of the Ho II X-1 knots are not detected

in X-rays, the S 10 jet could be made up of similar discrete ejecta where each

southeast-northwest knot pair is due to a flare or outburst. In this scenario, the
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Figure 7.8: From top to bottom: S 10 jet in X-rays (0.3− 7 keV; scalebar in units
of counts), Hα line (scalebar in units of ADU for the VLT/FORS2 CCD), and
5.5GHz band (scalebar in units of Jy beam−1), rotated to a horizontal position;
and corresponding brightness distribution along the jet in X-rays (red curve)
and radio (blue curve), on the same spatial scale. For the bottom panel, we
measured the X-ray brightness by integrating the pixel counts in 1-pixel-wide
strips perpendicular to the jet axis; we measured the radio intensity from the
peak value along the jet. The dotted black line represents a symmetric Gaussian
approximation of the Chandra PSF of a point-like source at the location of S 10,
determined from our PSF modelling (Section 7.2.1). At the distance of 1.88 Mpc,
1 ACIS-I pixel corresponds to ≈4.5 pc. The comparison shows that the second
X-ray knot is extended and likely composed of (at least) two distinct sources,
displaced by ≈1.��2 along the direction of the jet. For comparison, we show that
the first knot instead matches the Chandra PSF.
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most recent ejecta would be the two unresolved blobs that constitute knot 2; the

previous outburst would have produced knots 1 and 3; knot 4 would be the old-

est ejection event whose southeastern counterpart has since faded (Figure 7.8).

However, we rule out this scenario as the X-ray knots would have to be radiating

via synchrotron emission, not thermally as we see for S 10.

(ii) Internal shocks:

The multiple-knot morphology may be a result of internal shocks within the

jet (Rees and Meszaros, 1994; Malzac, 2014). Faster-moving ejecta catch up

to slower-moving, previously ejected material further downstream, the collision

causing shocks and accelerating particles. This would make S 10 analogous to the

AGN jets we see in M87 (Rees, 1978; Sparks et al., 1996) and 3C 264 (Meyer

et al., 2015). As with the previous scenario, internal shocks would produce syn-

chrotron emission in the X-ray band and thus we can rule out this interpretation.

(iii) Multiple layers of ISM:

If instead we are looking at a more steady, continuous jet, with a persistent flow,

then the additional knots could be explained by the jet punching through dif-

ferent layers of the ISM. The jet may be passing through shells of denser ISM,

shocking the gas as it penetrates each layer. The resulting shocked gas would

produce thermal X-ray emission. These over-densities in the ISM may simply be

a result of random fluctuations in the ISM, or could be shells of material ejected

by the massive progenitor either via stellar winds, or in giant eruptions, or during

the SN explosion that produced the compact object. Nebulae around even the

most powerful Luminous Blue Variable (LBV) stars are � a few pc in size (Weis,

2011), an order of magnitude smaller than the size of the jet in S 10. However,

the presence of numerous OB stars and likely SNRs in the nearby H ii region H10

leaves open the possibility that stellar activity created supershells and filaments

in the ISM on scales of ∼100 pc.

(iv) Multiple outbursts:

The accretion rate and/or the kinetic power carried by the jet may not be steady;

the system may undergo state transitions. This could also be the reason for the

current low X-ray luminosity of the core (further discussed in Section 7.3.5). If

this is the case, then we do not expect a continuous jet, but rather phases of

enhanced activity. Recurrent outbursts may be creating pairs of hotspots in a

Sedov-Taylor phase that keep expanding and cooling as they propagate out from

the central object. In between outbursts, the channel drilled by the jet during

the previous phase of activity would be refilled by the ISM. The innermost X-ray
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hotspots, that is the two marginally resolved sources that form Chandra knot 2,

would be those created during the most recent epoch of jet activity. The uneven

number of knots may be due to an over density to the east of S 10 resulting in

a pile-up of multiple knots. In AGN, a similar scenario of intermittent activity

has been proposed to explain the so called “double-double radio galaxies”, char-

acterised by multiple pairs of hot spots (often aligned along the same direction)

sharing the same core (Brocksopp et al., 2011; Saikia and Jamrozy, 2009; Kaiser

et al., 2000; Schoenmakers et al., 2000). In this scenario, NGC300 S 10 would be

the first unambiguous example of a double-double microquasar.

The fading and/or appearance of new knots would undoubtedly result in X-

ray variability. Two or three major episodes of enhanced activity over a timescale

of a few 105 yr correspond to a recurrence timescale too long to be explained by

thermal-viscous accretion disk instabilities, for a stellar-mass compact object. It

is instead consistent, for example, with the timescale of thermal pulsations in an

AGB donor star (e.g., Marigo et al., 2013), or of giant eruptions in LBV stars and

other types of SN impostors (e.g., Tartaglia et al., 2015; Berger et al., 2009; Smith

and Owocki, 2006). In particular, if the massive star is in a binary system with

a neutron star or a black hole, giant eruptions are expected to produce phases of

highly super-Eddington mass transfer onto the compact object, and may trigger

powerful episodes of jet activity. This scenario was used to explain the behaviour

of a transient neutron star ULX (coincidentally also located in NGC300) associ-

ated with the SN impostor 2010da (e.g., Carpano et al., 2018; Binder et al., 2016;

Villar et al., 2016). One of the hallmarks of such a scenario is that the erupting

donor star would be surrounded by thick circumstellar dust, and would appear

highly reddened (e.g., Lau et al., 2016; Berger et al., 2009). We mentioned earlier

(Section 7.2.3.2) that one of the candidate optical counterparts, star D, is indeed

highly reddened. We leave a detailed investigation of this possibility to further

work.

(v) Sheath-spine jet:

A stratified jet has previously been used to explain the emission from gamma-ray

bursts (GRBs) (Mészáros and Rees, 2001; Ramirez-Ruiz et al., 2002; Vlahakis

et al., 2003). Known as a ‘spine-sheath’ jet model, a fast moving core (spine) is

surrounded by a slower moving outflow (sheath) (see Figure 1 in Ito et al. 2013).

This is thought to result from the GRB jet punching through the progenitor en-

velope, entraining the material to create the sheath (Mészáros and Rees, 2001;

Ramirez-Ruiz et al., 2002), or from a decoupled neutron sheath and proton jet

core (Vlahakis et al., 2003). For S 10, we do not expect direct emission from

the jet, but instead suggest that a similar stratified jet may be causing multiple
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hotspots via external shocks. As the jet propagates out, the slower moving outer

layer (or layers) shock the ISM, creating the inner knots, while the faster moving

core punches through, decelerating further downstream, creating the outer knots.

We cannot discriminate between interpretations iii–v based on our current obser-

vations. Differentiating between a persistent or transient jet is important because

it will help us identify the power of S 10. In the following section we attempt to

estimate the time averaged jet power. However, if the jet does switch on and off,

then our jet power will be a lower limit; because we do not know the duty cycle

of S 10, we cannot determine the instantaneous power of the jet.

7.3.3 Jet power

While S 10 has a unique morphology among Galactic and extragalactic stellar-

mass objects, we relate it most closely to super-Eddington microquasars and

ULXs such as SS 433, S 26 and Ho II X-1. These sources all demonstrate the

presence of powerful jets either through radio/X-ray knots, shocked emission from

jet/ISM interactions and/or extended radio nebulae. S 10 has a 5.5GHz radio

luminosity L5.5GHz ≈ 1 × 1034 erg s−1, which is a factor of two greater than the

radio luminosity seen in the SS 433/W50 complex (Downes et al., 1986; Dubner

et al., 1998). On the other hand, it is an order of magnitude less radio luminous

than the microquasars NGC7793 S 26 (Soria et al., 2010) and M83 MQ1 (Soria

et al., 2014). The physical size of the radio nebula of S 10 (≈ 170 × 55 pc) is

also comparable to the bubbles of S 26 (∼ 300× 150 pc; Soria et al. 2010), Ho II

X-1 (∼ 81 × 40 pc; Cseh et al. 2012) and SS 433 (∼ 100 × 50 pc; Dubner et al.

1998). Thus, in this section, we primarily compare S 10 to these super-Eddington

sources and their jet-inflated radio nebulae.

Assuming equipartion between the magnetic field and energy in relativistic

particles, we can determine the minimum energy conditions for synchrotron ra-

diation. The minimum energy Wmin can be expressed as

Wmin ≈ 3.0× 1013η4/7V 3/7ν2/7L4/7
ν erg, (7.1)

(Longair, 2011) where η−1 is the ratio of energy in baryons to that in relativistic

electrons, V is the bubble volume in m3, ν is the observing frequency in Hz and

Lν is the luminosity density in WHz−1. The elongated structure of S 10 has

dimensions of ≈ 170× 55 pc. If we assume a cylindrical shape, this equates to a

total volume of ≈ 1055 m3. Using this, and our 5.5GHz luminosity density of Lν =

2.2×1017 WHz−1, we calculate a synchrotron minimum-energy condition Wmin =

5.5× 1049η4/7 erg corresponding to a minimum magnetic field strength of Bmin =
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7µG. This is comparable to the minimum energies required to power the extended

radio nebulae in other super-Eddington microquasars, such as NGC5408 X-1

(∼1049 erg: Lang et al. 2007; or ∼1050 erg: Soria et al. 2006a, depending on

different assumptions for the electron energy distribution), IC 342 X-1 (≈ 9.2 ×
1050erg: Cseh et al. 2012), and Ho II X-1 (≈ 2.6 × 1049erg: Cseh et al. 2012).15

However, we note that there are several unknowns associated with our analysis.

Firstly, without the viewing angle, we can only estimate the volume of the radio

bubble based on its shape projected on the sky. The filling factor of the magnetic

field throughout the bubble is also unknown. Additionally, the uncertainty on

the minimum and maximum energy of the electron population, and therefore on

the spectral index above and below the ATCA observing bands, also contribute

to the uncertainty of the minimum-energy estimate.

We can estimate the jet power using the method outlined by Pakull et al.

(2010). For a shock-ionised gas bubble, we know from standard theory (Weaver

et al., 1977) that the total radiative luminosity Lrad is ≈27/77 of the mechanical

power that is inflating the bubble. The total radiative luminosity of the cooling

plasma can be determined from the luminosity in suitable diagnostic lines; for

example, the Hβ line emission (derived from Equations 2.2 and 2.4 of Dopita and

Sutherland 1995, or from the shock-ionization code mappings v: Allen et al.

2008) is a good proxy for the total luminosity, because its relative contribution

does not depend too strongly on the shock velocity, or the metallicity of the

shocked gas, or the density of the undisturbed ISM. For a plausible range of shock

velocities ≈150–300 km s−1, the total Hβ luminosity of shocked gas plus precursor

is ≈(2–3)×10−3 times the input mechanical power. For an Hβ luminosity LHβ ≈
(6±1)×1036 erg s−1, this corresponds to a long-term-average jet power Pkin ≈ (2–

3) ×1039 erg s−1, an order of magnitude lower than the values estimated for S 26

but the same order of magnitude as the jet power suggested for SS 433 (Brinkmann

and Kawai, 2000; Marshall et al., 2002a; Krivosheyev et al., 2009) and for M51

ULX-1 (Chapter 6). In a follow-up paper currently in preparation, we will refine

and improve this estimate of jet power based on diagnostic line emission, using

recently obtained data from the Multi Unit Spectroscopic Explorer (MUSE), an

integral field spectrograph mounted on the VLT.

Other techniques have sometimes been used to estimate the kinetic power in

radio/optical microquasar bubbles (Pakull et al., 2010). If the shock velocity is

known (inferred from optical spectroscopic studies of the emission line profiles),

together with the ISM density and the bubble size, one can derive the character-

istic dynamical age of the shocked bubble as well as the jet power (Weaver et al.,

1977). A spectroscopic study of the optical emission lines in S 10 is also left to our

15Assumes η = 1.
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follow-up paper based on MUSE data. A much less reliable technique is based

on the radio luminosity. Various scalings between the jet power and the optically

thin synchrotron luminosity of hot spots, lobes and cavities have been proposed,

for samples of radio galaxies (e.g., Willott et al., 1999; Cavagnolo et al., 2010;

Godfrey and Shabala, 2013). The model assumptions underpinning these scaling

relations are similar to those associated with the minimum energy synchrotron

conditions discussed earlier, leading to a similar degree of uncertainty. However,

Godfrey and Shabala (2016) have shown that the scaling relations commonly

used in the literature are strongly biased by the mutual dependence on distance

for both the jet power and the radio luminosity. Thus, we do not rely on those

correlations for our study.

7.3.4 Synchrotron or thermal plasma emission?

From the synchrotron minimum energy conditions, we can estimate the cooling

timescale for X-ray synchrotron emission. At an energy of 1 keV, the cooling

timescale would be 3, 000
�

Bmin

7µG

�−3/2

yr (Tudose et al., 2006). This approximation

is valid if the system is in equipartition; a stronger magnetic field will reduce the

cooling timescale. Adiabatic expansion of the knots would also lead to faster

cooling.

Based on the 5.5GHz luminosity and average spectral index (α = −0.64)

for the radio bubble, the expected 0.3− 8.0 keV X-ray synchrotron luminosity is

≈ 3 × 1037 erg s−1. We have already tested (Section 7.2.1.1) that a power-law

component with a photon index Γ = 1.7 does not provide a statistically signif-

icant contribution to the combined knot spectrum, and the 90% upper limit to

its luminosity is < 2 × 1036 erg s−1. For completeness, given the spectral index

found in the radio analysis (Section 7.2.2) and that we now suspect the micro-

quasar candidate core resides within X-ray knot 2 (Section 7.2.1.2), we perform

the test with an X-ray power-law component of photon index Γ = 1.64 on the

individual spectrum of knot 2. As expected, the result is essentially identical to

the case for the combined spectra and for Γ = 1.7, that is there is no statistically

significant need for such a component, and the 90% upper limit to its contribu-

tion is < 8 × 1035 erg s−1. This is lower than the luminosity expected from the

extrapolation of the radio synchrotron power law. The reason why we do not see

synchrotron X-ray emission may be that particles were never accelerated up to

energies where they could emit X-rays via this process; or there may be a break

in the spectrum between radio and X-ray frequencies because of ageing. We also

note that the radio and X-ray observations were not simultaneous. Alternatively,

the S 10 core may be producing X-ray synchrotron emission that is strongly ab-
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sorbed to the point where it is not detected. While the thermal X-ray emission

does not show any evidence of strong absorption, it is likely a result of extended

jet/ISM interactions, whereas the X-ray synchrotron emission must emanate from

a region much closer to the compact object and could be obscured by an addi-

tional strong source of absorption; nH > 4 × 1023 atoms cm−2. This scenario

seems somewhat contrived and thus we prefer the simpler interpretation wherein

the synchrotron power-law has a break below the soft X-ray band, in line with

other microquasars (Russell et al., 2013), and both the radio synchrotron and the

X-ray thermal emission come from similar regions of jet/ISM interactions.

While we do not detect any X-ray synchrotron emission, we do see thermal

X-ray emission (Bremsstrahlung and line transitions), likely from shock-heated

gas along and in front of the jet. The cooling timescale is approximately the ratio

of total heat content over heat loss rate

tcool =
3(ne + n)kBT

2n2Λ
, (7.2)

(Dopita and Sutherland, 2003) where n is the atomic density of the hot gas, kB

is the Boltzmann constant, T is the plasma temperature and Λ is the cooling

function. From our X-ray spectral fits, we know that T ≈ 0.6 keV ≈ 7 × 106 K.

At that temperature, Λ ≈ 4 × 10−23 erg cm3 s−1 for solar-metallicity plasma

in collisional equilibrium, including both free-free and line emission (Sutherland

and Dopita, 1993). From the thermal X-ray luminosity and the approximate

volume estimated for the emitting gas, we also determined a lower limit on the

density, n ≈ ne � 4 cm−3 (Section 7.2.1.1). Putting those constraints together,

we obtain an upper limit on the (thermal) cooling timescale of tcool � 570, 000 yr.

We speculate that X-ray-emitting gas is replenished by bursts of increased ac-

cretion/ejection activity leading to the production of new discrete knots on a

recurrence timescale shorter than the cooling timescale.

7.3.5 Faintness of the X-ray core

Three possibly super-Eddington microquasars have been found so far with large-

scale X-ray evidence of collimated jets: NGC300 S 10, NGC7793 S 26 and SS 433

in the Milky Way. Curiously, all three have apparently faint cores: LX,core �
1036 erg s−1 (Section 7.2.1.2), LX,core ≈ 6 × 1036 erg s−1 (Soria et al., 2010) and

∼ 1036 erg s−1 (Kotani et al., 1996; Fabrika and Medvedev, 2011) for the three

sources, respectively. In the case of SS 433, the reason is the occultation of the

direct X-ray emission by the thick super-critical disk, seen at high inclination

(Fabrika, 2004). For S 26 and S 10, we do not have any estimate of the viewing

angle. No firm conclusions can be reached based on such a small sample of
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objects. It is possible that there is a selection bias at play: large-scale jets appear

longer and easier to discover when they are in the plane of the sky; as a result,

the accretion disk around the compact object would preferentially appear edge-

on. The situation would be analogous to that of “accretion disk corona” sources,

a type of Galactic low-mass X-ray binary seen at high inclination, in which the

direct X-ray emission from the disk surface is mostly occulted from us, and we can

only see harder radiation scattered by a vertically extended corona (e.g., White

and Holt, 1982; McClintock et al., 1982; Hellier and Mason, 1989). Alternatively,

the compact object may be faint because its super-critical accretion phase has a

short duration compared with the cooling timescale of the hot spots and bubble,

or it is a transient source with a low duty cycle. Contrary to this scenario, it

was noted (Pakull and Grisé, 2008) that the majority of large shock-ionised ULX

bubbles (without direct evidence of a collimated jet) do contain a luminous X-

ray core; if the typical duty cycle of super-Eddington accretors was low, or if

the duration of the super-Eddington phase was much shorter than the cooling

timescale of the ULX bubbles, we would see a large number of bubbles without

a central source, which is not the case 16.

We can take the low-duty-cycle argument to an extreme, and suggest that all

the kinetic power in the collimated jet was injected at an instantaneous burst

event, for example a SN associated with a GRB. After that event, the collimated

ejecta would continue to expand passively, now dominated by entrained material

from the ISM. This scenario leads us back to the original interpretation of S 10 as

an SNR. Magneto-hydrodynamical simulations of jet/ISM interactions in GRBs

suggest that the jet loses collimation at a distance of ∼1 pc from the origin (De

Colle et al., 2012). This makes it difficult to explain the much larger length of the

S 10 structure. To test this scenario further, we searched for evidence of current

accretion activity at the (candidate) location of the central object, as explained

in the next section.

7.3.6 Search for X-ray and radio variability

Spurred by the possibility that the central engine of S 10 is a transient or variable

accretor, currently in a low state, we searched for hints of previous variability in

the core emission. S 10 has been observed on several occasions with the ROSAT

and the XMM Newton X-ray telescopes: in both cases, the source was not re-

solved, because of their poorer spatial resolution (see, e.g., Figures 8e and 8f in

Payne et al. 2004). For the ROSAT observations, we used the count rates listed

in the Second Position-Sensitive Proportional Counter (PSPC) Catalog (Rosat,

16A similar argument also rules out beaming factors larger than a few for the X-ray emission
of ULXs (Pakull and Grisé, 2008).
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Table 7.8: Integrated radio flux of the core region at various epochs.

Telescope Year Frequency Flux density νLν

(GHz) (mJy) (1033 erg s−1)
ATCA 2000-02-28 1.374 0.56± 0.03 3.3
ATCA 2000-02-28 2.496 0.38± 0.06 4.0
ATCA∗ 2015/16 5.5 0.429± 0.030 10.0
ATCA∗ 2015/16 9.0 0.352± 0.029 13.4

∗ ATCA observations from this study (October 2015 and August 2016) are
stacked as per Section 7.1.2.

2000) and in the Source Catalog of Pointed Observations with the HRI (ROSAT

Scientific Team, 2000). For the XMM-Newton observations, we used the observed

fluxes from the 3XMM-Data Release 6 Catalog (Rosen, 2016). We then used the

online tool PIMMS17 version 4.8e to convert the count rates or fluxes of the vari-

ous observations to unabsorbed 0.3–8 keV fluxes and then to luminosities, assum-

ing a 0.6 keV thermal plasma model and a column density of nH = 3× 1020 cm3,

as per our spectral modelling (Section 7.2.1, Table 7.5).

For the ROSAT/PSPC observations between 1991 November and 1992 Jan-

uary, we estimate a luminosity L0.3−8 keV = (1.3 ± 0.3) × 1037 erg s−1; for the

PSPC observations between 1992 May–June, L0.3−8 keV = (1.1 ± 0.2) × 1037 erg

s−1. For the ROSAT/HRI observation in 1995 May, we obtain a luminosity

L0.3−8 keV = (1.5± 0.4)× 1037 erg s−1. Finally, XMM-Newton observed NGC300

between 2000 December and 2001 January; the absorbed 0.2–12 keV flux of

(3.44 ± 0.13) × 10−14 erg cm−2 s−1 converts to an emitted 0.3–8 keV luminos-

ity L0.3−8 keV = (1.6 ± 0.2) × 1037 erg s−1. Considering the model uncertainties

and the differences between the PSFs and energy bands of the various detectors,

we cannot claim any significant X-ray variability compared with our modelled

Chandra luminosity L0.3−8 keV = (1.1 ± 0.1) × 1037 erg s−1 (average of the 2010

and 2014 observations). Any possible variability of the core was swamped by the

higher and constant thermal emission from the various knots.

We then checked whether S 10 has varied in radio brightness over the last

decades. NGC300 was observed with the VLA at 4.885GHz in May 1993 and

at 1.465GHz in June 1998 (Pannuti et al., 2000). It was also observed with the

ATCA in February 2000 at 1.374GHz and 2.496GHz (Payne et al., 2004). We

compared these data with our recent 2016–2017 ATCA observations. One ma-

jor difficulty in this comparison is that the archival data have larger beam sizes:

6��×6�� for the old ATCA observations, 4��.70×3��.76 for the 1.465GHz VLA obser-

vations, and 8��.63× 4��.22 for the 4.885GHz VLA observations (Table 2 in Payne

17http://cxc.harvard.edu/toolkit/pimms.jsp
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et al. 2004). This makes it difficult to distinguish between the radio flux from the

S 10 jet and that from the neighbouring H10 Hii region. The second major prob-

lem is that the archival observations were much less sensitive. The rms noise level

was σ ≈ 37µJy beam−1 and σ ≈ 66µJy beam−1 for the VLA data at 4.885GHz

and at 1.465GHz, respectively; for the archival ATCA data it was σ ≈ 58µJy

beam−1 and σ ≈ 62µJy beam−1 at 1.374GHz and 2.496GHz, respectively. As a

comparison, the rms noise was σ ≈ 2.7µJy beam−1 in the 2015–2017 ATCA data

(Section 7.1.2). As a result, the emission from the core region (around the X-ray

knot 2) is the only part of the radio jet that is significantly detected in the archival

data (see for example Figure 8d of Payne et al. 2004). Keeping in mind all these

caveats, and extrapolating the 2015–2016 flux measurements to lower frequencies

using a spectral index α = −0.40 ± 0.22 for the core region, we find that the

new ATCA flux measurements are consistent with the 2000 ATCA flux values

within ≈2σ. Instead, when compared with the VLA flux densities measured by

Pannuti et al. (2000) and Payne et al. (2004), S 10 appears to have brightened by

a factor of 2 in the ATCA observations; however, our re-analysis of the VLA data

shows that the true uncertainties in the S 10 core flux are much larger than the

formal error reported by Pannuti et al. (2000) and Payne et al. (2004), because

of the mismatch in beam size and sensitivity mentioned above. To combat this,

and properly compare the S 10 core fluxes, we re-analysed both the 4.8GHz VLA

data and our 5.5GHz ATCA data. These observations were chosen to minimise

uncertainties introduced by the spectral shape of S 10. Additionally, we applied

the same uv -cut to both data sets and used the same restoring beam. We find

peak fluxes of f4.8GHz = 340± 60µJy beam−1and f5.5GHz = 210± 8µJy beam−1.

We find tentative evidence (∼ 2σ) of a decrease in the flux of the radio core,

though future observations are required to conclusively establish the presence of

variability.

7.4 Conclusions

We have presented a new, coherent interpretation of a complex X-ray, optical

and radio source in NGC300, using new and archival Chandra, HST, VLT and

ATCA data. The source was previously classified as an SNR; however, we argued

that it is a candidate microquasar, likely powered by super-Eddington accretion

onto a compact object. We showed that the X-ray emission is made of a string

of discrete knots, a tell-tale sign of a jet interacting with the ambient medium.

We also showed for the first time that the radio emission is an elongated bubble

(≈170 ×55 pc in size), oriented along the same direction as the string of X-ray

knots. While the radio emission is consistent with optically-thin synchrotron (as
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expected), the X-ray emission is from thermal plasma at temperatures ≈0.3–0.8

keV. This is unlike the knots and hot spots typically seen in AGN jets, but is

analogous to the thermal hot spots previously identified in the super-Eddington

microquasar NGC7793 S 26. The integrated radio luminosity at 5.5 GHz is ≈1034

erg s−1, while the total X-ray luminosity of the knots is ≈2 ×1037 erg s−1. To

complete the picture, we argued that the optical line spectrum of the shock-

ionised nebula is exactly what is expected for this kind of system, as seen also in

S 26 and in other shock-ionised ULX bubbles. In particular, we showed a spatial

association between locations of enhanced Hα emission and locations of X-ray

and radio features.

Using the Hα line luminosity (LHα ≈ 1.7 × 1037 erg s−1) as a proxy, we

estimated that the nebula was shocked by the injection of a long-term-average

jet power Pkin ≈ (2–3) ×1039 erg s−1. Thus, this candidate microquasar is in

the same energy class as SS 433 and Ho II X-1; it is an order of magnitude less

energetic and a factor of 2 smaller in linear size than S 26.

We have discussed the most likely location of the core, but found no bright,

point-like X-ray source there, above the thermal-plasma emission. The upper

limit to the X-ray luminosity of the core is ≈1036 erg s−1. The direct emission

from the accreting compact object may be occulted from our view by a thick,

edge-on disk, like in SS 433; or the core could be in a low state. Neither did

we find evidence of a brighter core in earlier XMM-Newton and ROSAT obser-

vations, which stretch back to 1991. The reason for the multiple knot structure

remains unclear. We can rule out internal shocks (analogous to the knots seen

for example in the M87 jet), because the X-ray emission is thermal (that is, from

shocked ISM) rather than synchrotron. For the same reason, we consider very un-

likely that the knots are ballistic ejections. We discussed alternative scenarios, in

particular: multiple layers of enhanced ISM density; multiple outbursts or jet ac-

tivity episodes; or a sheath-spine jet structure, with the faster spine propagating

a longer distance than the slower sheath.

7.5 Summary

In this chapter, we presented the discovery of a new and intriguing candidate

microquasar, NGC300 S 10. We used a combination of Chandra, HST, VLT and

ATCA observations to identify the true nature and energetics of the source. The

key results are:

• We detect four discrete X-ray knot aligned in the plane of the sky, projected

over a length of ≈150 pc. We suggest that all knots are due to shocks from
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jet/ISM interactions, with the accreting compact object either currently in

a dim state or occulted from our view.

• We also find a radio nebula ≈ 170× 55 pc in size with its major axis aligned

to the X-ray chain.

• The optical nebula is shock-ionised (based on its optical line ratios), which

we conclude to also be a result of the jet.

• We estimate that the nebula was inflated by the injection of a long-term-

average jet power Pkin ≈ (2–3) ×1039 erg s−1.

S 10 is a key object to understanding jets in the super-critical accretion regime.

While the emission from the compact accreting source is well below the Eddington

limit, super-critical accretion must be taking place (or took place previously) to

power the mechanical output. We speculate on how S 10, and other powerful

low-luminosity microquasars, relate to the broader class of ULXs in Chapter 8.
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Chapter 8

Discussion and conclusions

Astronomers are moving towards a consensus that the majority of ULXs house

super-critically accreting stellar-mass objects rather than mildly-accreting IMBHs.

There is a wide range of observational properties associated with super-Eddington

sources. In previous chapters, we considered a limited number of sources, each

thought to be super-Eddington for different reasons. In this chapter we will inves-

tigate the links between these seemingly disparate sources in the hopes of unifying

our understanding of ULXs as a single class.

We have explored a range of ULX observational characteristics from the spec-

tral properties associated with the accretion flow to large scale structures associ-

ated with powerful outflows. Numerous spectral states have been associated with

ULXs, all of which appear to be distinct from the spectral states of Galactic black

hole X-ray binaries (Remillard and McClintock, 2006). Unlike Galactic black hole

X-ray binaries, ULXs predominantly display ultraluminous two-component spec-

tra; a soft thermal excess and a hard, non-thermal component with curvature at

high energies. These two-component models are thought to be a result of super-

Eddington accretion (Gladstone et al., 2009). The relative strengths of the two

components drive the spectral classification among ULXs; ‘hard ultraluminous’

sources are dominated by the hard component while the soft component dom-

inates in ‘soft ultraluminous’ sources (Sutton et al., 2013b). Single-component

ULXs are observed, although they still appear distinct from sub-Eddington states.

The ‘broadened disk’ state has a single, broad continuum fit, thought to be a re-

sult of a radiatively inefficient accretion flow consistent with the spectrum emitted

by an advection-dominated slim disk. Finally, as discussed in Chapter 4, ULSs

represent a subset of ULXs where almost no flux is emitted above 1 keV. Here,

a soft blackbody component dominates, with a very minor power-law component

observed in some sources. Recent studies indicate that these spectral classes are

not static and that some ULXs have been observed changing class (Pinto et al.,

2017a; Pintore et al., 2017). What drives these state transitions, and in fact, the
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Figure 8.1: Plot of the data/model ratio for energies between 0.5−2 keV of several
ULXs. The low-energy residuals are thought to be the result of a radiatively-
driven wind. Image from Middleton et al. (2015b).

states themselves, is unclear at this point.

In addition to spectral changes, ULXs are also known to exhibit different out-

flow properties. Jets and winds have distinct observational signatures. On small

scales, Middleton et al. (2014, 2015b) find soft energy spectral residuals which

have been associated with broadened atomic emission and absorption features

(Figure 8.1). The most likely explanation for these signatures is the presence

of a powerful radiatively-driven wind, as expected from super-Eddington accre-

tion. Follow-up studies by Pinto et al. (2016) were able to resolve more complex

blueshifted (∼ 0.2c) absorption lines from highly ionised gas in an ultrafast wind.

On larger scales, we witness ionised ULX bubbles. As discussed in Chapter 6,

these optical nebulae can either be primarily shock-ionised (e.g.M51 ULX-1) or

photo-ionised (e.g., Ho II X-1; Pakull and Mirioni 2002). Additionally, both M51

ULX-1 and Ho II X-1 also have associated extended radio emission. Finally, ob-

servational evidence of a collimated jet has been found in some ULXs, including

M51 ULX-1 (Chapter 6), NGC300 S 10 (Chapter 7), M81 ULS (Liu et al., 2015),

Ho II X-1 (Cseh et al., 2014) and NGC7793 S 26 (Pakull et al., 2010; Soria et al.,

2010). As with the spectral classes, the physical characteristics that dictate the

presence/absence of winds and jets in ULXs are currently unknown.
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Figure 8.2: Cartoon of the current paradigm for ULX spectral classes. The
optically thick wind (red) obscures and thermalises all photons emitted by the
inner hot region (blue) when the ULX is observed at high inclination angles. Thus
all hard sources are assumed to be seen close to face on, down the polar funnel,
while softer sources are seen at intermediate-to-high inclination angles, where the
wind blocks the hard emission.

8.1 Unification of ULX physical properties

A similar situation, in which a population of sources has a range of distinct obser-

vational properties, can be seen for AGN. The most popular theory to explain the

different observable properties in AGN is the unification model, which is based on

inclination angle (Urry and Padovani, 1995). This chapter explores the possibility

that a similar unifying model could be applied to ULXs

The current ULX paradigm suggests that inclination dictates ULX spectral

classes, as opposed to state transitions, as observed in Galactic X-ray binaries.

The model is idealised in Figure 8.2. Magneto-hydrodynamic simulations of

super-Eddington binaries (e.g., Narayan et al., 2017; Kitaki et al., 2017; Sa̧dowski

and Narayan, 2015; Jiang et al., 2014; Ohsuga and Mineshige, 2011; Ohsuga et al.,

2005) find that strong optically-thick winds are generated by the disk, launched

from radii ∼ ṁRin, leaving a lower-density polar funnel along the axis of rota-

tion that may contain a fast jet. At low inclination angles (face-on), there is

a direct line of sight to the hot central regions nearest to the compact object,

resulting in harder observed spectra. At intermediate viewing angles, photons

are down-scattered by the wind which results in the softer X-ray spectra domi-

nated by a Comptonisation component. At high inclination angles, photons are

completely thermalised by the wind and only the blackbody of the photosphere is

detected, producing the ultrasoft spectra. Additionally, one could also explain the
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ultra-powerful, low-luminosity sources like NGC7793 S 26, SS 433 and NGC300

S 10 through this classification; the thick accretion disks synonymous with the

super-Eddington regime may completely occult direct X-ray emission from the

innermost regions, for a larger range of viewing angles than in sub-Eddington

sources, where the disk remains geometrically thin. Evidence for this can be seen

in the enhanced variability observed in softer ULXs, introduced by the chaotic

outflowing material of the wind (Middleton et al., 2011b).

8.1.1 The problem with inclination angle

While this inclination angle-dependent model seems to work well in describing

ULX spectral properties, more and more shortcomings are being discovered. As

discussed in Chapter 5, the distinction between the spectral properties in the

two eclipsing ULXs in M51 suggests that inclination cannot be the sole factor in

determining spectral class. Neither source is a ULS, though both sources must

be viewed at high inclination, because of the long eclipses. Clearly there are

effects other than (or in addition to) inclination angle that determine the spectral

properties of M51 ULX-1 and ULX-2 and, by extension, the ULX population.

Another problem can be seen when observing sources that show spectral tran-

sitions. Pintore et al. (2017) studied a sample of bright ULXs and compared the

two most different spectral classes for each source when fit with a simple contin-

uum model (Figure 8.3). Some sources (e.g., NGC1313 X-2 and NGC5907 X-1)

show a clear increase in luminosity as they transition into their harder spectral

class. This is generally explained by the fact that harder sources are thought to

be viewed at low inclination angles, where the line of sight looks down the polar

funnel. The photons are preferentially able to escape through the polar funnel

(King et al., 2001), increasing the luminosity. However, there are also sources that

show the opposite; the softer spectra have higher luminosities. This can be seen

in, for example, NGC1313 X-1 and Ho IXX-1 (Figure 8.3) where the soft disk

blackbody dominates or the power-law cut-off occurs at lower energies when the

source is brighter. The same effect can be witnessed in the two ULXs in IC 342

(Kubota et al., 2001). This contradicts the idea that harder, low-inclination an-

gle sources, where emission is able to escape without being downscattered by the

dense wind, are brighter. Additionally, Sutton et al. (2013b) found no systematic

trend in luminosity for the hardest sources. It is becoming clear that there must

be more intrinsic effects that cannot be explained solely by inclination angle.
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Figure 8.3: Sample of ULXs showing contrasting spectral classes for each indi-
vidual source. Spectra are offset in the y-axis for display purposes. Image from
Pintore et al. (2017).
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8.1.2 Type of accretor

Perhaps one of the most important factors in determining spectral appearance is

the type of compact object present; whether it is a black hole or neutron star.

If it is a neutron star, then, additionally, whether it is highly magnetised or not

will also be important. It is also unclear the effect the presence or absence of

a surface and/or a strong magnetic field has on the observational properties of

ULXs. For a highly-magnetised neutron star, the magnetic field interrupts the

disk and then channels material along the field lines and onto the neutron star

surface in a narrow ‘accretion column’ (Pringle and Rees, 1972). The inner disk

is truncated at the magnetospheric radius Rm, the point at which the magnetic

pressure and the disk gas plus ram pressure of the inflow are balanced, where

Rm ∝ B4/7ṁ−2/7R
5/7
NSM

−3/7
NS (Takahashi and Ohsuga, 2017). If the magnetic field

is sufficiently strong (typically � 1013 G), then the magnetospheric radius can

extend beyond the radius at which outflows are launched, potentially preventing

the thick disk winds and polar funnel from forming, allowing for an unobscured

view of the inner part of the accretion flow (Mushtukov et al., 2015; Kawashima

et al., 2016; Chashkina et al., 2017). This would result in a harder observed

spectrum. The two-component spectra (soft excess plus hard power-law tail;

Stobbart et al. 2006; Gladstone et al. 2009; Sutton et al. 2013b) seen in ULXs

could be explained either by soft winds and a hot inner disk (Poutanen et al.,

2007) in black hole ULXs or a hard accretion column and soft truncated disk

(Shakura and Sunyaev, 1973) in neutron star ULXs (Koliopanos et al., 2017).

8.1.3 Mass accretion rate

Chapter 4 outlined a model in which inclination angle and accretion rate combine

to dictate whether or not a source appears as a ULS. The optical depth of the disk

wind increases with accretion rate, while at the same time the opening angle of

the polar funnel will decrease. While this idea was restricted to ULSs in Chapter

4, it can be extended to all ULXs. For example, changes in ṁ may help to explain

the spectral differences observed in our two eclipsing ULXs. Sources at Eddington

(ṁ ∼ 1) will likely not have strong, optically-thick winds and thus hard photons

from the inner disk will not be downscattered, regardless of viewing angle. This

could explain both the absence of any significant thermal plasma emission in

M51 ULX-2 and its hard spectrum, even though the source is viewed close to

edge on. This suggests ULX-2 could be accreting at close to Eddington, while

ULX-1 is likely accreting at 1 ≤ ṁ � 100 (i.e., below the ULS accretion threshold

but significantly higher than ULX-2). Both sources having the same luminosities

(LX ≈ 2×1039 erg s−1) indicates that ULX-2 may house a more massive compact
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object, and thus has a lower relative accretion rate. Alternatively, it may be

powered by a neutron star whose strong magnetic field is preventing the winds

from being launched (Section 8.1.2).

8.1.4 Outflows and the large-scale structures of ULXs

So far, this chapter has explored how the physical characteristics of ULXs im-

pact their spectral properties. However, there is one observable property yet to

be touched on; the large-scale structures produced by jets and winds. These

structures include ULX bubbles, hotspots and lobes.

There are many unanswered questions surrounding the mechanical output of

ULXs. For example, it is still not known what leads to the production of colli-

mated relativistic jets (though this is not a question exclusive to jets in ULXs).

Jets from Galactic microquasars tend to be less powerful (Pjet ∼ 1037 erg s−1) than

those from their ULX counterparts (Pjet > 1039 erg s−1). While neutron stars in

Galactic XRBs generally produce less powerful jet than black holes (Livio, 1999),

a similar scenario may or may not be applicable for jets from super-Eddington

neutron stars and black holes. Finally, it is still not clear if super-Eddington

sources can simultaneously produce strong radiatively-driven winds and colli-

mated relativistic jets. If the presence of winds quenches jet formation, then this

would give insight into the geometry of the polar funnel and accretion flow.

While these questions remain unanswered, we are building up a sizeable sam-

ple of ULXs with jets, including the two jetted sources analysed in Chapters 6

and 7, with the hopes of tackling some of these problems. Importantly, direct

observations of compact jets in ULXs are not possible, and thus we typically rely

on the interactions with their environments, which manifest as ULX bubbles, to

probe the characteristics of the outflow. We have compiled a comprehensive sam-

ple of bubbles around super-Eddington sources (Table 8.1), and attempt to use

the contrasting observable properties to speculate on the nature of the outflows.

As in Table 8.1, the ULX bubble population can be divided into subclasses:

i) shock-ionised optical bubbles with radio emission;

ii) shock-ionised optical bubbles without radio emission;

iii) photo-ionised optical bubbles with radio emission; and

iv) photo-ionised optical bubbles without radio emission.

It is only predicted that the fourth subclass, photo-ionised bubbles with no radio

emission present, exists as no examples of such bubbles are currently known. Im-

portantly, ULX bubbles, predominately ionised by X-ray photons, are expected
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Table 8.1: Comparison of ULX bubbles. Radio luminosities are calculated using
flux densities at 5GHz. X-ray luminosity is for 0.3 − 8.0 keV. The table is
divided into three sections by the dashed lines. The top section includes shock-
ionised, radio-loud bubbles, the middle section includes shock-ionised, radio-quiet
bubbles and the final section includes photo-ionised, radio-loud bubbles. There
are currently no known photo-ionised, radio-quiet bubbles.

Name LR LX Pjet

erg s−1 erg s−1 erg s−1

M51 ULX-1a 2.3× 1034 (2− 4)× 1039 1.0× 1039

NGC300 S 10b 1.2× 1034 < 1036 3.0× 1039

S 26c 2.0× 1035 6× 1036 ∼ 1040

M83 MQS1d 1.8× 1035 1.5× 1038 ∼ 1040

IC 342 X-1e 1.8× 1035 1.6× 1040 3.4× 1039

SS 433f 5.1× 1033 3× 1035 3.2× 1038

Ho IX X-1g ∼ 3× 1034∗ (1− 3)× 1040

NGC1313 X-2h < 3.7× 1033 (0.3− 1.5)× 1040

NGC5585 X-1i 2.0× 1035 3× 1039

Ho II X-1j 4.6× 1034 (0.5− 2)× 1040

NGC5408 X-1k 3.5× 1034 (0.8− 2)× 1040

NGC6946 X-1l 1.2× 1035 (0.3− 1)× 1040

a Chapter 6
b Chapter 7
c Soria et al. (2010)
d Russell et al. (in prep); Soria et al. (2014)
e Rana et al. (2015); Marlowe et al. (2014); Yoshida et al. (2013); Cseh et al.
(2012); Feng and Kaaret (2009)
f Downes et al. (1986); Marshall et al. (2002a)
g Krause et al. (1989); Wang et al. (2004); Walton et al. (2017)
h (R. Soria, priv. comm.); Wang et al. (2004); Mucciarelli et al. (2007)
i Soria et al. (in prep)
j Miller et al. (2005); Grisé et al. (2010)
k Walton et al. (2015); Feng and Kaaret (2009)
l van Dyk et al. (1994)
∗ Scaled to a 5 GHz flux density from 1.4 GHz. Assumed α = −0.7.
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to be observationally different from photo-ionised nebulae around massive stars,

predominately ionised by UV photons (see e.g.,M51 ULX-2; Chapter 6). For

now, this chapter focuses on the other three classifications and Table 8.1 is di-

vided into these respective classes (horizontal dashed lines). It should be noted

that even bubbles that are dominated by shock-ionised gas often also include a

contribution from photo-ionisation, either from the photons directly emitted by

the central source, or from the UV photons emitted behind the forward shock

(“shock precursor”), particularly if the shock velocity is � 150 kms−1 (Dopita

and Sutherland, 1995, 1996).

(i):Shock-ionised optical bubbles with radio emission

For some sources (e.g.,M51 ULX-1 and IC 342 X-1) the jet power is within

an order of magnitude of the X-ray power of the central source. Numerous MHD

simulations predict that the mechanical power is equal to (or greater than) the

radiative power (Hashizume et al., 2015; Ohsuga and Mineshige, 2011). This

mechanical energy comes from either the winds or the jet of the ULX. Whether

or not both winds and jets can coexist is a topic of active research. In Galactic

XRBs (in the sub-Eddington regime), winds are associated with the high/soft

state while jets are seen in the low/hard state and thus have been suggested

to be mutually exclusive (Ponti et al., 2012). The formation of the disk winds

has been suggested to result in a suppression of any jet (Neilsen and Lee, 2009).

However, a recent study by Homan et al. (2016) suggests that winds and jets could

potentially coexist in LMXBs. Although not coincident, the authors found that

the neutron star LMXB GX13+1 produced radio emission and evidence for disk

winds while in the same spectral state, suggesting that both winds and the jet

could exist together. Homan et al. (2016) used similar arguments for the neutron

star LMXBs GX340+0, CirX-1 and ScoX-1 and the black hole LMXBs V404

Cyg and GRS1915+105. A key point for all sources was their high luminosity

during stages where both winds and jets were expected to exist (0.3LEdd - LEdd).

Alternatively, Dı́az Trigo et al. (2014) found that in the LMXB 4U 1630-47 winds

were being launched in the hard state (L < 0.03LEdd), but were too ionised to be

detected (see also Dı́az Trigo and Boirin 2016). Perhaps nearing (or crossing) the

Eddington limit allows for the presence of both winds and jets simultaneously, an

intriguing possibility for ULXs. AGN show a similar jet/wind connection with

Tombesi et al. (2014) finding that, of a sample of radio-loud AGN, 50 ± 20%

also produced ultra-fast outflows (UFOs). Thus there appears to be a range of

both accretor mass and accretion rate that can produce coexisting winds and jets.

ULXs fill an important parameter space for both mass and accretion rate.
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(ii):Shock-ionised optical bubbles without radio emission

NGC1313 X-2 has a bright, shock-ionised optical nebula, but no associated

radio emission. The radio-faint source appears to have no jets so the shocked gas

is likely a result of strong winds from the central ULX. The ratio between the radio

synchrotron luminosity and optical line emission in a ULX bubble may depend

on the kinetic energy carried by the wind or the jet. It may also be the result

of a different cooling timescale between synchrotron cooling and optical thermal

plasma cooling (Siwek et al., 2017). Much weaker Bremsstrahlung radio emission

is likely being produced by the shocked gas, but is too faint to be detected. Future,

deeper radio observations are required to confirm this. With only a single shock-

ionised bubble with no radio emission, it is also possible that NGC1313 X-2 is

an outlier and not indicative of a population of sources.

(iii):Photo-ionised optical bubbles with radio emission

There are a number of ULX bubbles that have radio emission but do not show

the signatures of shock-ionised gas (e.g., Holmberg II X-1 and NGC5408 X-1).

Importantly, photo-ionised ULX bubbles, primarily ionised by X-ray photons,

are expected to differ from photo-ionised nebulae around massive stars, primarily

ionised by UV photons. The lack of shocked gas may indicate that no jets or

winds are being produced. This would suggest that, if the radio emission is asso-

ciated with the ULX, then it comes from Bremsstrahlung emission from the hot

gas. However, Ho II X-1 shows clear evidence of discrete jet ejecta (Cseh et al.,

2014, 2015a). Additionally, Miller et al. (2005) found that only about 5% of the

radio emission of Ho II X-1 could be attributed to a thermal Bremsstrahlung con-

tribution. We also know that at least one source, NGC5408 X-1 (and potentially

NGC6946 X-1), shows evidence of powerful, relativistic (∼ 0.2c) winds (Pinto

et al., 2016). The reason behind the lack of any evidence of shock-ionised gas

is unknown, and is an important question in classifying, and ultimately under-

standing, ULX bubbles. We may be looking at something intrinsic to the ULX,

such as a weaker jet or slower wind, or something extrinsic, like a lower density

ISM.

8.2 Conclusions

The purpose of this thesis was to investigate the radiative and mechanical outputs

created by super-Eddington accretion. Super-Eddington accretion is an impor-

tant process not just for ULXs, but also in galactic nuclei, in phenomena such as

tidal disruption events (TDEs) or early-universe quasars. The most powerful lo-
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cal AGN generally only reach a few times Eddington (Steinhardt and Elvis, 2010;

Lusso et al., 2012; Dai et al., 2014) as they directly regulate the rate at which

material is accreted from the surroundings. On the other hand, ULXs are fed

by a companion star, which can produce extreme accretion rates (ṁ > 100) that

AGN cannot reach. Additionally, whereas ULXs can be fed at super-Eddington

rates for up to 106 yr, other occurrences of super-Eddington accretion are either

limited to short epochs (in the case of TDEs) or difficult to study (in the case of

quasars, being both highly obscured and distant). Thus ULXs offer some of the

most favourable circumstances to study accretion at the highest rates.

We have presented the multiwavelength properties of a select number of super-

Eddington sources. While we have analysed sources with a wide range of obser-

vational properties, including X-ray luminosity, spectral hardness, optical depth,

presence of bubbles, lobes or hotspots, and jet power, each is an example of super-

critical accretion. It was these contrasting observable properties that motivated

our search for a unifying model. We propose that the combination of inclina-

tion angle, accretion rate, accretor type/magnetic field strength and the presence

or absence of outflows can be used to explain the entire population of super-

Eddington X-ray binaries; including standard ULXs, ULSs and low-luminosity,

ultra-powerful microquasars.

Discerning the true nature of these sources is crucial for better understanding

super-Eddington accretion across the Universe. ULX research has implications

beyond compact binaries, whether it be determining the growth rate of SMBHs in

the early Universe (Volonteri et al., 2015) or the contribution X-ray binaries had

on heating the intergalactic medium during the epoch of reionisation (Mirabel

et al., 2011).

8.3 Future Work

While we suggest that the variation in observable features of ULXs (e.g., X-ray

spectral shape, X-ray/optical line emission, optical depth, etc.) can be explained

by changes in the physical properties of a single population of ULXs (inclina-

tion angle, accretion rate, outflow structure, accretor type and magnetic field

strength), more observational evidence is required to properly test this hypothe-

sis. Here we review a number of tests that may provide more concrete evidence

using ideal observations with current and next-generation telescopes.

Conducting an eclipsing ULX survey would help to find more edge-on ULXs,

for which the inclination angle is well constrained. While our discovery of two

eclipsing ULXs in M51 was able to show that viewing angle cannot be the only

cause behind ULX spectral shapes, comparing the X-ray spectral properties of
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a population of high-inclination sources to the remaining ULX population will

help in disentangling the effect that inclination angle has on ULX observable

characteristics. Motivated by the discovery of the first two eclipsing ULXs, we

are currently conducting a survey of bright (� 1038 erg s−1) X-ray sources looking

for evidence of eclipses by identifying step-function-like features in the lightcurves.

Additionally, identifying eclipses allows us to constrain the binary period,

which can provide information about the nature of the companion star via the

period-density relation. Furthermore, both the inclination angle and period are

required to solve for the mass function. Then, if the radial velocity of the binary

can be measured, the mass of the compact object can be determined, hence

identifying the type of accretor. However, measuring the radial velocity in ULX

companions has thus far proven difficult. While mass constraints on the compact

object in NGC7793 P 13 were placed by measuring the radial velocity of the B9Ia

supergiant (Motch et al., 2014), the typical (less massive) optical counterparts of

ULXs are too faint for us to detect significant lines in the optical spectra. Heida

et al. (2016) took IR spectra of a number of red super-giants (RSGs) though no

significant variations in the radial velocities were detected. This may be the result

of RSGs only being companion stars in neutron star ULXs (Wiktorowicz et al.,

2017) meaning that the companion star mass would dominate the total mass of

the system. In the future, detection of IR Paschen lines with the James Webb

Space Telescope will allow for better radial velocity measurements of typical ULX

companions.

Numerous attempts are already in place to identify neutron star ULXs. For

example, the EXTraS (Exploring the X-ray Transient and variable Sky; De Luca

et al. 2016) project analysed the temporal information of hundreds of thousands

of sources in publically-available XMM-Newton/EPIC observations. Two of the

four known pulsating neutron stars were identified using this project (Israel et al.,

2017b,a). For ULXs that do not show coherent pulsations, there are still methods

available for identifying neutron star accretors. Recently, another neutron star

ULX was discovered via cyclotron emission (Brightman et al., 2018). Addition-

ally, as previously mentioned, RSG companions are predicted to be exclusive to

neutron star ULXs (Wiktorowicz et al., 2017). Finally, it has been suggested by

Pintore et al. (2017) that ULXs with the hardest X-ray colours represent those

with neutron star accretors. Ultimately, to test if there is a systematic difference

in the X-ray spectra and jet power of black hole and neutron star ULXs, a sample

of confirmed black hole ULXs is needed, for which dynamical mass measurements

are required.

If a large sample of neutron star ULXs can be identified, in both old and young

stellar populations, an estimate of the effect magnetic field has on the spectral
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properties of ULXs could be established. No comprehensive surveys of ULXs in

old populations (globular clusters, elliptical galaxies) currently exist. These ULXs

represent the high-luminosity tail of the LMXB population, while ULXs in young

populations represent the high-luminosity tail of the HMXB population. Com-

parison between the populations is needed to test whether there are differences

in ULX accretion flow and wind properties between ULXs fed by a high-mass

or a low-mass donor (for the same apparent X-ray luminosity). Furthermore, it

would enable us to test the idea that transient ULXs are fed by low-mass donors.

Such a study could be conducted with eROSITA (extended ROentgen Survey

with an Imaging Telescope Array) as it will provide an all sky survey of X-ray

sources (including ULXs) down to a flux limit of 10−14 erg cm−2 s−1 in the soft

band (0.5-2 keV) and 2× 10−13 in the hard band (2-10 keV; Merloni et al., 2012).

This larger sample will also help determine the high-luminosity cut-off and shape

of the luminosity distribution above 1040 erg s−1 in the two populations.

The next generation of radio telescopes will improve our understanding of rel-

ativistic jets in ULXs. While telescopes like the Next Generation VLA (ngVLA)

and the SKA will likely be unable to detect the compact core of a typical ULX1,

the improved sensitivities will allow for more detections of ULX radio bubbles

(e.g., NGC300 S 10; Chapter 7), hotspots and lobes (e.g., NGC7793 S 26; Soria

et al. 2010) and transient jet ejecta (e.g., Ho II X-1; Cseh et al. 2015a). This

will enable us to explore potential differences in the populations of jetted and

non-jetted ULXs.

Comparing the X-ray spectra of ULSs to those of standard ULXs offers a

rare opportunity to identify how the presence/absence of strong outflows di-

rectly influences ULX X-ray spectral classification. Work studying the winds

of ULXs is currently being conducted using high-resolution X-ray spectroscopy

with Chandra/High Energy Transmission Grating Spectrometer (HETGS) and

XMM-Newton/Reflection Grating Spectrometer (RGS) (e.g., Pinto et al. 2016). I

am working as part of this group on projects pertaining to the ULXs NGC1313 X-

2 and NGC55 X-1 (Pinto et al., 2017a). Sources like NGC55 X-1, M101 ULX-1

and NGC247 ULX all demonstrate ULX-ULS transitions (Chapter 4; Pinto et al.

2017a) and thus are perfect for testing how the disk winds are related ULX spec-

tral properties. Naturally, these sources are ideal targets for the next-generation

of X-ray spectrometers, specifically ESO’s Athena telescope (Ravera et al., 2014)

and NASA’s Arcus grating mission (Smith et al., 2017), with their higher spatial

and spectral resolution (especially for soft X-rays) than current instruments.

So far we have not mentioned any efforts to constrain the mass accretion

1Compact core emission from XRB jets have radio flux densities of ∼ 10mJy at a distance
of 10 kpc. Scaling this to 10Mpc results in flux densities of ∼ 10 nJy.
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rate. Difficulties arise in estimating the accretion rate due to the nature of super-

Eddington accretion. How much energy is advected in the accretion flow is dif-

ficult to quantify. Additionally, the strong winds remove considerable material

and energy from the system, which is again difficult to accurately quantify. Mass

accretion may remain a challenge to constrain, possibly until the effects of the

remaining physical properties of ULXs can be pinned down.

This research project has highlighted the fact that ULX spectral properties

are dependent on the physical characteristics of the accretion flow rather than

being purely driven by changes in the viewing angle. While we suggest that

the observable features of ULXs, including ULSs, can be explained by a uni-

fied model incorporating accretion rate, accretor type and outflow characteristics

with inclination angle, further data from current and upcoming state-of-the-art

instruments are required to fully test this hypothesis.
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